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TÍTULO: Investigando a longevidade dos produtos de cortiça para casa e de uso 
pessoal através de uma abordagem longitudinal com utilizadores. 
 
 
 
 
 

RESUMO 
 
 

 
Produtos com uma longa longevidade são importantes para reduzir o consumo de 
recursos e fluxos de desperdício para o ambiente. A cortiça tem um perfil 
ecológico interessante, e é um material natural interessante pois provem do 
sobreiro e pode ser extraída sem ameaçar a vitalidade da árvore. O objectivo 
deste trabalho é o de investigar a longevidade dos produtos de cortiça. Foram 
estudados um total de 18 produtos diferentes com 31 utilizadores. Num contexto 
de design isto designa-se experiencia de utilizador acumulada. Os métodos 
utilizados foram entrevistas e fotografias, e estes ocorreram em diferentes 
momentos no tempo: 3 meses, 8 meses, 16 meses, e 2 anos.  
Na maioria dos produtos de cortiça estava tudo bem; os produtos estão ainda em 
boas condições, os utilizadores estão satisfeitos, e as avaliações são boas, muito 
boas e excelentes. Houve alguns casos problemáticos que permitiram uma maior 
aprendizagem, em particular acerca dos materiais empregues. Para além disso, a 
maioria dos aspectos que surgiram estão relacionados com o escurecimento, por 
vezes também designado como sujidade,  com um significado pejorativo, ou como 
envelhecimento o que é aceitável como no cabedal. Em geral, a abordagem 
permitiu recolher informação importante acerca da longevidade dos produtos de 
cortiça. 
 

 
 
 
Palavras-chave: ecodesign, longevidade, produtos e materiais de cortiça, 
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TITLE: Investigating the life-span of cork products for household and personal use 
through a longitudinal approach with users 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 
 

 
Products with a long life-span are important to reduce resources consumption and 
outflows to the environment.  Cork has an interesting eco-profile since it is a 
natural non-wood forest product that can be produced  without endangering the 
cork oak vitality. The aim of the work is to investigate the life-span of cork 
products. A total of 18 different cork products including household and personal 
use products were studied with 31 users. In the context of design this is cumulative 
user experience (cumulative UX). The methods used were interviews and 
photographs, and these were performed at different moments in time: 3 months, 8 
months, 16 months, and 2 years. 
In most cork products everything was fine; the products are still in good condition, 
users are satisfied, and the evaluations are good, very good, and excellent. There 
were some problematic cases which enabled to learn more, in particular about the 
cork materials employed. Besides, most issues arising are related with darkening, 
sometimes also referred to as dirt, with a pejorative meaning, or ageing which is 
acceptable like leather. Overall, the approach retrieved interesting and important 
information about the life-span of the products.  
 

 
 
Key-Words: ecodesign, life-span, cork products and materials, use and users, 
longitudinal study 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Research context 

1.1.1 Introducing sustainability and ecodesign 

The paradigm of sustainability emerged during the last century. Sustainability was 

defined by the World Commission on Environment and Development, in 1987, as the ability of 

societies to meet their needs, without compromising the capability of future generations to meet 

their own needs. In essence, having a long term perspective and the others in mind, it implies 

living our lives with a neutral impact on the environment or surroundings. For instance, a tree 

cut today should be useful for the time it takes for another to grow in its place to the same age.  

Sustainability could be made operational through the three guidelines or rules 

suggested by Daly (1990): 

The use of a renewable resource should not exceed its regeneration rate; 

The use of a non-renewable resource should not exceed the rate at which a 

renewable substitute is developed in a sustained way; 

The rate of emission pollutants should not exceed the assimilation capacity of 

the environment. 

Sustainability may also include other more „soft‟ or qualitative issues, as proposed by 

Meadows et al. (2004): 

«A sustainable society would be interested in qualitative development, not 

physical expansion. It would use material growth as a considered tool, not a perpetual 

mandate. Neither for nor against growth, it would begin to discriminate among kinds of 

growth and purposes for growth. It could even entertain rationally the idea of purposeful 

negative growth, to undo excess, to get below limits, to cease doing things that, in a full 

accounting of natural and social costs, actually cost more than they are worth». 

(Meadows et al., 2004, p.255). 

 

The urgency of shifting towards sustainable paths is explained in Meadows et al (2004), 

and some proposals are addressed namely in Brown (2009). In the one hand there are 

efficiency related issues, perhaps more easily quantifiable; on the other hand there are „softer‟ 

issues related with the concepts of „good life‟, sufficiency, and flourishing (e.g. Ehrenfeld, 2008). 

In Cooper (2005), the duality of efficiency and sufficiency is graphically represented (also here 

in section 2.3). In reality these aspects are complementary, since addressing only one side is 

often not enough due to the complexity and interrelation of issues. For instance, efficiency 

improvements can be supplanted by increasing consumption a phenomenon known as rebound 
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effects. Therefore, there is the need to take whole system perspectives to tackle the complexity 

and multitude of issues involved, even though this may be difficult to implement in practice. 

The sustainability of a solution is therefore beyond a product per se. For instance, it 

depends on where it is consumed, since the transport of materials can substantially increase 

the impact of goods (e.g. as noticeable in Lugt, 2008). Additionally, sustainable solutions may 

instead rely on more dematerialized systems of production and consumption, such as Product-

Service-Systems (PSS), namely through sharing of products (e.g. Tukker and Tichner, 2004). 

However, the environmental impacts of such solutions are not necessarily lower and 

alternatives should be evaluated and compared, namely through LCA‟s (Life Cycle 

Assessment). 

Some of the current key issues within ecodesign or design for environment include e.g. 

recycling, life-span or lifetime, PSS, take-back, circular economy, and cradle-to-cradle (C2C) 

approaches. Several of these issues are intimately related with the sustainable use of the 

material resources. These issues have been dealt with in two recent important books: 

„Adventures in EcoDesign of Electronic Products‟ by Stevels (2007), and „Design for 

environmental sustainability‟ (Vezzoli and Manzini, 2008), perhaps the first more applied, and 

the second more conceptual. 

 

1.1.2 The relevance of addressing product life-span 

It is important to address the life-span of products because they have a substantial 

impact on the environment, require a significant amount of material resources, and many have 

very short life-spans (e.g. State of the world 2004 – special issue on consumption). The 

longevity of products is generally acknowledged as an important requisite towards 

environmental sustainability (e.g. Meadows et al, 2004, Cooper 2005, Vezzoli and Manzini 

2008). Succinctly, considering that any product has a certain impact on the environment, if its 

longevity doubles, the impact is reduced to half i.e. if mobile phones would last twice as much, 

we would only need half of them. 

However, as investigated by van Nes (2003), this is not so simple for energy consuming 

products since new models can be more energy efficient, and early replacement may actually 

be more favourable for the environment. In certain products, the energy consumption during the 

expected life-span has a much higher environmental impact then the production of the product 

per se. Interesting graphic illustrations of this can be found in Ashby (2009) about an eco-audit 

of a car, a house, and a kettle, as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 - Approximate values for the energy consumed at each phase for a family car, a private 
house and a kettle, adapted from Ashby (2009), p.54 and 138. 

 

In this work we will be investigating non-energy products, and for which a long life-span 

is generally desirable. 

The life-span of products is influenced by many aspects. Even though it depends on the 

product‟s physical characteristics e.g. a long functional integrity and good condition, these 

aspects also depend on the behaviour of users (e.g. maintenance). It is important to point out 

that the users are those who ultimately decide on the continuity or interruption of the use of a 

product, on an eventual repair (in case that service is available), and first of all, as consumers, 

they decide on what they buy. 

 

1.2 Introduction to the research topic 

The work presented here addresses the life-span of a set of specific products, i.e. their 

longevity. First, we would like to know how long these products last. Even if this seems peculiar, 

there isn‟t actually that much knowledge about how long products last. Our current linear 

system of production and consumption is well related with this: as we buy a product and it 

becomes ours, there is not much more information about it going back towards the producer; 

and when the product life ends, it is often disposed, and rarely returned to the manufacturer or a 

third party. Therefore, the knowledge about how long products last remains with the users (and 

consumers), that is, with all of us who buy and use the products. 

Besides the longevity of the products, it is also relevant to know why i.e. to know what 

are the factors influencing this longevity. Exemplifying, if a certain product only lasts one year, 

what are the causes?: did it break? did the user stopped liking it or preferred a new one? or did 

it became useless due to changed contextual or life circumstances (e.g. such as the bed of a 

child who grows up)?. From this, we realise that the causes for the longevity may be due to the 

product, the user, or contextual issues. Besides, while in some cases there is an evident reason 

which can be pointed out, in others the life-span of a product may depend on a more complex 

and subtle (or eventually unconscious) set of aspects. To know the reasons behind the life-span 

of products may provide important and interesting information for designing them, and in 

particular for long lasting ones.  
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Furthermore, in many cases the factors causing or influencing product life-span may 

evolve or change over time. For instance, a very beautiful product when new may become 

gradually damaged with use, decreasing its aesthetic appreciation over time. Therefore the 

longevity of the product is a process which is constructed and unfolds over time, influenced by 

several aspects e.g. technical and aesthetical, among others, and changing dynamically in time. 

So far, our current knowledge has provided good evidence about the aspects 

influencing the longevity of the products, about the what – whether technical, aesthetical, or 

others. However, the process – the how these aspects are interrelated, and how they evolve 

over time has hardly been addressed in spite of its importance to designers, producers, and 

consumers since a better understanding should enable longer product life-spans. In the context 

of this work, our focus was on better understanding this phenomenon of life-span. Future work 

may then address the knowledge transfer into practice, i.e. by extending the life-span of the 

products.  

Since this is a time evolving phenomenon, our research approach was of a longitudinal 

study conducted over a period of time to obtain empirical data. In a longitudinal study, data is 

collected in several moments or continuously over time. Such a study is original and enables to 

look at the process of life-span. Other approaches are possible to address this topic. For 

instance, van Nes (2003) inquired people about products whose life had ended – therefore 

after, and not during. Furthermore, the research has an explorative scope, and was mostly 

qualitative. This is so because there isn‟t that much direct literature – this process is still unclear, 

but also due to the intrinsic nature of the subject, which is more qualitative at least in the eyes of 

the researcher. Nevertheless, as mentioned possibly by Albert Einstein “Not everything that can 

be counted counts, and not everything that counts can be counted”. 

This study is based on cork products. Cork is a „delicious‟ renewable material with a 

very high eco-profile. It has been used to store food, and to drink water, but the adjective is here 

applied mostly due to its characteristics. Cork is the outer bark of a tree (the cork oak, Quercus 

suber L.) which can be removed without significantly altering the vitality of the tree after which it 

regrows, therefore allowing a sustainable tree exploitation along its lifetime. Wine cork stoppers 

are the world wide known cork application, but there are already several others that make use 

of the very unusual set of properties of this material (Pereira 2007). Here we will be studying 

household and personal use products, which are two broad consumer product categories, 

produced with several different cork-based materials. 

Materials are one product attribute which is expected to have a substantial importance 

in the life-span process. Hence, there is also a complementary interest in material related 

issues, in particular, on how the products‟ materials change with use, and on how this brings 

forward new knowledge not generally available to the design process. This may also contribute 

to extend the life-span of products. 
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Therefore, through the study of numerous cork product cases, this research provides 

insight into this process of the life-span of products:  to find out how long they last, what are the 

aspects influencing their life-span, and how they interrelate and evolve over time. Furthermore, 

considering the originality of the methodological approach, it also represents an interesting and 

important contribution in the field of design. Finally, this study proposes a new way of learning 

about materials relevant in design context, and generates specific knowledge about cork 

products, not generally available and of interest for the cork sector. 

 

1.3 Purpose statement and main research questions 

This research aims to contribute to an enhanced and better understanding of the 

phenomenon of product life-span. The focus is on the process (the core literature gap) in the 

attempt to uncover or clarify how the influencing aspects are interrelated, and evolve over time. 

This is accomplished through studying multiple product cases based on cork materials, in a 

longitudinal and mostly qualitative methodological approach. 

The main research questions are the following: 

What is the life-span of cork products?  

What are the aspects influencing the life-span of cork products? 

How are the aspects influencing the life-span of cork products interrelated? 

How do the aspects influencing the life-span of cork products evolve over time? 

What can be learnt about the cork material through product usage? 

Research questions for chapter 5: 

RQ – How does product usage enable to learn about the material? (general 

research question)  

RQ1 – What differences are observable in the products after two years of use? 

RQ2 – What is learnt about the material? What new knowledge arises not 

generally available to design? 

RQ3 – What material guidelines can be derived from knowledge on product 

usage to assist the design process? 

 

1.4 Knowledge structure of the work  

This work has multiple scientific contributions that represent the four areas of 

knowledge addressed, and which are represented graphically in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Knowledge structure of the research: four scientific contributions, graphic from the 
author 

 

The main area concerns the life-span of products, for which a gap in knowledge was 

identified during the literature review. Therefore, the main purpose of this investigation is to 

contribute to a better understanding of the process of product life-span: how it occurs, is 

constructed, and evolves over time. This is our foremost goal. 

There is also a significant contribution within the methodological approach. This is a 

consequence of the absence of similar studies in the field (longitudinal studies are not common 

in design), and of approaches to study the phenomenon over time. In fact there are no 

systematic studies looking at the process of life-span, and how it changes over time. The study 

design is relatively original, and there are some reflections for following studies. Overall, the 

approach enabled the creation of interesting and valuable knowledge in design context.  

Considering that materials are an important product attribute, there is also a substantial 

contribution on this matter. Time and use have significant and concrete effects on the visual 

appearance of products, and this is intimately related with the materials they are made of. 

Consequently, studying the ageing of products brings new knowledge about the materials, not 

generally available to the design process or to designers. In this case, this knowledge is applied 

to several cork materials. 
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Finally, there is also a relevant contribution about cork products, and which is mainly 

interesting for the cork sector and related professionals, although it impacts at a broader scale 

given the enormous importance of cork in Portugal‟s economy. New products have been 

introduced recently, and there is not much knowledge about their quality, performance, 

durability, or aesthetic appreciation, which are particularly relevant in the market. One example 

was the partial substitution of cork stoppers by alternative closures which had origin in a quality 

issue ( TCA-trichloroanisole), which had serious repercussions in the sector. 

 

1.5 Audiences  

Considering the diversity of knowledge contributions, this work is also directed toward 

several audiences.  

The life-span of products is of interest to all of us. We are all consumers, we all use 

products, and short life-spans can have a significant impact on the environment. Hopefully, this 

research can contribute to increase knowledge and consciousness about this consumption 

process. An enhanced understanding of this should significantly contribute to change 

behaviours towards longer product life-spans through awareness of the problem. Furthermore, 

within ecodesign, the topic of product life-span is of general interest for research, education, 

and practice (businesses and professionals). 

For research and education the work provides multiple learning cases. A total of 18 

different cork products were studied during a 2 years period, and there are extensive images of 

how the condition of the products evolved with time and use. The work constitutes a unique 

contribution on this process. 

For businesses and professionals the approach could be of use in a more simplified 

way as suggested in chapter 8. This could be a 1 year study, or even shorter, which would 

already provide useful results. The work has therefore a practical application in a shorter and 

simplified version. 

Furthermore, from a design and materials perspective, this work provides a different 

way of learning about materials, and can generate relevant knowledge to the design process. 

Therefore, this can be interesting for researchers, practitioners, and material‟s related 

businesses.  

Finally, this work is also aimed at the actors and stakeholders of the cork sector, such 

as businesses, producers, retailers, associations, researchers, practitioners, and consumers. 

Ultimately, we all care, want, and need the same things – our interests are aligned. In the short 

term we all need our jobs, which are dependent on good quality and useful work. In the long 

term, cork, the forests and the planet, are what we all share and cherish. Knowledge about the 

quality and aesthetic appreciation of cork products may help us to do a better job while 
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extending the life-span of cork products may constitute an important resource conservation 

strategy for this unique and slow-growing bark of a tree. 

 

1.6 Overview of contents 

Considering the time-related nature of the research, the thesis is organized in a 

chronological order, as graphically represented in Figure 3 and Figure 4. 

 

Figure 3: Outline of the Ph.D. thesis 
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Figure 4: Longitudinal outline of the Ph.D. thesis 

 

 

 

In Chapter 2, a literature review is presented. It starts with discussing the sustainable 

use of cork in the context of current material resources consumption as the background of the 

main knowledge gap (life-span). Relevant literature related with product life-span is presented, 

and the knowledge gap originating this work is clearly identified. Following, other important 

literature is provided, both about materials and design in general, as well as about the specific 

group of cork products and materials we are addressing. 

In Chapter 3, the details of the methodological approach are given. We start with the 

research design, where an overall view of the study can be found, followed by details on the 

options taken to implement it. Afterwards, the methods are detailed (e.g. interviews content and 

participants), as well as the cork products and materials studied. Finally, some epistemological 

considerations are addressed. 

In Chapter 4, the first empirical results can be found. These interim results are 

presented sequentially, from the first 3-months-moment of data collection, to the third moment 

after 16 months. These are the core contents of four conference papers listed in annex 3. These 

were important steps to conceptually develop the topic and for data analysis. In particular, at the 

3-months-moment there was already an early exploration of the interrelations of aspects 

influencing life-span, while after 16 months the evolution of life-span over time was addressed.  

Chapter 5 provides in detail the differences observed in the products after 2 years of 

use. For each product, the visual evidence is complemented with a description of the 

differences noticed by the users, and our own observations. Furthermore, and since new 

knowledge about the material arises from the approach, some material-related design 

guidelines can be derived. Besides the relevance of such product appearance changes in the 

context of studying life-span, this also represents an important and original contribution in the 

field of materials and design, in this case developed with cork products and materials. 

Chapter 6 focuses in the aspects influencing the life-span of the products after 2 years 

of use, and in their interrelations. Some products are addressed and described in detail. This 

chapter constitutes the first half theoretical cornerstone towards the main purpose or aim of the 

research – to advance our understanding of the process of product life-span.  
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Chapter 7 addresses the evolution of life-span over time, or how this phenomena 

changes with time by combining the evolution of the observed differences with the evolution of 

product assessments. This enables an analysis of the process, i.e. how life-span evolves over 

time.  

Chapter 8 presents some post-study methodological considerations, including some 

reflections and feedback about the study provided by users at the 16-months-moment. A new 

study design is proposed, aiming at a more feasible application. In essence it is shorter and 

simpler, but still preserving the richness and diversity of outcomes. 

In Chapter 9, a conceptual exploration of life-span extension is given, based in the 

results of the longitudinal study. It is only a preliminary exploration, but it demonstrates that the 

information is useful to the design process. 

In Chapter 10, some discussions, conclusions and recommendations (including 

suggestions for further research) are provided and organized according to the structure of 

knowledge introduced in Figure 2. 
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2 Literature Review 

 

2.1 Introduction 

The organization of the literature review is graphically represented in Figure 5 

presenting a cascading of how the topics unfold sequentially, from the sustainable use of cork 

until the focus on cork materials and properties. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Literature review sub-chapters sequential cascading, chart from the author 

 

In 2.2 a discussion on the sustainable use of cork is presented. Five key issues were 

identified as relevant or important in the context of cork, among which life-span. This sub-

chapter is the material resource background of the core research literature about product life-

spans presented in 2.3, and in which the main knowledge gap originating this work is clearly 

identified and framed. From literature we know what is influencing product life-span, but not 

how, e.g. the process is not clear or well understood. Hence the explorative scope, longitudinal 

approach, and the strong and large empirical basis of the study. 

Afterwards, information on materials and design is given in 2.4, since our focus is 

materials which are an important product attribute. Here it will be acknowledged that information 

on used products and materials is missing and can be relevant to designers (this is a secondary 

gap in knowledge). Furthermore, considering the cork context, in section 2.5 there is an 

overview of cork properties, materials, and processing. This is complementary information for 

chapter 5, but also represents current knowledge on cork, and for which knowledge gaps can 

be identified in the diversity of cork materials already available. 
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The outputs and interrelations between chapters are schematized in Figure 6. Product 

life-span has a central position and represents the core gap in knowledge addressed. 

Ecodesign was our main field, and the sustainable use of cork the main concern, for which life-

span was one of the key issues identified. Additionally, on life-span studying used information 

about materials was previously almost unknown in the field of materials and design, which in 

this case is mostly about cork. 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Outputs and interrelations between sub-chapters, chart from the author 

 

 

2.2 Cork and sustainability: discussing the sustainable use of the 

material from a design perspective 

2.2.1 Design, materials and sustainability 

There is the challenge to use materials in a more sustainable way, namely by using less 

and cleaner materials, and to recycle them. Designers have been mainly selecting materials 

with applications as the end goal. It is proposed that taking the perspective of the materials 

instead, will enable the identification of ways to contribute to a more sustainable use and 
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balance of the resources in the long term. This is explored with cork, the outer bark of the cork 

oak tree. From the above, a research question arises: how to use cork in a more sustainable 

way? 

It is already generally acknowledged that the use of materials is not sustainable 

(Gardner and Sampat, 1998; Matthews et al., 2000). Large amounts of materials are used, 

mainly since the last century, and there has been a shift from renewable to non-renewable ones 

(Matos and Wagner, 1998; Ashby, 2009). In a general way, it is acknowledged that renewable 

resources and materials have a significant contribution towards sustainability (Meadows et al., 

2004; Gielen, 1998). On the other hand, since circa 1900 the number of materials available 

proliferated; the number of existing materials seems unlimited, as also their possible 

combinations in composite materials. A more profound, intense and precise manipulation of 

matter is observed; however, the materials produced as such are more difficult to reintegrate in 

the natural cycles, at the end of their useful life, and composites are combined in an extremely 

difficult way to dissociate (Manzini, 1989). 

There are some proposals on how to use materials in a more sustainable way, such as 

Cradle-to-Cradle (C2C) approaches (Mcdonough and Braungart, 2002), but these are not 

straightforward or universal solutions; for instance, while C2C may be interesting for a local 

context, if applied in a global market emissions can double. With regard to recycling, even 

though it can be technically feasible for many materials, recycling rates are relatively low even 

for common polymers such as polyethylene and polypropylene (PE – 7.5-9.5%, and PP – 5.1-

6%)(Ashby, 2009). Recycling needs to be economically feasible, and this requires scale (Boks, 

2002; Ashby, 2009). How can this be accomplished if the number of materials continues to 

proliferate? 

Considering that the purpose of the activity of designers are applications, there is 

established knowledge in materials selection, and more recently including environmental 

aspects (Ashby, 2009), although the materials perspective, and the effects of choices and 

developments in these resources are generally not acknowledged. Exemplifying, new materials 

proliferate and enable more specific applications, but then there are many more materials and it 

is more difficult to foster recycling, which needs scale for economical feasibility. 

From this problematic, it is proposed to look at materials from a resource perspective, 

trying to identify the aspects contributing to the long term sustainable balance, and how to use 

them in a more sustainable way by enhancing the long term balance of the resource. 
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2.2.2 Cork applications and sustainability – characterizing the case 

2.2.2.1 Cork oak forest systems – origin of the material resource 

Cork is a renewable resource, the outer bark of the cork oak tree, and can be removed 

periodically from the tree stem without endangering vitality. The cork oak forests occur in the 

Mediterranean region (mainly in Portugal and Spain, but also in the north African countries of 

Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia, as well as in France and Italy) and provide multiple important 

functions, such as the protection of biodiversity (Costa and Pereira, 2007; Pereira et al., 2009). 

The cork oak can be found in two kinds of forest systems: a multifunctional system, 

where the forest areas are combined with some agriculture and cattle raising, designated 

“montado de sobro” in Portugal, and where it represents 70% of cork oak forests; and a mono-

functional system, focused on the forest use, and characterized by higher forest density. In our 

days, cork oaks are explored for the production of cork. The multifunctional ecosystem was 

developed since the end of the nineteenth century, and due to the increasing valorisation of 

cork and socio-economical changes, these became one of the richest in biodiversity, and with 

economical sustainability (Costa and Pereira, 2007). 

The cork oak is a slow growing tree, and with a high longevity; up to 250-300 years. The 

economical exploration of the tree occurs between about 40 and 150-200 years, corresponding 

to approximately 12-14 consecutive removals of cork, every 9 years. Yearly cork growth 

thickness varies between 2 to 5 millimetres, more intensely in the first years, and for most 

regions of Portugal, cork thickness reaches 3.5 to 4 centimetres in a 9-year-cycle (Costa and 

Pereira, 2007).  

Costa et al. (2009) assessed the cork oak landscape dynamics, in an area considered 

representative of the “montado” in Portugal, for the period 1958-2005. While some land use 

changes were observed, overall, the cork oak woodlands were stable during the 47-year study 

period, regarding area and dynamics. The authors consider this to be indicative of the basic 

sustainability of the “montado” system. 

The cork oak systems are not natural systems; the cork oak woodlands have been 

intensively managed, and are important reservoirs of fauna and flora biodiversity. They are 

home to a variety of threatened species, and are winter habitats for a large number of 

woodpigeons, cranes, and passerines. The traditional management of the cork oak land use 

systems rather supports biodiversity than reduces it, and these systems show a high level of 

diversity (Pereira, 2007).  

Given their role in environmental protection, the sustainability of the cork oak forests 

and of the cork chain is a matter of general concern. Key aspects or values are the protection 

against soil erosion and desertification, the preservation of biodiversity, and the social and 

economic framework of the impacted populations and regions. Nevertheless, even though most 

of the cork oak systems are ago-forestry sparse forests (cork oak woodlands), their past multi-
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functionality has shrunk to cork production and animal browsing. Furthermore, it is also 

important to mention that the natural regeneration of the tree is low or insufficient to guarantee 

the long-term sustainability of the forest. Therefore, there have been considerable efforts into 

new cork oak afforestation in Southern Europe using seeding and planting (Pereira, 2007). 

The extraction of cork, or cork stripping, is performed manually by cutting large 

rectangular planks which are pulled out from the tree. This is a strictly seasonal activity 

performed in late spring and early summer. The cork stripping requires technical expertise to 

avoid wounding the tree. The cork planks are left in the ground, and are collected afterwards to 

be taken to a field yard where cork piles are erected (Pereira, 2007). 

Even though the cork industry produces different products, the economical feasibility of 

the whole sector is determined by the production of natural cork stoppers; it is the suitability of 

the cork raw material for this production that establishes its commercial value and objectives in 

the forest management. In this context, the thickness of the cork plank is the most important 

variable when analyzing the raw material suitability for processing (Pereira, 2007) while the cork 

quality mainly defined by the so-called porosity is a major factor for the valuation of cork 

stoppers (Oliveira et al., 2012).  

Concluding, while cork forests provide important environmental benefits, these depend 

on proper management with human intervention, and on the production of cork. 

 

2.2.2.2 General cork context and applications 

Portugal is the main cork producing country, with an yearly production of 100.000 

tonnes. This corresponds to circa 50% of the total world production of cork (APCOR, 2013). The 

production is very stable except for climatic or accidental occurrences, such as the 2003 forest 

fires or the 2004 drought in Portugal (Pereira, 2007). Portugal is also a major importer of cork. 

About 90% of the cork transformed is exported; this represents 0.7% of the GDP (Gross 

Domestic Product), and 2.3% of the exports. About 40% of the cork produced is used for the 

production of stoppers, and these account for 69% of the sales (APCOR (Cork Portuguese 

Association) Yearbook, 2009). In recent years, the market for cork stoppers was unstable due to 

substitution by alternative sealants (APCOR Yearbook, 2009, and WWF(World Wide Fund for 

nature), 2006). This originated on the quality and technical performance of some stoppers, 

concerning the appearance of trichloroanisole (TCA) taint in some wines, and which triggered 

the initial development of substitutes. During the last decade, the problem was generally 

corrected by the cork industry, but the expansion of substitutes allowed more competitive 

prices. 

Besides its use as a sealant, cork is also found in a variety of applications: floating 

devices, shock absorbers, insulation and surfacing, used in various fields e.g. construction, 

aeronautics. Among several properties, cork is light, rather impermeable, resistant to wear, and 
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has high friction (Gil, 1998; Pereira, 2007). More recently there has been research in using cork 

for pharmaceuticals, and its properties are considered interesting and with potential for new 

applications (Pereira, 2007; Silva et al., 2005).  

Besides the use of cork as a the so-called natural solid material, as it is used for the 

natural cork stoppers, other cork-based materials are produced, namely cork agglomerates and 

expanded cork boards. Cork agglomerates are made of small cork pieces connected with glue 

or binder, and there can be granules of multiple sizes from 1 centimetre or 1 millimetre. The 

expanded cork boards are made from larger pieces of cork, which are self agglomerated at high 

temperatures without a binder. 

Other cork products, although produced at a small scale, have found niche applications. 

This is the case of the so-called cork skin (or cork paper or cork textile) which is a composite 

where the cork skin (thin laminated sheets) is bind to a supporting textile. These materials have 

been recently introduced with considerable success in fashion and gadgetry. 

In design several cork products have also been developed in the last years, e.g. by 

Daniel Michalik (Pereira, 2007); and one recent project, Design Cork, was organized by Mestre 

(2008). In this project, multiple products were developed by designers (professional and 

students) mainly in Portugal and The Netherlands. The versatility of the properties of cork was 

explored and diverse outputs were obtained from a toy to a solar cooking device. Another 

project in design was the 2
nd

 skin cork Jewellery (Campos and Real eds, 2007).  

Cork is an important resource for Portugal, relevant to exports, and besides its use in 

stoppers there are already several applications, while others are being explored. With regard to 

the substitution of stoppers, taking into account that other substitutions of cork have also 

happened in the past – inner layer of capsules for beverages and pharmaceutical industry 

(Pereira, 2007), it seems important to acknowledge aspects that have an influence in the 

market, such as quality. 

2.2.2.3 LCA‟s – the environmental impact of cork products 

In general, Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) studies of cork products were scarce, as 

pointed out by Gil (2007). Few detailed studies have been performed on stoppers: one 

comparing cork and alternative sealants (PWC/ ECOBILAN, 2008), in which the cork stoppers 

were found to have in general a lower environmental burden. The other LCA study covered the 

entire life cycle of a natural cork stopper (Silva, 2009), and the results show that cork stoppers 

contribute to seven environmental problems, namely production of solid waste, global warming, 

photochemical oxidant formation, and acidification. 

In Forgues (2007), a comparison was made between natural cork products, composite 

cork, and aluminium capsules. The method used was Carbon Appraisal; the composite and 

natural cork stoppers  performed better than the aluminium closure. 
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Rives et al (2011) performed an environmental analysis of the production of natural cork 

stoppers in Catalonia (Spain). They found out that the stage of manufacturing was the one with 

the greatest impact, although it was stated that if transport is from further away, its impact could 

be greater than that of production. Therefore they advise on the proximity of industry to forests. 

Finally, they observed significant differences between the industrial plants studied, e.g. due to 

technology differences (the impacts vary between industrial plants). 

Rives et al (2012) performed an environmental analysis of cork granulate production in 

Catalonia (Spain). Cork trituration was the largest contributor to the environmental impact, 

followed by classification and sieving. In this case, due to the local supply of the resource, 

transport had a very low environmental impact. 

A few other examples of LCA or other cork environmental related information were 

identified in the construction sector, for flooring and insulation.  

Althaus and Richter (2001) performed the analysis of 14 different cork flooring systems. 

The report is not publicly available, and only a short summary was found. It was commissioned 

by one of the major manufacturer of cork products in Portugal, and conducted by EMPA (Swiss 

Federal Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology). The goal was to identify 

ecologically weak spots and the potential for their improvement. Key differences were found 

between fixed and floating floorings, the latter having higher burdens due to the HDF (high 

density fibreboard) layer, and between varnished surfaces and PVC cover, the latter causing 

significantly higher impacts. The burdens of transportation (to a distributor in Switzerland) were 

found relevant only for the friendlier solutions (PVC free, fixed floorings). Flooring options, with 

or without veneer, screen-printing and staining, were considered negligible (low environmental 

impact) in the context of the whole life cycle.  

De Benedetti et al. (2002) assessed different wall solutions for the design of an eco-

industrial park, in Italy, within the project “Optimisation of resource use and waste management 

in an eco-industrial park”. The study aimed to identify objective information regarding the eco-

efficient performance of the initially selected candidate materials. An external wall was studied: 

the initial proposal included the use of a cork panel in combination with other materials, but the 

function of cork was lastly proposed to be substituted by balsa wood, which in this case 

presented significantly lower gross energy values. 

Asdrubali (2007) presented an overview of different material alternatives for sustainable 

acoustic performance. It was acknowledged that at the time no sound or thermal insulating 

material had been awarded with the EU eco-label, that most studies attribute higher impacts to 

synthetic plastic fibres alternatives, that mineral wools/ fibres can cause health problems, and 

that increasing attention is now directed to the use of natural materials and recycled ones. The 

study compared data for several materials: regarding sound absorption, cork was identified as 

having poor performance; for airborne sound insulation (walls), cork properties were considered 
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satisfying; for impact sound insulation (floors), cork was considered very effective, alongside 

with the use of recycled rubber (tyres) and other polymers. 

Desarnaulds et al. (2005) performed an evaluation on the acoustic performance of 

traditional insulating materials and other more “sustainable” alternatives – usually, natural or 

recycled materials. Regarding cork, they concluded that it is not very effective for airborne 

(walls) sound insulation purposes, but that for impact (floor) sound insulation it is a relevant 

alternative, alongside with other natural and recycled materials. Considering the use of 

materials in buildings, noise pollution is taken as one of the factors influencing sustainability 

(environment, economy and society), and therefore there is the aim to improve the acoustic 

environment. The life of partition walls is usually 40 years. In eco-indicator, as a reference, 

some wood solutions score up to 7 times lower (better for the environment) than EPS 

(expanded polystyrene) board glued option. In comparison with wood, cork has the advantage 

of avoiding the use of chemicals for biological protection. For airborne sound insulation, 

application of rubber cork performs better than cork (between two gypsum boards); a difference 

of 6 dB was observed (Desarnaulds et al, 2005). 

Potting and Blok (1995) performed a comparison of four floor coverings, being one of 

them linoleum (constituted by 10% of ground cork). Although linoleum was the most 

environmentally favourable option, the insulation properties of the floorings had differentiated 

impacts in the energy consumption during the use phase, and these were not contemplated in 

the study.  

Another LCA study on flooring materials is provided by Jönsson et al. (1997), comparing 

wood, linoleum and vinyl. In this case wood was identified as the most suitable environmental 

alternative. It was observed that there were gaps in data in the inventory documentation and 

that these were greater for long distance (from Sweden) raw materials for linoleum, such as 

cork. 

Soares et al. (2009) presented an overview on the environmental and sustainable 

aspects of cork, addressing also some of its uses, properties, and economic importance of cork 

for Portugal. 

In Vogtländer and Mestre (2009), the EVR (Eco-costs Value Ratio) model was applied 

to assess and improve several cork products, recently developed within the Design Cork project 

(Mestre, 2008), but detail on environmental information is not available yet. The EVR model, 

developed by Vogtländer in 2001, enables the assessment and comparison of the eco-costs 

and value ratio of each proposal, and provides an analysis of the strategic options to achieve 

improved sustainable solutions; some products were redesigned. Concluding, even though a 

comprehensive overview is not presented, this is already indicative of the need to perform more 

LCA studies. 
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2.2.3 Specific aspects identified as relevant in the cork context 

Considering the importance of using materials in a more sustainable way, and the 

specific cork context, some issues were identified which may enhance the sustainable use of 

this resource. 

Identifying cork applications with higher benefits, by exploring material alternatives in 

substitution 

From a materials substitution perspective, and considering that cork is a relatively clean 

material, an important observation emerged acknowledging that the benefits of using cork are 

not just in using it – they depend on where and how the material is used. In other words, that 

different applications can have differentiated environmental benefits, by taking into account the 

alternative materials avoided. This could be investigated by exploring alternatives in 

substitution, and is relevant for sustainability, since knowledge and development focus in the 

applications with higher benefits would enable to enhance or optimize the positive impact of 

using the material. 

Trend in the development of cork materials 

A trend has been identified concerning the development of cork materials: cork is not 

just one material, there is already a portfolio of cork materials, and more are being developed. 

Among the cork materials are e.g. white agglomerates, black agglomerates, rubber-cork, CPC - 

cork polymer composites, cork wool, cork paper, cork textile/ skin (Pereira, 2007; Silva et al., 

2005; Gil, 2009). This trend is consistent with general developments on materials, and cork is 

namely being mixed with others to form composites. This pattern is similar to developments in 

wood (Pereira, 2006).  

On this issue a dilemma is noticed: in one hand, this development enables new and 

diversified applications; but on the other, these cork materials become more complex, more 

distant from the natural material, and eventually more difficult to recycle and less 

environmentally friendly. Therefore, it seems relevant to further understand and characterize 

this trend in materials, and additional environmental information is necessary to clarify the 

dilemma. 

Life-span of cork products 

Long life-span products are generally acknowledged as environmentally desirable 

(Meadows et al., 2004; Vezzoli and Manzini, 2008; Cooper, 2005 and 2010). In the case of cork, 

this appears as a key issue for several reasons. The resource itself is limited – there is slow 

growth only in a specific region; as such, long life-span products contribute to the conservation 

of the resource. Considering the localized production and transformation of cork, there is an 

economical interest in exporting the products. It is already generally known that the transport of 

materials or products over long distances can significantly contribute to increase the 

environmental impact of products, e.g. van der Lugt (2008). If the products have a long life-
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span, this impact is diluted or distributed through the years. On the other hand, products with a 

long life are also associated with high quality, which is relevant to users, and may be regarded 

as enhancing the overall value and use of the material. From the above, it is relevant to 

investigate their longevity, influencing aspects, and how to extend it. 

Systems thinking approach – exploring influences and repercussions of use in the forests 

The use of the material in products can have important repercussions in the forest 

systems – the lack of quality in stoppers reduced the market value of the material , endangering 

the forests. As such, a specific study of these influences would be useful from a systems 

thinking approach. 

As observed in Costa and Pereira (2007), since cork oak mono-functional systems 

present higher cork productivity, development policy and incentives have been mainly 

addressing these; but this may compromise the traditional “montado”, which offers higher 

ecological and social values (Costa and Pereira, 2007). At the moment it is important to 

increase the value of the material, which has been affected by substitution in stoppers. 

Additionally, it is proposed in Aronson et al. (2009) that the reduced production diversity of cork 

products (a contraction stimulated by the emergence of agglomerated cork) reflected by the 

specialization on stoppers, does not favor the preservation of cork oak trees. From the above, 

we may suggest that a more representative and diversified portfolio of cork applications could 

contribute to an increased sustenance of the ecosystem. 

„Appropriate use‟ of the material – a concept for sustainability 

Taking into account the aspects mentioned above, it is proposed that an „appropriate 

use‟ of the material is a way to accomplish more sustainable solutions. The concept of 

„appropriate use‟ may be characterized as an utilization in which the properties of the material 

suit naturally (without much transformation), the material in the product withstands use through 

time (enabling long life-spans), and the products are appreciated and valued by users 

(technically and aesthetically). Additionally, applications in which these aspects are more clearly 

distinguished from solutions accomplished with other materials, and including environmental 

information about the products, could be regarded as offering a higher positive differentiation 

(substitution benefits). 

 

2.2.4 Conclusions 

The utilization of materials has a substantial burden on the environment, and there are 

several possibilities on how to use them in a more sustainable way; their effectiveness may vary 

from case to case. It is proposed that as designers, a broadening or shift of thinking from 

exclusively the applications as the end goal towards the material, by addressing the 
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repercussions of use from a resource perspective, may contribute to enhance our 

understanding on how to use materials in a more sustainable way. 

As a resource, cork can be considered to have in general an eco-profile, although few 

LCA studies can be found to clarify how this is reflected in products. Cork has interesting 

properties, multiple applications are possible, and it seems important to address aspects such 

as quality.  

From the specific cork context, several aspects were identified with potential to 

contribute to a more sustainable use of the resource (RQ – How to use cork in a more 

sustainable way?): identifying the applications with higher benefits by exploring alternatives in 

substitution; investigating the trend concerning the development of cork materials; addressing 

the life-span of cork products; exploring the influences and repercussions of use in the forests 

through systems thinking; and, focus on applications enabling an „appropriate use‟ of the 

material. 

 

2.3 Life-span  

Introducing life-span 

Products with long life-spans are generally desirable from an environmental 

sustainability perspective (Meadows et al., 2004; van Nes, 2003; Vezzoli and Manzini, 2008), 

because they enable to reduce resource use and the subsequent outflows to the environment. 

Therefore, lifetime extension is environmentally desirable for most products, except for energy 

consuming ones (van Nes, 2003). The relevance of addressing product longevity has been 

recently presented by Cooper (2010), as well as a clarification of related designations: while life-

span (or lifetime, longevity) is acknowledged as broader concept, by including multiple 

influencing factors, durability refers mainly to product intrinsic characteristics. The scope of this 

research is on product life-span, and durability is also considered as a sub-component.  

According to Cooper (2010, based in Cooper, 1994b: 5), durability is „the ability of a 

product to perform its required function over a lengthy period under normal conditions of use 

without excessive expenditure on maintenance or repair‟. On the other hand, product longevity, 

life-span or lifetime includes other factors than the product attributes formed through design and 

manufacture: it includes user behavior and the wider social-cultural influences. In other words, 

while durability refers to the intrinsic product features, life-span addresses the broader context 

(Cooper, 2010). Other terms used related with life-span are „technical life‟, „service life‟, 

„replacement life‟, and „economic life‟. Furthermore, the common unit for measuring life-span is 

years, but others are possible for specific applications (Cooper, 2010). 

According to Cooper, in proposing the „Factor Four‟ principle (which means living within 

¼ than before), Von Weizsäcker et al. (1997:70) argued that „durability is one of the most 

obvious strategies for reducing waste and increasing material productivity‟ (Cooper, 2010, p.13). 
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Nevertheless, with few exceptions, there is an overall lack of life-span data, and which is also 

difficult to acquire. Consumers‟ decisions to replace functional products are often prompted by 

new product development. Consumer behavior influences product life-spans in many ways: 

purchasing choices, the care with which they use products, the frequency and intensity of use, 

and decisions concerning repair or disposal (Cooper, 2010). 

While increased product longevity is primarily based on potential environmental 

benefits, Cooper mentions that there may also be economic and social gains, such as better 

value for money, more jobs in repair and maintenance, and greater consumer satisfaction. 

Longer life-spans are expected to slow and reduce the use of material and energy resources, 

emissions of pollutants, and of waste (Cooper, 2010). 

Even though, the aim should be to optimize life-span rather than maximize it, since 

product redesign for longevity may involve e.g. the use of materials with higher environmental 

impact, or, in the case of energy use products, the prolonged use of inefficient models. 

Nevertheless, despite these exceptions, there is a strong environmental argument in favor of 

longer lasting products (Cooper, 2010). 

Overall, increased product life-spans appear as a strategy combining the perspectives 

of efficiency and sufficiency, and which is illustrated in the model shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 – Product longevity as a means of integrating efficiency and sufficiency. Adapted from 
Cooper 2005. 

 

 «If sustainable development demands an overall increase in product life-spans, 

there need to be growth in premium share of the market. This suggests that industries 

need to explore how to promote higher quality products. Although such a trend may 

result in lower overall sales of new products, it should be possible for companies to 

maintain their profitability by providing higher „added value‟ (reflected in premium prices) 

and offering enhanced after-sales services.» (Cooper 2010, p.24, based in Cooper 

1994a; Kostecki 1998; Weaver 2008) 
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There have been no signs of consumer demand for longer lasting products, and hence 

companies have also been disinclined to adopt these strategies. Consequently, the need for 

effective governmental policies is suggested. Since the current economic system is based on 

fast throughput and ever-increasing sales, there are no incentives to increase product longevity 

for companies. Better information about the products life-span is necessary for consumers to 

contribute to the change, by being able to judge which models offer best value for money 

(Cooper, 2010). 

 

Categorization of influencing aspects 

The life-span of products is intimately connected with consumption, and this is a 

complex process influenced by multiple factors at different levels. In Røpke (1999), these 

factors are categorized in three groups: economic macro-level explanations; historic and socio-

technical meso-level explanations; and socio-psychological micro-level explanations. While 

different typologies for obsolescence are possible, Cooper suggests grouping the factors as 

related to the product, the consumer, and the situational context (Cooper, 2010). 

Evans and Cooper (2010) categorized the factors affecting consumer influences on 

product life-spans into three groups: personal characteristics, social/ situational characteristics, 

and product characteristics. Furthermore, they divided the consumption process in three 

phases: acquisition, use, and disposal (the present study focuses only in the use phase of the 

products). This is illustrated in Figure 8.  

 

Figure 8 – Simplified conceptual framework. Adapted from Evans and Cooper (2010, p.325) 

 

Van Nes (2003) also distinguished three groups of factors: product characteristics, 

situational changes (such as in personal life or on the market), and consumer characteristics. 

Among product characteristics the following were identified: wear and tear, comfort of use, 
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quality, design, social value, emotional value, upgradability, safety and economy of use. Several 

of these aspects (and others) were also identified and addressed in Eternally Yours (van Hinte, 

2004), such as wear and tear, quality or emotional value; this was a major project to investigate 

and explore product endurance.  

 

Life-span and materials 

Materials are a specific product feature influencing the life-span of products; how these 

age is directly related with the materials they are made of. Even though some properties in 

databases provide an indication on how materials withstand use, such as hardness, there is 

generally no specific information on the issue available to the designer. Following, two 

examples of research in the field are succinctly introduced. 

In Eternally Yours (van Hinte, 2004), one of the projects addressed plastic materials; a 

Proud Plastics Survey was performed to collect information about plastic products, originating in 

a Plastic Experience Guide, and production experiments were performed to enrich the aesthetic 

quality of plastics (pp.285-287). Fisher (2004) investigated how plastic materials age with use 

and gather dirt in ways perceptible by users, and that may elicit strong feelings and promote the 

disposal of products. In van Nes (2003) little was found with regard to materials. 

Since circa 1900 the number of materials available proliferated; existing materials seem 

now unlimited, as also their possible combination in composite materials (Manzini, 1989). While 

this enables the discovery of interesting new applications and functions, the use of new 

materials in unconventional contexts can result in highly uncertain product life-spans. This has 

also been noticed before by Stahel (1982). On the other hand, from a material perspective, 

even though there can be numerous applications for a single material, perhaps only some of 

these are appropriate if there is the design challenge to accomplish more sustainable solutions 

through long life-spans. 

 

Studying product life-span and influencing aspects empirically 

a) Van Nes, 2003, 2010  

In studying product replacement, van Nes performed 20 semi-structured interviews with 

people who had recently replaced a product, and the sample covered a diversity of products 

and people, to enable different factors to arise. Both simple or cheap and expensive or complex 

products were used, such as a teapot or a car. These were also variable in relation to 

technology – low and high. Finally, these also ranged according to visibility or public exposure 

of the product. 

From the quantitative research (questionnaire with 253 respondents), a typology of 

replacement motives was developed. Four general categories of replacement motives were 
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proposed as a typology: wear and tear, improved utility, improved expression, and new desires.   

The survey also covered a diversity of products, and circa 75% of them were electronic 

products. 

Van Nes found out that the replacement of a product lies in the consumers mind for a 

long time, and it is often influenced by many factors. Besides, high satisfaction contributes to 

the bonding to the product, and that it is a barrier to disposal. Van Nes also acknowledges that 

the replacement is a continuous process influenced by the three groups of factors. This model 

as understood by van Nes is represented in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9 – Model of factors influencing the arousal of the replacement need. Adapted from Van 
Nes, 2010 p.117. 

 

Furthermore, the identified product characteristics, situational influences, and consumer 

characteristics upon the replacement decision, are also listed in Figure 9. Van Nes 

acknowledges that people can only care or feel attached to a small amount of their products, 

and that “effectiveness in extending product life depends on successfully matching replacement 

motives and design strategy” (van Nes, 2010, p.129). Hence the relevance of knowledge on 

product life-span, prior to addressing their extension.  

Finally, within the work of van Nes (2010, 2003), several design strategies to extend the 

replacement of products arouse from a workshop: design for reliability and robustness, design 

for repair and maintenance, design for upgradability, design for product attachment, and design 

for variability. Examples of the application of these were provided, and in general these 

strategies had already been proposed by other literature references.  

 

b) Evans and Cooper (2010) 

Evans and Cooper (2010) have also a significant empirical contribution in the study of 

life-span. They acknowledge the need of users‟ demand-side solutions, and that supply-side 

(producers) solutions are not enough for the changes needed. The authors acknowledged that 
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consumers have a critical role in determining product longevity. Three product categories of 

household products were studied: everyday footwear, large household appliances, and 

upholstered chairs. Their empirical research comprised an initial quantitative study, and a 

second qualitative one with 18 semi-structured interviews. They noticed that consumers had low 

interest in life-span during the acquisition and use phases, but a high interest in the disposal 

phase (Evans and Cooper, 2010). 

 

«In summary, variations in consumer behavior across different stages of 

consumption and between product categories illuminate the complexity of research in 

this area, while the results overall reveal that, currently, few consumers behave 

consistently in ways that optimize product life-spans.» (Evans and Cooper, 2010, p.330) 

 

From the interviews performed, Evans and Cooper (2010) found out that in situations of 

product attachment or of an interest in a certain product category, there was a higher pretension 

to the accumulation and acquisition of new products, while people with less care and lack of 

interest in the products would actually retain them for longer, extending life-span. Another 

finding was that products were frequently discarded on the grounds of superficial wear and tear, 

hygiene and boredom, rather than of physical failure. Besides they also found inconsistent 

behavior from users across the three different product categories studied, and towards different 

types of products within the same category (Evans and Cooper, 2010). Additionally, they also 

investigated the consumers‟ intentions and behavior to optimize life-span. 

Furthermore, it was found that behavior towards maintenance or rejuvenation was 

different. Additionally, product life-spans could had been optimized during the use stage, but the 

authors found indifference towards maintenance and rejuvenation. Products that were not 

carefully maintained deteriorated at a more rapid rate, and a cultural change in attitudes need to 

be achieved towards product maintenance, by users and retailers. 

According to Evans and Cooper (2010), more research is necessary to better 

understand the processes of product evaluation and dissatisfaction. The authors conclude that 

“a longitudinal study might be valuable in understanding the complex process of product 

evaluation over time” (p.345). 

 

c) Zafarmand et al. (2011) 

Zafarmand et al. (2011) also studied intangible aspects in what they call the Product 

Subjective Sustainability (PSjS) that includes aspects such as aesthetics, emotions and 

attachment. They also addressed how these aspects evolved over time. The study was 

performed with mobile phones, private passenger cars, and Japanese handicraft or traditional 
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furniture. The multiple emotions, meanings or attitudes reported are designated Kansei items 

and the work is in the field of Kansei Engineering. 

The study showed that participants had different Kansei statuses during the lifecycle 

stages of their products. Furthermore, these evolved from being mostly good, pleasant or 

dynamically positive, to affectively becoming mature throughout the product‟s expected life-

span. Additionally, depending on product type and replacement circumstances, a Kansei may 

evolve from Subjectivity/Attitude to Objectivity/Value or vice versa (Zafarmand et al., 2011). 

 

Product attachment 

Mugge (2007) made another contribution in the field, but focusing more specifically on 

product attachment, and some of its determinants: self-expression, group affiliation, memories 

and pleasure. Product attachment is defined as the „strength of the emotional bond a consumer 

experiences with a specific product‟, implying a strong relationship or tie between the individual 

and object. Attachment differs from satisfaction since people can be satisfied with average 

performing products, but the development of attachment requires a special meaning. Possible 

consequences of product attachment are taking better care of the product and increased 

longevity (Mugge, 2007). 

In the present Ph.D. work, while life-span refers to the effective use or possession of a 

product, attachment represents the significance of a product to a user, and provides an 

expression of intention or willingness to use. 

Mugge also studied the development of attachment over time. The study investigated 

the development of attachment to a backpack given to university freshmen during their 

orientation week. Two questionnaire waves were performed, separated by a five months 

interval, and the first wave was conducted approximately two weeks after the students received 

the backpack. The main variables studied were: the degree of product attachment, self-

expression, group affiliation, memories, and pleasure. Other variables were: disposal tendency, 

product care, expected life-span, and irreplaceability. All variables were measured in seven-

point Likert scales and were randomly ordered. 

Users reported to be more attached and to have more memories associated with the 

product over time. Product attachment was also positively correlated to product care and 

irreplaceability. Furthermore, it was found that product attachment was positively affected by the 

determinants self-expression, memories, and pleasure. Overall, it was found that the degree of 

product attachment changes over time (Mugge, 2007). 
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Other intangible or soft issues about life-span 

Another contribution in the field is given by Walker (2009), but more related with 

aesthetics and product appearance, and on how this can effect sustainability. Also Chapman 

(2005) constitutes an important contribution with several examples and discussions within 

emotionally durable design. 

According to Park (2010), durability implies notions of permanence and longevity. A 

durable product is thought to be reliable, rugged, and resistant to wear and tear. “Purchasing 

cost is possibly the single most important factor in determining product life-spans” (Park, 2010, 

p.80, based in Bayus, 1988). Park provides a categorization of the circumstances defying 

obsolescence from micro to macro: product level (features) – micro; individual level (behavior) – 

meso; and societal factors (socio/economic) – macro. Table 1 gives examples or details of each 

level: 

Table 1: Aspects influencing product longevity at different levels according to Park (2010) 

Product level Individual level Societal factors 

Ageing gracefully 

Upgrading strategies 

Scripting 

Piggybacking 

Silent performers 

System interdependence 

Reassignment 

Luxury products 

Collectors 

Embalmers 

Tinkerers 

Fashion cycles 

Design classics 

Secondary markets 

Information networks 

Product-service systems 

 

According to Park (2010), materials are of great importance in the context of product 

durability and ongoing desirability. Additionally, it is acknowledged that designers play an 

important role in determining the rate of aesthetic depreciation in the choice of materials, 

surface texture, finishing, and product form. Some strategies are suggested to reduce aesthetic 

deterioration: the use of generous edge radii, uniform polymer pigmentation (rather than surface 

finishes) and textured (rather than smooth) surfaces. Besides, Park (2010) points out the need 

to include users in the design process, and to create more „unfinished‟ or „open‟ products. 

Finally, it is concluded that designers need to have a more active role in understanding the way 

users acquire, consume, and discard products. 

According to Burns (2010), if industry and government are to develop an appropriate 

strategy to address the realities of obsolescence, they must provide a „win-win‟ for 

manufacturers and consumers. Burns identified four modes of obsolescence: aesthetic, social, 
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technological, and economic. It is suggested that products closer to our bodies may be more 

sensitively viewed on aesthetic grounds, and for which the usage should be considered. On the 

other hand, in the context of technological obsolescence, there is also the danger of „over-

designing‟, which soon are no longer wanted. In the context of a product/user symbiosis, Burns 

proposes four design objectives: match expectations, minimize embarrassment and risk, 

respect dignity, and maximize satisfaction. 

Another approach to sustainability focuses in slowing the processes of consumption and 

production by addressing the well-being of people, which requires or proposes  new product-

user relationships. This slow movement embraces the ideas of self-reflectiveness about 

consumption, communities, and sharing. In Fuad-Luke (2010), a „slow design manifesto‟ can be 

found, as well as a model for design and well-being, which is centered on the individual well-

being, and embraces the economic, environmental, and socio-cultural dimensions of 

sustainability. 

Furthermore, Fuad-Luke (2010) proposes seven strategies for extending product-user 

relationships: extended durability, value for money, sharing products, co-designers and co-

producers, retention of narrative and aesthetic appeal, creating personal narratives, increasing 

sensorial variety, and making social connections (based in Mugge et al., 2005; Cooper, 2005; 

Chapman, 2005). Besides the above, this author also emphasizes the importance of the 

contexts of local production and consumption, the contribution and participation of the users, 

and the shift from ownership towards sharing. Naturally, many of these aspects go beyond the 

product itself. 

 

The broader system – Stahel (2010, 1982) 

Besides the more design related strategies to extend the life-span of products, as 

proposed by van Nes, others consider the broader system of production and consumption such 

as Stahel (website, 1982; 2010), which proposes a „functional service economy‟. This includes 

the intrinsic durability of goods, in combination with services of maintenance and repair 

supporting the products life-span. In some cases, the ownership of products or equipment 

remains with the manufacturer. The latter may include take-back of the goods to enable or 

incentive a circular economy and/or performance economy, and hence minimizing the flow of 

materials. 

While for industrial equipment or expensive products (e.g. a car) this may be 

economically feasible, for more simple products there aren‟t specific cases studied yet (e.g. a 

fruit bowl) exemplifying the application of these concepts. The products that will be addressed in 

this Ph.D. work are mainly simple and cheap, and these concepts were not included in the 

empirical research performed which has a focus in product life-span. There is a need for new 

business models to sell performance instead of products, such as in Product-service-systems 

(PSS). 
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«As suggested above, new business models that combine turnover growth with 

skilled job creation and reduced resource consumption exist for many investment goods 

but are rare for consumer goods (Stahel 2010). Giarini and Stahel (1989/1992) note that 

economists have traditionally focused much attention on the optimization of the 

production process, economies of scale and fast depreciation to fuel growth. The result 

is a predominance of short-life consumer goods of the latest technology and fashion, 

characterized by a lack of reparability and little adaptability to change. An ever-

increasing share of consumers‟ income is consequently devoted to product replacement 

and maintaining, not adding to, wealth.» (Stahel, 2010, p.173). 

 

Durability benefits the owners of consumer goods, but has little attraction to 

manufacturers since it reduces the number of goods sold. Hence, in the current industrial 

system, the life-span of goods depends mostly on consumer attitudes and behaviour, and on 

the availability of cheap repair services (Stahel, 2010). “Durability, function and performance are 

intertwined concepts of great significance to a sustainable economy, in which wealth and jobs 

will be created with considerably reduced resource throughput.” (Stahel, 2010, p.176). 

 

Conclusion – key gap in knowledge  

While there is already substantial literature in the field of life-span and influencing 

aspects, there have been few empirical studies, and some authors suggest the need for further 

research, and in particular from a longitudinal perspective. From this overview it can be 

concluded that the causes for short product life-spans are already relatively well known, such as 

aesthetic depreciation or wear and tear, but it seems evident the lack of information on the 

process of life-span – on how it arises and evolves in time, and which should be captured 

through a longitudinal approach. The lack of understanding of this process over time is therefore 

the main gap identified in literature, and which will be addressed in this Ph.D. through a 

longitudinal empirical study with several products and users. 

 

2.4 Materials and design 

2.4.1 Information about materials for designers 

Materials are the „stuff‟ things are made of, and are therefore important in several 

design and engineering disciplines. Materials are an important aspect of products, and therefore 

knowledge about them is very important to the industrial or product designer. Relevant 

knowledge for the selection and application of materials is generally organized in material 

databases and software such as CES (Cambridge Engineering Selector), where properties, 
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cost, or even some environmental information of different materials can be compared. Besides, 

other sources are books and catalogues, of which Beukers and Hinte (1999) and 

Architectenweb BV / Materia (2009) are examples, respectively. This information is often 

translated as material properties, and is consulted throughout the design process. More details 

about the sources of materials information for designers can be found in Karana (2008). 

In case of material databases whose audience are designers and architects, there is a 

stronger visual emphasis in comparison with the engineering ones, and can also include cases 

exemplifying the application of the material, such as in Material Explorer (Materia). Additionally, 

physical material samples can be accessed in permanent showrooms, such as that of Materia in 

The Netherlands and Material Connexion in Italy, or in occasional exhibitions of which Material 

Xperience (Materia) is an example. Sometimes these companies also offer additional services 

related with material selection and application. The strong visual information enables the 

exploration of the aesthetic and semantic attributes elicited by the application of materials. 

These are considered core attributes for these professionals (Ashby and Johnson, 2002), and in 

this context, a significant contribution addressed the Meanings of Materials (Karana, 2009). 

Figure 10 shows an example of information on a cork material. The product‟s image, the 

information is divided in sensorial and technical properties which are useful for designers and 

architects. In this case the product is from France, and is commercialized as Seacork. 

 

 

Figure 10 – Example of material information provided by Materia 
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2.4.2 Dimensions of materials  

As observed by Ashby and Johnson (2002), a material has several dimensions for the 

designer, and they have identified four: a technological dimension, regarding the factors of 

production and cost; an environmental dimension; an aesthetic dimension, concerned with the 

sensorial experience; and a social-cultural dimension, related with the values and meanings. 

For the aesthetic and social cultural dimensions, the authors mention that there is a general lack 

of information, and suggest the challenges to be on generating this information, and on having 

the designers influencing the materials manufacturers. These are very important dimensions 

within product design that are often considered first by designers (Rognoli, 2003) . 

Innovation in introducing more sustainable materials would require a consistent 

understanding of these different dimensions. Therefore, a comprehensive approach in 

investigating the three main dimensions (technological, environmental, and experience) is 

important although specific studies addressing them are scarce. Matos and Simplício (2003; 

2006) constitute an example in the field of material selection, and actually related to cork. 

From the framework of product experience proposed by Desmet and Hekkert (2007), in 

which they distinguish three components of experience – aesthetic, meaning and emotion,  it is 

clear that the two dimensions (aesthetics and values) proposed by Ashby and Johnson (2002) 

are related, and may be partially addressed within this framework of experience. The other two 

dimensions identified by Ashby and Johnson (2002) were technical and ecological. Other 

approaches to understand the socio-cultural dimension of materials are possible: i.e. in material 

culture, Worden (2009) constitutes an example for aluminium, and in technology and society 

(Schatzberg, 1994 and 2003). Therefore, we may consider that the product experience 

framework proposed by Desmet and Hekkert (2007) addresses the aesthetical, and partially the 

socio-cultural dimension suggested by Ashby and Johnson (2002). Overall it is proposed to 

group these two categories or dimensions into one, and to consider three dimensions of 

materials: technical, environmental, and experience (as proposed previously in Pereira, 2006). 

Van Kesteren (2007) integrated user interaction in materials selection, in which some 

key attributes of materials related to product experience were identified. And even though the 

term experience has been used before for materials (van Hinte, 2004), we may consider that 

the terminology „materials experience‟ becomes established in the design domain in 2008 with 

Elvin Karana, on a specific study focusing on the understanding of the experience and 

meanings of materials (Karana 2009), where it was clearly defined: “Materials experience is the 

whole series of effects elicited by the interactions between people and materials in a particular 

context” (p.50).  

Even though there is already some important information about cork and design (e.g. 

Mestre, 2008; Campos and Real, 2007), little research is specifically concerned with people‟s 

experiences with this material. Information from users has become increasingly important and 

valuable for design in the last years with the emergent areas of usability and user-centered 
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design. However significant knowledge about several aspects of materials remain with the 

users, and only a few approaches address the issue, such as van Hinte (2004), Fisher (2004) 

and Karana (2009). 

 

2.4.3 Materials and product usage 

The successful application of materials is complex and requires consideration of 

multiple issues and integrated development (e.g. with shape), namely, to accomplish good 

performance and durability. While some properties can provide an indication of what may 

happen through product usage, such as hardness for indicating the susceptibility of getting 

scratched, learning about the material from used products is not common in the field of product 

design engineering. Existing material related information presents them in their new state, as in 

their appearance as new. How they age is usually not considered and observing used products 

is not common in design, where things are mainly shown as new. Nevertheless, this may have 

important repercussions on product appreciation and satisfaction in the medium and long term, 

on how people evaluate them after one or two years of use, as well as on the life-span of 

products. 

Therefore, observing used products should provide important knowledge about the 

material; this additional information could be used in the design process of products and 

materials, and in particular to assist in the development of products/ solutions with longer life-

spans. 

There are a few references on this. Two studies provide some evidence, both related 

with plastic materials. Within Eternally Yours (van Hinte, 2004), one of the projects addressed 

plastic materials; a Proud Plastics Survey was performed to collect information about plastic 

products, originating in a Plastic Experience Guide and production experiments with designers 

to enrich the aesthetic quality of plastics. Fisher (2004) investigated how plastic materials age 

with use and gather dirt in ways perceptible by users; this may elicit strong feelings and promote 

the disposal of products. These are significant contributions about plastics and design. 

Many new and innovative materials arise frequently; this is one out of three key 

technological revolutionary areas identified by Tidd et al. (2001), alongside biotechnology and 

information technology. This transformation may have important environmental implications for 

closing material loops, as discussed in Pereira et al. (2011a). This is the case with cork, for 

which there are already several derivate materials such as agglomerates and composites (e.g. 

Mestre, 2008). This trend in the development of novel cork materials is similar to developments 

in wood materials, as noticed in Pereira (2006). 
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2.4.4 Conclusions 

Well known materials are applied in different contexts without specific knowledge on 

how they withstand use. Therefore, it seems relevant to obtain this usage information, and to 

use it for the design process. This is expected to enable the redesign of enhanced solutions, as 

well as the generation of new ones. 

The information of usage may be perceived as a 4
th
 dimension of materials – of time, 

and which is transversal to the others since there are changes in technical and experience 

aspects, and environment through life-span. It actually enables to know life-span, and is an 

important environmental info e.g. for LCA, in which life-span info is only based on estimation. 

 

2.5 Cork properties, materials and processing 

In this section the aim is to present the main aspects related with cork, and to provide 

an overview of the main cork characteristics and uses. 

2.5.1 Cork structure 

Cork is a cellular material, and the most distinctive macroscopic mark of cork are the 

lenticular channels, which cross the cork layers from the outside to the inner tissue and are 

functional features related to gas exchange necessities of the tree. These are filled with a 

darker coloured material. In general, cork has a light brown or honey brown colour, which is not 

homogeneous. Growth rings are usually conspicuous with the late cork regions appearing 

darker and denser than the earlycork ones, leading to a gradient variation of cork colour within 

each year. Additionally, cork planks with more lenticular channels will also present a darker 

colour (Pereira, 2007). 

The cork tissue has an overall homogeneous appearance, except for the presence of 

the lenticular channels. In comparison with other cellular materials, the cells of cork are smaller 

and have thinner cell walls. The cork cells have an hexa-prismatic shape, stacked base to base, 

and they grow in aligned rows in the radial direction of the tree. In the tree, cork is thought to 

restrict the loss of water, control the gas transfer, and avoid the passage of large molecules and 

micro-organisms (Pereira, 2007). 

The structural components of cork are (by order of decreasing importance) suberin, 

lignin, and the polysaccharides cellulose and hemicelluloses; besides, there are also some 

extractives, mostly lipid and phenolic substances. Suberin is the main structural component of 

cork, and it amounts to circa 50% of the total material. For comparison, the structural 

components of wood are cellulose, hemicelluloses and lignin. While in cork cellulose and 

hemicelluloses represent circa 20%, in wood these correspond to 70-80% of the structural 

components of the cell wall (Pereira, 2007). 
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Lignin is the second most important component of cork, and provides the mechanical 

support and rigidity to the cell wall which would collapse if lignin was removed. Suberin is the 

component responsible for the elastic properties of cork, and allows the bending and 

corrugation of the cell walls (Pereira, 2007). 

 

2.5.2 Cork properties 

Cork properties are related with its cellular features and chemical composition and with 

the structure of its components. For instance, the chemical and biological inertness, and 

durability are directly related with the chemical composition; other properties such as the 

mechanical behavior and interaction with fluids result from both the structural features of the cell 

and the chemical structure (Pereira, 2007). 

Cork has a remarkable combination of mechanical, chemical, and morphologic 

characteristics (Silva et al., 2005). 

«Cork is resilient, strong (high specific strength), impervious to water, has a 

near zero Poisson coefficient, very low thermal conductivity, low density and a complex 

chemical structure. This combination of properties provides cork with characteristics 

hard to match with other materials: excellent sealing ability and ease of removal, 

thermal comfort and damping for walking, thermal insulation at very low temperatures, 

among others.» (Silva et al., 2005, p.362) 

 

Cork is a light material, almost impermeable to liquids and gases, resilient, elastic and 

compressible, resistant to water and several chemical products, innocuous, resistant to friction 

and sliding, a thermal acoustic and vibration insulator, and almost imputrescible or imperishable 

(Gil, 1998).  

Cork has one characteristic which is common to most materials of biological origin: the 

large variability of values of a given property, making difficult to present mean values, and 

requiring the measuring of a large number of samples (Fortes et al., 2004). 

 

 

Cork and water interaction 

The fact that cork floats and absorbs water only very slowly, results from its cellular 

structure formed by hollow and closed cells, and with a small solid fraction. These properties 

were firstly explored in floating utensils for fishing and boating, as well as a sealant for bottles 

and other liquid containers. The equilibrium moisture content of cork after air drying and 
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equilibration in indoor conditions is on average 7% (ranging from about 5 to 10%), and is 

substantially lower than the values for wood (Pereira, 2007). 

Cork water absorption rate varies and increases with temperature from 8000 h at 20ºC 

to 100 h at 90ºC, nearly one year and 4 days respectively. In these conditions, the cell walls 

become saturated, and cork no longer floats. Furthermore, cork swells when it absorbs water 

this increases linearly with time, and stabilizes after a certain period. Additionally, the surface of 

cork does not get wet easily – cork has a low water affinity (Pereira, 2007) 

All the cork planks that will be used in the production of stoppers and discs are water 

boiled. This consists in the immersion of the raw planks in boiling water at 95-100ºC in tanks or 

autoclaves for around 1 h. The objectives are to flatten the curvature of the raw planks, to 

increase their mechanical workability, to expand the cork tissue, and to stabilize it 

dimensionally. This treatment expands the cork cells and reduces the undulations and 

corrugations of the prismatic lateral walls created during cork growth. Hence, this is considered 

a relief of the internal tensions, and the process is irreversible (Pereira, 2007)  

 

Mechanical characteristics 

Cork is elastic and allows large deformations without fracture when compressed, and 

presents a substantial dimensional recovery when stress is relieved. Being a light material, in 

general the density values of boiled cork are between 200 to 250 kg.m
-3

 (Fortes et al., 2004). 

These characteristics enable its use as a sealant in reservoirs and as a basis for loads, such as 

shoe soles and flooring (Pereira, 2007). 

Under compression, the compaction of the cellular structure and its densification occurs. 

Cork fracture happens only when it is stressed under tensile or torsion forces, and when the 

deformation overcomes the material strength (Pereira, 2007). Furthermore there is recovery 

after compression if the deformation imposed is below 70-75%; but if superior, there is a 

permanent deformation, meaning that the cellular walls were crushed or slided breaking the 

connections between these walls (Pereira et al., 1987). Suberin is the main chemical 

component of cork, which acts as a flexible material enabling dimensional and shape variations 

through compressibility (Pereira and Marques 1988). A comprehensive review of the 

mechanical and other properties of cork can be found in reference books namely in Pereira 

(2007) and Fortes et al. (2004), and in review papers e.g. Silva et al. (2005). A recent study on 

the natural variability of cork compression was published (Oliveira et al., 2014). 

 

Other properties of cork 

Cork has also other interesting properties related with its surface and thermal behavior. 

With regard to friction, the coefficients have a high value giving cork its anti-slippery 

characteristics, and an easy-grip handling. Concerning wear, cork has a good resistance to 
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surface wear, and withstands repeated rubbing without significant fracture or abrasion. This is 

why cork based products (mostly cork agglomerates) are used for flooring in public areas 

subject to intense use (Pereira, 2007). 

Cork is also an electric insulator, since it is a dielectric material, and has a high-energy 

absorption capacity, the reason why it is used as a shock absorber. In other words, it has a high 

damping capacity also useful for packaging, handles of tools and shoe soles. With regard to its 

thermal properties, cork is comparable to other foams used for insulation; they have similar heat 

transfer properties, despite cork high density and much smaller cells (Pereira, 2007). There 

were some tests made in Japan addressing the temperature variation of the feet in different 

floorings. The variation was measured by infra-red absorption, and it was found out that among 

wood and vinyl floorings, only cork avoided the cooling of feet (Gil, 1998). These thermal 

insulation properties of cork are well known in practice, since in the cork oak tree they also allow 

protection against the high temperatures of summer, and the occurrence of frequent fires 

(Pereira, 2007). 

In conclusion, cork presents several interesting properties. These are already well 

known or understood, but are focused mostly in natural cork. Nevertheless, many properties 

may be different for other cork derived materials, and these are not so well known in literature. 

An exception are the construction materials and products which are well characterized through 

multiple technical norms. 

 

2.5.3 Cork processing and materials 

Besides natural cork, there are already several derived cork materials, and some 

composite ones. As proposed by Pereira (2007), there are three major groups of cork derived 

materials: cork agglomerates made of cork granules which are bound by a resin; cork expanded 

agglomerates or black agglomerates where the cork granules are bound with heat without 

adhesives, and rubber-cork composites made by binding the two materials.  Other composites 

and mixtures are possible namely with concrete (Pereira, 2007). 

Cork skin may be added as a fourth group of cork materials, which if not with large 

production values has some visibility in several personal use and fashion products. Cork skin 

consists of a thin layer of cork attached to a layer of supporting textile which strengthens the 

cork layer; cardboard or paper can also be used for support in other applications. The cork skin 

is obtained by slicing cork panels. 

 

White agglomerates 

White agglomerates are perhaps the more common cork derived materials. These are 

composed of cork granules which are bond with glues. Their properties depend on the quality 
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and granulometry of the cork granules used, on the kind of binding or glue, and on the 

production conditions. Overall, the aim of these materials is to obtain a product similar to natural 

cork, but allowing more complex shapes (Fortes et al., 2004). Furthermore, these also make 

use of the large amount of material available from the production of stoppers and discs. 

The cork sector has the peculiarity of having a very significant amount of material 

leftover after the production of cork stoppers and discs. Cork stoppers only represent 22-24% of 

the prepared cork planks, and disks represent 18%. This explains the importance of maximizing 

yields along the processing line. Additionally, the quality of the cork planks is also directly 

related to the quality and value of the products (Pereira, 2007). Figure 11 gives a schematic 

visualization of the material flux through the industry, from reproduction cork to products such 

as technical stoppers. 

 

 

Figure 11 – Schematic organization of the material flux in the industry of cork (adapted from 
Pereira, 2007, p. 264) 

 

In white agglomerates, the cork granules are agglomerated with an adhesive under 

moderate pressure and with adequate heat for the specific polymer. Among the adhesives used 

are thermosetting polymers, such as urea-formaldehyde, melamine or phenolic adhesives, or 

thermoplastic polymers such as polyurethanes. The former are used in flooring, and 

polyurethanes in stoppers and softer surfacing materials. Furthermore, the agglomeration can 

be made by extrusion, by molding in large blocks or cylinders, or by continuous forming of cork 

blocks and hot-pressing. The granules size depend on the specific product requirements, and 

usual particle dimensions of granulates are in the range 1-10, 2-5, 1-2, 0.5-1, and 0.2-0.5 mm 

(Pereira, 2007). 

There is a large diversity of processing conditions, adhesives, and particle size used, 

depending on product specificities and plant practices. The adhesive content is usually between 
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3-8%, and the polymerization temperature and time from about 100 to 150ºC, during less than 1 

h to over 20 h. Therefore, the materials produced have a variety of different densities (Pereira, 

2007). 

Flooring and surfacing products are obtained from rectangular prismatic blocks which 

are laminated into boards. There is also the production of cylindrical blocks aimed for rotary 

lamination to produce a continuous cork sheet. The process of wood particle boards has also 

been adapted to cork; the cork granules are mixed with the adhesive and plasticizers, and 

introduced in a continuous mat that is pressed and heated in a hot plate press (Pereira, 2007). 

 

Expanded agglomerates 

Other cork materials are the expanded cork agglomerates, also called black 

agglomerates. These are produced from the lowest quality and residual corks unsuitable for 

other applications. In expanded agglomerates, the granules used have dimensions in the range 

of 4 mm to over 22 mm. They are produced in blocks by heating the cork granules in autoclaves 

with a superheated steam at temperatures around 300-350ºC and 40 kPa for approximately 20 

min. Under this temperature there is a substantial chemical alteration of cork (Pereira, 2007) 

With the heating, the cork cells expand, the cell walls stretch and decrease in thickness, 

and the cell shape changes from prismatic to a more balloon type; the arrangement in rows also 

becomes faded, and the material becomes more isotropic. The cell volume increase is over 

100%, and hence the name of expanded cork agglomerates (Pereira, 2007).  

An advantage of this agglomerate is that it is a wholly natural material. These materials 

are applied mainly in thermal insulation, acoustical absorption, and vibration damping. The cork 

board maintains its physical properties to lower temperatures than other insulator materials, and 

under fire conditions does not release toxic substances, as may occur with alternative materials 

(Silva et al., 2005). Expanded agglomerates are also considered as a material of retarded 

combustion (Gil, 1998). 

The expanded cork agglomerate can have a long life. There have been some examples 

found in buildings with over 50 years, in which the characteristics of the agglomerates were 

similar to the original products. Therefore, most cork agglomerates can be reused if not 

contaminated e.g. with glues, or can also be triturated for producing new boards (Gil, 2007). 

Rubber-cork composites are obtained by mixing the two materials; the mixture is then 

compounded, vulcanized, shaped, and finished. Several types of rubber can be compounded 

with cork (Silva et al., 2005). Another cork material is cork wool that can be used in packaging, 

or as a filler in mattresses and pillows, since there is absence of toxicity. Concluding, there is 

already a wide variety of cork materials, and which enable new and diversified cork applications. 
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2.5.4 Cork applications 

Cork industrial processing is organized to maximize the use and valorization of the raw-

material. The main objective is the production of natural cork products, mainly natural cork 

stoppers and discs. The remaining cork material is triturated and agglomerated. Most 

agglomerate products are stoppers and construction materials. Besides the main cork products, 

there is also the production of specialties, such as cork paper, decorative panels, shoes, and 

sports artifacts. Currently the Portuguese industry transforms more cork than what is produced 

in the country, and most imports come from Spain (Fortes et al., 2004). Portugal is the main 

cork producer and transforms about three-quarters of all the cork (Silva et al., 2005). Portugal 

has been the world‟s leading cork producer since the 1
st
 World War (Pereira, 2007). 

Each year over 15 thousand million stoppers are produced and sold worldwide. Cork is 

also widely applied in construction. In floor coverings and wall paneling, several kinds of cork 

tiles are used. More recently it has also been used innovatively in architecture as an external 

cladding (Pereira, 2007). 

Cork has been used since antiquity, and some of its historical applications are still used 

today, such as sealants, thermal insulation, shock absorbers, and floating materials. Modern 

times brought other uses – decorative items, ablative surfacing of space vehicles, and medical 

applications. During the middle age, cork planks were used as an insulator of roofs and walls, 

for household items and furniture, and for sealing reservoirs. Most uses of cork are today still 

similar to those made centuries ago. The properties which are most valued are: low density, 

very low permeability to liquids and gases, the chemical and biological inertness, the behavior in 

compression, high friction, low heat conductivity, and the high damping capacity. The 

performance of cork products often requires a combination of properties (Pereira, 2007). 

Expanded or black cork agglomerates are used as thermal insulation in roofs, walls, 

floors and ceilings. “These boards are also used for their sound-absorbing properties in noisy 

environments, or to insulate from external sounds and reduce reverberation.” (Pereira, 2007, 

p.250) 

Furthermore, the compression properties and damping capacity of cork are used in the 

expansion or compression joints applied in concrete structures including demanding ones such 

as dams and tunnels. Anti-vibration layers are also used under machinery and pillars. Cork is 

also combined with rubber for several applications (Pereira, 2007) mainly as gaskets for 

automobiles and oil containers (Silva et al., 2005). 

Sports are also another field of application of cork (Pereira, 2007). Other cork 

applications are as gifts and several products for household and personal use, such as coasters 

and wallets, and more recently in clothing, jewelry (Campos and Real, 2007), and furniture. 

According to Pereira (2007), cork objects seem to have become fashionable, and cork is 

perceived to have an organic look, giving the impression of coming from something living. In 
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medical-related applications, cork is used mainly due to its mechanical properties (orthopedics), 

or in pharmacology due to its chemical composition (Pereira, 2007). 

As an ablative insulator in space vehicles, the presence of “macro porosities” of cork 

seems to be the key to understand its quality in thermal protection (Pereira, 2007). Possible 

future trends in cork application include its use in bio-sorption, pharmacology, and in eco-

ceramics (Silva et al., 2005). 

In conclusion, there is a wide variety of cork applications that rely on the material‟s 

interesting combination of properties; some have persisted since antiquity, but new ones are still 

being discovered today. The use and exploration of cork is beneficial for the cork forest 

systems. Currently, new knowledge and applications are still being developed. 

 

2.6 Literature findings 

Even though cork has an eco-profile, there are few LCA‟s to clarify how this is reflected 

in products. Based on the cork context, five aspects arose as more significant for the 

sustainable use of cork. Addressing the life-span of the products was one of them. 

Concerning life-span, it can be concluded that it is influenced by multiple aspects, and 

that there is already important work in the field, although more research is needed. There is 

already consistent knowledge about the factors influencing life-span. Nevertheless, the process 

of how it happens has hardly been addressed, and this should be well captured from a 

longitudinal approach. Therefore, this is the main gap in knowledge identified. 

From a materials and design perspective, the key issues identified were the lack of 

knowledge on the used appearance of products and materials. Some material properties may 

provide an indication, but there isn‟t consistent knowledge from usage – on how the products 

and materials will look like after use. 

Finally, from a cork perspective, while there is substantial information about several 

aspects of cork, this is mainly about natural cork and the properties of the several other cork 

based materials are not so well known. There is very little information on the behavior of cork in 

use. 
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3 Methodological Approach 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Used products can provide unique and valuable information to design. Even though the 

design discipline is already well established for several decades, knowledge from analyzing 

used products is not formally collected, investigated, and applied in design practice. Currently 

there are already numerous methodologies to assist the design activity, and usability has 

become relatively widespread. One of the first key references is Norman (2001). Yet, even 

though the products designed are used for a certain time-span, research has mainly addressed 

them as new. Additionally, since sustainability and environmental requisites become integrated 

in design considerations, the longevity or life-span of products becomes important to 

accomplish. 

This study can be classified as an example of Cumulative User Experience (Cumulative 

UX) as defined in the White paper of user experience (Roto et al., 2011). In this case, user 

experience is investigated over time by collecting multiple periods of use. Recollecting 

experiences from multiple periods of use enables to look at a process to better understand it, 

and to see how things change over time. Table 2 clarifies the scope of the different kinds of user 

experience. 

 

Table 2: Distinguishing the different kinds of user experience (based on Roto et al. 2011) 

When Before usage During usage After usage Over time 

What Anticipated UX Momentary UX Episodic UX Cumulative UX 

How Imagining 
experience 

Experiencing Reflecting on an 
experience 

Recollecting multiple 
periods of use 

 

From a methodological perspective, longitudinal approaches aimed at investigating the 

life-span of products, as proposed by Evans and Cooper (2010), are rare; one such study, with 

a backpack, was performed by Mugge (2007) as described before. In general, research in the 

field includes different methods e.g. interviews, surveys, focus groups, either with qualitative or 

quantitative approaches, and sometimes with a mixed-methods design. 
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3.2 Research design 

Conceptual working model on the ‘construction’ of product life-span 

Figure 12 represents the interaction between products and users, which occurs in a 

broader general context. The context of use is more specific and materials are also presented 

as a product attribute. The aim of this model is to facilitate and explain what the life-span of 

products is about. 

Several aspects were acknowledged in the literature to influence the life-span of 

products, such as quality or maintenance. Among these, five aspects arose as important, and 

which were represented in the conceptual working model on the „construction‟ of life-span 

(Figure 12). A preliminary working model on the „construction‟ of life-span was established to 

visualize the different issues involved. Categorization is not straight forward: aspects such as 

performance seem more objective and determined by product characteristics, while attachment 

is perceived as more subjective and user related; therefore these are more closely positioned 

as such. 

 

 

Figure 12: Conceptual working model on the construction of life-span, chart from the author 

 

The five aspects or factors influencing life-span of products are performance, quality, 

durability, experience (aesthetic appreciation), and attachment. These five have been selected 

for a more specific product evaluation (also quantitative), to study the interrelations between the 

aspects, and their evolution over time. Naturally, other issues also have an influence. Some of 

them are not addressed in this study, and others are mentioned in section 3.4, such as 

maintenance. 
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In other words, these five aspects are variables; they are all acknowledged to influence 

life-span, but their alignment and hierarchic structure in that process is not clear. Even though 

this will depend from case to case, a better overall understanding is important.  

Figure 13 introduces the purpose of this research: to further understand the 

phenomenon of life-span, through studying the influencing aspects (5 variables), through a 

longitudinal approach which enables looking at the process. At the top section, from a macro 

level perspective, product lifetime or life-span is identified as one of the aspects influencing the 

sustainable use of cork. The middle section introduces the performed study: the five aspects 

selected as influencing product life-span are presented, along with scope and succinct details of 

the empirical study. At the micro level, the concern is the understanding of how these aspects 

are interrelated and change over time. 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Overall perspective of phenomenon and variables or aspects being studied, chart from 
the autor 

 

Explorative and qualitative scope of the research 

This research has an explorative scope. The aim is to better understand a complex 

phenomenon, influenced by many aspects although it is not possible to be comprehensive and 
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include all issues. The approach is new from a disciplinary perspective and since there aren‟t 

similar studies to compare or build upon, the study was implemented with some uncertainty. 

This explorative scope justifies the relevance of the post-study section (Chapter 8), to reflect on 

the experience, results, options taken, and to propose ways forward. 

The research has a mainly qualitative nature to enhance the understanding of a 

phenomenon, complemented with some quantification: the users assessed the five aspects 

quantitatively in a 1 to 5 scale. According to Creswell (2009), this research may be considered 

qualitative embedded mixed methods, since there is some quantification of main variables. This 

is also concurrent since both qualitative (mainly) and quantitative data concur in explaining 

product life-span. During data analysis, quantification is sequential (quantifying categories after 

coding). Creswell (2009) also explains that in qualitative research hypotheses are not used, 

since it is not possible to formulate them precisely; in qualitative research the aim is an 

enhanced understanding of the relationships between aspects. 

 

Longitudinal approach – study set up 

This research aims to understand the process originating the phenomenon of life-span, 

and how it evolves or changes over time. To capture this process, which unfolds in time, a 

longitudinal approach was chosen. A graphical representation of the longitudinal study is given 

(Figure 14), followed by a succinct introduction to the study set up. More details about each 

issue will be given in the following sections. 

 

Figure 14: Graphical representation of longitudinal study research design, chart from the author 

 

Several cork products were used in the longitudinal study. At specific moments, 

interviews were performed with the users, and photographs were taken to register changes in 

time. The moments to collect information were (in months): [0m], 3 months, 8 months, 16 

months, and 24m. There were 18 cork products studied, 9 for household (bath, kitchen), and 9 

for personal use (leather market, stationary). They were selected and acquired contemplating 
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different cork materials and producers. With few exceptions, a minimum of three units of each 

product was used. There were 31 participants, approximately half of them are related with 

research on cork or wood, and the study was performed in Portugal.  

 

3.3 Methods 

This research is based on interviews and photographs. The interview is semi-structured 

and in-depth. It included open and closed questions coherently organized, and aspects 

addressed were clarified as much as possible. This was considered appropriate for the 

explorative scope of the research. The interview was as a rule performed face-to-face in places 

familiar to the user, e.g. home or workplace, but in a few exceptions it was performed via skype. 

The products being studied were also generally present during the interview. 

An audio record of the interviews was performed with a mobile phone with the 

permission of the participants. This enabled the later transcription of the interviews, and a better 

interaction between interviewer and interviewee during the interview. Considering the contents 

and scope of the interview, no need for a visual record was identified, which was perceived as 

being more invasive and to inhibit spontaneity.  

On average interviews took approximately 30 minutes, depending on number of 

products, issues arising, and the characteristics of the users (some people talk more than 

others). Only in rare cases it was not possible to perform the interview. With regard to the visual 

record of the products‟ condition, photographs were taken also with a mobile phone. This 

enabled to register the changes in products at different moments, to see how the visual 

appearance of the products evolved over time (Chapter 7). 

 

3.4 Contents of the interview 

A succinct description of the contents of the interview is provided here and the detailed 

interview can be found in Annex 2. 

 

Use of the product (general characterization): The first group of questions aimed to 

characterize the use conditions: to confirm if the product is being used, how the product is used 

(context of use) and how often it is used (intensity of use). 

Product appreciation (general): In the second part, the aim was to accomplish a general 

appreciation of the products, and users were inquired namely about likeness (if they like using 

the product), and satisfaction (if they are satisfied and would recommend the product). 

Product evaluation (specific keywords) – five aspects: To accomplish a more specific 

appreciation and evaluation of the products, five aspects were selected for exploration and 
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assessment in the study: performance (e.g. functionality), quality (technical or broader concept), 

durability, aesthetic appreciation, and attachment. Participants were also asked to evaluate the 

aspects with a one to five [1-5] scale, except for attachment which was interpreted as no, yes 

but or yes (2 to 4 respectively). In the first moment (3 months) participants provided only 

qualitative appreciations; these were then transported to scale by the researcher. 

Comparison/ others (several): A last group of questions addressed some other aspects: 

comparison with other materials; differences observed over time; and, required maintenance/ 

cleaning. 

 

The five aspects were presented to participants without giving specific definitions since 

all are of common use. Nevertheless there were some occasional clarifications, also because in 

some circumstances the aspects also overlap or are related. For instance, a concept such as 

quality is often perceived as broader than durability. According to Garvin 

(http://www.ecocostsvalue.com/EVR/model/theory/subject/3-value.html), eight items are 

included in quality, including durability and aesthetics which are used in everyday life, such as 

when relating quality and price of a product. Therefore, there can be slight differences in what 

each user perceives about each aspect, but this is understood as inevitable even if definitions 

were provided upfront. As such the attempt was to have a more natural and informal process. 

This was also the case with regard to the scale used to evaluate the products with the 5 

aspects (Table 3). A 1 to 5 scale was used because it has a meaning; in Portugal it is used in 

mandatory education and all are well familiarized with this grading and understand what it 

represents quantitatively and qualitatively.  

Table 3: Qualitative and quantitative correspondences of the 5 aspects 

Performance, 
quality, durability, 

and Aesthetic 
appreciation 

Excellent; entirely  5   

Attachment 

Very good; good 4  Yes 

Sufficient; moderately positive 3  Yes but 

Insufficient; moderately negative 2  No 

Bad; very negative 1   

 

3.5 Materials  

In total, 18 different cork products were studied: 9 for household (kitchen and bath), and 

9 for personal use (leather market and stationary). Each product included 3 to 6 units. This 

variable number also allowed to get insight on the sample size for such a study (number of 

products) since there weren‟t similar studies. For instance, for a usability study, it is already 

known that 20 participants should cover circa 80% of the problems. The products were selected 

and acquired according to several criteria: feasibility of being used; diversity of functions, of cork 

materials, of manufacturers; and moderate price. Following, a product profile is provided for 

http://www.ecocostsvalue.com/EVR/model/theory/subject/3-value.html
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each product. Tables 4 and 5 also provide some succinct details about the products, the 

materials used, production in general, and company. 

 

Table 4: Household products studied 

 

PA – Bath mat dry 

Dimensions: 60 x 45 x 1.3 cm 

Material: white agglomerate of medium-sized 

granules; the product is laminated from larger 

boards. 

Company: Amorim 

 

PB – Bath mat wet 

Dimensions: 58 x 0.7 cm 

Material: Rubber-cork, a composite of the two 

materials. This is produced in large blocks from 

which the product is laminated. 

Company: Simpleformsdesign 

 

Dimensions: 18 x 3 cm 

Material: white agglomerate of small-sized 

granules, which were moulded into a round shape 

(hence the name „cookie‟) 

Company: Simpleformsdesign 

 

PD – Coaster bk 

Dimensions: 9,5 x 9,5 x 0,5 cm 

Material: black agglomerate; achieved without glue 

at high temperatures. Product cut from larger 

pieces (boards). 

Company: Amorim 

 

PE – Coaster wt 

Dimensions: 9 x 0,3 cm 

Material: white agglomerate of medium-sized 

granules; the product is cut from rolls of cork. 

Company: Amorim 
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PF – Fruit bowl 

Dimensions: 28 x 4,5 

Material: white agglomerate of very small sized 

granules, which are then moulded into a complex 

round shape. 

Company: Amorim 

 

PG – Pan base 

Dimensions: 19 x 9 cm 

Material: white agglomerate of medium sized 

granules; the product is cut from larger boards. 

Company: Amorim 

 

PH – Placemat bk 

Dimensions: 44 x 29 x 0,5 cm 

Material: black agglomerate; achieved without glue 

at high temperatures. Product cut from larger 

pieces (boards). 

Company: Amorim 

 

PI – Placemat wt 

Dimensions: 44 x 28,8 x 0,3 cm 

Material: white agglomerate of medium sized 

granules; the product is cut from rolls of cork. 

Company: Amorim 

 

 

Table 5: Personal use products studied 

 

PJ – Keychain 

Dimensions: 12,3 x 3,2 x 0,8 

Material: Cork skin, made with cork slices (cut in 

the tangential section of cork)  glued to a metal 

component holding the rings.  

Company: Pelcor 
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PK – Purse coins 

Dimensions: 7,5 x 7,5 x 2 cm 

Material: Cork skin, made with cork slices (cut in 

the tangential section of cork)  glued on leather 

(inner layer). 

Company: Artelusa 

 

PL – Purse mobiles 

Dimensions: 12,5 x 8 x 4-2 cm 

Material: Cork skin, made with cork slices (cut in 

the tangential section of cork)  glued on a fabric. 

Very smooth cork textile.  

Company: Pelcor 

 

PM – Wallet ladies 

Dimensions: 27 x 30 x 8 cm 

Material: Cork skin, made with cork slices (cut in 

the tangential section of cork)  glued on a fabric, 

sewn at the tops and with a longitudinal sewn 

zipper. 

Company: CorkDesign 

 

PN – Wallet men 

Dimensions: 12 x 10 x 2,5 cm 

Material: Cork skin, made with cork slices (cut in 

the tangential section of cork)  glued on a fabric. 

Darker layer beneath. 

Company: CorkDesign 

 

PO – Notebook  

Dimensions: 16 x 18 x 1,3 cm 

Material: Cork skin, made with cork slices (cut in 

the tangential section of cork)  glued on cardboard. 

Company: not mentioned in product 

 

PP – Pen  

Dimensions: 13,8 x 1-1.3 

Material: cork tube with cardboard inside. Metal 

fittings have a golden colour. Tubes are cut and 

then the metal components are assembled. 

Company: not mentioned in product 
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PQ – pencil case lg 

Dimensions: 20 x 6 x 4 cm 

Material: Cork skin, made with cork slices (cut in 

the tangential section of cork)  glued on a fabric, 

sewn at the tops and with a longitudinal sewn 

zipper. 

Company: CorkDesign 

 

PR – Pencil case sm 

Dimensions: 17 x 7,5 x 0,5 cm 

Material: cork-wood composite obtained by 

laminating the material and gluing it to a supporting 

textile. 

Company: Artelusa 

 

3.6 Participants 

Taking into account that this is a longitudinal study, participants were recruited by 

convenience, to enable the access to the people and products after 1 or 2 years. Therefore, this 

convenience sample includes family, friends and colleagues. The group of colleagues was not 

known prior to implementation of the study, and most are related to research on cork or wood.  

If the sample was not of convenience, the study would have to be much larger to 

account for failures (e.g. unable to contact some participants at certain moments). That would 

be very compromising since it was performed in the context of a Ph.D. – there was the need to 

ensure that participants would be accessible later. Most people asked to participate in the study 

accepted.  

The group included 31 participants in total, with diversity of age and occupation, circa 

1/3 are male. The study was performed in Portugal, in different regions, mostly in Oporto and 

Lisbon, but also in northern regions. One participant has a foreign nationality. 

 

3.7 Study implementation 

A major concern of the study was to accomplish a realistic use of the products. The 

products were given to participants to be used, i.e. they were not acquired by them, and they 

were not recruited while acquiring the products. This would be interesting but unfeasible for a 

longitudinal study requiring simultaneity, and some scale of each product. Therefore, the option 

taken was to have an interview at the implementation moment, which among several questions, 

asked participants which products they would like or could be available to use. As such the 

attribution of the products to users took this preference into account, and there was only two 

exceptions of users who didn‟t like the product from the start (U3 and U7). In this way, a feasible 
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and realistic setting was accomplished. When delivering the products, users were asked to use 

them naturally or normally like they use other products. 

Additionally, the users were also provided with a small A7 notes block, personalized 

with a simple cork cover, in case they would find it appropriate to make any notes. This is not 

acknowledged as a method since it was mostly a memory auxiliary for users in case there were 

specific events to record. In other words, it was not used as e.g. a reflexive method for users. 

The study was well implemented and there were only a few exceptions of users not using a 

product.  

 

3.8 Epistemological considerations  

The reality being studied is product usage, which can be „known‟ or „apprehended‟ in 

several ways. In this study it is through interviews and photographs: these were the methods 

chosen to construct knowledge about this reality which is also materialised in an object. 

Therefore the analysis of use combines these different methods through triangulation (with 

squaring,  Miles and Huberman, 1994, pp.266-267):  

- First the image of the object is presented (the visual representation of the object); 

- Second, the issues observed by user(s) are mentioned; 

- Third, the observations of the researcher are added; 

Squaring, for each kind of product there are 2 to 6 cases and several users, which 

enables comparability. 

As such, multiple evidence is provided. These three types of observation  coupled to the 

repeatability concur in knowing the reality. This is graphically represented in Figure 15: 

 

 

Figure 15: The construction of knowledge about product usage, multiple sources and cases, chart 
from the autor 
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With this approach of learning about the materials from product usage, several 

questions arise, such as what is causing the deterioration? These are relevant issues for further 

research (e.g. using lab measurements in the area of material science and engineering), but the 

methods used here (interviews and photographs) do not provide the answers, but only some 

hypotheses. This is also schematically represented in Figure 16 where a distinction is made 

between the fields of design and engineering. On the left side methods are distinguished and 

the output from design is sent to literature, e.g. suggestions for further research in engineering. 

On the right side, an event of deterioration is perceived differently in each field of knowledge. In 

design, deterioration is mostly perceived as a stain changing the original appearance, while in 

the field of material science and engineering this is a phenomenon to explain; the approach 

raises questions instead of answers. 

 

 

 

Figure 16: knowledge transfer and interaction between disciplines about materials, chart from the 
author 
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4 Interim results – preliminary data analysis  

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the interim results of the study are presented corresponding to three 

evaluation moments: 3 months, 8 months and 16 months. Different aspects of the data were 

explored at each moment. At 3 months, the emphasis was on product evaluation, differences 

observed, life-span influencing aspects, and interrelations between these. At 8 months, besides 

the general results and product evaluation, there was a focus on product attachment. At 16 

months, two other perspectives were explored with 6 product cases: the concept of appropriate 

use of the material; and, the evolution of life-span over time. 

 

4.2 3 months results  

This section presents some general results on the 3 months moment, that are organized 

according to the interview structure: A) Use of the product; B) Product appreciation; C) Product 

evaluation; D) Comparison/ others.  

 

4.2.1 Use of the product  

Use of the product 

In general the products were effectively being used, and therefore the implementation of 

the study was successful. A few exceptions occurred, which slightly affected the sample size: 

PD – Coaster bk, PO – Notebook.  

Context of use 

In a general way it was possible to characterize the context of use of the products; 

users have described it appropriately, and at least with the necessary information. This is 

relevant to characterize the circumstances of use, and interpret aspects that may arise; 

exemplifying, while two soap dishes are used in the sink for hand washing, the other is used for 

the bath. 

Intensity of use 

The intensity of use is also relevant „background‟ information to characterize the use of 

the products; it describes how often a product is used, and should be balanced with time. 

Accuracy is difficult to obtain in this issue, and it also depends on the kind of product. 

Exemplifying also with the soap dish, use intensity is different if used frequently by four people, 

two or one, and some users also wash their hands more often than others. 
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4.2.2 Product appreciation 

In general the appreciation of the products was good. With regard to likeness, with few 

exceptions responses were favourable i.e. [Yes] – participants like using the products; there 

were only three negative situations and five [Yes but]. Users were also generally satisfied with 

the products, and willing to recommend them; there were also three negative cases, and four 

with observations [Yes but] (Table 6). 

 

Table 6: Exceptions to the general positive appreciation 

 Yes but No 

Like Use Soap dish, Fruit bowl, Place mat bk, 

Notebook, Pencil case sm 

Place mat bk, Keychain, Notebook 

Satisfaction/ 
Recommend 

Bath mat dry, Soap dish, Fruit bowl, 

Pencil case sm 

Place mat bk, Notebook (2) 

Gift Soap dish, Fruit bowl, Pen, 

Pencil case sm 

Place mat bk (2), Keychain 

Notebook (2) 

 

4.2.3 Product evaluation – specific five aspects  

The participants were asked to evaluate the products more specifically according to five 

aspects: performance, quality, durability, aesthetic appreciation, and attachment. Responses 

are presented in Figure 17, and a general comparison was made from the individual charts to 

visualize aggregated results. At this 3 months moment the scale was derived from qualitative 

assessments, and correspondences are presented in table 7. 

Table 7: Scales for qualitative appreciations at the 3 months moment  

Performance, 
quality and 
durability 

Excellent; entirely  5   
Aesthetic 
appreciation 
and 
attachment 

Very good; good 4  Yes 

Sufficient; moderately positive 3  Yes but 

Insufficient; moderately negative 2  No 

Bad; very negative 1   
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Figure 17: Product evaluation charts of the five aspects, and general comparison 

 

In general, the evaluation of the five aspects was good or very good [4/ Yes] for most 

product-user situations. By observing the comparison chart, it can be noticed that the results are 

relatively similar, and therefore a good appreciation is natural. The few cases for which negative 

evaluations occurred are succinctly described: 

PA – Bath mat dry: there was one negative product-user evaluation in a household with 

high use intensity; there was slight damage in a corner and edges which was perceived as 

happening too soon; dirt was also noticed. 
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PC – Soap dish: with one of the users with high use intensity, there was already some 

slight surface material deterioration, and a usability issue was noticed: the soap got too 

attached to the soap dish, which were lifted together. 

PH – Place mat bk: several issues were pointed out by different users: fragility – in a 

household the products got broken and were returned (end of life-span); smell – this dark cork 

material had a peculiar smell; the fact of being dark for the function of eating; little bits of the 

material got loose. 

PO – Notebook: a binding problem was found by both users, and sheets got loose 

easily (products returned). 

PE – Coaster wt and PI – Place mat wt: in each case, one user indicated to have no 

aesthetic appreciation (or indifference) for the products; the fact that these are relatively simple 

and common cork products and material (white agglomerate) may justify that. 

PJ – Keychain and PR – Pencil case sm: one user in each declared to have no 

aesthetic appreciation of these products and materials, and the reasons provided were personal 

taste. 

 

4.2.4 Comparison/ others  

Differences observed over time 

With regard to changes identified in the products, in 41% of the product-user situations 

no differences were identified. Figure 18 presents the three main categories of differences 

observed. 

The main single aspect is related with dirt (general or stains), and this accounts for 45% 

of the situations. Another significant category (22%) includes some visual changes – getting 

darker, colour change, ageing of material, or evidence that it has been used (excluding dirt). 

Other aspects are grouped in a larger category (33%) including damage or slight changes in 

shape, as detailed in table 8. 
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Figure 18: Main differences observed – aggregated results and per product distribution 

From a product perspective, it can be noticed that the opinions and experiences of 

different users were relatively diverse; this may result from distinctive use intensities. Only three 

products had no differences observed (coaster bk; coaster wt; and pan base); the pen is an 

example mostly without, although two users mentioned it seems to have become slightly darker; 

for the bath mat wet, two users mentioned that the colour became lighter (lost ink). Mixed 

examples are e.g. the fruit bowl and the keychain: while some users acknowledge dirt, others 

noticed it got darker, and others observed no differences. In other situations some kind of 

aspect was found by one user, such as in the bath mat dry: dirt by four of the users, evidence of 

use by one, and damaged corner by another. With regard to the two main products with 

problems, the notebook and place mat bk, besides the specific issues (binding and fragility, 

mainly), their visual appearance was in most cases similar. For 11 of the 18 cork products a few 

other aspects occurred, and are succinctly presented in Table 9. 

 

Table 8: Differences observed – Other aspects (33%) 

Product Other aspect 

Bath mat dry damaged corner (1) 

Soap dish Soap in surface and slight deterioration;  slight soap residue in surface, but not well 
washed. (2) 

Fruit bowl Rot orange peel merged with cork itself; fruit that rots a bit makes cork darker. (1) 

Place mat bk corners are broken (2);  deformation with pan (heat);  residues and smell intensity 
decreased. (4 total) 

Keychain small scratches in metal (1) 

Purse coins Very slightly breaking, crack, rip or tear;  Softer: more malleable and smooth. (2) 

Purse mobiles Shape: more flat or flexible; less perfect. (1) 

Wallet men Softer: in body of wallet, but corners still stiff; shape: curved to one side – use in 
trousers back pocket. (1) 

Notebook binding problem (2) 

Pencil case lg pen marks (1) 

Pencil case sm has extended - is larger (more pens) (1) 
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It should be noticed that the dirt observed is not necessarily a negative issue. 

Differences acknowledged have a visual emphasis but a few exceptions were observed: 

residues and smell in the place mat bk, and a more malleable and smoother material in the 

coins purse. A few images of used products situations are presented in table 9. The bath mat 

had some dirt and slight damage on the edge. The keychain showed the colour difference in 

comparison with new; this was the more intensive situation. In the fruit bowl there was some 

mould and a piece of orange peel attached to the cork surface. In the coins purse slight dirt was 

observed. 

Table 9: Images of used products 

Household Personal use 

  
(a) PA2 – Bath mat dry [dirt and slight damage on 

the edge] 
(c) PJ6 – Keychain [ageing, darkening (not dirt)] 

  
(b) PF2 – Fruit bowl [residues of orange peel] (d) PK1 – Coins purse [Dirt or ageing] 

 

Maintenance 

For personal use products no maintenance was necessary, including cleaning, and only 

one user mentioned to „shake off‟ dust or dirt in a mobiles purse. Three users of different cork 

skin products mentioned the need to clean them, or that they would look better if so. One of the 

products was cleaned by the researcher and user, with a wet cloth; it was simple and the result 

was good. 

In contrast, for the household products, some kind of cleaning operation was reported 

by about half of the users. For most of these products, cleaning was performed with a wet cloth, 

and was generally considered normal or simple. A few exceptions were also observed: the fruit 

bowl was cleaned by the researcher with user and a better overall aspect was observed but the 

main spot remained, where the orange peel merged with the cork material; perhaps it could 

have been removed entirely, with more effort. For a Place mat bk, the cloth got dirty with 

residues, and for a Place mat wt, the product remained dirty, with grease (but no soap was 

used). 
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4.2.5 The life-span of cork products and influencing aspects 

 For the 3 month moment, in general it can be said that the life-span of the cork 

products was good, since they were all being used except for two situations: the notebook, in 

which a binding problem occurred in the two units being used; and in the place mat bk, with two 

users of the same house, the products got broken and were consequently returned. 

 Determination of the actual influencing factors was only possible in the cases where the 

products were returned and their life-span was ended; fragility and a binding problem were 

identified (table 10). Overall, the relevance of material related issues is evident; although it is 

important to point out the specificity of the study – users know it is to learn about cork products. 

Table 10: Aspects influencing (or with potential) the life-span of the cork products 

Products (with 
aspects) 

Aspects which 
influenced the life-

span (returned 
cases) 

Aspects perceived with potential to influence the life-span Material 
related 
issues Positive (+) Neutral (+/-) Negative (-) 

PA – Bath mat 
dry 

 aesthetics Darker Dirt; damaged corner Yes 

PB – Bath mat 
wet 

  Loss of colour/ ink 
when cleaning 

 Yes 

PC – Soap dish    Usability; rot/ 
deterioration 

Yes 

PE – Coaster 
wt 

  Moderate/ sufficient 
appreciation and 
attachment by 1 user 

 ? 

PF – Fruit bowl    Rot fruit in surface – 
cleaning difficult 

Yes 

PH – Place mat 
bk 

Fragility (2 broken 
products returned, 
but round table) 

  Fragility; smell; little bits 
loose; [dark colour?] 

Yes 

PI – Place mat 
wt 

  Low aesthetic 
appreciation by 1 
user  

 ? 

PJ – Keychain    Low aesthetic 
appreciation by 1 
user 

 ? 

PK – Purse 
coins 

 ageing  Dirt Yes 

PL – Purse 
mobiles 

   Dirt Yes 

PM – Wallet 
ladies 

  Dirt  Yes 

PO – Notebook  Binding problem 
(returned by the 2 
users) 

Aesthetics; 
size 

 Binding problem No  

PR – Pencil 
case sm. 

  Low aesthetic 
appreciation by 1 
user 

 Yes 

 

Some of the material related issues identified with potential to influence life-span were: 

dirt, ageing, fragility, damage, usability and deterioration. Dirt appeared in several products, and 

was  the most significant material issue. These are so far basically product intrinsic aspects, and 

therefore within the scope of durability. 
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4.2.6 Product cases exploring the interrelation of the five aspects 

For the interrelation of the five key aspects (performance, quality, durability, aesthetic 

appreciation, and attachment), a selection of six cases with issues or problems was made since 

they constitute better examples of what may arise, and enable the exploration and learning 

about the interrelation of the aspects; Figure 19 presents the assessment of the five aspects by 

each product-user situation. 

  

  

 
 

Observation: some user assessments are hidden below others; the dots have different shapes 

 

Figure 19: Product cases charts – comparison of the assessments of the five aspects 

 

PJ – Keychain 

In this product an exception was observed with U3 – PJ1: while performance, quality 

and durability were expressed at the highest levels, aesthetic appreciation and attachment were 

negative. The user didn‟t like the product from the start; only a few situations like this occurred. 

Overall, and since four users assessed it equally, it is possible to conclude with confidence that 

it is a „strong‟ product, evaluated well or very well in all aspects by most users. 
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PO – Notebook 

In the notebook a specific problem occurred with the binding, and sheets started to get 

loose. This can be defined as a quality problem (binding), which affected performance, and 

subsequently attachment, by reducing willingness or interest in use. Although one of the users 

(U1) was still available to continue use due to aesthetic appreciation (including the shape), this 

was later considered not practical. Ultimately this has repercussions in the  durability and life-

span of the products, as illustrated in figure 20. In this case, aesthetic appreciation doesn‟t 

seem to have been affected or somehow correlated with the problem, and in one situation it was 

actually incentivizing the continued use. 

 

Figure 20 – Notebook case – interrelation of the influencing aspects – returned products  

PH – Placemat bk 

In the place mat bk also some problems were found. While U14 was generally satisfied 

with all aspects (no problems observed), U2 and U3 (of the same household) were generally 

dissatisfied mainly due to fragility – the products got broken in the corners and were returned 

(although they were used in a round table). The users also mentioned smell and dark colour as 

not very appropriate for the function. Additionally, U17 presented two complaints: smell, which 

was decreasing but still noticeable; and little bits of material which got loose while using and 

required extra cleaning. For this user aesthetic appreciation and durability were high, and the 

problems were positioned in performance and quality; use continued also because of testing. 

This cork material has a peculiar smell due to the production process and adhesion of particles 

is accomplished at high temperatures without glue. 

PF – Fruit bowl 

In this case one of the users (U18) had a different experience and assessment; signs of 

rot fruit in the material were very expressive, and there was a piece of orange peel attached to 

the cork surface. The user acknowledged this mainly as a quality issue, with repercussions in 

the assessment of aesthetic appreciation and attachment. Nevertheless, the intrinsic durability 

was still assessed as high. At the implementation phase the eventual occurrence of surface 

issues in this product was anticipated. In the packaging the use of a mineral oil was suggested; 

since it was not distributed with the product, decision was made not to use it since users were 

not expected to buy it themselves. This was perceived as the most common use situation. 
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Figure 21: Fruit bowl – interrelation of the potential influencing aspect – exploration  

 

PC – Soap dish 

In the soap dish one of the users (U5) presented a different experience and assessment 

of the product, which was darker in the center. This is acknowledged as a quality problem – 

surface material deterioration, and had repercussions in aesthetics. A usability issue affecting 

performance was also noticed: the soap got too attached to the soap dish, which was lifted 

together with the soap. Nevertheless, a different and larger soap was used (blue soap for 

clothes washing), and the intensity of use was relatively high. The user clearly appreciated the 

product as new, but did not find the function appropriate for the material. In the other two cases, 

only minor residues of soap were noticed in the surface. 

PA – Bath mat dry 

In this case a wide variety of assessments were observed, partially due to differences in 

use intensity. In one of the products (PA1), besides surface dirt, some corners were already 

slightly damaged. Dirt was mentioned by several users.  

Concluding, the five aspects appear indeed interrelated but with different sequences, 

depending on the situations. Furthermore, the possibility to explore the interrelation of these 

aspects arises mainly when issues or problems occur. Figure 22, presents some images of the 

used products. As can be seen, in the soap dish the deterioration is very subtle yet; in the place 

mat the broken corners are very clear, just like the dirt in the fruit bowl, and the loose sheet from 

the notebook. Nevertheless, these were exceptions; for most cases, everything was fine with 

the products. 
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Household Personal Use 

 
  

(PA2) Bath mat dry [dirt and 
slight damage on the edge] 

(PC1) Soap dish [light material 
deterioration, soap residues] 

(PJ6) Keychain [Ageing, 
darkening (not dirt)] 

   

(PH1 and 2) Place mat bk 
[fragility – broken corners] 

(PF2) Fruit bowl [residues of 
rot fruit – orange peel 

(PO2) Notebook [loose sheets 
– binding problem ] 

 

Figure 22 – Product cases images – observable aspects 

 

4.2.7 Discussion 

Concerning the general methodological approach, and considering that similar studies 

were not available, it is interesting to point out the successful implementation of the study, and 

that the results are appropriate for the two scopes of the study, about life-span and material. 

With regard to the characterization of the use of the products, context and intensity of use are 

difficult issues to measure in a precise way, and there are other differences in how people use 

the products. These are not simple aspects but so far the objectives were well accomplished. 

The evaluation of the five aspects was good, but it should be noticed that this is still an early 

moment and later results will provide more relevant contributions. Additionally, situations with 

sufficient evaluation ([3]) can be regarded as opportunities for improvement, and negative 

assessments ([2], [1]) should be regarded as problems. About differences observed over time, 

even though some can already be observed in several products, most are slight or moderate, 

and do not constitute a problem.  

The number of participants and products seems appropriate, and the significant amount 

of information is enriching. The product cases with only two or three contributions are less 

robust in comparison with the ones with four, five or six, and would therefore benefit from a 

larger scale. In implementation the minimum was three but some failures occurred. In the 
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interview no changes were needed: it was generally well understood by participants, and suited 

the objectives of research. 

Furthermore, proximity and overlap of some concepts was observed: the distinctions 

between performance, quality and durability are occasionally not evident, or require clarification. 

Furthermore, even though dirt emerged as a significant issue noticeable in several products, 

this is not necessarily negative, and may be easy to clean. 

 

4.2.8 Conclusions 

With regard to the characterization of use, the products are being used indeed, and it 

was possible to successfully characterize the context and intensity of use. Concerning the 

general appreciation of the products, with few exceptions, responses were positive; participants 

like using, are satisfied, and consider most products appropriate to offer as a gift. About the 

specific evaluation of the products with the five aspects – performance, quality, durability, 

aesthetic appreciation, and attachment – the assessment of most products was good or very 

good [4/Yes]. Additionally, responses for these five aspects are not precisely the same, but 

there are only slight differences. With regard to the differences observed in the products, these 

were mainly dirt related or visual changes. Other aspects were also noticed but are mostly 

product specific or not mentioned often. Concerning maintenance no specific operations were 

required besides cleaning. 

 

4.3 8 months results  

In this section the general results are presented according to the structure of the 

interview. The results concerning material related issues are also given. Besides, the cases with 

moderate and low attachment are presented, with the aim of identifying the influencing factors 

of life-span, and of understanding the interrelations of the different aspects. It should be noticed 

that the cases described are specific product-user situations, and are not representative of 

overall product opinions.  

 

4.3.1 Characterization of use 

In a general way, after eight months the products continued to be used. The context of 

use remained equal for almost all the products, and a few exceptions had a similar context of 

use, such as a fruit bowl having different fruit in summer. Concerning the intensity of use, in 

most cases this was acknowledged as equal (77%). In this first part of the interview participants 

were also invited to point out key issues; the aim of the question was to provide a spontaneous 

access to the most relevant aspects. Overall, most issues mentioned were positive (64%), 
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neutral or mixed (25%), and four main categories arose: durability, dirt or darkening, aesthetics, 

and functionality. 

4.3.2 General appreciation 

Most users mentioned to like using the products, and 92% declared to be satisfied and 

that would recommend them; exceptions will be presented later. Additionally, participants were 

also asked about what surprised them, and what was the most appreciated aspect; the main 

issues arising can be observed in Figure 23. 

  

Figure 23. Distribution (% of total) of the main issues referred to by users in relation to surprise 
and appreciation 

It is interesting to notice that while durability appeared as the most surprising issue (high 

durability, e.g. ”the product is still in good condition”), the most appreciated aspect was related 

with the aesthetics of the products (50%), and durability is only mentioned occasionally. 

4.3.3 Specific evaluation 

From a total of 61 product-user situations, for all the five aspects, most responses were 

in general good/ very good [4] or excellent [5], as presented in the per product evaluation charts 

in Figure 24. A few exceptions were observed, of either negative or sufficient evaluations. With 

regard to durability, it should be noticed that some users provided moderate evaluations due to 

the early moment of eight months (still soon for higher assessments even though the products 

are fine). Concerning product attachment, most situations were also good/ very good [4], with 

eight exceptions; these are detailed in the following section with a focus in attachment cases 

and its determinants. The motives for this low or lack of attachment are diverse. 

In general there is a slight higher incidence of lower assessments in household products 

then in personal use ones. This may be related with the diversity of cork materials available in 

this category, and the novelty of some applications (e.g. for the bath area, which may not be 

very well perfected yet). This is more expressive in attachment, and perhaps due to the kind of 

products – being for household there will be more distance from users then the ones for 

personal use. 
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Figure 24. Evaluation charts of the different products regarding performance, quality, durability, 
aesthetic appreciation, attachment, and an aggregated comparison of the five aspects 
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Even though different and not coincident, the definitions of performance, quality and 

durability are relatively close or conceptually overlapping for many users. Therefore, 

assessments were also often similar, interrelated, and had origin in the same issues. From 

Figure 8, it can be concluded that the somehow more „delicate‟ products about their 

performance, quality and durability are: PA – Bath mat dry, PB – Bath mat wet, PC – Soap dish, 

and PO – Notebook. These would benefit from opportunities for improvement, and most will be 

addressed in the following section with focus on attachment. 

4.3.4 Others/ comparisons 

Participants were also asked to compare the cork products with other similar ones but 

made of different materials. Details on this will be presented separately, although it is relevant to 

point out that in circa 50% of product-user situations durability was mentioned, among other 

issues. This suggests that durability is one of the key issues noticed when comparing the 

products. With regard to maintenance, the necessary operations were cleaning related, and 

these were generally considered normal, easy and relatively efficient (with few exceptions). 

Additionally, a substantial difference in responses for household and personal use products was 

observed: household products had a higher need for cleaning (55%) then the personal use ones 

(14%). 

4.3.5 Differences observed and material related issues identified 

Concerning differences over time observed in the products, these were mainly related 

with darkening and ageing, or dirt and stains. Other issues such as corners showing wear are 

grouped under the single main category „Others‟. In several products no differences were 

noticed, or it was stated that the products looked as new. This is presented in the chart  of 

Figure 25. 

   

Differences observed over time Mobiles purse: surface dirt/ 
ageing 

Soap dish: deterioration in 
centre 

Figure 25. Material related issues: distribution of main differences observed and images of two 
products 

With regard to material related aspects, two main issues were identified: surface 

changes and deterioration with water interaction; these could benefit from research and 

improvement. In the previous moment (three months) surface issues had already been 

identified. Some surface changes occurred early, as can be seen in Figure 25 in the image of 
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the mobiles purse (dirt/ darkening). This is not necessarily negative because it‟s easy to clean; 

in some cases it is perceived as ageing, and as enhancing the product aesthetically. 

The other issue noticed concerns the interaction of the material with water. Natural cork 

is rather impermeable, but it is not clear how this property is „transferred‟ to other cork materials, 

and reflected in the products (e.g. in relation with shape). Results indicate that the two products 

with high water interaction could benefit from improvement; these are the PB – Bath mat wet, 

and PC – Soap dish. This last one, as presented in Figure 25, already started to deteriorate in 

the center in the situation with higher use intensity.  

 

4.3.6 Attachment cases 

PB – Bath mat wet (U24) [No – low attachment] 

In this case a specific motive lead to cease its use: a cat (ill) urinated on the product; it 

was cleaned but not used again. Even though this is mentioned to be the final reason to stop 

use, another specific event triggered several unpleasant aspects: the product released ink since 

the beginning, and among other issues got stained and deformed; these problems had negative 

repercussions in all parameters assessed. Details can be observed in Figure 26. In this case 

everything is interrelated: it seems to be mainly acknowledged as a performance problem, and 

affecting attachment directly, but it influences all the aspects. With regard to durability, the user 

mentioned that it seemed to be durable but didn‟t turn out as such. She also pointed out that 

bath products should be changed often to avoid bacteria‟s, and that perhaps there is no need 

for a long durability. 

PB – Bath mat wet: 

Looses ink (brown), performance, aesthetics, 
bathroom facelift, cat (ill, urine) 

         

 

 

 

Figure 26. Representation of occurrences regarding the use of PB-Bath mat wet 
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PC – Soap dish (U5) [Yes but – moderate attachment] 

In the soap dish, two problems were noticed: usability – when the soap dried it got 

attached to the product; and deterioration in the centre – main wet area in contact with the soap. 

In the user‟s opinion the object was beautiful but should be for a different function, and it was 

mentioned that it can last a whole life but gets ugly. In this case attachment is still positive but 

moderately [yes but/3]; images and details of the evaluation appear in Figure 27. The 

interrelations of the different aspects are not very clear in this case. Deterioration was the main 

problem affecting all aspects, and mainly negatively performance and aesthetics. These 

parameters are also influenced by two other issues respectively: usability (soap gets attached), 

and visible white soap in the borders.  

PC – Soap dish:  

Usability, deterioration, high use intensity,  

can last but ugly 

     

 

 

 

Figure 27. Representation of occurrences regarding the use of PC-Soap dish 

PI – Place mat wt (U19) [No – low attachment] 

PI – Place mat wt:  

Aesthetic suggestions, has new towels 

user‟s age: mid 80‟s, kind of product 

        

 

 

 

Figure 28. Representation of occurrences regarding the use of PI-Place mat wt 

 

In this case, the user was generally satisfied with performance and durability, but 

presented some suggestions (mainly aesthetic): being smaller, having a decorative border, and 
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stronger colours. Evaluation details are presented in Figure 28. Attachment was negative; this 

user would prefer to use new tablecloths , and several aspects may contribute to this: 

- Availability of alternative new tablecloths at home – and eventually more beautiful; 

- Before had normally used tablecloths – kind of product; place mat only used occasionally; 

- Suggestions for decoration of the product – moderate aesthetic appreciation as it is; 

- User‟s age: mid 80‟s – wanting to get the most of the time left; 

Concerning the interrelation of the five aspects, while low aesthetic appreciation seems 

to influence quality and attachment directly, durability seems independent, and performance 

may be affected by the kind of product. 

PO – Notebook (U1) [No – low attachment] 

In this product there was a binding problem, but the user continued to use it due to 

aesthetic appreciation. This had already been detected in the previous moment; since then the 

damage didn‟t increase much, but the user has been more careful. Details of the evaluation and 

images are presented in Figure 29. At this moment, the user would return the notebook  

because he was afraid that more sheets would get loose, but doesn‟t want to because it‟s 

beautiful. As such, two clear sequences of interrelations can be observed and resulting in a 

conflict. This case is an example that when we like something, we may continue using it despite 

performance deficiencies, or even beyond acceptable functionality.  

PO – Notebook:  

Binding problem, affects quality/ perform 

High aesthetic apprec., conflict – use or not 

     

 

 

 

Figure 29. Representation of occurrences regarding the use of PO-Notebook 

 

4.3.7 Synthesis  

In Figure 30 all the cases of moderate and low attachment are represented and 

information is organized according to the following categorization: product aspects, user 

characteristics, and contexts. The motives provided by the users are listed first. Overall there is 

a wide variety of motives and characteristics influencing product attachment. 
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Figure 30. Product attachment – synthesis of moderate and low attachment cases 

 Cases User motives 
Product 
aspects 

User 
characteristics 

Contexts 
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PC – Soap dish U5 

 

low usability 
and aesthetic 
appreciation 

 

usability 
affecting 
performance 

 

low aesthetic 
appreciation 
mainly due to 
deterioration 

high intensity of 
use; use of blue 
and white soap 
(strong) 

Observations: „product can last but ugly‟ 

PD – Coaster bk U14 

 

not very useful 

 

kind of product 
(not very useful) 

user habits/ 
needs 

- / (house 
setting, 
furnishings (?)) 

Observations: product not very useful to user 

PG – Pan base U11 

 

has others at 
home 

kind of product, 
for the house 
versus personal 
use 

- / (lives with 
parents, doesn‟t 
has own house 
yet (?)) 

has others at 
home 

Observations: product of low(er) interest for the user 

L
o

w
 a

tt
a
c
h
m

e
n

t 
(N

o
 /

 [
2

])
 

PB – Bath mat U24 

 

cat (ill) 
urinated and 
use ceased 

looses ink, 
affecting 
performance 
and quality 

product 
changes have 
aesthetic 
repercussions;  

facelift in 
bathroom, 
displacement; 
cat urinated, 
use ceased 

Observations: one issue (loose ink) triggered multiple problems 

PI – Place mat U19 

 

has new 
towels at home 
that wants to 
use 

kind of product 
(towel versus 
place mat) 

aesthetic 
suggestions 
were made; 
user‟s age - mid 
80‟s  

user has new 
towels at home 
(eventually 
more beautiful) 

Observations: user characteristics are key; had mainly used towel 

PE – Coaster wt U19 

 

(product 
complementar
y of PI – Place 
mat wt) 

- - / aesthetic 
suggestions 
were made 

used in 
complement of 
PI – secondary 
use 

Observations: 

PO – Notebook U1 

 

eventually 
loose notes 

binding problem 
afecting quality 
and 
performance 

high aesthetic 
appreciation 

- / (use for 
notes – not 
permanent 
record (?)) 

Observations: conflict – use or not 

PR - Pencil case U7 

 

low aesthetic 
appreciation 

Material low appreciation 
of aesthetics 
(material), 
image and 
quality (product) 

- / (low use – 
computers (?)) 

Observations: user doesn‟t likes it from beginning (unique situation) 
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It is important to distinguish life-span and attachment. It can be inferred that situations 

with high attachment may result in long life-spans, but the opposite is not necessarily so: there 

can be situations of low or moderate attachment resulting in long life-spans, e.g. due to 

convenience or lack of interest in change (e.g. indifferent products, utensils; pan base situation). 

4.3.8 Conclusions 

At this eight months moment it is interesting to notice that the good or long durability of 

the products was already pointed out by several users, even though generally acknowledged as 

an early evaluation. With few exceptions, the life-span of the cork products was good; the 

general appreciation and evaluation of the five aspects was good/ very good [4] or excellent [5] 

for most product-user situations. With regard to the material related aspects, two main issues 

were identified: surface changes (as already before) and water interaction. These could benefit 

from improvement, and are therefore suggestions for further research. Several aspects 

influencing the life-span of the products were already identified, and can be categorized as 

product aspects, user characteristics, and context related issues. In the analysis of cases with 

low or moderate attachment, several influencing issues were identified in each case, and 

belonging to different categories (e.g. product aspects or user characteristics); a single cause 

did not occur often or wasn‟t clear yet. This seems to confirm the complexity of the topic (life-

span), and the multiplicity of factors involved.  

As noticed before, the five aspects were indeed interrelated, but this was only 

perceptible in some situations. As such, more research (case analysis) is required for further 

conclusions. Each case provides complementary information and contributes to an enhanced 

understanding. For the moment there is suggestion that while the „construction‟ of life-span (and 

attachment) requires multiple aspects (good performance, aesthetics,…) the failure of one issue 

can compromise the whole; hence, the importance of good (whole) products. Additionally, it is 

also suggested that aesthetics have a significant importance in this process. 

 

4.4 16 months  

In this section, the general results after 16 months of use of the products are presented, 

followed by the empirical exploration of the concept of „appropriate use of the material‟, and the 

evolution of the assessments over time. 

 

4.4.1 Introducing the concept of appropriate use of the material 

Since circa 1900 the number of materials available proliferated; existing materials seem 

now unlimited, as also their possible combination in composite materials (Manzini, 1989, p.42). 

While this enables the discovery of interesting new applications and functions, the use of new 

materials in unconventional contexts can result in highly uncertain product life-spans, the later 
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also noticed by Stahel (1982). Besides, from a material perspective, even though numerous 

applications can be made for a single material, perhaps only some of these are appropriate if 

there is the design challenge to accomplish more sustainable solutions through long life-spans. 

The concept of „appropriate use‟ of the material could therefore be characterized as an 

utilization in which the properties of the material suit naturally (without much transformation), the 

material withstands use through time (enabling long life-spans), and the products are 

appreciated and valued by users (e.g. technically and aesthetically). Additionally, applications in 

which these aspects are more clearly distinguished from solutions obtained with other materials 

could be regarded as offering a higher positive differentiation (Pereira et al, 2011b). 

In this section some product cases for household and personal use are presented to 

explore empirically the concept of appropriate use of the material. The products are firstly 

introduced with images and the evaluation charts of this 16 months moment, followed by a 

synthesis table and a short description. Analysis of appropriate use was made by the 

researcher from the answers provided in several questions, since users were not explicitly 

asked about it. As a starting point it was assumed that the use of the material was appropriate, 

unless proven otherwise.  

In this chapter a preliminary evolution of product life-span is also given: first, an overall 

evolution of the aggregated assessments is presented; following there is a focus on the 

evolution of durability; and finally, product-user situations are presented to analyze the evolution 

of the five aspects over time.  

 

4.4.2 General results 

In most situations the products continued to be used, and with equal context and 

intensity of use. Good condition, look/ durability of the products was the main key issue 

mentioned by participants at the beginning of the interview (Figure 31a). Additionally, in most 

cases, users stated that they liked using the products, were satisfied and would recommend 

them (Figure 31b). 

  

Figure 31 – Key issues, expression of satisfaction and recommendation provided by users 
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With regard to the evaluations of the products according to the five aspects, in general 

these were also good/ very good [4] or excellent [5], as can be observed in the charts of Fig. 32. 

More exceptions occurred in household products, which have a higher incidence of moderate 

and negative situations; although, this happened only in some product cases, and is therefore 

not representative of the general opinions of the products. Some of these will be detailed in the 

following sections.  

 

 

Figure 32 – Evaluations of performance and aggregated results of the five aspects 

 

All the contributions from users are presented in Figure 32, and the darker squares 

represent the problematic situations. From the aggregated chart, it can be inferred that the five 

aspects have very similar evaluations: often, the occurrence of a specific issue (e.g. 

deterioration) has repercussions in several parameters, though not simultaneously. Another 

aspect is the incidence of higher durability assessments (40 as [5]). The high evaluations of 

attachment as [4] results from the assessment scale used for that parameter from [2] to [4] (no, 

yes but, yes). 
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4.4.3 Product images, charts, and data synthesis  

 

   

PA – Bath mat dry (PA3 – 
U6) 

PC – Soap dish (PC3 & PC1) PF – Fruit bowl (PF2 – U18) 

   

PK – Coins purse (PK3 – 
U18) 

PN – Men wallet (PN2 – U21) PP – Pen (PP4 – U21) 

Figure 33 – Product images selected for analysis of appropriate use of the material (16 months) 

 

At this 16-months-moment the products have a more used appearance (Figure 33). In 

the bath mat some surface dirt was visible. Both soap dishes showed deterioration in different 

levels, and PC1 was returned at this moment. The image of the fruit bowl was taken after 

cleaning but some stains could not be removed. In the coins purse the colour difference was 

already notorious. The men wallet and the pen still exhibited a new appearance. These aspects 

are reflected in the evaluation charts shown in Figure 34 and are summarized in Table 11. 
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Household Personal use 

  

  

  

Figure 34 – Evaluations of a selection of household and personal use products (16 months) 
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Table 11: Synthesis of information related with appropriate use 
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4.4.4 Cases description 

PA – Bath mat dry 

In PA – Bath mat dry the use of the material can be considered semi-appropriate (YES 

BUT) since a deterioration problem occurred in one product, although with higher intensity and 

some careless use (high heels). Stepping on the mat was also dependent on bathroom layout 

and size, and one of the users suggested that it could be lifted after use. Nevertheless, it had 

very strong characteristics mentioned by several users, such as pleasant tactility and comfort. 

PC – Soap dish 

In the PC – Soap dish there was also a deterioration problem arising in the situation 

with higher intensity of use, in which a more aggressive soap was used, and use ceased at this 

16 months moment since the product was starting to dissolve. Apparently there was absorption 

of water (perhaps between the cork particles), since at that time PC1 was weighting twice as 

much as PC2 (278g and 142g respectively). Therefore, use of the material in this product was 

considered semi-appropriate (YES BUT). Nevertheless, the other products were still in good 

condition, users were satisfied and expressed a general appreciation. 

PF – Fruit bowl 

For the PF – Fruit bowl the use of the material was considered semi-appropriate (YES 

BUT) since stains were noticed by most users. There was one problematic situation with several 

stains not totally removable, and perhaps caused by a more „relaxed‟ participant. Some users 

recommend applying a coating to avoid it; use of a mineral oil for protection was suggested in 

the packaging, but wasn‟t applied since it was not provided, and users were not expected to buy 

it. Besides that, the product was well appraised: it was in good condition and aesthetically 

appealing. 

PK – Coins purse 

For the moment, use of the material cork in the PK – Coins Purse is considered semi-

appropriate (YES BUT) since getting dirty is pointed out negatively in two out of three cases, 

and users suggested changing the finishing to avoid it. For another user this was acknowledged 

as ageing and aesthetically beneficial in previous moments. Overall, users were all satisfied, 

and generally pleased with the functionality, durability and aesthetics of the product. 

PN – Men wallet 

In PN – Men wallet, use of cork was considered appropriate (YES) since no negative 

issues were raised; slight dirt was mentioned but without a pejorative meaning (perceived as 

normal). In general, several users pointed out the durability of the product, good condition, 

pleasant touch and general aesthetic appreciation. Some users compared it with leather. And in 

one situation the participant observed that the material did not scratch or wear out with use – 

instead, it wrinkles. 
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PP – Pen 

Application of cork in the PP – Pen can be considered appropriate (YES) since no 

material related problems occurred, users were satisfied, and most appreciated the durability, 

good condition, and aesthetic appearance of the product. There was only one observation of 

dirt, and suggestion to change the colour to avoid it. Good touch was pointed out by several 

users and others mentioned namely lightness and writing well. In one of the products the point 

got loose; this is a technical problem but not related with the cork material itself. 

 

4.4.5 Evolution of the aggregated assessments of the five aspects  

In the charts of Figure 35 it can be observed that the general evolution of assessments 

over time is positive; there was a general transition of ratings from [4] to [5], and which is more 

expressive in durability. In total, the number of negative or sufficient evaluations was low and 

evolving slowly, and was non cumulative – cases returned at 3 months not accounted later. 

Consequently, there is a slight deviation in the total number of situations in each moment, also 

due to failure of information or interview. Attachment is not included for scale reasons – only 

expressed through Yes, Yes but, and No. 

 

  

  

Figure 35 – Evolution of the aggregated assessments of performance, quality, durability and 
aesthetics 
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4.4.6 Evolution of durability – product cases for household and personal use 

In the charts of Figure 36 it is possible to compare how each user evaluates durability 

over time, and it becomes clear that some negative situations are exceptions. While in PA – 

Bath mat dry, a wide range of assessments was given, in PK – Purse coins and PF – Fruit bowl  

it only ranges from score [4] to [5]. A high number of product-user situations enabled diversity, 

and perhaps a wider range of assessments; it is interesting to notice how the 3 users of PA1 

evaluate its durability differently.  

A few evaluations are hidden behind others or missing. In PC – Soap dish it is 

noticeable how the problematic situation of the returned product is detached from the 

experiences of others. In PN – Men wallet and PP – Pen there is a downwards curve by the 

same user (U21), which does not represents depreciation but an „undervaluation‟, also due to 

the early moment; in the last interview this user explicitly mentioned that doesn‟t gives [5]‟s.  

 

Household Personal use 

  

  

  

Figure 36 – The evolution of durability – product cases for household and personal use 
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Despite some exceptions mainly in household products, it can be concluded that the 

evolution of durability is positive in most situations, and that scale is enriching. In a general way 

it seems that 16 months is already a good time-span for users to evaluate confidently the 

durability of these products, since many have already expressed the highest score when 

appropriate. 

4.4.7 Evolution of the five aspects over time – product-user situations  

These product-user situations can generally be classified as positive stable or 

problematic unstable (Figure 37). Some examples of each are given with succinct observations. 

Though there are some commonly occurring curves more specific or detailed relations are not 

noticed yet (e.g. if two aspects evolve together).  

Problematic-unstable cases 

Evaluations of the same product by different users can be substantially different, such 

as in PA1 used by U1 and U26; while both acknowledged something „wrong‟ in the first 

moment, over time, this became much more significant and expressive for user 1, and to whom 

the product life-span had already ended. In contrast, user 26 was still attached and willing to 

continue using the product. Another noticeable issue is that when a problem occurs, it often 

affects more than one aspect, sooner or later; in PA1 – U1 and PC1 – U5, both at end-of-life, 

almost every aspect became negative. 

In the case of PC1, the evolution of quality was non-linear due to evaluation of the 

intrinsic quality of the material (at 8 months: not a cork problem; it can be the size of the 

granules, the binding, the application, but not cork itself). And durability was not affected early 

since the structural failure as a consequence of deterioration was not expected (“the product 

can last a whole life but ugly”, U5).  

In PF2 – U18, the stains resulting from rot fruit were mainly perceived as a quality 

problem, and later start to affect performance since doubts arose about placing new fruit on the 

stains, in particular fruit to be eaten with peel. Also in this case, durability was expected to be 

high (there was no expectation of breaking or dissolving in consequence of the stains). Even 

though the stains affect the integrity of the product, this was not reflected in the assessment of 

durability, which seems to be mainly perceived as a whole physical or mechanical integrity of 

the product. And while attachment seemed compromised in the beginning, it was now in a 

stable position, perhaps due to high aesthetic appreciation.  
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Problematic-unstable cases 

  

  

 

Positive-stable cases 

  

  

Figure 37 – Illustrative examples of problematic unstable cases and positive stable ones 
(common curves) 

 

Positive-stable cases 

In these cases there were almost no negative assessments, and there was often an 

upwards change movement after the 3-months-moment, eventually more moderate (first 

moment and qualitative). Attachment remains constant due to the scale difference, but normally 
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the evolution is either positive or negative, and coincident (PN3 – U25; the most common curve) 

or not (PJ6 – U30; PJ – Key chain, included here to show the curve). In comparing these two 

cases, it is interesting to observe that even though the assessment of all parameters is the 

same at 16 months, the path is quite different.  

In PJ6 – U30 the aspects ascend gradually, and aesthetics later with the ageing 

(darkening) of the product. In PN3 – U25 all the aspects evolve together. In PK3 – U18 

aesthetics also ascends with the ageing (darkening) of the product at 8 months, and then 

descends afterwards as it then appears to become a bit dirty; for these users the darkening is 

ageing not dirt. PP6 – U31 illustrates a less common situation in which the durability of the 

product is affected due to a specific issue – point of pen got loose, but not yet rated negatively. 

4.4.8 Discussion and Conclusions 

Concerning this preliminary exploration of the evolution, even though some differences 

were noticed, there was the expectation of observing more cases or „patterns‟, i.e. more data to 

reason upon. It seems that learning happened mostly from the cases that failed, and which 

were not that many. These are good results for the cork material and sector, but not so 

enlightening for other research purposes. Nevertheless, this evolution perspective seems 

relevant for studying the longevity of products. 

It can be concluded that the life-span of most cork products was very good for the 

moment; most were still being used, users liked using them, were satisfied, and often evaluated 

the five aspects as good/ very good [4] or excellent [5]. 

It can be concluded that these cases are relevant applications of the material, and that 

there are opportunities for improvement in the situations of semi-appropriate (Yes But) use of 

cork. The appropriate use of materials has the potential to contribute to increase product 

longevity, and consequently reduce resource consumption. 

There was in general a transition from score [4] to [5] over time, and this was more 

expressive in durability. The assessments and evolution of this aspect show that users were 

well satisfied with the durability of the cork products, which was very good for the moment.  

 Some common curves were identified for the positive stable cases of the evolution of 

product-user situations. On the other hand, in problematic unstable cases, besides differences 

in ratings by users of the same products, it is possible to observe that often, even though the 

occurrence of a specific issue (e.g. deterioration) has repercussions in several parameters, this 

may not happen simultaneously. 

 

4.5 Discussion and conclusions 

The approach has high diversity of products, cork materials and topics; this generates 

large amounts of information, complex to manage, and which has to be partially overlooked to 
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accomplish reasonable levels of synthesis; though, it is considered appropriate for the 

explorative scope of the research. Determining the appropriate use of the material is not 

straightforward or easy; scale provides diversity and confidence and is therefore important. 

Even though the moments are the same for all cases, it is difficult to compare situations due to 

differences in the intensity of use, or even in the context of use (e.g. people eating different 

fruit). Additionally, at this moment and before, when designing and implementing the study, it 

was felt by the researcher a lack of significantly close literature for comparisons and 

discussions; to „build upon‟ the work of others. 

From the results accomplished so far, it can be concluded that this research approach 

provides important, enriching and original knowledge, contributing to enhance the 

understanding of the phenomenon of product life-span from a design perspective. For the 

moment, in most product-user situations everything was fine; products were still being used, 

satisfaction was high (92% Yes), and it can therefore be concluded that the life-span of the cork 

products is very good. 

In some products (mainly household), occasional problems arose in specific situations; 

these were often the ones with higher intensity or a more careless use. As such, some 

evaluations were negative, and the initial appropriate use of the material was lowered to a 

moderate level. Nevertheless, in the products being studied, the application of the material was 

considered positive for the moment. 

The main aspects negatively affecting the appropriate use of the material, and 

consequently life-span, were related with deterioration and surface changes. Other non-material 

issues influencing the longevity of products were identified, but are not detailed in this chapter 

due to focus on appropriate use and evolution.  

From a more general perspective, it can be concluded that most of the issues arising 

are material related, and appear to be independent of the focus on the material. This seems to 

emphasize the importance of material aspects when studying product life-span, and the 

relevance of addressing the appropriate use of materials, considering the significant potential in 

extending product longevity. 

The main positive aspects identified contributing to appropriate use are: good condition, 

durability, aesthetic appreciation, pleasant tactility, functionality, and general appreciation of the 

cork products. 
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5 Learning About the Material from Product Usage (2 years) 

5.1 Introduction 

This section focuses in what is learnt about the material. Observing used products after 

2 years enables to see how the materials performed and changed over time. The chapter 

presents and describes these changes: differences observed, new knowledge arising, and 

some guidelines to assist the design process, and which are presented at the end. The work is 

organized under the respective research questions already introduced in chapter 1: 

RQ – How does product usage enable to learn about the material? (general research question)  

RQ1 – What differences are observable in the products after two years of use? 

RQ2 – What is learnt about the material? What new knowledge arises not generally available to 

design? 

RQ3 – What material guidelines can be derived from knowledge on product usage to assist the 

design process? 

 

5.2 General results 

5.2.1 Complementary information 

After 2 years, most products continued to be used. From the initial total of 66 product-

user situations, there were still  54  in use. With few exceptions, most users were also satisfied 

with the products and would recommend them (88%, figure 38). There were seven exceptions, 

four of them negative, and mainly related with deterioration or low aesthetic appreciation, as 

detailed in Table 12. When asked about what they appreciate most after two years, it was visual 

texture and tactility that were the main aspects distinguished by users.  

  

Figure 38: satisfaction and appreciation – 2 years 
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Table 12: Exceptions to satisfaction/ recommendation after 2 years 

Product Motive [situation] 

PA Bath mat dry (U1-PA1) Deterioration (+ dirt?) [no] 

PA Bath mat dry (U26-PA1)  Deterioration [yes but] 

PE Coaster wt (U19-PE3) Low aesthetic appreciation [no] 

PF Fruit bowl (U18-PF2) Deterioration [no] 

PI Place mat wt (U19-PI1) Low aesthetic appreciation [no] 

PK Purse coins (U2-PK1) Low usefulness [yes but] 

PR Pencil case sm (U7-PR2) Low aesthetic appreciation [yes but] 

 

The specific evaluation of the products with the 5 aspects (performance, quality, 

durability, aesthetic appreciation, and attachment) was also very good or excellent in most 

product-user situations. The quality evaluations can be observed in the chart, distributed per 

product (Figure 39). The household products assessment was slightly lower, in particular for PA 

– Bath mat dry, and PF – Fruit bowl; these products had some deterioration during use, as 

addressed in sections ahead. 

 

 

Figure 39: Evaluations of quality and aggregated results 
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Concerning the other aspects, several assessments were similar, but there were some 

general differences noticeable in the aggregated results chart of Figure 39. Durability was the 

aspect with higher assessments, and which also surprised users most (50% of responses). 

Overall, from this two years use longitudinal study, it is interesting to notice the high 

appreciation and longevity of the cork products, since most are still in use, and in a relatively 

good condition. 

5.2.2 Differences observed – aggregated results 

The differences observed over time were grouped in four categories, since the 3 months 

moment: „no differences/ looks as new‟, „darker/ ageing‟, „dirt/ stains‟, and „others‟. In this 2 year 

moment, this category „others‟ represents circa 40% of occurrences, and the other categories 

are relatively evenly distributed, with circa 20% each, as detailed in Figure 40. Examples of 

situations in „others‟ are deterioration, scuffed, fissure, and scratches as exemplified in Table 13 

for some products. 

 

Figure 40: differences observed Table 13: examples of other aspects (40%) 

Product Other aspect 

Bath mat dry Deterioration in borders 

Place mat wt Bent, ripped, pieces 

missing 

Purse mobiles Folded form opening, 

folded from shape 

Wallet men Use marks, change in 

shape 

Pencil case lg Pen marks, scuffed 

Pencil case 

sm 

Pen marks, folded from 

opening 

In general, the aspects arising in the category „others‟ are light or moderate, with few 

exceptions, and acknowledged as normal after 2 years of use. In other words, though many, 

their significance is low. Concerning „dark/ ageing‟, while some of these situations were quite 

visible or severe, they generally don‟t have a negative or pejorative meaning, and in some 

cases this ageing is actually perceived as aesthetically beneficial (PK3-U18). On the other 

hand, the category „dirt/ stains‟ did have a negative association in most situations, which are 

therefore indications for improvement, even though these can often be cleaned. With regard to 

the category „no differences/ looks as new‟, this was clearly a positive assessment after 2 years 

of using the products. 
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The distribution of the issues by product (figure 41), is in general similar in household 

and personal use products. Additionally, from the 18 cork products, at this 2 years moment, 2 of 

them no longer have any use situation (PH and PO). 

 

 

Figure 41: main differences observed after 2 years – per product distribution 

 

From a product perspective it is interesting to notice the diversity; most have 2 or 3 of 

the 4 categories, only one has the 4 categories (PJ – keychain), and two products have only 

one category (PB – Bath mat wet [with only one user contribution now], and PE – Coaster wt). 

This diversity of categories in the same products can be explained by the multiplicity of 

experiences of different users of the same product, and in some cases these occur in the same 

situation. 

Additionally, it can be observed that in the personal use products, the stationary ones 

have no reference to dirt or stains (PO to PR), and the ones belonging to the leather marker 

sub-category all mentioned this (PJ to PN). Only in one situation of this latter sub-category it is 

said that it looks as new, despite implicit acknowledgment of darkening also in this case (PJ). 

Similarly, expression of dirt in the household products is also more frequent in the kitchen 

products, that are more in contact with food (except for PA – Bath mat dry, though used in the 

floor). 

The no differences/ looks as new category is notably high in three products: coaster bk, 

coaster wt, and the pen. These are perceived as having a similar appearance to new by most 

users. 

Additionally, except for PA – Bath mat dry, the dark/ ageing situations occur mainly in 

the personal use products (and equally across both sub-categories). Therefore, if „dark/ ageing‟ 
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and „dirt/ stains‟ categories are combined, these become the most common group of issues, 

and these surface changes occur often in the leather like personal use products.  

In the category „others‟, most issues are concentrated in 6 products: PA, PI, PL, PN, PQ 

and PR. 

 

5.2.3 Maintenance/ cleaning  

With regard to maintenance, mostly cleaning operations, nothing was needed for most 

products at this moment. Cleaning was performed in circa 30-35% of product-user situations, of 

around three quarters were household products.  

  

Figure 42: Maintenance/ cleaning chart and image of washed PA – Bath mat dry with brush 

 

Other maintenance situations were either related with user behavior (e.g. not stepping 

in the bath mat to avoid further deterioration, and purr water from soap dish after use), regular 

necessary maintenance (pen charger/ filler), or damage/ loose parts (metal handle of pencil 

case and pen point got loose). 

Cleaning of personal use products was normally performed with a wet cloth, or wet 

disposable tissues. Most household kitchen products were also cleaned with a wet cloth and 

dish soap. Two of the fruit bowls were occasionally washed under tap water, and two pan bases 

(from one user) were cleaned in the dish washer machine. Some of the household bath 

products were washed with bath cleaning products (some PB – Bath mat wet and PC – soap 

dish), and in two PA‟s – Bath mat dry were washed with clothes washing powder and brush; this 

was performed by the researcher (Figure 42). 

In general, most cleaning operations were perceived as effective and relatively simple 

or easy by most users. One exception is the case of a fruit bowl (PF2 – U18) where 

maintenance is perceived as difficult and only partially effective; only some stains or parts of it 

are removed, and there was a bond of rotting orange and tangerine peel and the cork material. 

There was no damage in the products resulting from these cleaning operations, except for 1 

situation (PA1 – U1) in which the user mentioned that there were some stains probably resulting 

from bath cleaning products. 
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Concluding, while several products did get dirty, darker or with stains, it was generally 

possible to clean them, and at least partially recover the product appearance form those 

evidences of use. 

 

5.3 Differences observed after 2 years – household products 

Colour images can be found in annex 4. 

PA – Bath mat dry 

PA1 – U1 

  

- Edges and corners damaged around the 
whole product; border is crumbling and there 
are already pieces missing; 

- Overall darker or dirtier colour; 

- Darker stains probably caused by cleaning 
detergents; 

 

PA1 – 
U26 

PA1 – 
U27 

Use until 
16 
months 

PA2 – U2 

  

- Darker or dirtier area in the centre; 

- Overall very good condition;  

- Few granules missing from the edges, but 
very subtle; 

- product slightly bent; 

PA2 – U3 

PJ6 – U6 

  

- Colour differences in the surface – lighter 
and darker areas; 

- Whitish appearance/ layer, perhaps related 
with water interaction, and more noticeable 
in the beginning; 

- Cork colour and granules disguise this 
„clean‟ dirt; 

- Darker area on the side perhaps related 
with humidity; 

General - Product can be cleaned effectivelly with washing powder and a brush, and aquires a 
rejuvenated appearance; 

- Overall darkening occurred mainly in the beginning, from new to used; 

- If moderate the ageing is well accepted by users; 

- The product is well appreciated for its aesthetics and usability. 

Figure 43: Used images of PA - Bath mat dry (2 years) and key differences observed 

 

In the case of the bath mat, three products were tested in three households. In two of 

them they have in general a good condition after two years of use (PA2 and PA3), but in PA1 

some substantial damage was observed, probably as a result of a higher use intensity, and 

more careless usage. Despite this situation, this is in general an interesting application of the 

material, and most users are satisfied. 
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In case of PA1, as can be observed in the images, the edges and corners were 

substantially damaged, and around the whole product. The border was crumbling, and there 

were already relatively large pieces missing, mostly in the corners. Besides that, there was in 

general a darker or dirtier overall colour, as well as some darker stains. One user suggested 

that these stains might have been caused by a cleaning cream, bleach, or bath detergents. In 

this product case, several aspects may have contributed to this more damaged appearance: 

high use intensity, used by a child, bathroom size and layout favoring occasional stepping on 

the edges, and users wearing high heels.  

With regard to PA2, the key difference observed is the existence of a darker or dirtier 

area in the centre, probably because it was more used, but there was an overall very good 

condition. There are a few granules missing in just a few places in the edges and corners, but 

these are very subtle and only noticeable with a closer look. Besides that, U2 mentioned that 

the product was slightly bent on the longer side.  

These two products, PA1 and PA2, were deeply cleaned by the researcher at the 16 

months moment. The maintenance was performed with water, laundry washing powder, and a 

brush. In general this was very effective, no damage occurred from it, and the products acquired 

a rejuvenated appearance. To prevent damage, the product should be supported in a flat 

surface, or the vertical side of the bath. Additionally, it should be pointed out that the researcher 

and users were generally surprised by the resistance of the material to be strongly brushed. An 

image of the product and brush was presented before. 

With regard to PA3, there are also some colour differences in the surface, probably 

resulting from use. There are some lighter and darker areas. The area of the feet is lighter, and 

there is also a seemingly whitish appearance as a layer in the surface, which was mainly 

noticed in previous moments, and may be related with water interaction. But according to the 

user, the cork colour and granules also seem to disguise this „clean‟ dirt. Besides these aspects, 

there is also a darker area (image of detail) which may be related with humidity on the bottom 

side (e.g. facing the floor or wall of bath). The edges are very well preserved in this case, and 

probably as a result of two aspects: the product is used only by one user; and, due to bathroom 

size and layout, it kind of fits in an area and is protected from stepping in the edges – the user 

either steps in or off the mat. 

Furthermore, concerning the differences observed in these bath mats, it should be 

pointed out that two of the users (U3-PA2 e U6-PA3) mentioned that the overall darkening of 

the products occurred in the beginning, mainly as a difference from new to used, and less as 

the passing of time. Overall, if moderately, this ageing is generally well accepted by users (PA2 

and PA3), and the product is also appreciated for its aesthetics and usability. Finally, it is 

interesting to notice the overall structural integrity of the products – they are not broken, e.g. in 

the middle, despite the relatively large size (45 x 60 x 1,3 cm). 
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PB – Bath mat wet 

PB1 – 
U16 

  

- Loose of ink until 3 months while washing 
– slightly lighter; 

- Differences in colour while drying; 

- Drying irregularly, stained appearance, and 
some areas appear soaked; 

- For the user there were none or minimal 
changes; 

- Use of common aggressive cleaning 
detergents, and no reactions; 

PB2 – 
U24 

Returned 
8 months 

  

- Constant loss of ink, but permanently 
under water; 

- Got clear and stained, kind of like washed 
out irregularly; 

- Reaction with water, stained the tiles; 

- No detergents were used for cleaning; 

- Deformation of flat shape, waves or 
wrinkles in border; 

- One of the user perceived it darkens, but 
wet; 

- Aesthetics and hygene contributed to stop 
use at 8 months momment; 

PB2 – 
U25 

Returned 
8 months 

Extra 1 

  

- Overall similar appearance but slight 
irregular colour changes and lighter; 

- No loosing ink noticed but bath area not 
white; 

- Drying irregular, faster in border and 
openings; 

Extra 2  
Used for 
1 year 

  

Homogeneous colour and small white stains 
(e.g. from soap or bleach) 

Figure 44: Used images of PB – Bath mat wet (2 years) and key differences observed 

 

In this product there were two samples being tested in two houses. In both cases, the 

loosing of ink during the first three months was mentioned, and in PB2 this situation persisted, 

and the product was returned (end of life-span) for several reasons after 8 months of use. 

In the case of PB1, the product being used for 2 years, the observable differences are in 

colour, and according to the user due to the drying process. The product was removed from the 

bath to be transported to the place of the interview, and which happened several hours before. 

The drying of the mat is not homogeneous, and some areas actually appear to be soaked since 

there is a substantial colour difference, instead of a gradual or continuous colour. As such, 

when drying, the product has a stained appearance. Nevertheless, for this user there were none 

or minimal changes. In previous moments it was mentioned that it may have became slightly 
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lighter due to ink lost. In this case common aggressive cleaning bathroom detergents were used 

and no reactions were noticed.  

In the other case – PB2, and for which the last information was collected at 8 months of 

use, one of the users (U24) noticed several changes: by constantly loosing ink it got clearer and 

stained, described like washed out irregularly. The user suggests that there is apparently a 

reaction with water. For cleaning no detergents were used, only water. Additionally, the mat also 

got deformed – it is not entirely flat, has some waves or wrinkles in the exterior border. For the 

other user (U25) the observable differences mentioned were that it got darker, but which was 

also wet, and compared it with leather which darkens with time.  

It should be pointed out that in this PB2 case  the mat was partially constantly 

submersed or wet, since the bath area is made of tiles and irregular, and the floor doesn‟t dry 

entirely. This may have contributed to this more extreme situation in which even the tile joints 

got stained/ darker from the ink of the mat, and which arose as an aesthetic issue, but also 

related with health and hygiene. Besides the contact with feet, the user‟s son also baths seated 

in the mat. The product was returned for another additional issue, related with an ill cat (urine/ 

defected in the mat), but the perceived inability for it to get cleaned is related with this surface 

permeability, and the observed reactions with water. 

For this product it would have been interesting to have more samples  for comparison. 

Nevertheless, there is some additional information from two extra products. One was in use by 

the researcher, and the overall appearance maintained the same, though with some slight 

colour variations: more irregular and slightly lighter. No loss of ink was noticed, but the bath are 

was not white – it had a dark cream colour which could have disguised it. A record of the drying 

process was made in the first few days, and which can be observed in the figures. It dries faster 

in the border and openings. Furthermore, there is also a visual record of another product which 

had been in use at the time for around one year, and the colour is also relatively homogeneous. 

There are only a few white stains, and these may be e.g. soap or reaction with bleach.  
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PC – Soap dish 

PC1 – U5 

Returned 
16 
months 

  

- Severe situation of deterioration, dark area 
in the centre, leading to end of life-span after 
16 months of use; 

- Deterioration was already visible since 3 
months, and became more accentuated 
gradually over time; 

  

- At 16 months some cracks appeared and 
the material started to crumble on the side; 

PC2 – U9 

  

- Looks like new – good condition but water 
purred off after use in bath; 

 

PC3 – 
U23 

  

- Deterioration in centre, dark brown area; 

- Product absorbs water and therefore 
exhibits a cleaner appearance than others – 
this is a positive attribute; 

PC3 – 
U27 

  

 

General -Visible soap residues but surface irregularity; 

- Disappearance of surface varnish, perhaps due to soap; 

-  Significant water absorption noticed in weight. 

Figure 45: Used images of PC – Soap dish (2 years) and differences observed 

 

In this case 3 products have been used, and each exhibits a different level of results 

and appearance. One of them looks almost like new (PC2), and the differences observed are 

mainly soap residues. In PC3, besides the soap residues, there are also already visible signs of 

deterioration in the centre. There is a considerable large dark stain even noticeable around a 

small soap, and from the bottom of the product. In this case there are also soap residues but 

the product wasn‟t even washed. These details can be seen in the images. 

In PC1, a more severe situation of deterioration occurred, and which actually lead to 

end of life-span after sixteen months of use. This case had a high use intensity, and for health 

reasons (flu) blue soap was used (blue and white soap for clothes washing). Some deterioration 

was already visible after three months, and became accentuated after eight months of use. 

Nevertheless, then, it was though that the product would continue to be used for a long time, 

despite the aesthetically damaged appearance. [at the 8 months moment there were already 
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serious signs of deterioration in the base of the product – not in images here] Although, after 16 

months, some cracks appeared, and the material started to crumble on the side. Also, 

deterioration spread and now occupies a large area of the surface. There is also an image 

comparing this product with PC3 (at 16 months moment), which then had only a minor stain in 

the center. Besides, in this case there are also some visible soap residues. This may be 

partially caused by surface irregularity – a smoother surface might reduce or avoid this.  

Furthermore, in all the products there was also a substantial disappearance of the 

surface varnish or finishing, which may partially be due to the soap. Finally, water absorption 

was also noticed in weight, and may therefore be the cause of deterioration. After 16 months 

PC1 weighted about twice as much as PC2 (278g and 142g respectively). This later product 

may be so well preserved also due to a particular care/ maintenance operation: this is used for 

bath, and after that the user purrs off the water from the soap dish and stores it away. As such, 

there is no water accumulation in this product, although the wet soaps are not removed. Users 

from PC3 also noticed that the product absorbs water, and that it looks cleaner than others 

because of that, the water with soap disappears instead of being visible at the surface. This was 

mentioned as a positive attribute. 

 

PD – Coaster bk 

PD1 – 
U14 

Returned 
16 
months 

  

- The products look like new; 

- Researcher noticed very few loose small 
granules when taking the photos; 

 

PD2+3 – 
U17 

No use 

PD4+5 – 
U23 

  

PD4+5 – 
U27 

  

Figure 46: Used images of PD – Coaster bk (2 years) and differences observed 

 

In the case of this coaster products, there were in general no differences after two 

years. Only a slight indentation mark was noticed by the researcher in PD4+5, but which could 

also have existed since before (e.g. as new). There is also irregularity in some edges noticed by 

the researcher, but since the beginning. All the users mentioned that the products look as new. 
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The researcher also noticed very few loose granules or slight small dust when taking the 

photographs. These small bits of loose material have also been pointed out by U17 but 

concerning the other product made of the same material (PH – Place mat bk).  

 

PE – Coaster wt 

PE1(+2) 
– U1 

  

- Slight subtle shiny stain in PE1; 

- PE2 slightly broken at 16 months, and 
disapearance after 2 years; 

PE3 – 
U19 

  

- Slightly darker but used at meals and 
cleaned often; 

 

PE4 – 
U20 

-Darker boarder probably from drinking red 
wine from a mug; 

  

 

PE5 – 
U21 

  

- No differences noticed; 

[extra 
Use for 8 
months] 

  

- The darker product was used for coffe and 
also became a bit deformed/ bent; 

- The other was used for water and has a 
slight stain; 

- The products were not cleaned; 

Figure 47: Used images of PE – Coaster wt (2 years) and differences observed 

 

In this case, in most products no differences were noticed. Actually, all users stated that 

they look as new. Nevertheless, with a closer look by the researcher, a few differences can be 

found in PE3 and PE4. These are an overall slightly darker appearance, and which is more 

expressive in the border of PE4 (the one which has a cut/ piece missing), probably resulting 

from red wine, which the user drinks at meals from a mug. These 2 products are used during 

meals, and washed when needed; the others are only used off meals. Additionally, there may 

be a few tiny granules missing in the borders of these two products, which seem more irregular; 

perhaps this happened when cleaning. Finally, this product has a smoother face, a mainly 

tactile difference, which seems to have faded in PE3 and PE4 perhaps due to washing. The 

products from U1 and U21 look new indeed, and only a slight shiny but subtle stain can be 
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observed in one of them from U1. One of the products of this user was missing at this 2 years 

moment, and was found shortly after also with a new appearance. 

Two additional coasters were used by the researcher for an 8 months period to test how 

different beverages (and containers) would influence product appearance. One was used for 

coffee with a mug (which had an inverted conical shape favoring the slipping of the beverage 

through the outer surface), and the other for a glass of water. These were used daily and 

regularly. Indeed, and as expected in this particular setting, substantial changes occurred in the 

one used for coffee. It became significantly darker and also a bit bent or deformed, probably 

due to heat (and product thickness). In the one used for water there is just a shiny mark of a 

glass, which might not had been very clean. These products were not cleaned, and in the 

bottom faces there was also some dirt (ashes and dust) but not registered visually. 

 

PF – Fruit bowl 

PF1 – U9 

  

- Slight stains from ripe or rot fruit; 

PF2 – 
U18 

  

- Multiple stains of various colours caused by 
rot fruit; 

- Fusion between tangerine peel and the 
cork surface; 

- Stains are not entirely removable by 
washing; 

  

 

PF3 – 
U22 

  

- Slight stains from ripe or rot fruit; 

- Small indentation marks (one in each); 

- Stains are not entirely removable by 
washing; 

PF4 – 
U28 

  

Figure 48: Used images of PF – Fruit bowl (2 years) and differences observed 

 

In the case of the fruit bowl, four products were used in different houses. In three of 

them results were very similar. The products have in general a good appearance, and there are 
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mainly just some slight darker stains in all of them, and which is attributed to ripe or rot fruit. U22 

washed the product regularly, including with soap and running water under the tap, and has 

already noticed that some stains don‟t come off entirely. It should be mentioned that in the 

packaging there was a suggestion to use mineral oil for surface protection. This is also 

sometimes used for maintenance of e.g. wooden utensils. But since this was not mandatory, 

and was also not provided with the product, it was tested without assuming it would be the most 

likely or common use circumstance. As such, it is not known if this option might have prevented 

or reduced the occurrence of the stains. 

Besides some stains, in the product PF3 there was an indentation mark in the outer 

surface (eventually from touching something rigid/ hard during manipulation), and the user also 

noticed the loss of a few granules from the outer edge. In PF4 there is also a slight damage 

mark in the outer edge. This edge is not rounded like the interior one, and probably because it is 

in the closure line of the mold – the product is pressed, and this edge has an unfinished/ „raw‟ 

appearance from the beginning. Since the material is made of tiny cork granules, and due to the 

kind and amount of binder (if there is one), some of the granules get loose from the edge when 

manipulating the product. Actually, in this case, it seems that there isn‟t a binder at all, at least 

visually; the particles seem to have been bounded only with heat and pressure.  

Nevertheless, in one use setting (PF2 – U18) some severe events occurred, and which 

substantially changed the overall product appearance. Cleaning would naturally improve this 

image, but many stains were not entirely removable. The key differences observed were stains 

of multiple colours, ranging from green (mold) and grey, to brownish ones, and black marks 

appearing as if the material had been burnt. These stains can be caused by the humidity and 

mold from ripe and rot fruit, but there may also be eventual chemical reactions with fruits (e.g. 

burnt marks). Again, as in PC – soap dish, it should be pointed out that despite the good natural 

cork characteristics, namely high chemical and biological stability (Pereira 2007), these 

properties change in a derivative cork material, as it is the case here. These are generally not 

known to the designer; hence the relevance of creating comprehensive material profiles for 

such cork materials. 

Additionally, there are also slight fruit residues attached to the surface, and mostly, a 

fusion between the cork surface and the peel of rot tangerine was observed. This happened 

several times, in different spots, and it‟s not easily removable – it has to be scratched with a 

sharp utensil, such as a knife (sponge – harsh green side not enough).  

Even though this severe situation happened in only one case, and perhaps with a more 

„relaxed‟ user, there are clearly surface interactions between the fruit and this cork material, 

which appear as surface changes with time and use, and that should deserve attention and 

further research. In general, the cases with only some slight stains had no significant 

repercussions on the products evaluation, meaning this that these changes are admissible or ok 

for most users, if light or moderate. Finally, it should be mentioned that different fruits were used 
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by all users, either more common or trivial ones such as apple and orange, or less common 

ones such as persimmons and figs. But overall the product seems fragile for larger and rough 

fruits such as pineapple.  

 

PG – Pan base 

PG1+2 – 
U1 

  

- Small stains and absorption of grease from 
food; 

- Overall slight darkening; 

- Good condition and product integrity; 

- Can be cleaned with cloth and in dishes 
washing machine; 

PG1+2 – 
U26 

PG1+2 – 
U27 

Use until 
16 
months 

  

PG3+4 – 
U11 

  

PG5+6 – 
U12 

  

  

Figure 49: Used images of PG – Pan base (2 years) and differences observed 

 

These products were used in three households, two pan bases in each, and overall they 

have a very good and similar appearance. In the first (PG1+2), one user noticed some slight 

small stains, and the other an overall slight darkening. In PG3+4 the user mentioned the 

absorption of grease from food, and some stains a bit darker. In the third household (PG5+6), 

the user noticed only some slight stains. Concerning maintenance, the later one tried the 

washing machine once (after 16 months moment), and had good results. The other users 

mentioned occasional cleaning or wiping with a cloth. 

As can be observed in the images, these products have indeed an overall very good 

condition. It can be seen that they have been used, but the stains are relatively subtle. While 

some stains are just slightly darker and transparent, as if the area was oily, others are darker, 
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either more brownish or slightly burnt. With regard to the overall product integrity they are also 

all very well and intact; none is distorted or bent – the product is thick and rigid. Also, there are 

no missing granules in the edges, perhaps because these are a bit rounded. Considering that 

this is a very interesting and well known application of cork, there is probably not much surprise 

in these results. 

 

PH – Place mat bk 

PH1+2 – 
U2 and 
U3 

Returned 
3 months 

  

- Broken corners due to fragility, but also 
use in round table; 

- Returned after 3 months of use due to 
damage; 

PH3 – 
U14 

Returned 
16 
months 

  

- Large mark caused by a hot pan; the 
surface treatment or coating seems to have 
melt; 

PH4+5 – 
U17 

Use until 
3 months 

  

- Absorption of grease from food not easily 
removable; 

- Material residues, loose bits around it; 

- Peculiar smell unpleasant to user; 

Figure 50: Used images of PH – Place mat bk (2 years) and differences observed 

 

With this product several things occurred, and with different users. In one use setting 

(PH1+2) some of the corners got broken during the first three months. For the users this was 

due to material and product fragility, noticed when manipulating and cleaning the products. 

Since they were also sometimes used in a round table (Figure 13), this is also suggested by the 

researcher as contributing to the damage. Besides this, there are only a few slight food residues 

and partial mark of a glass, which seem to be easily removable with a wet cloth. 

In PH3 there is a large mark with a different surface appearance, and which was caused 

by a hot pan. This happened once, and since damage was noticed the event was not repeated 

by the user. Seemingly, the heat must have melt a surface coating to make the surface 

homogeneous and smooth. In the molten area the cork granules expanded. It seems that they 

either returned to their original shape by absence of compression from surface treatment, or got 

further deformed with the heat. In that area the surface became irregular and less shiny.  This 

large mark also goes over the printing, but with no significant effects on that. 

In the other use setting (PH4+5), three different things were noticed: grease from food 

in the surface of the place mat (not easily removed just with cloth); material residues – loose 

bits of the material around it, and which are spread in table, floor, and even in cloth when 
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cleaning. This persisted during the three months of use. A third issue noticed by this user was 

smell, and in this case also with negative repercussions. This seems to have decreased in 

intensity over time (while stored in drawer), but is still significantly active even after 2 years. 

Smell was also noticed by some of the other users, but was not pointed out as a negative 

aspect influencing product use.  

Smell wasn‟t an observable issue, but it is sensorial perceived, and therefore also 

included. In this context, it is interesting to notice that the base material (black agglomerate) 

does have quite a peculiar smell, which can also be noticed in buildings when its use is visible. 

Here, it is being used for a food related product, which is a field of application with other smells. 

As such, we may question if this application is appropriate, or if the table related products 

should mainly be odorless (U3 has also partially mentioned this). 

Concluding, the differences observed in PH are broken corners, a surface mark caused 

by a hot pan, stains from food and grease, loose material residues, and smell. 

 

PI – Place mat wt 

PI1 – 
U19 

  

- The products are ripped and one has a 
large piece missing; 

- Products were used and cleaned regularly; 

- Products became slightly bent; 

PI2 – 
U20 

  

 

PI3+4 – 
U24 

  

- Products got stained in both sides; 

- mostly dark stains caused by grease, but 
also food residues; 

- Missing pieces in the borders; 

PI5 – 
U25 

  

  

 

  

 

Figure 51: Used images of PI – Place mat wt (2 years) and differences observed 
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With this product, five samples were distributed into two households. In one use setting 

(PI1 and PI2), the material exhibits an overall similar appearance. There may be a few darker 

areas but that wasn‟t even mentioned by users. In one of the products (from U20, which had a 

cut) there was a crack in the border, the product was ripped. In the other (from U19) there is 

also a crack, even though more subtle, and on the opposite side there is a large piece missing. 

These products were used daily for main meals, and were regularly maintained – they were 

cleaned when necessary with a wet cloth and dishes washing detergent, scrubbing or rubbing a 

bit. Furthermore, these products also became slightly bent. 

In the other household (PE3, 4 and 5) the differences were more visible or accentuated. 

Overall, the three products were very stained and in both sides, even though this was mostly 

acknowledged by one of the users (U24), and to whom these were no longer suitable for use. 

There are multiple stains, which overall convey a darker colour on the surface of the material, 

and are mostly attributed to grease by the user who notices them. Some stains have a more 

black or burnt appearance, and there are also slight food residues, apparently chocolate, egg, 

ketchup, and few red marks perhaps from a pen (one of the users is a child). While some of 

these stains may be removed, most are already old ones. Both users noticed the missing pieces 

in the border. 

Even though these products were also regularly cleaned, these users are probably 

more „relaxed‟ and may not do so straight after eating; it may be later or on the day after. 

Additionally, the fact that one of the users is a child may contribute to a more often occurrence 

of spills. Also, young people have probably less time and patience for cleaning up stains from a 

place mat, or even to notice them. The others (PI1 and 2) were used by an older and retired 

couple (80‟s). 
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Table 14: synthesis table – new knowledge arising – household products 

Product New knowledge arising – household products 

PA Bath mat dry 

-Interesting application of the material; 

- Delicate to be used in the floor since white agglomerate can crumble; 

- Darkening observed mostly in the beginning; 

- Some susceptibility to water, but fast drying (evaporation, absorption); 

- Product can be cleaned effectively; 

PB Bath mat wet 

-Reaction with water by loosing ink at least in the beginning, and which shouldn‟t 
happen since washing area – cleanness area and ink has a brownish 
appearance;  

- Material appreciated by tactility and anti-sliding properties; 

- Application has potential but could benefit from improvement; 

PC Soap dish 

-Significant deterioration of the material with water and soap; 

- Result independent from natural cork – this is a different material constituted by 
small cork granules and a binder; 

- Questions and doubts about how the deterioration happens; 

PD Coaster bk 

-The material is resistant to multiple agents such as water, humidity, dirt, and 
occasional exposure to moderate heat and cold; 

- The material employed seems appropriate for the purpose; 

- The image stamped looks the same, process was well accomplished; 

- The irregularity noticed on the edges from the beginning suggests opportunities 
for improvement of the cutting process. 

PE Coaster wt 

-The material is appropriate for this application; 

- The material is susceptible of getting stained with coloured beverages, such as 
red wine or coffee; 

- Since it is thin, the product may get a bit deformed; 

PF Fruit bowl 

-The cork specific temperature may influence fruit ripening (?); 

- This cork material may behave very differently that natural cork; 

- It is advisable to use a surface finishing or protection for the product, since it 
gets stained with fruit; 

- The overall integrity of the products (e.g. not broken) is probably the result of a 
balanced combination of material, shape, size and thickness. 

PG Pan base 

-The product is susceptible to absorb grease from food, and which is not entirely 
removable; 

- Overall good condition and appropriate use of the material – well known and 
successful application of the material. 

PH Place mat bk 

-The product has some structural fragility; 

- The product is not appropriate to be used as a pan base; 

- Product absorbs grease and releases material bits and peculiar smell; 

- Several issues were noticed, weak application of the material. 

PI Place mat wt 

-Material is appropriate but is susceptible to stains, particularly grease; 

- The product is susceptible to get damaged; there are cracks or missing pieces 
in all of them.  
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5.4 Differences observed after 2 years – personal use products 

Colour images can be found in annex 4 

PJ – Keychain 

PJ1 – U3 

Returned 
16 
months 

  

- Product damaged and returned after 16 
months of use; 

PJ2 – 
U10 

At 16 
months 

  

- Products got darker (or ageing or dirt) in 
the cork outer surface. 

PJ3 – 
U20 

  

PJ4 – 
U27 

  

PJ5 – 
U28 

   

PJ6 – 
U30 

  

Figure 52: Used images of PJ – Keychain (2 years) and differences observed 

In the keychain six products were used. In all of them the main issue arising was 

darkening, which can be perceived as such, or as dirt or ageing depending on the users; in this 

case only one mentioned it explicitly as dirt. This happens mostly in the outer cork surface, but 

also slightly in the interior. The colour contrast  of the two faces can be distinguished in some 

images.  

Overall, the four products from which there are images of two year usage look very 

similar (P3 to P6). Besides the overall darkening, there are some lighter areas in some cases, 

either irregularly as kind of stained in the flat area (PJ4), or just lighter in the folding area (PJ3 

and PJ6). One user reported a slight fissure in the folding area (PJ2 – U10). In the metal parts 

no differences were pointed out by users, and nothing specific is observable in images. 
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In one situation some damage occurred, and the product was returned at the 16 months 

moment (PJ1 – U3). As can be seen in the images, the cork textile got ripped in one of the 

sides. There are significant signs of wear, as well as in the folding area where even the seam 

line is also worn out. The cork surface was noticeably worn out, and showing off the underneath 

supporting textile. The product was returned due to the damage. 

Since our methods don‟t include observational research (e.g. participants are not 

watched using the products) we don‟t know precisely how this happened, but a good 

assumption can be made based on details provided during the interview: the user said it was 

used in the front pocket of trousers, and complained that it was too long to fit entirely in the 

pocket. From this we may suppose that the end of the keychain was out of the pocket, and the 

damage was caused by rubbing in the pocket rim. Since damage only occurred in one out of six 

situations, and the others are all in good condition and users satisfied, it may be concluded that 

this is a good product, well accomplished and with high quality. 

 

PK – Purse coins 

PK1 – U2 

  

- Darkening, ageing or dirt, at 3 levels of 
intensity in the 3 products; 

- Corners, opening and saliences are darker; 

- Slight fissure/ cleft was noticed in PK2. 

PK2 – 
U11 

  

PK3 – 
U18 

  

Figure 53: Used images of PK – Purse coins (2 years) and differences observed 

For the purse coins, three products were tested. Overall, the main issue observed was 

darkening, sometimes acknowledged as dirt or ageing. At this two years moment, the images of 

the products show three levels of this visual difference. In PK1 there is only a light darkening, 

since the product was cleaned at the 16 months moment, and had little use afterwards. The 

surface is darker near the corners, opening, and saliencies at the bottom. This suggests that 

these areas are more susceptible, and therefore the first to get darker or dirtier. 

In PK2, there is an overall darker colour, in general more homogeneous, though also 

darker in corners and bottom saliencies. For this user this is mostly acknowledged as dirt and 

has a negative/ pejorative meaning – it would be better if it wouldn‟t get dirty, even though it can 

be cleaned. Additionally, also a slight fissure was noticed on the folding area on the side. 
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In PK3, a stronger darkening or ageing is visible, and the colour contrast is noticeable 

when opening the product, as shown in images. For this user this ageing is actually beneficial, 

at least up to a certain point, and doesn‟t have a negative association. It is perceived as being 

natural, a part of the product or material. This product was never washed, and has been in use 

regularly for the two years study period. This is the sample with higher use intensity. Overall, the 

outer colour is much darker and homogeneous, but the colour of the inner areas remains 

relatively light. A corner is slightly rubbed, but this isn‟t even mentioned by the user. 

The interior of all products was fine. The lining is of leather or a similar material – we 

may wonder how it would be if made of cork. In the folding area on the side, which is thinner 

and only made of the cork textile or fabric, except for the slight fissure mentioned above in PK2, 

everything was fine with the other products. As for the closure pin it also works well in all 

products, and the seam lines are also generally in good condition. Overall, colour change was 

the main difference observed. 

PL – Purse mobiles 

PL1 – U1 

  

- Wrinkles from opening the the product lid, 
and in cover face; 

- Significant dirt or colour change more 
accentuated in corners and edges; 

  

- Some corners are rubbed or scuffed, 
showing the supporting inner textile; 

- Very used appearance and washed 
multiple times; 

PL2 – 
U13 

  

- Overall darkening of the edges and 
corners; 

- Partially folded in the sides and back (less 
full); 

  

- Slight general darkening; 

- Slight stains from contact with other 
objects; 

- Rubbing and wear of inner textile near the 
opening; 

PL3 – 
U24 

  

- Overall seemingly new appearance; 

- Slight darkening almost unnoticeable. 

Figure 54: Used images of PL – Purse mobiles (2 years) and differences observed 

 

In this case three products were tested and each for a different function: one as a purse 

for two mobile phones, the original function of the product; another for storing tissues, and the 
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third for cigarettes. The three products show different levels/ intensity of use. As can be 

observed in the images, PL3 had an overall seemingly new appearance; the user only 

mentioned a slight darkening, almost unnoticeable. There is an overall very good condition of 

the product, perhaps due to a reduced intensity of use (not daily), or more careful use or 

protection to avoid damage. 

Concerning PL1, there were two key differences observed by the user: wrinkles, from 

opening/ folding the product lid, and which are particularly expressive in the inside; and dirt or 

colour change, and which is perceptible in many areas, such as edges, corners, mostly outside 

but also inside. Concerning the wrinkles, besides the main ones, there was also an overall 

wrinkled appearance of the outer face which folds (coming from the back). Since the other faces 

are not so wrinkled, and the whole purse seems to be made of precisely the same material, we 

suppose it may be due to something underneath causing this. Probably, the material used 

inside to confer rigidity to this face may be breaking or folding and becoming marked (e.g. as 

cardboard would), which then gets imprinted in the thin cork surface, and which becomes very 

noticeable as dirt accumulates. This also happens near the pin. 

There were also significant signs of wear in some corners, and one is very rubbed or 

scuffed, even showing the supporting textile. Near the opening in one side there was also a 

slight shred of the inner textile, and of the seam line. Overall, this product has a very used 

appearance in comparison with the others; it had indeed been used intensively and multiple 

times a day by the user. Additionally, it had also already been washed multiple times, but gets 

dirty easily. The maintenance or cleaning is made with a wet cloth or disposable wet tissues, 

and does enables to recover the product appearance. 

The other product, PL2, had an interim condition. There was an overall darkening of the 

edges and corners, but the product was not wrinkled or dirty like PL1. Due to the products 

irregular shape and use for tissues, this sample was half empty and partially folded in the sides 

and back. This user also noticed a slight general darkening (and suggested oxidation), slight 

stains from contact with other objects inside the wallet (mainly in the edges), and an eventual 

slight scratch in the metal piece. But overall, there was a generally reasonable or good 

condition. There were also signs of rubbing near the opening, and wear of the inner textile in the 

same place. Furthermore, a wrinkle was observed in the inside as a result of the folding. It 

should be added that the irregular shape of the product, also in the flapping/ opening face, left 

the opening uncovered on the sides, and therefore more susceptible to wear (Figure 54). 

In conclusion, it can be said that the products have a reasonable or good appearance, 

and that they are resistant to use. Overall, this product is pleasant and well appreciated by 

users. Nevertheless, considering the issues observed, there are also opportunities for 

improvement and which will be suggested ahead. 
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PM – Wallet ladies 

PM1 – 
U23 

  

- Dirt or darkening particularly in straps, 
opening and base; 

- Pen mark near a corner; 

- Some scuffing mostly in corners; 

PM2 – 
U26 

  

- Dirt or darkening particularly in straps, 
opening and base; 

- Significant signs of rubbing/ scuffing in 
interior face and other places; 

  

- Dirt and wear appear mostly in salient 
areas; 

[Extra 
user (no 
interview, 
not in 
charts)] 

  

- Unsewn bit at the bottom edge; 

- Dirt/ darkening, general and localized; 

- Slight damage in interior face, a bit of cork 
is missing. 

  

 

Figure 55: Used images of PM – Wallet ladies (2 years) and differences observed 

 

For this ladies wallet there were two products being studied, and there was an extra one 

for which there are no interviews but the use started at the same time. Overall, the three 

products are relatively well, and all still being used. The main difference noticed by users is dirt 

or darkening, particularly in some areas such as in straps, near/ around the opening, and base. 

In PM2 there were also significant signs of rubbing, in straps, the interior face, and the 

base. This is probably the product with a higher intensity of use. A closer look shows that these 

signs of use (dirt and wear) appear mostly in salient areas, such as edges and corners, or more 

manipulated ones, such as in opening the wallet. Additionally, some of these issues or 

differences actually appear in the three products, such as the scuffing of cork salient area 

around the metal. The edge of the pocket is also significantly rubbed/ scuffed in the three 

products. 

Furthermore, the corners of the base are darker and scuffed in all cases as well, and in 

some from PM2 the supporting textile can even be seen, and one stitch (from the seam line) 

seems to have gotten loose. Overall, the dirt/ darker lines around the lateral and bottom edges 

are also very marked in the three cases. With use, the seams get marked (the seamed areas 
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where the fabric is folded). Even though most of this darkening/ dirt can be removed when 

cleaning, the scuffing remains, and a large area is particularly visible in the interior face of PM2 

(facing the body), and which results from friction when walking. 

This product (PM2) is the one with higher use intensity; this user walks, takes public 

transport, and has a child. Therefore it is perhaps more exposed to wear. Nevertheless, the 

large scuffed stain in the interior face may also be influenced by the other material (e.g. coat) 

with which the cork interacts (e.g. increasing friction). Although, this more detailed information 

from users e.g. coats was not collected/ contemplated in the study, since our aim was to see the 

overall changes.  

There are also some other occasional and less common differences which can be 

observed in the images: in PM1 there is a pen mark near a corner; in the extra product there is 

an unsewn bit of the edge in the bottom, in the interior face there is an area where a bit of the 

cork surface is missing, and nearby is lifting. Perhaps this is due to occasional contact with a 

harder material in the body – e.g. belt or button from coat. 

In general the users are satisfied and the products are very appreciated. But 

considering that this is a relatively expensive product, and which is often expected to have a 

long life-span (e.g. in comparison with leather), it should be in better condition, after two years 

of use, or it would be nice if the product appearance were better within this time frame. As such, 

perhaps it can be improved. 

With regard to cleaning, this was performed only occasionally by users, i.e. 2 or 3 times, 

and with a wet cloth or disposable wet tissues. The maintenance operation was generally 

considered easy or simple and effective. Concerning the interior of the wallets, metal 

components, and other parts (e.g. zipper), everything was generally well. Concluding, this is 

already a strong and interesting product made of cork, but which may also benefit from 

improvement. 
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PN – Wallet men 

PN1 – 
U10 

  

- Darkening or dirt was the main observable 
issue arising in all the products, though with 
varying intensity and more expressive in 
PN4; 

- In PN4 small cleft near coins area; 

- Corners get darker and deformed, which is 
observable in all products but with varying 
intensity; 

- Deformation in all products due to contents; 

- In PN4 the edges are darker and scuffed/ 
rubbed. 

PN2 – 
U21 

  

PN3 – 
U25 

  

PN4 – 
U28 

  

  

Figure 56: Used images of PN – Wallet men (2 years) and differences observed 

For the wallet men four units have been used for two years. Overall, they all exhibited a 

general good condition, and one had a notorious higher use intensity (PN4), which was darker 

and more full. Darkening or dirt was the main observable issue arising in all the products, 

varying from slight in the exterior of the products PN2 and PN3, to medium in PN1, and more 

expressive in PN4. U10 from PN1 uses the wallet often in the back pocket of trousers, which 

may explain the deformation on the exterior. The colour strap on top is probably determined by 

the height of the contents, and also the pocket. In this product the user also noticed that the 

interior plastic pockets were a bit marked. 

The colour difference was more extreme in PN4, and can be well noticed with the 

clearer colour of the inside of the coins pocket. In PN4 also a small cleft was noticed in this 

coins area, where the pocket starts near the opening. Besides, the interior appearance of PN2 

and PN3 is very much as new.  

Another issue observable in all the products, but with variable intensity, concerns the 

condition of the corners, which seem to get darker and deformed. This probably happens mainly 

because these are straight corners; if rounded, this change might be more subtle. But this 

should also be related with the layer thickness and the cork skin material used, and which has a 
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darker layer beneath. With wear, the upper surface may get partially removed, exhibiting the 

darker inner layer from beneath. 

Finally, there was also some deformation in all products due to the contents, and in PN4 

the edges were darker and scuffed/ rubbed. Additionally, it seems that all the wallets are more 

full in the middle – that most of the cards and other contents are smaller than the whole wallet, 

and therefore, perhaps it could be a smaller model. The coins pocket was not much used. 

Overall, all the products are in very good condition and are well appreciated by users. This is 

clearly a very strong cork product. 

PO – Notebook 

PO1 – U1 

Returned 
8 months 

  

- Binding problem in all products; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- In PO1 slight damage in corners and near 
the spine (3 months images). 

  

PO1 – U1 

At 3 
months 

  

  

PO2 – U4 

Returned 
3 months 

  

  

PO4 – U4 

(2) 
Returned 
8 months 

  

Figure 57: Used images of PO – Notebook (2 years) and differences observed 
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From this product three units were tested with two users, but for a short period of time 

due to a binding problem which occurred similarly in all the products, and which can be 

observed in the images. After turning a few pages, the first ones got separated from the rest of 

the notebook, and some pages even started to get loose. The current binding is very weak. 

Two units were used by U4, one after the other, and became damaged with normal use 

after two and one weeks, respectively. In the case of PO1, the product was also already 

substantially damaged at the three months moment, but was only returned later due to high 

aesthetic appreciation and attachment. In this case, images of both moments are presented, 

and the overall appearance is around the same. 

Besides the binding problem there are only a few other observable differences. In PO1, 

at the three months moment, the corners are already slightly damaged, as also the cork layer in 

the bottom of the spine; although, overall the cover is in good condition. In PO2 there is just also 

a slight darker dirt line in the edge of the spine even though it was used for only two weeks. 

 

PP – Pen 

For the pen there were six product cases being studied, and which were all used for the 

2 years period. In three of them the users said they looked like new, and that there were no 

differences. These are the products PP2, 3 and 4, and may be the cases with a lower intensity 

of use; indeed, they are in excellent condition. From these three, only in PP3 a pen refill was 

requested. Nevertheless, the need for pen refill is only a partial indication of the intensity of use, 

since the products can be in pocket or desk, be used many times and days only to write little, or 

just twice to write two long letters.  

In the case of PP5, the user noticed an eventual slight darkening in the holding area, 

but was not sure. From the images collected, there seems to be a difference indeed but very 

subtle. In the case of PP1, this is already more noticeable, as pointed out by the user, who 

besides the darkening also noticed some slight wear or degradation in that holding area, and 

perhaps due to friction in the pocket. Indeed, in the images of this product, the cork edge just 

before the metal tip seems a bit more rounded then in other cases. This is used daily at work in 

the top pocket of a lab coat. Furthermore, a slight whitening of the golden parts was also 

noticed by this user, but the images do not provide an accurate support of this. This is probably 

the product with a higher intensity of use. 

In PP6 it was also mentioned that the appearance got a bit dirty, a colour change from 

handling, and which was perceived as natural. Additionally, a damage situation occurred with 

the pen tip – the metal piece got loose from the core pen body, as can be seen in the images. 

The metal insert to which the tip is screwed got loose; it seemed to be fixed only with pressure, 

there weren‟t signs of glue. The  body tube is not only made of cork, there is an inner cardboard 
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tube which confers rigidity and should also be cheaper; it is a relatively thin pen with circa 1 

centimeter of diameter.  

Even though this only happened with one product, it did happen, and should therefore 

be regarded as an opportunity for improvement. Naturally, it may be a consequence of careless 

use, but there may also have been favorable circumstances for this to occur. As an hypotheses, 

let us suppose the pen tip got a bit wet in a rainy day. Cork is relatively impermeable but not the 

cardboard, which is susceptible to humidity and may have got deformed, releasing the tip. 

 

PP1 – U5 

  

- Darkening and slight wear or degradation 
in holding area; 

- Slight whitening of the golden parts; 

PP2 – 
U12 

  

- Looked like new, no differences were 
observed; 

PP3 – 
U19 

  

PP4 – 
U21 

  

PP5 – 
U29 

  

- Eventual slight darkening in holding area; 

PP6 – 
U31 

Answer 
failed, 
info at 16 
months. 

 

  

- Slight dirt from handling; 

- Damage of the pen tip getting loose from 
the pen body. 

  

 

Figure 58: Used images of PP – Pen (2 years) and differences observed 
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PQ – Pencil case lg 

PQ1 – 
U8 

  

- General slight darkening; 

- Corners are darker and some actually 
rubbed or scuffed; 

- In PQ1 and 2 the seam line is a bit loose at 
the end points; 

- Overall product‟s shape remains 
straighthened. 

 

 

 

- Some pen marks in PQ2; 

 

  

PQ2 – 
U9 

  

PQ3 – 
U15 

  

PQ4 – 
U26 

  

- Considerable used appearance, whole 
darker colour; 

- Multiple pen marks; 

- Metal handle for opening got loose; 

  

- Corners darker and rubbed/ scuffed. 

Figure 59: Used images of PQ – Pencil case lg (2 years) and differences observed 

For the pencil case lg four products were studied. They all had in general an overall 

good condition, and one of them had a considerable more used appearance, a darker colour in 

the whole product (PQ4). In this situation there were also multiple pen marks, mainly blue and 

red, and the metal handling for opening the pencil case got loose.  

PQ1 was also darker, though much less then PQ4, and PQ2 as well but just slightly. In 

all the products the corners were darker, and in the more used ones, they were actually rubbed 

or scuffed in some areas. Besides the overall colour change, this is the main difference 

observable in the products.  

In PQ2, U9 had also noticed some pen marks, though these are not visible in the 

images. Additionally, in PQ1 and PQ2, the seam line was a bit loose at the end points. As for 
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the interior of the pencil case, no observations were made by the users, and everything was 

generally fine in the products. 

Finally, as can be observed in the images, the overall or general shape of the product 

was also very good – it remained straightened and similar to new after use. In other words, the 

products were not deformed, and not all were full; this aspect was also mentioned by some of 

the users. This is mostly supposed to be a result of the material itself, either or both from the 

cork layer (e.g. due to elasticity) and the supporting textile material. 

 

PR – Pencil case sm 

PR1 – 
U1 

 

- User forced the product to include more 
writing material; 

- Visible pen mark; 

- Wrinkles from opening in the folding area 
and inner textile; 

 

 

PR2 – 
U7 

 

- Overall newer appearance in comparison 
with the others; 

- Dirt/ darker line in the top face, from the 
position of the pen; 

PR3 – 
U14 

 

- Deformation caused by a pencil, still long 
and new; 

 

 

General - After 2 years this cork-wood material is in very good condition and proved very resistant; 

- There is an overall slight darkening, more accentuated in the edges, corners, and salient 
areas of the products faces. 

Figure 60: Used images of PR – Pencil case sm (2 years) and differences observed 

 

For the pencil case sm three products have been tested. This is made of a different cork 

material, a cork-wood composite which is then laminated and glued on a textile surface, like 

cork skin. Since it has wood bits, this is a more rigid or less flexible material, in comparison with 

cork skin. 
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First of all, it should be mentioned that after two years this cork-wood material is in very 

good condition and proved very resistant. In new, some very few bits of wood were missing, and 

therefore there was the perception or prejudice by the researcher and one user (U7) that it 

might not be resistant  i.e. that more bits would become loose. Nevertheless, this proves a false 

impression of fragility, and after two years the material is very well in the three products. 

In the two products with more use (PR1 and PR2) there is an overall slight darkening, 

more accentuated in the edges, corners, and more salient areas of the product faces. Since the 

design is flat, and there is no thickness given by a lateral or side face, when full with pens the 

faces get a rounded profile, and become more exposed at the top centre of the product. As 

such, these areas become a bit dirtier or darker, but slightly – not comparable with what 

happens to the cork skin products, as can be observed in the images. 

Both the users of these two cork products mentioned they would prefer to have the 

product larger, and therefore tend to have it full. Actually, U1 has even „forced„ a bit the product 

to include more writing material, and the product did expand a bit, it looks larger. In PR3 there is 

a deformation caused by a pencil, still new and long, and which doesn‟t fit the pencil case. As 

such, this may be a suggestion for improvement. These two users often carry several writing 

materials, but there are also cases of fewer and shorter, and for which this product may be 

considered appropriate as such. 

That is the case of U7 who generally only carries a pen in the pencil case, and which is 

usually inside the wallet, and has only occasional use. Overall, PR2 does have a newer look in 

comparison with the other two examples. In this case the main difference observed is a dirt/ 

darker line in the top face, and which results from the position of the pen. The pen‟s volume 

made a salience in the surface, which got more exposed, and the darker line occurred also 

probably in contact with the other materials inside the wallet. This user also noticed that one 

face is darker than the other, and this is suggested to be due to the position inside the wallet, 

and the fact that the money purse is black (there may be transfer of colour). Besides this darker 

line, the pen also causes a slight deformation in the material surface, which might be more 

subtle if more writing materials were stored inside. 

U1 has also observed a pen mark, and wrinkles from opening in the folding area. But 

overall the user considers the product to be impeccable. Actually, all users express a general 

satisfaction, and acknowledge the product‟s good condition after two years of use. Finally, some 

wrinkles can also be observed inside, in the lining near the button, and which suggests a partial 

detachment or unglue of this from the intermediate layer/ textile supporting the outer cork-wood 

composite material. Besides resulting from the glue used, perhaps this is also due to the 

differences in flexibility mentioned above. The button is working well in all the three products. 

Overall there is a good resistance of the outer material, which was a surprise for the researcher 

and some of the users. 
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Table 15: synthesis table – new knowledge arising – personal use products 

Product New knowledge arising – personal use products 

PJ Keychain 
-Cork skin darkens significantly when used and manipulated; 

- Despite colour change most users were satisfied with that. 

PK Purse coins 

-Products darken with use but can be cleaned; 

- The darkening can have positive and negative meanings; 

- Cork texture fades with darkening; 

- Overall good condition and appropriate application of the material. 

PL Purse mobiles 

-Cork surface gets darkened or dirty with use; 

- The cork material gets scuffed in corners; 

- The material gets wrinkled in some circumstances. 

PM wallet ladies 

-There is an overall susceptibility for cork skin to get darker or dirty, and which is 
more significant in edges, salience‟s and corners; 

- Some parts are also susceptible to wear and tend to get scuffed; 

- Susceptibility to bumping into hard materials. 

PN wallet men 

-General darkening of the surface but more disguised due to darker texture; 

- Good resistance to wear and appropriate use of the material; 

- Straight corners tend to get a bit deformed; 

- overall absence of wrinkles may be attributed to cork elasticity (?); [in PL the 
cork layer is perhaps too thin for this to happen (?)]. 

PO Notebook 
-Susceptibility of the binding to get deteriorated; 

- Overall appropriate use of the material. 

PP Pen 
-Susceptibility to darkening in holding area; 

- Appropriate application of the material. 

PQ Pencil case lg 

-This specific cork skin material has the ability to preserve the product‟s shape 
for a long time; 

- Overall good condition and appropriate application of the material; 

- Susceptibility for surface darkening with use; 

- Susceptibility of the corners to get darken and rubbed/ scuffed. 

PR Pencil case sm 

-The material proved resistant and in good condition after 2 years of use; 

- Low susceptibility to darkening or to accumulate dirt in surface; 

- No significant signs of wear and rubbing were noticed by the users; 

- Slight deterioration of seam line in PR3; 

- Overall good condition and appropriate use of the material. 

 

5.5 Guidelines 

It is now important to explore how this new knowledge about cork materials can be used 

and useful to the design process, and in particular how it can be transformed into design 

guidelines answering the research question: 

RQ3 – What material guidelines can be derived from knowledge on product usage, to 

assist the design process? 
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The application or transfer of the product usage information to the design process is 

constituted by the creation of design guidelines, which represent a high level synthesis of 

knowledge, resulting in generalization which can orient the design process. 

The guidelines were derived from the usage information through content analysis and 

synthesis. These were firstly developed within each product case, and then grouped per 

material category (e.g. white agglomerate). Within each material group or category there was 

the aim to have each aspect independent, and from which resulted multiple but also simple 

guidelines. From these core guidelines, some more general ones were constructed, mainly by 

grouping the key issues. These are generally longer, more articulated and eventually more 

complex, and represent a higher level of generalization.  

The two levels of guidelines are complementary, but can also be useful in different 

situations. Someone working with a specific cork material might consult mainly the 

correspondent core ones (guidelines), while another designer working with cork materials or 

even others could find useful the more general guidelines. The detailed guidelines are 

presented in annex X, and the more general guidelines are given here. 

 

5.5.1 General guidelines – household cork products 

White cork agglomerate with medium-sized granules 

GL-g1 – White cork agglomerate products of different particles size may be susceptible 

of losing a few small granules from the corners and edges; these are  fragile areas, which 

require special attention. Therefore, the corners would benefit from a good radius, and the 

edges should be at least slightly rounded and well finished, to avoid particle crumbling or other 

damage.  

GL-g2 – In white cork agglomerate products, an appropriate or good material thickness 

is important to maintain the structural product integrity. If this is contemplated, the product 

should withstand use well and without damage over a good period of time, as long as not 

exposed to extreme use circumstances. (PA, PF, PG, ?) [general] 

GL-g3 – Due to some cork material characteristics or properties, the white cork 

agglomerate material can absorb several elements in the surface, such as water, liquids, 

grease, or food, and consequently get stained. Furthermore, some slight burnt marks may also 

appear when exposed to extreme heat. (PI, PE, PG) [general]  

GL-g4 – Thin white cork agglomerate products can be cleaned delicately, with a cloth or 

sponge and dish washing detergent, but some deep stains are difficult or impossible to remove. 

Thicker cork products can be brushed. The white cork agglomerate with medium-sized granules 

has a good resistance to be brushed (in the surface) if of sufficient thickness (e.g. >1 cm) and it 

can effectively be cleaned with water, laundry washing powder, and a brush. The product 
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should be well supported during the process to avoid structural damage. This may enable 

removing deeper stains, and prolonging the life-span of the products. (PI, PE, PA, PG) [general] 

GL-gg1 – The susceptibility of cork materials for surface changes during use should be 

expected and contemplated in the design as an ageing process. This may suggest being 

selective about certain applications, or otherwise improve surface characteristics. (PA, PE, PG, 

PI, others …) [general – high level, for all/ most cork products and materials in general] 

GL-g5 – Even though cork is known to be a relatively impermeable material, there is 

some water absorption, and which can be quite significant in this particular cork product-

material combination. Cork materials made of smaller particles may be more susceptible to 

water absorption (and this interaction/ application might therefore better be avoided). In other 

words, water absorption characteristics of cork materials may be related with particle size, 

besides also with the binder used. Natural cork may be more appropriate or resistant to these 

use circumstances. (PC) [general] 

GL-g6 – This small white agglomerate cork material gets deteriorated when exposed to 

water and soap for a long term, and in particular in areas where water accumulates. With time, 

besides the possible surface changes which may impact on the product aesthetics, since it gets 

darkened, there can also occur material crumbling and structural damage leading to product 

failure and end of life-span. This deterioration may be avoidable by product redesign, and in 

particular by changing the shape. If the application requires occasional contact with water, the 

use of convex curves may favor water slipping and evaporation instead of absorption, and 

hence contribute to preserve the material integrity and appearance for longer. (PC) [general]  

GL-g7 – The surface of this cork derivative material gets stained with ripe fruit, when it 

softens, and when the fruit rots. Additionally, some attachment between the cork material 

surface and tangerine peel has also been noticed. As such, some surface finishing seems 

necessary for this application. [Use of mineral oil was suggested by the manufacturer, but not 

used for testing since not provided with the product, and users not expected to get it 

themselves.] (PF) [general]  

GL-g8 – In the molded cork products with low or none resin content, there should be 

special attention in positioning mold evidences, as with plastics injection design. In this case, 

the outer edge is not rounded and has an unfinished appearance, probably due to the mold 

junction line. As a consequence, there is some occasional minor loss of granules. There can be 

interesting and great potential from molded cork products; this fruit bowl was generally well 

appreciated by users. But these kind of applications should be well developed prior to market 

introduction, since it is already well known that one unsatisfied costumer can have a 

significantly negative impact. Only excellent cork products are the objective. (PF) [general]  

GL-gg2 – When applying derivative cork materials, one should take into account that 

cork properties change, fade, or become mixed with the ones of other constituent materials. 
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These are composites and therefore new materials with new properties (physical, chemical, 

aesthetical, biological, environmental). (PF, others) [general – high level] 

GL-g9 – Black cork agglomerate can be structurally fragile if used in a large, flat and 

thin product. In one household setting, the corners of the placemat got broken. In the coaster, 

since it is a small product, the material is structurally intact. Therefore, there should be a good 

relation between product size and material thickness. (PD, PH) [general] 

GL-g10 – This black cork agglomerate based material looses small material bits from 

the edges. This may be related with the cutting of the boards, the finishing of the side faces, and 

may hinder or not be appropriate in some applications where there is an expectation of 

cleanness, such as in tableware. (PD, PH) [general] 

GL-g11 – Black cork agglomerate has a peculiar smell, which may fade over time, but 

not disappear entirely. This should be taken into account in design projects, and its use might 

well be avoided in applications exposed to other smells, such as in tableware. This is mainly 

noticed in a large product such as this PH – place mat, and not so much in a small one like PD - 

coaster. (PH) [general] 

GL-g12 – Rubber-cork in wet areas may lose ink mainly during the first months, and 

with eventual consequences on product appearance and the surroundings. Also, in case of a 

product with a large and flat shape, it may get deformed with water over time, even if placed in a 

flat surface. This may result from the wet-drying cycles. Since this can influence overall product 

appearance, shape features (e.g. overall shape or cuts) might be incorporated to avoid 

deformation during use. (PB) [general] 

 

5.5.2 General guidelines personal use products 

GL-g13 – Cork skin darkens with use and manipulation, which may have repercussions 

and consequences on the appraisals of users. This may be due to the material‟s relatively light 

colour, but also the result of some surface and material properties. The intensity of this 

darkening varies among applications, and the specific cork materials and manufacturers. This 

surface colour change should be expected and contemplated in the design process. [general] 

GL-g14 – Cork skin products and materials can be effectively cleaned with a wet cloth, 

or disposable tissues. This enables removing most of the surface dirt and/ or darkening, and if 

necessary, soap can also be used. Even though the original colour of the cork skin products 

cannot be restored entirely after cleaning, the products exhibit a significantly rejuvenated 

appearance. This maintenance operation is generally considered simple by users. [general] 

GL-g15 – In cork skin products, to avoid early worn out of the cork material surface and 

the appearance of the textile underneath, namely in scuffed or rubbed corners, there should be 

a good match between the requirements of an application, and the thickness of the cork skin. In 
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some areas of these cork skin products, some early visual depreciation occurred. They are still 

in good technical condition, but there are already irreversible signs of use. Therefore, these 

aspects should deserve good attention in the design project. The cork layer should be of 

reasonable good thickness to maintain a good condition and appearance for a long time. 

[general] 

GL-g16 – Some areas of cork skin products are more delicate to darkening and wear, 

and may become rubbed more easily, with eventual negative aesthetic consequences. These 

areas are corners, edges, folded areas, seams, and saliencies. Besides appropriate cork layer 

thickness, perhaps these elements should be minimized. Rounding corners may also contribute 

to avoid scuffing damage; sharp or square ones are particularly susceptible. But since even 

these can get rubbed, it seems relevant to consider the overall product shape, and positioning 

of these elements or features in the whole product. For instance, these could be located in 

hidden or less visible areas. It is suggested that an overall simpler or cleaner design may 

contribute to maintain, enhance, or extend the aesthetic appearance of the product for longer/ 

over time. [general] 

GL-g17 – Some cork skin materials are flexible but consistent, and have a good 

resistance to the appearance of wrinkles. This may partially be justified by the elastic properties 

of cork, though also dependent on the other support textile material. Consequently, this may 

contribute to maintain the original shape and surfaces of the products straightened, and with a 

new appearance for longer. 

GL-gg3 – In cork products, corners and edges should be rounded to minimize signs of 

wear. (PP, all cork skin, others) [general – high level]  

 

5.6 Discussion and conclusions 

The methodological approach enabled to accomplish interesting information about the 

cork products and materials in a design context, although rather unusual. The sample size of 

the study seemed sufficient for the purpose which was not to retrieve all possible arising issues, 

as might happen in a usability study, but to identify specific issues for learning and 

improvement. In this study, diversity was privileged, which enabled to find cross-product issues 

(e.g. surface, water or humidity) which may later be further investigated.  

Overall, it is clear that this study raised questions. By observing the use differences over 

time, several aspects arose about how the material interacts and becomes transformed when in 

contact with different agents, such as manipulation (in several products), outdoor exposure 

(mostly PM), or water/ humidity (PM, PP). The methods (interview and photographs) enabled to 

collect or uncover these issues, which is relevant and adequate in a design context, although, 

from a material science and engineering perspective, these results are somehow „short‟, and 
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hence it would be important to further investigate and clarify these issues. In other words, to 

provide the answers to the questions raised through this approach. 

It is also important to point out the value of benefiting from real use conditions. Even 

though no study with people can be neutral (participants know the products are being studied), 

the use conditions are real, and therefore much more complex than what could eventually be 

simulated with lab tests (e.g. for wearing resistance or indentation). Therefore, these visual 

records of the used products are regarded as highly valuable. 

 

Indeed, studying the usage of the products provides relevant information about them 

and their materials, which can then be included in the design process. As such, the approach 

provided interesting results, and can be considered a valuable and original scientific 

contribution. 

After two years of use, most participants are generally satisfied and would recommend 

the products. The more specific evaluation is also good, very good, or excellent in most product-

user situations. Furthermore, the cork visual texture and tactility were the main aspects 

appreciated by users. Overall, these may be considered very good results for the cork products 

studied. 

With regard to the main differences observed in the products, answers were grouped 

under four main categories: no difference/ looks as new; darker/ ageing; dirt and stains; and, 

others. Many aspects were related with the material. 

In general, the key knowledge arising about the cork products and materials is mostly 

related with surface issues. There is a general susceptibility of the cork materials for darkening 

with use and getting stained. Other aspects include some fragility, in particular of corners and 

edges which are product areas more exposed to wear. 

Despite surface changes, most cork products can also be cleaned, with a relatively 

good recovery of the original appearance. This can often be performed just with a wet cloth for 

personal use products, and for household ones soap was also sometimes used. Besides 

cleaning, there was no need for other significant  maintenance operations. 

Furthermore, this material knowledge was also successfully translated into design 

guidelines. These were firstly elaborated within the product context, then grouped under 

material categories, and from which three more general ones could be derived. Above all, it 

seems important to keep in mind that the cork properties change across the different cork 

materials, and that they are not the same as in natural cork, and to which most information 

available refers. 
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Household products 

Except for a few situations, most products have a good or very good condition after two 

years of use. Most differences observed over time occurred in the surface of the material, which 

sometimes becomes darker, dirty or stained. Some material bits were also missing in several 

products, either just a few tiny granules from an edge (PF), or an entire corner or larger piece 

(PA, PH, PI). In most cases these changes are  accepted by users, as supported by the high 

levels of satisfaction, although, there were some serious or extreme situations which require 

and suggest product improvements. Often, these situations are a result of higher use intensities, 

or more careless use circumstances. Nevertheless, since there isn‟t any product kind of like 

broken in the middle, it can be concluded that in general the products have an overall good/ 

reasonable structural/ dimensional stability. 

Furthermore, from these product cases it can be concluded that the white agglomerate 

(cork material) is delicate to be used in the floor with shoes (PA), that it is susceptible to grease 

from food (PG, PI), and to coloured beverages (PE, PI). Black cork agglomerate is poor for 

tableware applications (PH), but appropriate as a coaster (PD) where no observable differences 

were noticed in the products after two years of use. Additionally, cork materials are susceptible 

to water, particularly if accumulated in the surface of small granules in the cork agglomerate, as 

in the case of the soap dish (PC). In this product the soap may also have contributed to the 

deterioration, or at least to the disappearance of the surface finishing. Finally, some cork 

materials may be susceptible to mould by ripe or rotting fruit (PF), in particular very small 

particle materials, where natural cork properties are perhaps more absent, or more faded. 

Overall, the study demonstrates a good performance in use of the cork household products, but 

also opportunities for improvement.  

Personal use products 

After two years of use, most cork personal use products are in good condition and 

aesthetic appearance. The main cross-product difference observed is the colour darkening, and 

which occurs with varying intensity in all product cases. In some products this is mostly localized 

in some areas, while in others the colour change happens in the whole material surface. This 

darkening is sometimes just acknowledged as such, as a colour change, or as ageing which 

may even be aesthetically beneficial in a few cases, although, in certain circumstances it is also 

acknowledged as dirt, and which can have negative and pejorative meanings for some users. 

Nevertheless, most of this surface dirt can be cleaned in a relatively easy and effective way. 

As such, this should be expected to occur, and contemplated in the design project of 

cork skin products and materials. Additionally, further research from a materials science and 

engineering perspective could better explain how this darkening is formed in the cork surface, 

and perhaps also develop solutions to minimize it (e.g. sanding of the surface or additional 

surface finishing). With the current knowledge available, this is mainly understood as the 
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deposition of dust/ dirt particles in the surface of the material, and which probably gets attached 

with the transfer of natural oils from hands to the material surface during manipulation. 

Besides the overall colour change, a few other issues were also observed in some of 

the products. The corners, edges, and other saliencies of the products are generally susceptible 

to wear, and noticeable signs of scuffing or rubbing occur frequently. Naturally, these are the 

areas more exposed, but since these signs occur somewhat early in some cases with high use 

intensity, perhaps the thickness of the cork layer should be increased. This is particularly 

relevant in the ladies wallet since it is a larger product, and in which one of the samples has a 

substantially rubbed face. 

There were some damage situations with this group of products, but these are mostly 

acknowledged as occasional and dependent on very specific use circumstances, and are 

therefore not generally regarded as representative of the products studied. In this context, the 

PO – notebook is obviously an exception since the same binding problem occurred in all the 

products. Although, this was not related with the cork material. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that these cork skin products are generally a good 

application of the material, well appreciated by the users, and which in most cases still exhibits 

a good appearance after two years of use. Additionally, the cork-wood mixed composite 

material has also demonstrated a good resistance, and which was a positive surprise for the 

researcher and some users. 

Guidelines 

Several material guidelines could be derived from the information about product usage 

provided by the longitudinal study. These were firstly constructed in each product case, then 

grouped within each cork material, and afterwards combined into three more general guidelines. 

In the later, while there is still reference to some specific cork materials, some cross-material 

issues stand out, such as the darkening of the cork surface which is observable across all the 

light coloured cork materials. 

The suggestions given by guidelines more related with design for cork skin products, 

are mainly to reduce the amount of details, and to carefully position the seam lines and corners 

in the products. In other words, to focus in accomplishing simplicity. Furthermore, rounded 

corners and edges may also last longer and remain with a new appearance for longer. Besides 

these more general remarks, the other suggestions and guidelines are mostly product specific. 

From the personal use cases (mostly of cork skin products) there are more general 

guidelines than from the household products group (which had more different cork materials) 

and less general guidelines. Furthermore, this may also be related with the kind of products 

(e.g. coincidence), and the amount of products in the same category/ material, therefore 

indicating that a high number of approximate or similar cases might produce more general 

knowledge. 
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6 The Life-span of Cork Products – Influencing Aspects and 

Interrelations (2 years) 

 

6.1 Introduction 

This section provides the 2 years results of the aspects influencing the life-span of the 

products, and how these are interrelated. It starts by some general results, including the general 

assessments of the products, and then by the evaluation of the product cases with a per 

product analysis of the contributions. A detailed case analysis is given for each product-user 

situation and finally, a synthesis of the influencing aspects before discussion and conclusions. 

The two main research questions are: 

RQ1 – What is the life-span of cork products? How long do they last? 

RQ2 – What are the aspects influencing life-span, and how are these interrelated? 

 

6.2 General results 

Use of the product 

After 2 years, most products continued to be used: from a total of 57 product-user 

situations, there were 3 cases of non-use and 3 cases of moderate/conditioned use (yes but), 

as detailed in Table 16. It seems that coasters had little relevance for several (3) users. It 

should be noticed that most of these situations occurred with household products; there was 

only one non-use situation with personal use products. 

 

Table 16: Exceptions to use of the products 

Product (case) 
[situation] 

Motive Observations 

PD Coaster bk 
(U14-PD1) [No] 

No use because not useful for user now. Product of little relevance (?) 

PE Coaster wt (U1-
PE1+2) [yes but] 

User lost/ didn‟t knew where one of the 
products was, and didn‟t use it for some 
time. Later found out that had fallen behind a 
chest of drawers in the bedroom. 

Probably not considered a very important 
product since user didn‟t bother to look for/ find 
it; it would be somewhere in the room or 
house, not lost outside. 

PE Coaster wt 
(U19-PE3) [yes but] 

Use stopped together with another (main) 
product (PI) 

Case below (U19-PI1) 

PH Place mat bk 
(U14-PH3) [no] 

Use ceased due to change in context – user 
now eats in a tray and it doesn‟t fits. 

User wanted to use but not possible, and 
points out low versatility in comparison with 
others (textile). 

PI Place mat wt 
(U19-PI1) [yes but] 

Use stopped because user wants to use 
another more beautiful alternative (towel). 

User age may have an influence (80‟s), as also 
low aesthetic appreciation – lacks decoration. 

PJ Keychain (U28-
PJ5) [no] 

Use stopped because product disappeared 
while moving house. It was found and use 
will continue. 

Relevance of product is not clear since this 
happened for a long period, but user is busy 
(jobs, house). 
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Context of Use 

The context of use remained equal in most situations. In nine cases the context was 

similar due to circumstances like moving house or keeping the product in a different place  with 

slight use changes, but which may nevertheless influence use. In one situation, the context of 

use was different: a pencil case (PQ2-U9) which used to be carried daily between home and 

work inside a bag, was now mostly laying in a desk in the work place. 

Intensity of Use 

With regard to the intensity of use, some changes were noticed in more than 1/3 of the 

cases; out of 57, there were 12 different situations and 8 similar ones. The motives influencing 

use intensity were generally user related or decided by the user, and by internal or external 

issues. Exemplifying: with a bath mat dry (U6 – PA) the user goes less to the gym, and so has 

more showers at home, increasing the intensity of use of the product (user related - external 

issue); with a purse coins (U11 – Pk2), the user received another similar product as a gift, which 

is „competing‟ and reducing the intensity of use of the product being studied. While the first is 

mostly dependent on user options, even though based on an external issue, the second case 

was also influenced by the person who gave the gift. 

Key issues 

With regard to the key issues mentioned in the beginning of the interview and presented 

in the chart of Figure 61, durability related comments (e.g. including good condition) were the 

most common, accounting for circa 25%. This is in line with the high evaluations of durability 

and its positive evolution in time. Other important categories are beautiful/ likeness/ pleasant, 

darkening/ dirt/ ageing, and functionality. Several others were mentioned but only once or twice; 

there were in total 42 categories. 

 

 

Figure 61: Key issues pointed out by users in the beginning of the interview 
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Like use 

Concerning likeness, most users still like using the products; there were only 3 

moderate (yes but) and 2 negative situations, either related with deterioration or low aesthetic 

appreciation. These cases were also reflected in low satisfaction, and therefore mentioned 

there. 

Satisfaction/ recommendation 

With few exceptions, most users were also satisfied with the products and would 

recommend them (88%, Figure 62). There were seven exceptions, four of them negative, and 

these were also mainly related with deterioration or low aesthetic appreciation. The cases are 

detailed in Figure 62. 

 

 

Exceptions to Satisfaction/recommendation 2 years 

 

Product  [situation] Motive [situation] 

PA Bath mat dry (U1-PA1) Deterioration + dirt [no] 

PA Bath mat dry (U26-PA1)  Deterioration [yes but] 

PE Coaster wt (U19-PE3) Low aesthetic appreciation 
[no] 

PF Fruit bowl (U18-PF2) Very stained [no] 

PI Place mat wt (U19-PI1) Low aesthetic appreciation 
[no] 

PK Purse coins (U2-PK1) Low usefulness [yes but] 

PR Pencil case sm (U7-
PR2) 

Low aesthetic appreciation 
[yes but] 

 

Figure 62: Users appraisal of satisfaction and exceptions 

 

Expectations 

With regard to whether the products corresponded to users expectations, there were 

only two negative responses, and for the same product and motive: bath mat dry –  

deterioration. Almost 30% of users mentioned spontaneously that the product supplanted their 

expectations, and this was evenly distributed across several products (for household and 

personal use). 

 

Surprise 

The users were inquired about the aspects which surprised them the most, and 

durability was the main single issue arising, with 50% of responses, as presented in the chart of 

Figure 63. Durability was mentioned explicitly, and also other related terms which convey the 

same meaning, such as impeccable, good condition, or resistant. There were also 18 other 
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categories mentioned once, twice or three times, such as application of the material, quality, 

and tactile relation. 

 

  

Figure 63: Users expectations and surprising aspects 

 

Appreciation 

What people appreciated the most was visual texture and tactility as explicitly 

mentioned by users. Additionally, general appreciation was also mentioned often, as well as 

durability/ resistance, and less frequently references to warmth/ temperature (Figure 64). 

Change 

With regard to suggestions for change, issues were in general very product specific (18 

different products), and therefore few relevant categories arose. A significant percentage 

mentioned nothing (32%), some suggested to make the product larger or thicker, or to include a 

surface finishing. Details are presented in the chart of Figure 64. 

 

  

Figure 64: Aspects most appreciated by users, and suggestions for change 
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Five aspects 
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Figure 65: Evaluation of the 5 aspects and aggregated results 

 

The evaluation of the five aspects – performance, quality, durability, aesthetic 

appreciation, and attachment, was in general very good for most situations with more 
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evaluations of 5 than 4, in all aspects, but highly expressive particularly in durability. 

Performance, quality and aesthetics had in general similar assessments across the scale. 

Evaluations of attachment were not fully expressive in point 5 since the [1-5] scale was only 

requested to some users; this was initially perceived as more difficult to rate and was just 

expressed qualitatively as yes, yes but or no. Details can be observed in the charts of Figure 

65. As also noticed in previous moments, there was a slight higher incidence of lower 

assessments in household products (PA to PI), which may be partially justified by the existence 

of more diverse cork materials and applications. It should be noticed that the products whose 

life ended in previous moments are not included in the charts. 

The products with lower or negative assessments in any of the five aspects are the 

following: PA – Bath mat dry, PE – Coaster wt, PF – Fruit bowl, PG – Pan base, PI – Place mat, 

and PR – Pencil case. The low or moderate assessments of PA – Bath mat dry are either 

related with some deterioration (in one product), susceptibility to dirt, and aesthetic simplicity 

(absence of decoration – no 5‟s were given). In PE – Coaster wt no problems were observed, 

but it has significantly low attachment evaluations. This is understood as the result of being a 

relatively common cork product, easily accessible, simple, and aesthetically plain. Concerning 

PF – Fruit bowl, the moderate and negative assessments were related with the products‟ 

surface interaction with fruit and stains of varying significance were noticed by all the four users, 

and were seriously expressive in one situation, with repercussions in quality and aesthetics. 

The evaluation of  PG – Pan base, perhaps one of the most well known cork products 

after wine stoppers, was generally strong in performance and durability, but there may be 

opportunities for improvement in aesthetics since there was one moderate appreciation. for the  

PI – Place mat wt, was also considered aesthetically plain by some users, in one situation a 

significant visual depreciation occurred with use (with effects on aesthetics), and there was one 

situations of negative attachment due to several reasons (detailed in chapter 4 at the 8 months 

moment). For the personal use product PR – Pencil case sm, the performance and durability 

were highly evaluated, but the quality (mostly finishing) was only moderately assessed by two 

out of three users. Additionally, one of the users had no aesthetic appreciation since the 

beginning (exception). 

In conclusion, it can be understood that these are very good results, even excellent in 

some cases, for cork products and for the cork sector in general,. Two years is already a 

substantial evaluation period for such a study, in line with the 2 year warranty given for many 

products.  

6.3 Evaluation of product cases  

The radar charts in Figure 66 present the assessments of each of the five aspects, and 

for each product-user situation. 
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Household products 

  

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 66: radar charts of the cases assessing the 5 aspects – household products 
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In the case of PA there is a total of five contributions, very diversified, and mostly due to 

damage in one of the products. In the case of PB, there was only one contribution left, and all 

the parameters were very well evaluated. For PC there were still three contributions, and overall 

the assessments were very good. In PD there were only two contributions left, both coincident 

and generally very good. In the case of PE there were still multiple contributions, and these 

were diversified concerning the evaluation of attachment. In PF the four contributions from the 

beginning remained. with diversified assessments mostly due to the occurrence of some stains 

in the products. In the pan base all the contributions remained, and most aspects were 

evaluated as 4 or 5. In the case of PI there were four contributions, from the beginning, and the 

assessments were generally diversified.  

 

Personal use products 

In the case of PJ there were five contributions which give diversity to the evaluation, 

which was very good for all the cases. In the case of the purse coins there were only three 

cases, mostly different concerning attachment. For the purse mobiles there were also three 

contributions, and the evaluations were very similar. In the case of PM there were only two 

contributions with very good and similar assessments. In PN there were four contributions, 

bringing diversity in the assessments, and particularly in attachment. In the case of the pen, 

there were six cases, and all evaluations were very good or excellent. In the case of PQ there 

were four contributions; with all evaluations rated as 4 or 5. In the case of PR there were three 

contributions, with a high diversity of assessments. The low evaluation of aesthetics and 

attachment of PR2-U7 was an exception since the user did not appreciate the product since the 

beginning. For two products there were no contributions at this 2 years moment: the PH – Place 

mat bk, and the PO – Notebook. 

In conclusion, the products remained relatively well appreciated after two years of use, 

which is a very good result for the cork sector. Some problems occurred with a few products, of 

which the life-span of them stopped before the 2 years. Nevertheless, those were mostly 

exceptions and not representative of the broad sample of products studied. 
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Figure 67: radar charts of the cases assessing the 5 aspects – personal use products 

 

6.4 Causal analysis of some cases 

In this section a short description of some cases is given, together with the respective 

graphical representation of the influences and interaction of the different issues for a better 

understanding. The images of the products were presented in chapter 5. An analysis of all the 
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products is given in annex 6. Furthermore, annex 7 presents the information synthesis tables 

used for writing this section. 

 

Household products 

PA – Bath mat dry 

In the case of PA1 – U1, there were negative circumstances influencing the life-span of 

the product, and for this user the product life-span is already over (Figure 68). The product is 

not well – it is damaged for a long time in the borders. Cleaning enabled a rejuvenated 

appearance, but the visual damage in the edges persisted. The user suggested an 

improvement in resistance. Consequently, the quality was evaluated low, and the user had no 

attachment to the product. Darkening and damaged borders were the main differences 

observed, and had a negative influence. Nevertheless, the user still acknowledged a reasonable 

or neutral durability (since the product was still in one piece) and aesthetics (prettier if washed 

but pieces missing). Functionality had a positive influence, or in other words was not 

compromised, and the user reported to handle the product more carefully to avoid further 

damage. 

 

Figure 68: causal analysis and interrelations of PA1-U1 

 

In the case of PA1 – U26, most aspects had a negative influence in product life-span: 

performance, quality, and durability (Figure 69). This was due to a deterioration problem in the 

product – the edges were crumbling. This also affected aesthetics moderately, which was 

perceived as having a neutral impact, as well as the overall darkening of the product. The user 

suggested a surface finishing to avoid deterioration. Positive aspects were the appreciation of 

colour and texture, and the attachment to the product. 
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Figure 69: causal analysis and interrelations of PA1-U26 

 

In the case of PA2 – U2, the user pointed out the pleasant and comfortable tactility of 

the product, that is still in good condition, and that there is a certain familiarity – the user is used 

to see that product in the bathroom (Figure 70). Besides these, the key aspects influencing 

product life-span positively were performance, durability, and attachment. The fact that the 

product can be cleaned but gets dirty was perceived as a neutral influence, as well as the lack 

of aesthetic details. Therefore, aesthetics and quality had mostly a neutral influence in longevity. 

 

Figure 70: causal analysis and interrelations of PA2-U2 

 

 

PC – Soap dish 

In case of PC2-U9, most aspects contributed positively to life-span (Figure 71). The 

product remained resistant and beautiful as in beginning, and the user was surprised positively. 

There were some visual differences (soap residues) but with no effects in evaluation according 

to the user. Therefore, this may be perceived as having a neutral influence. The user also 

reported a high esteem or value towards the product. 

 

Figure 71: causal analysis and interrelations of PC2-U9 
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In case of PC3-U23, most aspects contributed positively towards product longevity: 

performance, quality, durability, and aesthetics (Figure 72). Attachment had mostly a neutral 

influence, such as the darkening noticed in the centre of the soap dish. 

 

Figure 72: causal analysis and interrelations of PC3-U23 

 

In the case of PC3-U27, two aspects had a positive influence in life-span, and these are 

performance and durability (Figure 73). The other aspects had mostly a neutral impact: quality, 

aesthetics, and attachment. This was due to darkening in the soap area, which is now visible 

after two years of use. 

 

Figure 73: causal analysis and interrelations of PC3-U27 

 

 

PF – Fruit bowl 

In the case of PF1-U9, the product remained resistant and beautiful as in the beginning, 

and the user was positively surprised (Figure 74). Several aspects contributed positively to 

longevity. There were some visual differences noticed (slight stains), but with no effects on 

aesthetic appreciation, and therefore this was perceived as having a neutral influence. The user 

provided some suggestions for change (larger). 

 

Figure 74: causal analysis and interrelations of PF1-U9 
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In the case of PF2-U18, product use caused a serious degradation of its visual 

appearance. Multiple stains appeared with ripe and rot fruit, and including a fusion of the cork 

material with tangerine peel. This could only partially be removed by cleaning; part of the stains 

remain as a darker mark. This had a negative influence in life-span, and most aspects were 

assessed as 3 (sufficient). Nevertheless, the user continues to like using because of shape, the 

material itself and function. The user finds it practical and beautiful. 

 

 

Figure 75: causal analysis and interrelations of PF2-U18 

 

 

Personal use products 

 

PK – Purse coins 

With regard to PK1-U2, the product has not been used for the last 2 months because 

the user was using a smaller wallet and the purse coins doesn‟t fits there; the user only carries 

there the larger money purse. The aspects positively influencing life-span are performance and 

durability (Figure 76). The other aspects seemed to have mostly a neutral influence; quality and 

aesthetics due to lack of aesthetic detail, and attachment due to non-use. The user 

acknowledged a slight colour change since last moment (cleaned at 16 months moment), but 

stated to prefer it as such instead of completely new. 

 

Figure 76: causal analysis and interrelations of PK1-U2 
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In the case of PK2-U11, there was an external influence with direct repercussions in the 

use of the product: the user received a similar competing product, and was alternating the use 

of both. Therefore the product was less used. Nevertheless, aspects such as functionality or 

performance and durability have a positive influence in the product‟s life-span (Figure 77). With 

regard to quality and aesthetics, these were perceived as having a neutral influence, mostly due 

to dirt and lack of aesthetic details, respectively. The fact that the product got very dirty was a 

negative aspect for this user, despite the possibility of being cleaned (mainly based on former 

interviews – at 2 years mostly neutral). 

 

Figure 77: causal analysis and interrelations of PK2-U11 

 

In the case of PK3-U18, all aspects had a positive influence: performance, quality, 

durability, aesthetics and attachment. Besides, the user acknowledged that the product is in 

very good condition, and appreciated most aesthetics and the material; shape, material and 

function (Figure 78). There is also an emotional value because this was also a personal use 

product. The ageing/ darkening made the product more beautiful. Finally, for the user, this cork 

purse coins was more durable than others made of different materials. All these issues were 

perceived to have a positive influence in product longevity. 

 

Figure 78: causal analysis and interrelations of PK3-U18 

 

 

PP – Pen  

With regard to PP1-U5, the main aspects contributing positively to life-span are 

aesthetics and performance (Figure 79). Furthermore, the user mentioned that it was pleasant 

to use, and appreciated the product tactility. For the user the product had perhaps more value 

now than in the beginning. Nevertheless, the user noticed some degradation or ageing, but 

stated that it was still very well. Even though, this had a negative influence in quality and 
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durability. Overall, the differences observed seemed to have a neutral impact, and were mainly 

some wear and ageing or darkening, and a slight whitening of the golden parts. 

 

Figure 79: causal analysis and interrelations of PP1-U5 

 

 

In the case of PP2-U12, the key issues pointed out by the user were durability, 

aesthetics and functionality. In this case all aspects contributed positively to life-span: 

performance, quality, durability, aesthetics, and attachment. 

 

Figure 80: causal analysis and interrelations of PP2-U12 

 

 

In the case of PP6-U31, a problem occurred with the pen point; it loosened from the pen 

body, and resulted in low use. This was acknowledged as influencing performance, and resulted 

in low use of the product (Figure 81). This is naturally a negative issue. Nevertheless, there was 

in general a good appearance and appreciation of the product. Also the user pointed out that 

this is a natural product or material. The main aspects influencing positively the life-span of the 

product were aesthetics and durability. Furthermore, not being very dirty appeared as a neutral 

influence, and with effects on quality but only moderately. 

 

Figure 81: causal analysis and interrelations of PP6-U31 
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PR – Pencil case sm 

 

In the case of PR2-U7, the key aspects influencing product life-span positively were 

durability, performance, and normal similar appearance (Figure 82). The deformation caused by 

a pen was a neutral issue. The negative aspects were the low aesthetic appreciation (since the 

beginning – exception case), and the low quality of the finishing. 

 

Figure 82: causal analysis and interrelations of PR2-U7 

 

In the case of PR3-U14, the aspects with positive influence were durability, aesthetics 

(material), and being made of cork (status and emotion) (Figure 83). The user found the product 

(material) beautiful, original and natural. The slight dirt and deformation caused by a pencil had 

a neutral influence, and affected mainly performance. The negative aspects were mostly related 

with quality, and these were the overall weak finishing of the product, the small size (pencil), 

and the golden button.  

 

Figure 83: causal analysis and interrelations of PR3-U14 

 

 

6.5 Synthesis of influencing aspects  

A synthesis of the influencing aspects on the use of the different products is made in 

Table 17 and Table 18, respectively for household products and personal use products. 
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Table 17: synthesis of influencing aspects – household products 

Household Case Perf
. 

Qua
. 

Dur. Aes. Att. Observations 

PA – Bath mat dry PA1 – U1 + - +/- +/- - Deterio, dirt (-); more care to avoid + 
deterioration +; clean improves aest. 

PA1 – U26 - - - +/- + Deterioration (-) 

PA2 – U2 + +/- + +/- +  

PA2 – U3 + + + +/- +  

PA3 – U6 + +/- + +/-  Used look (+/-); low maintenance + 

PB – Bath mat wet PB1 – U16 + + + +   

PC – Soap dish PC2 – U9 + + + +  few differences (+/-) 

PC3 – U23 + + + + +/-  

PC3 – U27 + +/- + +/- +/-  

PD – Coaster bk PD4+5 – U23 + + + + +/-  

PD4+5 – U27 + + + + +/-  

PE – Coaster wt PE1+2 – U1 + + + +/- +/-  

PE3 – U19 + + + +/- +/-  

PE4 – U20 + + + + +  

PE5 – U21 + + + +   

PF – Fruit bowl PF1 – U9 + + + +  few differences (+/-) 

PF2 – U18 +/- - - - - Stains (-) 

PF3 – U22 +/- +/- + +/- +  

PF4 – U28 + + + + +  

PG – Pan Base PG1+2 – U1 + + + + +  

PG1+2 – 
U26 

+ + + + +  

PG3+4 – 
U11 

+ +/- + -  stain food/grease+/- 

PG5+6 – 
U12 

+ + + +  Few stains (+/-) 

PI – Place mat wt PI1 – U19 + + + +/- +/- Felt like change; piece missing 

PI2 – U20 + + + + +  

PI3+4 – U24 + +/- + - +/- Very stained and pieces missing 

PI5 – U25 + + + +/- +/-  
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Table 18: synthesis of influencing aspects – personal use products 

Personal Use Case Perf
. 

Qua
. 

Dur. Aes. Att. Observations 

PJ – Keychain PJ2 – U10  +/- + + +/- Dirt/ dark influen quality (+/-) 

PJ3 – U20 + + + + +  

PJ4 – U27 + + + +/- +  

PJ5 – U28 +/- + + + +  

PJ6 – U30 + + + +/-  Dark/ ageing (+); elast., mainten. + 

PK – Purse coins PK1 – U2 + +/- + +/- +/-  

PK2 – U11 + +/- + +/-  Received competing prod./ dirt (-) 

PK3 – U18 + + + + +  

PL – Purse 
mobiles 

PL1 – U1 + + + + +  

PL2 – U13 + + + +  Dark influence attac. (+/-); cleaning improves 
aesthetics (+) 

PL3 – U24 + + + + +/-  

PM – Wallet ladies PM1 – U23 + + + + +  

PM2 – U26 + +/- + + +  

PN – Wallet men PN1 – U10  +/- + + +/- Dirt/ dark influen quality (+/-) 

PN2 – U21 + + + + +  

PN3 – U25 + + + + +/-  

PN4 – U28 +/- + + + +  

PP – Pen PP1 – U5 + +/- +/- +/-  Dark (+/-) 

PP2 – U12 + + + +   

PP3 – U19 + + + + +  

PP4 – U21 + + + + +  

PP5 – U29 +/- +/- +/- + +  

PP6 – U31 - +/- - +  Natural +; pen point loose (-); dirt +/- 

PQ – Pencil case 
lg 

PQ1 – U8 + + + +  Dark (+/-) 

PQ2 – U9 + + + +  few differences (+/-) 

PQ3 – U15 + + + +  Same shape/look (+); dirt corners +/- 

PQ4 – U26 + + + + +  

PR – Pencil case 
sm 

PR1 – U1 + + + + +  

PR2 – U7 + +/- + - - (low aesthetics since beginning) 

PR3 – U14 +/- - + + + Being cork +; dirt, deformation +/-; weak 
finishing‟s and small (-)  

 

 

6.6 Discussion 

Attachment is difficult to relate as an influencing  aspect, or with that potential. This was 

more visible only in the problematic cases (e.g. explorations at 3 months moment), and it was 

more an end result  aspect (just before life-span – alignment of variables in research design). In 

the 8 months moment it was explored how the different aspects influence attachment. 
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By analyzing the qualitative information provided by users, in most cases there was a 

clear connection with material issues in at least one of the four aspects (P, Q, D, Ae) e.g. good 

tactility referred in aesthetic appreciation, or anti-sliding characteristics positively affecting 

performance. However, if and how this may be directly related with life-span is not 

straightforward. Overall, the outstanding positive aspect was durability. Darkening, dirt and 

other similar use surface changes were the main differences observed in the products; in a few 

cases with a positive influence, and in other a negative influence, while at the 2 years moment 

most of these situations seemed neutral i.e. they were acknowledged but expected, and 

considered normal by most users.  

Most of these use neutral situations, even though not expressed as negative, often had 

repercussions in the evaluations of quality (e.g. a user giving 4 instead of 5 because of dirt). 

Sometimes these issues also influenced aesthetics. 

This analysis is not the same as the quantitative evaluation provided by users since the 

interviews were analyzed looking n all questions for the aspects which could be influencing the 

life-span of the products. The key ones were falling within these four aspects, although, in a few 

cases, other issues seemed to also be related, such as value or maintenance. Concerning the 

four aspects, most situations are positive for three of them (P, D, Ae), which had only a few 

moderate or negative situations, and these were more expressive in quality.  This differs from 

the evaluations of quality, which appears more moderate/ neutral instead of good/ very good [4], 

but was very similar for the other three aspects. 

It is important to refer to the relevance of material issues in influencing the life-span of 

products. From this study, there are clear indications of this importance, with either effective end 

of life-span or potential. From literature it should be noticed that while in van Hinte (2004) there 

are also clear indications and explorations into the material (plastics in that case), in van Nes 

(2003, 2010) there were almost no direct references to the materials products are made of. 

Probably, an accurate indication of the importance of materials in life-span lies in between. 

Future research might clarify this, by including the question of the relevance of materials in life-

span but without such a focus in materials. 

 

6.7 Conclusions 

It can be concluded that the key material issues across several cases are the surface 

changes, and that these while not necessarily perceived as negative, do have often such an 

effect in lowering quality evaluations (mostly from 5 to 4). These material aspects are mostly 

related with quality, and sometimes also aesthetics, but not so much with performance or 

durability. Therefore, there seems to be a good opportunity to improve the overall quality of the 

products. 
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The first finding of this study concerns the relatively long life-span of the products. 

Despite a few exceptions, most products are still well after two years of use. Durability or good 

condition were the main aspects mentioned by users when asked about the key issues in the 

beginning of the interview, and about what surprised them the most. Furthermore, most users 

were satisfied and declared that they would recommend the products (88%). Visual texture and 

tactility were the most appreciated aspects. 

The evaluation of the products with the five aspects (P, Q, D, Aes, Att), was also very 

good with only a few exceptions. Overall, assessments were slightly lower for household 

products. Therefore, it can be said that the performance, quality, durability, aesthetics and 

attachment to the cork products is generally very good. 

Most aspects influencing life-span were mainly product related, but there were some 

user related influences (mostly due to repercussions in aesthetics), and a few related with 

contexts (general and context of use). 

Figure 84 presents some products cases in different places. For instance, the case 

PK2-U11 is in the general context because a similar competing product was offered to the user, 

and which is now alternating use between both products. PK1-U2 is closer to the context of use 

because the user changed the wallet which is now too small for the product, and use stopped 

after 2 years. 

 

Figure 84: Examples of life-span influences at different levels in the model, image from the author 

Concerning how the aspects are interrelated, different arrangements of influences are 

possible. Cases with problems were generally more interesting for the causal analysis, and 

provided more insight into the interrelations of the aspects. Overall, most influences identified 

are positive and neutral, and darkening/ dirt/ ageing was the main issue arising. 
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7 Evolution of life-span over time 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter addresses how the product-user situations evolved over time, and how that 

influenced the life-span of the products. First there will be a focus on the differences observed in 

the products images, and on what the users noticed. The evolution of assessments over time is 

presented with some illustrative cases. The charts comprise the aggregated results, the results 

per aspect (e.g. quality), and a few product-user situations, addressing the research question: 

How is the evolution of life-span over time? 

 

7.2 Evolution of differences observed – Household products 

The understanding of how life-span evolved over time is based on the visual differences 

observed in the products, and on the evolution of the assessments over time. Colour images 

can be found in annex 8. 

 

PA – bath mat dry 

The evolution of PA is shown in the images summarized in Figure 85 and with the 

users‟ events reported in Table 19. 

PA - Bath 
mat dry 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PA1 

    

PA2 

    

PA3 

    

Figure 85: Evolution of product life-span of PA – images of differences observed over time 

One unit (PA1) became very damaged in the borders with a gradual evolution over time, 

and also became stained. In the others there were mainly signs of use: some dirtier areas, 

sometimes with a whitish appearance. In PA2 there were a few granules missing on the edge, 
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and in PA3 there was a darkened area perhaps related with humidity. PA2 was washed at 16-

months-moment, and gained a rejuvenated appearance. 

The observations from users were mostly related with the darkening or dirty 

appearance. This was noticed already in the first moments, and two products were cleaned by 

the researcher (PA1 and PA2). The damage in PA1 was noticed already in the 3-months-

moment, and after 2 years a few missing granules were also acknowledged by the users of 

PA2. 

Table 19:  Evolution of product life-span over time, Users comments on differences observed in 
PA 

PA - Bath 
mat dry 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PA1-U1 Dirt; deterioration in 
corner 

Dirt; deterioration in 
corners 

Darkening and dirt; 
stains; deterioration 
in edges 

Stains more faded 
but cleaning; 
deterioration in the 
whole product border 

PA1-U26 Whitish appearance 
(perhaps water) 

Whitish appearance 
(perhaps water); 
darkening; damage 

Darkening; damage 
and crumbling 

Darkening; damage 
and crumbling 

PA1-U27 No use Damage in corners Damage in borders; 
aged appearance 

No use 

PA2-U2 Darkening or slightly 
dirty 

No interview Darkening or dirty 
(not inhibiting use) 

Dirt; slightly bent on 
the long side; few 
granules missing 
from the edge 
noticed in interview. 

PA2-U3 Expression of use 
with low visual impact 

No interview Changes occurred 
mainly after 2 or 3 
months of use 

Overall darkening 
and few granules 
missing from the 
edge; after washing 
(16 months) acquired 
a rejuvenating 
appearance. 

PA3-U6 Whitish layer 
probably related to 
water; others easier 
to clean 

Accumulation of 
residues in the 
surface; and greyish 
appearance 

Nothing new; natural 
mix of colours 
disguise dirt 

Same as before; this 
darkening is a 
relatively clean dirt. 

 

 

PB – bath mat wet 

The evolution of PB is shown in the images summarized in Figure 86 and with the 

users‟ events reported in Table 20. 

 

PB - Bath 
mat wet 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 
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PB1 

    

PB2 

  

(end of life-span at 8 
months) 

 

Figure 86: Evolution of product life-span of PB – images of differences observed over time 

In this case there are only two contributions. In PB1 the surface of the mat changed; 

over time it took a soaked appearance although at the 3-months-moment it seemed only wet, 

and dry at the border. In PB2 the image of the mat was wet: at 8 months it got stained and 

wrinkled, and the product was returned. 

Concerning the users‟ comments, in PB1 there were only references to changes in 

colour because the product was wet, and with the washing it seemed clear because it released 

ink. In PB2 there were also references to loosing ink, and U24 mentioned that the product had a 

washed out appearance and was wrinkled. U25 refers to a darker appearance (ageing like 

leather). 

 

Table 20: Evolution of product life-span over time – Users comments on differences observed in 
PB 

PB - Bath 
mat wet 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PB1-U16 Change in colour – 
more clear; lost ink in 
first washings 

No differences new Lighter, colour lost in 
beginning, but no 
memory of original 
colour 

None or minimal 
changes; stains 
related with drying 

PB2-U24 Lost ink; product 
clearer 

Irregularly stained or 
washed out 
appearance; 
occurrence of wrinkle 
in the product. 

Xxx (product returned 
at 8 months) 

Xxx  

PB2-U25 No differences Darker appearance 
(but wet); ageing like 
leather 

Xxx (product returned 
at 8 months) 

Xxx 

 

PC – Soap dish 

The evolution of PC is shown in the images summarized in Figure 87 and with the 

users‟ events reported in Table 21. 
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PC - Soap 
dish 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PC1 

   

(end of life-span at 
16 months due to 
deterioration – also 
crumbling on the 
side) 

PC2 

    

PC3 

    

Figure 87: Evolution of product life-span of PC – images of differences observed over time 

 

Table 21: Evolution of product life-span over time – Users comments on differences observed in 
PC 

PC - Soap 
dish 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PC1-U5 Deterioration; soap 
residues in the 
surface 

Darkening in centre; 
soap residues; less 
luster appearance 

Darkening; ugliness; 
pieces missing; 
cracked on the side; 
heavier. Product 
returned, end of life-
span 

Xxx (product returned 
at 16 months 
moment) 

PC2-U9 Soap residues on 
surface; 

Soap residues on 
surface; 

Soap residues on 
surface; Loss of 
surface varnish 
(soap?) 

Soap residues on 
surface; 

PC3-U23 New appearance New appearance New appearance Darker in the centre 
but thought to be 
removable by 
cleaning; some soap 
residues. 

PC3-U27 No differences No differences No differences Darker in the centre – 
soap area 

 

The soap dish deterioration occurred in two of three products, and it evolved gradually 

over time. PC1 was the most significant case, and was crumbling after 16 months of use with 

already slight sign of deterioration at the 3-months-moment. In PC3 the deterioration was not so 

extensive, but became very intense after two years of use. On the contrary, PC2 still had a new 

appearance at the 2-years-moment. 
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Deterioration and darkening were the key issues mentioned by user U5. In PC3 the 

users only mentioned the darkening at the 2-years-moment, even though it was already visible 

after 16 months of use. Besides, U5 and U9 noticed the soap residues and the loss of varnish in 

the products‟ surface. 

 

PD – Coaster bk 

The evolution of PD is shown in the images summarized in Figure 88 and with the 

users‟ events reported in Table 22. 

 

PD - Coaster 
bk 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PD1  

  

 

PD4+5 

    

Figure 88: Evolution of product life-span of PD – images of differences observed over time 

No differences were noticed from the images of the products and the comments of 

users. U27 only observed a pined or punched appearance at the 16-months-moment. 

 

Table 22: Evolution of product life-span over time – Users comments on differences observed in 
PD 

PD - Coaster 
bk 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PD1-U14 No differences No differences No differences Xxx (returned) 

PD4+5-U23 No differences No differences No differences No differences 

PD4+5-U27 No differences No differences Pined or punched 
appearance 

No differences 

 

PE – Coaster wt 

The evolution of PE is shown in the images summarized in Figure 89 and with the 

users‟ events reported in Table 23. 
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PE - Coaster 
wt 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PE1+2 

    

PE3+4 

    

PE5 

    

PE extra 

  

  

Figure 89: Evolution of product life-span of PE – images of differences observed over time 

 

Table 23: Evolution of product life-span over time – Users comments on differences observed in 
PE 

PE - Coaster 
wt 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PE1+2-U1 No differences No differences No differences No differences; new 
appearance after 2 
years 

PE1+2-U27 No differences No differences No differences No differences 

PE3+4-U19 No differences No differences No differences No differences; look 
like new  

PE3+4-U20 No differences No differences No differences No differences; look 
like new  

PE5-U21 Slight change not 
specified 

No differences No differences Slight change not 
specified 

Most products exhibited a relatively new appearance. The exceptions are: a small crack 

in PE2 at the 16-months-moment; a slight darker appearance in PE4 (product with a cut); and a 

darkened appearance in one of the extra products. These aspects evolved gradually over time.  
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Concerning the comments from users, no differences were noticed, and only U21 

mentioned a slight difference not specified at the 3-months-moment, and also after 2 years of 

use.  

 

PF – Fruit bowl 

The evolution of PF is shown in the images summarized in Figure 90 and with the users‟ 

events reported in Table 24. 

PF - Fruit 
bowl 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PF1 

    

PF2 

    

PF3 

    

PF4  

   

Figure 90: Evolution of product life-span of PF – images of differences observed over time 

For three of the products there was a relatively good condition after 2 years of use. 

They all have some stains, and these evolved gradually over time. These could be removed by 

cleaning only partially. One of the products had a significantly different appearance since the 

first 3 months of use, and also evolving gradually up to the 2-years-moment. Part of the dirt 

could be removed, but the stains didn‟t come out entirely, like the orange peel attached to the 

cork surface in the 8-months-moment. The image of 16 months was taken after cleaning. 

The users also acknowledge the stains in the last moments, and also a darkened 

appearance. For the three products with a moderate appearance, the stains didn‟t have a 

negative impact; this only happens in PF2-U18.  
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Table 24: Evolution of product life-span over time – Users comments on differences observed in 
PF 

PF - Fruit 
bowl 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PF1-U9 No differences 2 stains from rot fruit; 
no cleaning 
performed 

A few darker stains; 
loose bit from the 
edge 

Slight stains (without 
aesthetic 
repercussions) 

PF2-U18 Stains of different 
colours; orange peel 
attached to cork 
surface. Any fruit that 
rots makes cork dark. 

Stains and non-
removable fruit 
residues (orange 
peel) 

Same issues noticed; 
different colours of 
stains were 
mentioned 

Different colours of 
stains; tangerine peel 
attached to cork 
surface 

PF3-U22 Overall slight general 
darkening perhaps 
caused by cleaning 

Slightly darker; a few 
stains 

Few stains and 
similar overall colour 

Few stains non 
removable and a few 
granules lost from the 
outer edge 

PF4-U28 Dirt from food; no 
changes 

A few marks of fruit; 
grains missing from 
outer edge 

A bit dirty, but would 
look new if cleaned 

Some stains from 
ripe fruit, expected to 
disappear if cleaned 
with a cloth 

 

PG – Pan base 

The evolution of PG is shown in the images summarized in Figure 91 and with the 

users‟ events reported in Table 25. 

PG - Pan 
base 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PG1+2 

    

PG3+4 

 

 

  

PG5+6 

    

Figure 91: Evolution of product life-span of PG – images of differences observed over time 

It can be observed that the pan bases got dirtier gradually over time, but all were in a 

very good condition after 2 years of use. Mostly there were marks of grease from food, and 

slight burnt marks in PG1+2. PG5+6 were cleaned in the washing machine with good results. 
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With regard to the comments from users, at the 3-months-moment no differences were 

noticed in all the cases. After that users started to mention some dirt, stains, grease, and a 

darker appearance, and this evolved gradually over time. Despite these issues, they are 

acknowledged only moderately and are perceived naturally i.e.  without a negative impact).  

 

Table 25: Evolution of product life-span over time – Users comments on differences observed in 
PG 

PG - Pan 
base 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PG1+2-U1 No differences Slight changes but 
relatively disguised; 
few stains 

A bit more stained Slight small stains 

PG1+2-U26 No differences Slight changes but 
relatively disguised; 
few stains and 
darkening 

Darker Slightly darkened 
appearance 

PG1+2-U27 Xxx no use No changes (product 
not present during 
the interview) 

Looked new and 
eventual stain 
(product not present 
during the interview) 

Xxx no use 

PG3+4-U11 No differences – look 
like new 

No differences – look 
like new 

Bits of grease; 
product intact 

Absorption of grease 
from food and a bit 
darker stains 

PG5+6-U12 No differences Slight darkening; 
smell of wine 

Slightly more darker; 
small grain of 
material missing 

Nearness to the 
product; slight stains; 
in good condition 

 

 

PH – Place mat bk 

The evolution of PH is shown in the images summarized in Figure 92 and with the 

users‟ events reported in Table 26. 

 

Several aspects occurred at the 3-months-moment: In PH1+2 the corners of the 

products got broken; in PH3 a mark caused by a hot pan appeared; and in PH4+5 the user 

noticed some aspects inhibiting use (smell and residues of the material). For PH3 use continued 

until the 16-months-moment, but there were no more changes. 

 

 

PH - Place 
mat bk 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 
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PH1+2 

 

(Use until 3 months)   

PH3  

  

 

PH4+5 

  

Images taken at 8 
months but use only 
until 3 months 

 

Figure 92: Evolution of product life-span of PH – images of differences observed over time 

 

Table 26: Evolution of product life-span over time – Users comments on differences observed in 
PH 

PH - Place 
mat bk 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PH1+2-U2 Broken corners – 
products returned – 
end of life-span 

Xxx Xxx Xxx 

PH1+2-U3 Broken corners – 
products returned – 
end of life-span 

Xxx Xxx Xxx 

PH3-U14 Mark caused by hot 
pan – irregular and 
less shiny 

Mark caused by hot 
pan – irregular and 
less shiny 

Use stopped at 16 
months due to 
changes in the eating 
setting (new house) 

Xxx 

PH4+5-U17 Material residues and 
smell were the key 
characteristics, and 
in this case inhibiting 
use, though less 
intense than in 
beginning. The 
products remain 
stored in a drawer 
but with no use since 
3 months. 

At the 8 months 
grease was noticed 
(but no use) 

Xxx Xxx 
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PI – Place mat wt 

The evolution of PI is shown in the images summarized in Figure 93 and with the users‟ 

events reported in Table 27. 

 

PI - Place 
mat wt 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PI1+2 

    

PI3+4+5 

    

Figure 93: Evolution of product life-span of PI – images of differences observed over time 

The differences observed evolved gradually over time. In PI1+2 the products remained 

with a good appearance in the first to moments. At the 16-months-moment a few cracks 

occurred in both of them; after 2 years a large piece of material was missing in one of the units. 

In PI3+4+5 differences can be noticed already after 3 months of use, and it is mostly grease. 

This became more intense and spread through the products‟ surface until the 2 years moment, 

where some small bits of material are missing from the products. 

Concerning the users comments, U19 mentioned that the product was slightly bent at 8 

months and 2-years-moment, and for these products (PI1+2) the users also mentioned the 

cracks at the 16 months moment, and piece missing later. In the case of PI3+4+5 the changes 

were mostly noticed by user 24, who pointed out the dirt, grease, stains and pieces missing. In 

both cases the issues appeared gradually over time. This case demonstrates the subjectivity of 

the differences observed in the products, and their evolution over time. Both users 

acknowledged all the main visual differences, but with a high variation in intensity, moment in 

time, and significance. 

 

Table 27: Evolution of product life-span over time – Users comments on differences observed in 
PI 

PI - Place 
mat wt 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PI1+2-U19 No differences Slightly bent New appearance; 
cracks 

Bent, ripped, piece 
missing 

PI1+2-U20 No differences No differences New appearance; 
cracks 

Missing piece; new 
appearance 
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PI3+4+5-U24 Dirt or grease One place mat 
broken 

Stains and pieces 
missing 

Strong stains and 
very noticeable 
pieces missing; for 
this user the products 
are no longer suitable 
for use. 

PI3+4+5-U25 No differences Darker, they aged 
and became more 
beautiful 

Impeccable; few 
stains 

A few pieces missing 

 

Overall, it can be concluded that in most cork products there was a gradual continuous 

evolution of the differences observed over time. Changes observed were often either related 

with deterioration, or with a darkened appearance, which was sometimes also referred to as dirt 

or ageing. In general most products exhibit a good condition after two years of use. 

 

 

 

7.3 Evolution of differences observed – personal use products 

 

With regard to how life-span evolved over time, this understanding is based on the 

visual differences observed in the products, and on the evolution of the assessments over time. 

Evolution of differences observed – changes in the products visual appearance over 

time 

In most products studied changes evolved gradually or continuously over time. Here 

images of the products are given to illustrate this. Colour images can be found in annex 8. 

 

 

PJ – Keychain  

The evolution of PJ is shown in the images summarized in Figure 94 and with the users‟ 

events reported in Table 28. 

 

PJ - Key-
chain 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PJ1 

   

(end of life-span at 
16 months due to 
deterioration – ripped 
face as in image) 
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PJ2 

 

 

 

 

PJ3 

    

PJ4 

    

PJ5  

 

 

 

PJ6 

    

Figure 94: Evolution of product life-span of PJ – images of differences observed over time 

In the case of PJ, the key issue to report by observing the images is the darkening of all 

the products, and which increases in intensity over time. This is already very expressive in the 

3-months-moment, where a comparison with a new product is presented in PJ4 and PJ6, the 

later with a more expressive difference. This darkening is also noticed when comparing the 

outer and inner faces (PJ1). 

From the users„ comments this darkening is also the main issue mentioned, and which 

becomes more intense over time. In this product this darkening doesn„t has a negative 

connotation, and a user actually suggests it could be sold as such (already darkened). In one 

situation the product got ripped and was returned at the 16-months-moment. Besides, U10 

noticed a slight fissure or cleft in the folding area. 

Table 28: Evolution of product life-span over time – Users comments on differences observed in 
PJ 

PJ - Key-
chain 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PJ1-U3 Used appearance – 
„you can see it has 

Xxx Strong and 
continuous 
darkening; product 

Xxx 
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been used‟ got ripped and was 
returned 

PJ2-U10 Slight dirt or 
darkening 

Xxx Dirt; slight fissure or 
cleft in folding area 

Xxx 

PJ3-U20 No differences No differences Look like new; 
darkening implicit 

Look like new; 
darkening implicit 

PJ4-U27 A bit darker or dirty Darker; light lines in 
folding area 

Darkening Darkening mainly in 
exterior face, but also 
slightly in interior 

PJ5-U28 A bit darker; small 
scratches in metal 
part 

Worn out of the metal 
piece 

Dirt in outer face of 
cork 

Darkening 

PJ6-U30 Darkening (oxidation) Darkening Darkening; darkening 
improves aesthetics 
and could be sold as 
such 

Darkening; darkening 
improves aesthetics 
and could be sold as 
such 

 

PK – Purse coins 

The evolution of PK is shown in the images summarized in Figure 95 and with the 

users‟ events reported in Table 29. 

PK - Purse 
coins 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PK1 

    

PK2 

 

 

  

PK3 

    

Figure 95: Evolution of product life-span of PK – images of differences observed over time 

From the images it can be seen that at the 3-month-moment all the products already 

have some darkening (or dirt, or ageing) in the edges and corners mostly, and also in the 

opening area. The darkening gets more intense mostly in the PK3 situation, but the product was 

never cleaned. A cleaning operation was made to PK1 at the 16-months-moment, recovering 

the original aesthetic appearance of the product. 
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From the users‟ comments this darkening is recognized across all the moments, but it 

doesn‟t depreciates the product for PK1 and PK3 which actually prefers the darkened 

appearance (ageing). For PK2 it is a negative point, but the user acknowledges that it can be 

cleaned. The darkening evolved gradually over time. In PK3 the user noticed a higher 

malleability and smoother tactile expression in the 3-months-moment. 

 

Table 29: Evolution of product life-span over time – Users comments on differences observed in 
PK 

PK - Purse 
coins 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PK1-U2 Darker or slightly 
dirty 

Xxx Darker or dirty, but 
not inhibiting use 

Great condition, and 
light darkening 
(preferred to new) 

PK2-U11 Gets very dirt very 
easily, but the same 
with others; slight 
fissure or cleft 

Dirty; but when 
cleaned looks like 
new 

Good but dirty Dirt; slight fissure or 
cleft 

PK3-U18 Ageing or darkening 
(aesthetically 
beneficial); higher 
malleability; 
smoother touch or 
tactile expression 

Dirt, ageing (with no 
pejorative meaning) 

Ageing; which gives 
a more pleasant and 
familiar appearance 

Darkening or ageing; 
product impeccable 

 

 

PL – Purse mobiles 

The evolution of PL is shown in the images summarized in Figure 96 and with the users‟ 

events reported in Table 30. 

 

PL - Purse 
mobiles 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PL1 

    

PL2 
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PL3 

    

Figure 96: Evolution of product life-span of PL – images of differences observed over time 

From the images it can be noticed that the products are in very different conditions, but 

evolved gradually over time. PL1 is the unit with more intense use; some scuffing in a corner is 

already noticed at the 3-months-moment. It also has a very dirty appearance after 16 months of 

use; this unit was washed several times. PL2 got some dark bits in the edges probably from 

rubbing other objects or the lining of the wallet. PL3 has a new appearance and remained well 

until the 2 years moment. 

 

Table 30: Evolution of product life-span over time – Users comments on differences observed in 
PL 

PL - Purse 
mobiles 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PL1-U1 Dirt Dirt; loose seam line Dirt; cut or fissure in 
folding area; 
scrubbed surface on 
the side due to hair 
pins 

Dirt; wrinkles from 
opening the product 
in the folding and lid 

PL2-U13 Surface dirt; change 
on the shape of 
product – more flat 
and flexible 

Dirt mostly in 
corners; scrubbing, 
inner textile visible in 
a point 

Stains – dark spots, 
perhaps from wallet; 
more flatten shape 

Slight general 
darkening; slight 
stains (black); 
corners darker, the 
folding of material in 
the back; and, 
eventual scratch in 
metal 

PL3-U24 Slight darkening or 
dirt, mostly in corners 

Dirt No additional 
differences – 
appearance 
remained the same 

Slight darkening, 
almost unnoticeable 

From the users‟ comments, dirt and rubbing were the key issues noticed in PL1 and 

PL2. These are mostly localised in corners and edges, and evolved gradually over time. 

Furthermore, U1 noticed a cut or fissure in folding area after 16 months and wrinkles in the lid 

(already visible in the 3-months-moment image). PL2 got a flatten shape which folded in the 

back and was due to few contents. 

 

PM – Wallet ladies 

The evolution of PM is shown in the images summarized in Figure 97 and with the 

users‟ events reported in Table 31. 
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PM  Wallet 
ladies 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PM1 

    

PM2 

    

PM extra    

 

Figure 97: Evolution of product life-span of PM – images of differences observed over time 

 

From the images of the ladies wallet some rub or scuffed areas are visible already at 

the 3-months-moment, and more expressive in PM2. This dirt and scuffed areas evolved 

gradually in intensity over time, and are more expressive in PM2. In this case, there is a large 

rubbed area after 2 years of use in the inner face (facing the body). The products were cleaned 

occasionally. In the extra product, and edge also appears significantly dirty and scuffed. 

In users‟ comments dirt or darker are the main issues mentioned, and also evolving 

over time; this is mostly localized in corners, edges, bottom, and straps. Besides, after 8 months 

of use, U26 also acknowledged that the inner face of the wallet (facing the body) is more 

malleable and soft. 

 

Table 31: Evolution of product life-span over time – Users comments on differences observed in 
PM 

PM  Wallet 
ladies 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PM1-U23 Slight dirt Natural dirt, mostly in 
edges and corners 

Slight dirt Dirt in straps, 
opening and base 

PM2-U26 Darker or dirtier in 
corners and bottom 

It darkens, and 
mostly where in 
contact with coat and 
body, in the interior 
face, and it also 
seems more 
malleable and soft 

Darkening more 
accentuated in 
corners, folding areas 
and interior face; 
besides, a stitch is 
missing from a 
corner, and the lining 
is in good condition 

Darkening or dirt; 
scuffing in straps, 
interior face, corners 
and base of the 
product. 
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PN – Wallet men 

The evolution of PN is shown in the images summarized in Figure 98 and with the 

users‟ events reported in Table 32. 

 

PN - Wallet 
men 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PN1 

 

 

 

 

PN2 

    

PN3 

    

PN4  

   

Figure 98: Evolution of product life-span of PN – images of differences observed over time 

 

From the images of the wallets it can be observed that they are all in good condition, 

and that the evidences of use evolved gradually over time. Some darkening occurred mainly in 

PN1 and PN4. The others still have a new appearance after 2 years of use. In PN4 the 2 years 

image displays the colour differences from inside. The corners and edges of PN2 and PN4 got a 

bit scuffed or rubbed. 

In this product darkening or dirt is also mentioned frequently by all users, but other 

aspects are mentioned. U10 noticed that the wallet was softer and that it acquired a curved 

shape from use in trousers back pocket. In PN4 the user noticed a slight fissure or cleft near the 

coins pocket. Darkening is mostly acknowledged in the wallets‟ outer side. 
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Table 32: Evolution of product life-span over time – Users comments on differences observed in 
PN 

PN - Wallet 
men 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PN1-U10 A bit of darkening or 
dirt (tan); corners still 
stiff but the body of 
the wallet is softer. 
The shape of wallet 
curved to one side 
due to contents and 
use in trousers 
pocket. 

xxx Dirtier, accentuated 
folding and curved to 
one side. Used but 
practical as new 

Darkening or dirt; use 
marks in interior 
plastic pockets 

PN2-U21 Slight dirt in corners Curved to one side 
due to contents 

Darker (normal) Darkening, slight dirt 
in exterior face 

PN3-U25 No differences No differences Slightly darker and 
consequently more 
beautiful 

Slightly darkening, 
slight change in 
shape (curved); 
inside looks new 

PN4-U28 Slightly darker in the 
exterior side; a bit of 
dirt 

Some dirt and a pen 
mark 

External dirt; change 
in shape due to being 
full; good condition 

Outer darkening; 
slight cleft or fissure 
in folding area, near 
the coins pocket 

 

 

PO – Notebook  

Due to a binding problem, this product will not be addressed from an evolution 

perspective. There was only one unit which continued to the 8 months moment. It got worse and 

the product was returned. 

PO - 
Notebook 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PO1 

  

  

PO2 

 

   

PO4 

 

   

Figure 99: Evolution of product life-span of PO – images of differences observed over time 
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PP – Pen  

The evolution of PP is shown in the images summarized in Figure 100 and with the 

users‟ events reported in Table 34. 

From the images of the pens one may realise that they are all in very good condition, 

except for PP6 which is disassembled (the point got loose – explained elsewhere). In some 

there is the impression of becoming slightly darker near the pen tip (e.g. in PP1 8 months 

image). The products are all still very similar. 

Concerning the comments of users‟, many reported no differences, specially at the 3-

months-moment. The main difference reported is a slight darkening, and mostly near the pen 

tip. This also evolves gradually over time. One user (U5) mentioned a slight whitening of the 

golden parts at 16 months and 2 years moment. 

 

PP - Pen 3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PP1 

    

PP2 

    

PP3 

    

PP4 

    

PP5 
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PP6  

   

Figure 100: Evolution of product life-span of PP – images of differences observed over time 

 

Table 33: Evolution of product life-span over time – Users comments on differences observed in 
PP 

PP - Pen 3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PP1-U5 A bit darker 
(perceived as 
natural) 

Darkening in the 
holding area 

A bit more darker 
near the pen tip; 
golden parts slightly 
changed (whitish 
implicit) 

Darkening in holding 
area, a slight 
whitening of the 
golden parts; a slight 
wear or degradation 
in cork near the tip  

PP2-U12 No differences No differences No differences Nearness; looks like 
new 

PP3-U19 No differences Dark dot seeming ink 
(texture) 

Dark dot seeming ink 
(texture) 

Looks like new 

PP4-U21 No differences No differences No differences New appearance 

PP5-U29 No differences No differences; 
expectation that it 
may become darker. 

Xxx New appearance; 
perhaps slightly 
darker from holding 

PP6-U31 Eventually slightly 
darker where holding 

No changes Pen point was a bit 
dirty, and got loose 
occasionally 

Pen point damaged; 
fixed by researcher 
for use to continue 

 

PQ – Pencil case lg 

PQ - Pencil 
case lg 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PQ1 

    

PQ2 
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PQ3 

    

PQ4 

    

Figure 101: Evolution of product life-span of PQ – images of differences observed over time 

From the images presented it can be observed that the products are all in very good 

condition, and some look like new even after 2 years of use (PQ2 and PQ3). In PQ1 there are 

slight use evidences such as some dirt and scuffed corners at 2-years-moment. PQ4 is the 

product with a higher use intensity: it is darker, more flatten, has rubbed corners and multiple 

pen marks. The metal handle got loose. 

With regard to the comments from users, the main is also the darkening or ageing. 

Some noticed that the corners were rubbed at a certain moment, and one user noticed that the 

products was more malleable and soft (PQ4-U26 at 8 months). In some cases and moments 

there is also reference to pen marks. 

 

Table 34: Evolution of product life-span over time – Users comments on differences observed in 
PQ 

PQ - Pencil 
case lg 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PQ1-U8 Looked like new Darkened a bit 
(natural) 

Darkened a bit; 
noticeable use; 
ageing and more 
beautiful 

Darker and used 
appearance; scuffed 
or rubbed in corners; 
same aesthetic 
appearance 

PQ2-U9 Darker; pen marks, 
remains beautiful 

Pen marks; 
darkening now 
mostly in the corners; 
seemingly lighter or 
less shiny (subtle 
difference) 

More darker, has dirt, 
and also in the 
corners 

Slightly darkened 
appearance and pen 
marks 

PQ3-U15 A bit darker Similar appearance; 
slightly rubbed or 
scuffed in a corner 

Dirtier from being 
held in the hands, but 
no damage in 
corners 

Slight dirt in corners; 
look like new 

PQ4-U26 No differences Darker and more 
malleable or soft 

It got darker; metal 
handle got loose; 
lining is good 

Darkened 
appearance; slight 
scuffed corners 
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PR – Pencil case sm 

The evolution of PR is shown in the images summarized in Figure 102 and with the 

users‟ events reported in Table 35. 

PR - Pencil 
case sm 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PR1 

    

PR2 

    

PR3  

   

Figure 102: Evolution of product life-span of PR – images of differences observed over time 

From the images it can be noticed that the evidences of use evolved gradually in each 

product, but these have a very different appearance. PR1 became larger and has an overall 

darkened appearance. PR2 has a new appearance except for a line of dirt in the area of the 

pen. PR3 has an interim used appearance, and there is a pencil longer than the product, and 

which is causing a deformation. 

Concerning the comments of users, the darkening of the surface was also often 

mentioned by users, and which evolved gradually over time. Among other issues mentioned, at 

8 months U1 noticed some wear in the corners, and some wrinkles inside from opening the 

pencil case. 

 

Table 35: Evolution of product life-span over time – Users comments on differences observed in 
PR 

PR - Pencil 
case sm 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PR1-U1 Product became 
larger with the 
contents 

Wear in corners; no 
further surface 
extension 

Some darkening in 
the back side 

Some wrinkles from 
opening; pen mark; 
product impeccable 

PR2-U7 No differences Deformation caused 
by the pen; slight 
darkening from use. 

Darkening in the pen 
area 

Pen shape and dirt 
line; darker in one 
face (wallet black) 
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PR3-U14 Slight colour change 
in the edges 

Slight colour change 
in the edges 
(touching other things 
inside wallet) 

Slight darkening in 
the edges; great 
condition 

(implicit – overall 
darkening and 
deformation caused 
by pencil) 

 

Overall, it can be concluded that in most cork products there was a gradual continuous 

evolution of the differences observed over time. Changes observed were often either related 

with deterioration, or with a darkened appearance, which was sometimes also referred to as dirt 

or ageing. In general most products exhibit a good condition after two years of use. 

 

7.4 Evolution of assessments over time 

From an aggregated perspective, the evolution of the assessments of the variables was 

positive over time. In Figure 103 it can be noticed that most ratings are of [4] or [5] in all 

moments, and a shift from [4] to [5] occurred early, between the 3 and 8 months moments. 

Despite some variations, after two years the assessments were relatively similar to those at the 

8 months moment. Durability was the aspect with the higher assessments ([5]) after two years 

of use which seems already a good time-span for users to assess confidently these aspects. 

Evolution of attachment was not considered since a different scale was used since it seemed 

strange to ask participants to quantify their attachment to the products In the beginning. 

These results support the high levels of satisfaction and general appreciation of most 

cork products studied after two years of use. 

  

  

Figure 103 – Aggregated results; evolution of the assessments of the four aspects or parameters 

 

How did the performance of products evolved over time? 
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For household products, in most situations the assessments of performance were 

maintained over time. In some cases, the occurrence of problems had negative repercussions 

on this evaluation, such as in PA1 – U26 and PC1 – U5. Nevertheless, this effect on 

performance wasn‟t always clear, and for two cases the negative impact was only noticed at the 

16 months moment (PA1 – U1 and PF2 – U18). 

For personal use products, there are some variations in the assessments through time, 

but these were always positive.  

Household products Personal use products 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 104 – Evolution of performance over time; a selection of cases 

 

How did the quality of the products evolved over time? 

For household products, the assessments were slightly lower than those of 

performance, and in particular there were negative evaluations in a few cases (PA, PC, PF). In 

the others, the variations are mostly between assessments of 4 and 5. 
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In the case of personal use products, the assessments were higher, and more stable in 

some cases such as PN. Other examples of some variation of assessments over time are given 

in PL and PR, as shown in Figure 105.  

 

 

Household products Personal use products 

  

  

  

Figure 105 – Evolution of quality over time; a selection of cases 

 

 

How did the durability of products evolved over time? 

Evaluations of household products seem more stable over time, and the assessments 

were often higher in the last moment for e.g. PE, PG, and PI. For personal use products, the 

assessments were also mostly higher in the last moment, such as in PJ and PQ. PP constitutes 

a more variable example. The charts are provided in Figure 106. 
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Household products Personal use products 

 
 

  

  

Figure 106 – Evolution of durability over time; a selection of cases 

 

 

How did the aesthetics of products evolved over time? 

With regard to aesthetics of household products, the overall impression was more fuzzy 

with several ups and downs in most products e.g. in PE, PG, and PI. This variability may be due 

to the visual variations of product appearance through use and time. 

Concerning the personal use products, there was also some variability, but mostly 

between assessments of 4 and 5. Examples of these are PJ, PP, and PQ. These cases are 

illustrated in the charts of Figure 107. 
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Household products Personal use products 

  

  

  

Figure 107 – Evolution of aesthetics over time; a selection of cases 

 

 

How did assessments evolved over time in P-U (product-user) cases? 

In most cases there were variations on the assessments over time of individual product-

user cases. In household products this was more accentuated, and there is a wide range of the 

evaluations in several cases, such as PA1-U1 or U26, in PC1-U5, and PF2-U18. These were 

the most problematic cases. 

In the case of personal use products, most variations were only between assessments 

of 4 and 5. This is illustrated by PJ6-U30, PL1-U1, and PQ4-U26. These charts are presented in 

Figure 108. 
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Household products Personal use products 

  

 
 

  

Figure 108 – Individual Product-User cases of evolution over time 

 

Overall, the evaluations were very diverse, and no specific trends were observed from 

the analysis of the individual cases. The assessments changed over time, probably due to 

product characteristics and to changes in the user‟s opinions. 

 

7.5 Conclusions 

There was a gradual evolution of the differences observed over time with most products 

and with few exceptions of sudden differences or problems. The products became more worn 

with time, and this appeared as a natural result for the researcher and users. The products 

showed the use and time, most through darkening (dirt or ageing), stains, and scuffing or 

rubbing. In most situations these signs evolved gradually and could be partially removed by 

cleaning. In household products there was a higher diversity of issues arising, and sometimes 

evolving more suddenly, in result of  the higher diversity of cork products and materials. 
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The aggregated results on the evolution of assessments over time, showed a high level 

of satisfaction for most cork products studied after 2 years of use with a main positive change 

occurring between the 3 months and the 8 months moment. With regard to the evaluations of 

each aspect and of the individual product-user cases, the evaluations were very diverse, and no 

specific trends were observed. The assessments changed over time due to product 

characteristics or changes in users opinions. 
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8 Appraisal of the methodological approach  

 

8.1 Introduction 

A post-study appraisal of the methodological approach seems necessary since it is 

important to analyse the experience gained by performing the study by considering the 

approach and the feedback from users. The results allowed to propose a new redesigned study 

methodological approach aiming at a more practical application e.g. in a business context. 

 

8.2 Study implementation 

One central question was whether a realistic use of the products was achieved. It can 

be considered as so, since the products appeared used, and there was no evidence of strange 

or unnatural use. Therefore, it can be said that the approach enabled an adequate and impartial 

use of the products. For instance, one user (U28, 16 months, Q22) mentioned to have found 

appropriate to be asked to use the products naturally, and that this enabled a realistic use. 

On the other hand, when reflecting about the pros and cons of the proximity with some 

users, no negative aspects were found. Only two situations occurred where some incongruence 

was found with regard to what users declared and what was perceived by the researcher: one 

related with the intensity of use which seemed less to the researcher (PC-U23), and another 

related with the expected behaviour of U19-PI, who mentioned that she would stop using the 

product while she continued to use it. 

Overall, it is considered that the approach simulated well the real use of the products, 

and suited the study objectives. Nevertheless there was one user who mentioned to be 

manipulating the product with care, but after 16 months already felt that it was resistant to 

normal use, and stopped any special caution. With regard to the number of products per user, in 

most cases it was 1 or 2, and more in a few cases.  The attribution of more than one product 

per user seemed beneficial since it also enabled a comparison, and allowed to know the users 

better. More than 3 products is not advisable for complexity reasons – for instance a 

classification may be forgotten, and hence lost. Also, if the interview gets too long, attention and 

quality may decrease or be more difficult for interviewer and interviewee, and relevant 

information may be lost (e.g. U1). 

The group of products was found appropriate and it was interesting to have the two 

categories of household and personal use products that enabled some comparisons with regard 

to attachment (e.g. U11 and U18) even if the more simple products were sometimes less 

mentioned by users (e.g. PE-U1 and PJ-U10). Overall the choice of products was good, and 

their use was viable. Additionally, some had a higher visibility than others (e.g. keychain versus 
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ladies wallet). Besides, being Cumulative UX (user experience) gives the user the opportunity to 

mention different things e.g. which actually happens in a PK case (PK2 – U11). 

It is important and strongly suggested to start the study with all the products at the same 

time, to avoid different timelines. For the users it is simpler to have two products with the same 

age (e.g. for comparisons), and on the other hand, the novelty to the user is no longer controlled 

if the products are introduced in different moments, which may interfere with relative 

appreciations. Also the social context changes and appreciations may not be comparable (e.g. 

question about value before and after the economic crisis). We introduced one product later 

(pen U22); the information was collected but not used or presented in results (e.g. U22, after 

introduction of the pen, that product became the centre of the user‟s attention). 

For the researcher, it is better to have everything at the same moment in time for 

practical reasons of collecting and presenting results on a time basis, and also for the analysis 

considering the amount and diversity of information.  

Since there will be a different economic, social and cultural context between beginning 

and end of the study e.g. 2 years span, besides the individual characteristics, which may 

influence answers to some questions, we recommend a simultaneous study along the same 

time line.  

A notes block was provided to users in the beginning of the study for eventual related 

notes they might want to take, and opinions during the study. In the beginning (3 months) 

almost half mentioned to have used it (though slightly). Its use was very reduced at 16 months 

and only a few participants used it. The A7 dimension seemed appropriate. The block was 

mostly used to record comments from others (Q18), and register maintenance or cleaning 

dates. Some users used it for personal or professional purposes, not related to the study. 

Despite the low use, most users considered the block useful in the context of this study. 

Therefore, one may conclude that it is useful to supply the block for eventual notes that may 

arise during such a study.  

 

8.3  Methods 

The capability of users to express themselves about the issues during the interview was 

considered good. The interview as a method was very useful to clarify what they express, and 

sometimes to „pull out‟ information (some people talk little). From this study experience, no need 

for a video record was found. Also there was initially the intention to compare visually the used 

products with the new ones, but this was not made to avoid interfering with the user judgments.  

Since the evaluation moments occurred in different occasions in time, it was realized 

that they may have external influences, either related with the user, or with broader socio-

economic context. Nevertheless, it seemed that most aspects were not easily susceptible of 

being influenced by the externalities. Perhaps the most delicate is value (Q9), considering the 
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occurrence of the serious economic recession (and which was very severe in Portugal). e.g. 

U30 mentions explicitly that this affects the value attributed to the product.  

With regard to value, most people mentioned that they had no idea of the prices, or that 

they never bought the product (e.g. U19, U11, U28), even though they sometimes supply a 

value. Therefore the analysis of monetary values is very limited. However, it is interesting to 

notice that the price range given by users to PA is much higher than the actual price. 

Also a user can have the same impression about the product (having a similar 

qualitative discourse) but rating it differently in scale in different moments in time, without 

apparent reason (e.g. PF1-U9, performance (Q10) – there is a slight decrease of [5] at 8 

months to [4] at 16 months, but nothing negative was pointed out by the user). Therefore, this is 

an example of variation of evaluation, perhaps due to the time lag between the interview 

moments, to eventual external aspects not „visible‟ in the study, and/ or to a „broader/ mild‟ 

evaluation (5-/4+). 

In the last open question (Q21), there were generally very few additions. It can be 

concluded that the interview was comprehensive and extensive with regard to the contents 

addressed and the users could communicate everything they found relevant through the 

questions posed. To the researcher this gave an impression of a successful „squeeze‟ of the 

users – that everything relevant was indeed communicated during the interview. Furthermore, 

the sequence of questions was considered appropriate. The only exceptions were Q3 and Q4, 

sometimes asked before Q2 because it seemed more natural. Definition of context and intensity 

of use was not always straightforward: e.g. U23 – Wallet, it‟s at home on work leave so uses 

less (less intensity) and different context – e.g. less in exterior; in Q12 mentions to use pocket 

for pens when working, so „slight‟ different context.  

Usability was not explicitly addressed since we were more interested in other concepts 

which could reveal material related issues. Nevertheless, usability is „under‟ performance which 

is a broader concept. In general there were few usability issues arising in the study, and 

perhaps the main one was from PC1-U5 in that the soap would get attached to the soap dish 

when dried due to lightness of the material and eventually other surface or material properties 

influence. 

Feedback from users was collected at the 16 months moment with an extra question at 

the end of the interview (Q22). In general everything was ok and circa ¾ of the participants 

considered that the study, the interview, and the questions were appropriate. Three participants 

found some repetition between the questions, and other four participants mentioned some 

degree of involvement in the study, since they also became curious and wondered on what 

would happen to the products. Therefore, the study can be generally considered successful and 

appropriate.  
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8.4 New study design  

A new study design is proposed with a simpler and shorter methodology, aiming at a 

more practical implementation. A shorter study will already provide some interesting results with 

which to improve and redesign the products, and give insight to other more general design 

considerations. Figure 109 compares the two studies. 

 

 

Figure 109: comparison of original and new study design, image from the author 

 

In the exploratory design there was an initial 3 months moment to address uncertainty 

i.e. to confirm if everything was going well, and if the participants would provide useful 

information. For instance, the researcher was eager to find out if the products were actually 

being used and to make the first longitudinal interview to confirm the articulation of the contents 

and kind of outputs generated. This was first tested with one user, and then applied to all the 

others. Besides, there was also some apprehension with regard to the products appearance. 

After this experience, it doesn‟t seem necessary to have such an early moment, but it is 

advisable to have confirmation that the products are being used for instance after 1 month; that 

can be done using a simple contact via e-mail or phone. 

Therefore, the first moment could be after 6 months, as illustrated in Figure 109, and the 

second moment after 12 months. In the study performed, for most products, most issues were 
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visible after 8 or 16 months. As such, a 12 months (1 year) period of study is perceived as 

reasonable within the time constraints of a business context. The interim 6-months-moment can 

provide an earlier assessment, and a comparison point to understand how product life-span and 

usage evolves over time in different contexts or kinds of products (e.g. made of other materials 

– metals, ceramics; or from different categories – e.g. electronics). For comparison, two 

moments are already good and not so heavy for designers or researchers and users. The 

comparison may also be important to extrapolate, to create future scenarios. Naturally, in case 

resources and time are available, the longitudinal study may continue, with feedback at later 

moments such as 18 months or 24m (2 years).  

The long study may be more important for mature products and more saturated markets 

(incremental scope – and confidence visibility from consumers due to study), and the short 

study seems particularly important to test innovative applications, e.g. of different materials and 

products. For instance, a cork toaster may be inappropriate: it becomes indented, deteriorated, 

damaged, or cut soon, since cork is not a hard material and knifes are used near the product, 

cork is also relatively textured and has high friction, attracting crumbs and dust of bread; 

although, it has a colour similar to some breads which could be an interesting analogy for 

product design. This is just an example of the kind of issues that may arise during the design 

phase, and for which such a shorter study could be interesting. Quality is obviously necessary in 

the market, and while one unsatisfied costumer tells to 9 or 10, a satisfied one will only tell to 3 

(General marketing).  

From a life-span perspective, such a study could already enable to know the key issues 

in different context, sectors, or kind of products. It seems important to maintain the interviews to 

preserve richness of the interaction and information. With regard to the transcripts of the 

interviews, even though they may be perceived as boring, they are recommended to enable a 

good knowledge of the data. From the experience of this study, this was valuable later to 

access and articulate information. In other words, transcribing an interview improves the 

memory of it. Furthermore, since some questions are secondary or not so important for the 

purpose, some slight changes could be proposed to simplify and focus the contents. 

With regard to the sample size, it is advisable to have a minimum of four units of each 

product. As such, if anything fails, there should be at least three of each, and plus one new for 

comparison in the end. Another unit of the product could be available for eventual tests. 

Therefore we suggest having 6 units of each product. 

 

8.5 Conclusions 

The implementation of the study was successful and its results allowed to develop a 

new study design combining the key enriching elements e.g. approach and methods in a shorter 

and simpler version, that is more suitable and agile for implementation in a business context. 
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9 Exploring Life-span Extension of Cork Products Based on 2 
Years Usage Information 

9.1 Introduction 

This chapter explores some options for extending the life-span of the cork products for 

household and personal use, based on real information obtained from the a two years 

longitudinal study. Most products are still being used and have therefore a very good life-span 

although, in a few exceptions, some deterioration was observed, and several products showed 

susceptibility to staining or darkening. In consequence there are opportunities for life-span 

extension, mainly by addressing some technical issues, through aesthetical valorisation, and 

development of complementary maintenance services such as cleaning and product 

reconditioning. The scope of the work is exploratory and focused in the initial conceptual design 

phase. 

Several design strategies have already been proposed for extending the life-span of the 

products, such as those presented by van Nes (2003; 2010, p.124): design for reliability and 

robustness, design for repair and maintenance, design for upgradeability, design for product 

attachment, and design for variability. Here, specific strategies for extending the life-spans of 

cork products are proposed based on the realistic information after two years of usage obtained 

through the longitudinal study. These address technical issues, aesthetic valorisation, and 

maintenance services for cleaning activities and product reconditioning. 

9.2 Methodological Approach 

The work presented here consists on the conceptual exploration of the options for 

extending the life-span of the cork products studied. These include different cork materials, such 

as white cork agglomerates and cork skin. The scope is explorative and focused in the initial 

conceptual design phase, aiming at demonstrating the applicability and relevance of the 

information obtained in the longitudinal study with users, and at providing concrete strategies 

and examples for extending the life-span of the products. 

The transfer of the product usage information to the design process is constituted by 

two independent and complementary approaches. One is the creation of design guidelines, 

which represents a high level synthesis of knowledge, and resulting in generalization as much 

as possible, and which can orient the design process, as presented in Chapter 5. The other is 

the effective application of the knowledge in the design process, with several product cases, 

and here mainly focusing in the initial conceptual phase of the design process. In this context, 

the aim is to demonstrate that the usage information is useful and can be applied in the design 

process to expand the life-span of the products, as exemplified through product cases. This 

work was developed by the researcher. 
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Conceptual exploration – design process 

For the conceptual exploration, the information from the longitudinal study was firstly 

organized in synthesis product panels (A3). These include the multiple product-user situations, 

a synthesis of the answers provided by the users to the question about the differences observed 

after two years, and the relevant images for each case. This exercise was performed for each 

product, and these panels were also the input for systematizing the results of Chapter 5, 

including the image selection. 

In most cases, the conceptual exploration occurred after registering the observed 

differences, and when new knowledge was obtained about the material, and some material 

guidelines were proposed. Nevertheless, since these aspects are interrelated, there were some 

occasional different timing and the conceptually exploration actually took place before formally 

describing the differences observed, and answering the other research questions.  

 

9.3 Proposed Solutions for Extending Life-span 

Three main life-span extension options are proposed: addressing technical issues; 

aesthetic valorisation; and maintenance services. These options are generally applicable to 

most product cases, but can be prioritized differently in each. The three options are succinctly 

introduced below, and Figure 110 presents a scheme of how these three strategies articulate. 

 Addressing technical issues: there were some technical problems 

related with deterioration and fragility in a few cork products. This can be addressed 

through product redesign, and more research about the cork materials employed. 

 Aesthetic valorisation: most products were generally well appreciated 

throughout the two years period, but some technical aspects arising had sometimes a 

negative effect on the aesthetic appreciation. Besides, decorative details might be 

added in some products, and surface susceptibility towards darkening could also benefit 

from further research or product redesign. 

 Maintenance services: in several products there were substantial visual 

changes even after short periods of time. Even though cleaning can be performed at 

home, some professional services might be useful for that, as well as for product 

reconditioning. Therefore, for this purpose, a “Cork Maintenance Workshop” is 

proposed as a product-service-system (PSS), and which could contribute to extend the 

life-span of several cork products. 
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Figure 110: Schematic articulation of the key issues identified and the three strategies proposed 

 

9.4 Design Exploration for Life-span extension – household products 

 

PA – Bath mat dry  

Overall, the key differences observed in the bath mat dry were a general darkening or 

dirt, sometimes localized, and some occasional stains. A whitish surface appearance has also 

been noticed in some cases. Besides the colour changes, there are some granules missing 

from the edges, and which is quite severe in one of the cases. Therefore, in this case there is 

indeed valuable information for product redesign, and suggestions for material improvement 

deriving from the use information. This is demonstrated with a few explorative examples 

presented in Figure 111. Additionally, this knowledge and suggestions may also be relevant 

when considering the use of the material in other applications, or to further develop it for such. 

The susceptibility of the edges to get damaged or crumbled suggests several changes. 

One is a size reduction: this mat was relatively large (45x60 cm), and part of the damage could 

be avoided by smaller dimensions (e.g. 40 cm x50/55 cm); this smaller size should be enough 

to maintain the anti-slipping characteristics and properties of the mat. The deterioration of the 

corners and edges could also be avoided by using larger cork granules, either for the whole 

mat, or only on the outer edge, or even to have a frame made of natural cork or wood (Figure 

111). The larger granules should have a higher resistance to the applied forces of compression 

and tear; damage may be prevented by taking advantage of the elastic properties of cork, and 

cohesion of the natural material. 
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Figure 111 – Product frame explorations with larger granules and natural cork 

 

Alternatively, this could also be applied as a layer in the surface (sandwich), for cost 

reasons, but this should be less effective. The product thickness (1.3 cm) seems appropriate, 

and reducing it might compromise the whole product integrity (e.g. could break in the middle). 

The corner radius was already reasonable (3 cm), but more rounded edges may also slightly 

contribute to minimize damage. Eventually the glue used may also have an influence, but 

manipulation of granules size seems the key issue. 

Since the product is generally well appreciated for its aesthetics (visual and tactile), 

even though a border or frame would increase price, it could probably be commercially feasible. 

Maintaining the medium granules core should help to moderate the price. Most users expressed 

high value and price for the mat – often superior to the real cost or price. One of the users 

suggested a border of a different material (wood) (U27), and others (U1, U26) suggested a 

surface finishing; this might also harden the edges. Probably the most simple and feasible 

solution would be to have a similar mat but made of larger cork granules, avoiding deterioration, 

and maintaining the aesthetic qualities. 

Another possibility for the mat could perhaps be to have a reinforcement on the side, for 

instance made of PP or wood, to mechanically support the edge (Figure 112). The idea would 

be to support the edge by extra elasticity, a salience on the side, or protection. This could be 

done with either minimal visual impact (similar colour) or with assumed colour contrast, and 

which could be a personalization option or detail. 
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Figure 112 – Product explorations with side protection 

 

Yet another possibility could be to trim the mat in a „cork maintenance workshop‟ (if 

there were one), i.e. to cut off the damaged edges, round and sand them to recover the 

products new appearance (product reconditioning) (1). This could even enable some 

personalization, e.g. to round only two corners and with a variable radius, or to round it more 

(3), or to take the opportunity to change the shape profile from several pre-established or 

customizable alternatives (2). Here we are just exploring some possibilities and naturally others 

could also be considered. 

 

 

Figure 113 – Product refurbishment explorations – cork maintenance workshop 

 

Concerning the surface issues, and even though these can mostly be removed by 

cleaning, there may be possibilities for improvement with sanding, or by adding a surface 

finishing although the latter may substantially change the environmental impact of the product 

and change the aesthetic appearance. Some users did suggest adding a surface finishing, 

mostly to prevent the accumulation of dirt. These options may contribute to expand the life-span 

of the products.  
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PB – Bath mat wet  

In general, the main differences observed in the bath mat wet were colour related. It lost 

ink during use, and therefore the colour became lighter and irregular. In one situation with 

permanent contact with water, it also became a bit deformed or wrinkled in the edge. As such, 

the main suggestion arising for this product was to further investigate the interaction of the 

material with water over long time periods of exposure. Preferably, it shouldn‟t release ink 

during use.  

Perhaps shape can partially contribute to minimize this, by facilitating the drying 

process. Less surface area might in general reduce the time for the product to remain wet. The 

producer has different shapes or motives. In this context, perhaps there could be explorations of 

making two mats out of one slice, exploring positive and negative shapes; it would be cut 

vertically before or after slicing (Figure 114). Although, this would leave less surface area for 

feet contact, lower anti-sliding characteristics. 

 

 

Figure 114 – Bath mat wet explorations – two mats per slice 

 

Furthermore, inside the block the cork granules were compressed, and after slicing they 

expanded and added a surface texture to the product. It is not known if this was intentional in 

the design, but it seems an interesting characteristic to explore with this material and process, 

perhaps even on cases of larger cork granules, where a more expressive texture may arise 

after slicing rubber-cork. This is an interesting example of the interrelation between shape, 

material and manufacturing process, and which is referred to as a triad in Beukers and Hinte 

(1999). This arises as a second suggestion for exploration in the design process: to take 

advantage of the expansion of the cork granules after slicing rubber-cork, and thus creating a 

rough texture on purpose. 
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PC – Soap dish  

For the soap dish, a reaction with water and soap was observed, resulting in product 

deterioration and changes in product appearance. In one situation, the product was returned 

after 16 months, since the material started to crumble. If the product is used with care by purring 

off the water after use, it may remain in good condition, and maintain a new aesthetic 

appearance for a long time. This suggests reconsidering the use of this derivative cork material 

in contact with water, and alert designers to avoid situations of water accumulation, and the use 

of convex curves and other shape elements to favor water slipping. 

From the issues arising in this case, a main suggestion is to avoid water accumulation 

in the centre of the product to prevent deterioration, and which can be accomplished in different 

ways. A reasonable surface inclination should also assist in this. These issues are explored in 

some ideas (Figure 115). A central hole and deposit for water is proposed but made of a 

different material (e.g. ceramic, metal or plastic). Idea 2 explores the same concept but made of 

two cork pieces; the hidden base would perhaps better be made of natural solid cork, and 

eventual surface changes shouldn‟t have an aesthetic impact. The top piece would rest on the 

bottom one, and could be separated just by lifting allowing the water from the base to be easily 

purred. Also, an indented base gives a floating effect and avoids contact of the top part with the 

sink surface which may also get wet. Even if the base darkens with time, it is hidden, and being 

made of natural cork should be more resistant to crumbling.  

 

 

Figure 115 – Soap dish explorations with hole and deposit 

 

Another idea is explored in Figure 7, where cork could be used only as a decorative 

fitting. The core soap dish would entirely be made of another material, and then there would 

only be a cork ring in the outer border, also resting from the top, and floating (0.5 to 1 cm). The 

core material could be ceramic, metal or plastic. The producer also has another cork soap dish 

but with a metal plate in the centre (but cork beneath).  

Furthermore, another suggestion (and perhaps the most simple and effective one) is to 

have a solid piece of natural cork serving as a soap dish (and with or without bark in the 

bottom). In this case it should be slightly concave, and which could then perhaps be sanded if 
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starting to deteriorate (in a cork workshop, as proposed in PA). Figure 116 illustrates this option. 

Finally, perhaps there could be some exploration of solutions made of cork materials with larger 

granules, but then mostly by machining instead of molding. 

 

Figure 116 – Soap dish explorations with plastic core and natural cork 

 

PD – Coaster bk  

Since in general no differences were observed in the products after two years of use, it 

may be concluded that the product is well accomplished and suitable for this purpose, and no 

suggestions for change are made. Considering the good condition of these products, the 

material can perhaps be suggested for similar or complementary uses (e.g. base for tray for 

appetizers, base for bottles, and perhaps also for e.g. office applications). Since there are some 

irregular edges, the cutting process could be improved as well as the slight and small loose bits 

of material. 

For product redesign there is naturally more to learn from cases with observable 

differences, or with problems. Nevertheless, good cases also provide suggestions for 

improvement of manufacturing process  and confidence for applying it in other uses. 

 

PE – Coaster wt   

The results from use showed that this coaster wt is suitable for the application, which is 

not surprising since this is a well known cork product. There was some susceptibility of the 

material to get darker over time, in particular if in contact with coloured beverages such as 

coffee or red wine. 

From the positive results, and since the material can be washed, few suggestions arise 

for the design process in this case. The product is well accomplished and the use of the 

material appropriate and enabling product durability.  Nevertheless, and despite increasing the 

price, a higher thickness may add resistance and consistency, e.g. by 50-100%. In that case, it 

might also be necessary to round the edges (if double). 

We can also suggest surface research and manipulation to prevent or minimize the 

absorption of liquids, and consequent darkening. Furthermore, and since this is a relatively 
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simple product, perhaps a decorative detail could be added, as suggested by user 19. Figure 

117 illustrates these suggestions. 

  

 

Figure 117 – Decorative exploration of coaster wt 

 

PF – Fruit bowl  

In the case of the fruit bowl, the main differences observed in the products were stains 

caused by ripe or rot fruit. In most cases these were light and admissible by users, but in one 

circumstance of perhaps some careless use, the stains were very severe, and there was even 

some attachment between the cork material and rot tangerine peel. Also, a few granules seem 

to get loose from the outer edge, which had an unfinished appearance. 

There are mainly suggestions for further research, to clarify the appropriateness of 

using cork (as a material) in a fruit bowl (e.g. temperature – does fruit rot faster?), and explain 

the surface reactions with ripe and rot fruit. Application of a surface finishing seems necessary 

to preserve the product appearance, and it is suggested to be sold „ready for use‟ since it is a 

simple product. The outer edge seems to require sanding or to be rounded after mold 

extraction.  

Users noticed that it would be useful to have a larger product, or that there could be 

different size options. Since a larger product could be structurally challenging due to the relation 

between product shape, size and thickness, and the fact that the weight of the fruit also needs 

to be taken into account in case the product is moved, we propose a different concept: the 

development of complementary shapes which could be added side by side – modules to make 

the product larger, to extend the product. Here we present just a quick conceptual exploration in 

Figures 9, but corners require attention. Ideas one and two have two modules each, and ideas 

three and four are based on only one module, which may be more attractive from a cost 

perspective. 
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Figure 118 – Fruit bowl components/ modules exploration 

 

PG – Pan base  

With regard to PG pan base, the results demonstrated the excellent resistance of the 

material to high temperatures. There are some slight or moderate stains from grease of food, 

but only some slight burnt marks in one product household situation. Overall, the products 

exhibited a good appearance, and were structurally intact after 2 years of use. 

Since this is a successful product, there are naturally few suggestions for improvement. 

Size, shape and material appear here well combined. Even the round shape may assist in 

preserving the products overall appearance; square pan bases would get round pan marks, 

which could depreciate early the product‟s visual image (Figure 119). This is an example of how 

this use info (general overall darkening and slight stains) may be useful for designing similar 

products. 

 

Figure 119 - square pan base with darker and stained circle from pans, and cork maintenance 

workshop. 

 

Also in this case, we make a suggestion for further research and development of these 

surface issues – sanding, surface treatments, absorption of grease (mostly but also others), and 

under extreme or very high temperatures. 
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Another suggestion, and probably the most natural and simple one if such services 

were available, would be to have the product professionally cleaned or reconditioned – i.e. 

having the product surfaces sanded at a local cork workshop, if there were one. This could be 

feasible in this product because the product has a considerable thickness, circa 1 cm. That 

would enable to sand off the grease absorption area at the top, and restore the original 

appearance of the product. This could probably be done once or twice in both sides without 

significant structural and heat insulation losses.  

 

PH – Place mat bk  

In the case of the place mat bk, made of black cork agglomerate, several issues arose 

in different use circumstances, and which suggest a moderate or poor application of the 

material. The issues were broken corners, surface change with hot pan, loose material 

residues, grease absorption, and  peculiar smell. 

The main suggestion might actually be not to use this material for this product or other 

tableware ones, considering the smell and loose material residues. Nevertheless, perhaps a 

different coating could make this a successful product, and therefore this is suggested for 

further research, and eventually being also more resistant to grease absorption. 

A few other suggestions for change can be made to avoid fragility: one is to increase 

thickness, even though it was not very thin, e.g. from 50-100%; another is to make a rounder 

shape or round the corners more (Figure 120), or even to explore different shape possibilities 

which might help maintain an overall better structural integrity when manipulating (e.g. 

circular?). Another possibility could be to add a layer of different material in bottom or middle, to 

avoid breaking and improve rigidity/ malleability (more consistent but flexible (partially/ 

smoothly) – e.g. PP). 

 

 

Figure 120 – Different shape possibilities, and plastic layer combination 
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PI – Place mat wt  

Overall, the place mat wt was appropriate for the function, but the material surface was 

susceptible to getting stained with food and beverages, and particularly with grease. Some 

stains were not removable. Additionally, and mostly due to product thickness, the material may 

also get ripped, and pieces may be missing over time. 

There are two main areas of suggestions for improvement. It would be interesting to 

improve the surface resistance to stains, either by a different surface sanding or addition of a 

surface finishing, so that it could also be easier to clean the product after use, and avoid the 

absorption of grease. Also, if thicker and more resistant, the product could be washed more 

effectively e.g. with a brush (like PA – bath mat dry), and better recover the aesthetic 

appearance from stains. But since it is thin, such a procedure would destroy or tear the product 

apart. 

The other suggestion, somehow interrelated, is to improve the structural resistance of 

the product. This can be done in different ways. One is to increase thickness, say for twice as 

much, and round the edges to avoid losing particles (Figure 121a). Another is to include a layer 

of different material in bottom or middle, like a sandwich, e.g. PP (polypropylene) (Figure 121b). 

Yet another, and perhaps the most interesting could be to include a layer of another cork 

material, also white agglomerate but made of larger cork granules, and to be applied in the 

bottom/ single side or both sides (Figure 121c); this solution exists in some coasters.  

 

Figure 121 – plastic layer combination, and different cork granules size 

 

These measures should prevent damage and stains, and enable the use of the products 

for a longer period of life. In all the suggestions it would also probably be better to round the 

edges a bit despite increasing the price; this should prevent the occurrence of eventual loose 

granules on the edges. 

Furthermore, even though the products have a smoother surface suggesting it should 

be the one to be used, in one of the households (U24 and U25) the products were used in both 
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sides. Therefore, this could either be made as a clearer differentiation, or be regarded as an 

added functionality (to have both sides), and which could prolong the longevity of the products. 

In this context it would be interesting to have the same surface finishing in both sides, even 

though that might be complex from a production and cost perspective (product is probably cut 

from rolls, and the rough side also avoids slipping in roll shape). 

 

9.5 Design Exploration for Life-span extension of  personal use products 

 

PJ – Keychain  

In the keychain, the main difference observed in all the products was the surface 

darkening, ageing or dirt. This had generally no negative associations, and two users actually 

preferred it as such. After two years of use most products were in very good condition. A 

substantially damaged situation occurred in one case, but which was mainly acknowledged as 

resulting from specific circumstances of use, and is not representative for the product (6 units 

studied). 

Therefore, there are three clear suggestions. The first concerns colour – if the product 

darkens significantly and soon, as suggested by some users, why not sell it darker already at 

least partially? Often people expect to choose a colour when new; if I buy a light green sweater I 

don‟t expect it to become a dark green after three months. Although, on the other hand, this 

cork darkening is also more similar to the ageing of leather, which is a natural material culturally 

expected to change.  

From that perspective, the focus might also be in providing information about this colour 

change when buying, since there isn‟t yet a culturally established knowledge on how cork 

appearance changes with use and time (this study can provide that). Perhaps these two issues 

are complementary. There could be information, and also darker alternatives available. There 

are already some dark coloured cork skin products, for instance from Pelcor, but these are 

much darker and brownish: the cork texture and identity is disguised, almost unnoticeable (and 

which can be positive or negative). 

Naturally, a second suggestion concerns surface manipulation to prevent or avoid the 

darkening, if at all possible and desirable. In this product that is not essential, since in most 

cases it was not perceived as dirt. It is suggested that any eventual changes (e.g. sanding or 

coating) should maintain the tactile and visual properties of the material as much as possible. 

Furthermore, since a damage situation occurred, perhaps this could have lasted longer 

with a thicker cork layer, even though this is not a priority as most products were fine. 

Nevertheless, a thicker layer might compromise the adhesion of cork to the textile, and 

malleability of the product, but could increase the longevity; this higher thickness should 
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increase costs. In this context perhaps some wear resistance tests could be made to the 

material. 

Finally, and even though not arising directly from the issues observed after use, or only 

partially related, we present some suggestions provided by users in the interview. These are to 

experiment different shapes, and e.g. smaller to fit better the hand and pocket; different colours 

for the seam line, different cork colours (like leather), and being able to switch or also use the 

interior cork face to alternate from dark to lighter or cleaner colour. Or even, if to be used in the 

belt, to have the keys detachable. But overall, this is already a strong product, durable, and well 

appreciated by users.  

From the above and the used images, we may ask if it is desirable for users to see the 

colour difference in cork, from outer to inner face. And unless the purpose of the shape is to 

allow use in the belt, a possibility only noticed by one of the users, perhaps this could be 

avoided and the faces joined as a pocket, either for coins, or to fit the keys in, to avoid noise 

and scratching other objects which might touch if loose. 

In Figure 122 some images and suggestions are presented, and as an exception, in this 

case not so derived from observable issues; these are based on suggestions from users and 

researcher. 

 

 

Figure 122 – Different shape explorations – shorter or with keys pocket 

 

PK – Purse coins  

In the purse coins, colour change was the main issue arising in the products tested, and 

in this case sometimes associated with dirt, and consequently with negative associations. 

Besides that, there is only a slightly rubbed corner in one product, and a slight fissure or cleft in 

another. Overall, after two years of use, the products are all in good condition, which suggests 

an appropriate use of the material. 

From the above, and since this is a very good product, no specific suggestions for 

improvement are made, besides eventually the previously mentioned issues about the surface 

darkening (PJ – Key chain/ others). Perhaps there could be a micro-sanding or surface 
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treatment which could minimize or reduce the accumulation or deposition of the residues in the 

cork surface. Or perhaps other cutting tools might enable a different surface finishing. 

Nevertheless, as it is, it can be cleaned relatively easily and successfully with a wet cloth. Even 

though the original colour of the products is not recovered entirely, the result is very 

approximate, giving the products a rejuvenated appearance. 

As such, in this case, the main suggestion is for eventual further research into surface 

issues to minimize the darkening, the colour change (or dirt or ageing). Nevertheless one of the 

users appreciates more the darkened appearance. 

 

PL – Purse mobiles   

In the case of the purse mobiles, and in which the products were used for different 

purposes, the main differences observed over time were surface darkening or dirt, wrinkles, and 

scuffing or rubbing in some corners. Overall the products exhibit a good condition after two 

years of use, but one of the units being studied, the one with higher intensity of use, has a 

significantly used appearance. 

Considering the overall good condition of the products, there are only a few 

suggestions. The first concerns the colour change/accumulation of dirt in the material surface, 

which could be improved as also mentioned for the other cork skin products (PJ, PK,…). A 

second suggestion would be to use a different supporting material underneath the folding face, 

to avoid the wrinkles in high use intensity situations. Yet another is to reconsider the overall 

product shape to avoid the folding in the back if product not full (visible in U13, see chapter 5). It 

is not clear what are the benefits or purpose (functionality) of this trapezoidal shape.  

Additionally, since a slim cover leaves the opening unprotected and signs of wear 

appear on the side, perhaps it could be larger also to better protect the opening when product 

not full (Figure123). Furthermore, the cork layer could be thicker to avoid showing off the 

material underneath in high use intensity situations. Finally, to avoid scuffed corners, perhaps 

there could be overall less edges or sewed faces; perhaps more continuous faces or surfaces 

would enable a newer appearance for longer (e.g. like in PQ). In particular in the front face of 

the product, we suggest that if the continuous line is from front to back (instead of side-bottom-

side), perhaps the darker corners at the bottom/ front could be avoided. By comparison, the 

folding side is ok with regard to that (Figure123). In other words, we are suggesting to 

strategically change the position of some corners and edges to avoid use marks, such as dirt 

and rubbing. 
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Figure 123 – Opening in the top and suggestion for continuous faces 

 

PM – Wallet ladies  

The main differences observed in the ladies wallets were an overall and localized 

darkening or dirt, and the scuffing or rubbing of some product areas. The more susceptible ones 

are corners, edges, saliencies, and some faces. Even though the products have an overall good 

appearance, since they are relatively expensive and for which there might be an expectation of 

a long life-span, perhaps they could be in better condition after two years of use. 

From the above, a few suggestions are made for this product. The first is naturally 

related with the surface darkening, already mentioned for other cork skin products. Another, 

particularly important in this case concerns the thickness of the cork layer. This is a large 

product, relatively exposed to the outdoor environment, and eventually in contact with multiple 

materials from clothes (trousers, belts, coats). It seems that this product would substantially 

benefit from this suggestion (to have a thicker cork layer). 

The increased cork layer thickness might also avoid the early appearance of holes or 

scratches in the material, and more seriously scuffed areas. And since there is actually a piece 

lifting in the extra product (see chapter 5), perhaps there could also be a better bounding/ gluing 

to the material beneath. Or, this could be less flexible, slightly more rigid to harden the cork face 

of this relatively large product and to reduce the susceptibility of the material to indentation, 

which could even be caused e.g. by a nail when manipulating the product. The flexibility is 

interesting, but may be a bit fragile.  

Additionally, some corners could be rounded; this might avoid part of the dirt and 

scuffing. A final suggestion concerns the overall appearance of the product, and position of the 

seam lines. It is recommended that less details (i.e. borders, edges, pockets, etc) may 

contribute to an overall better product appearance over time. Since the edges and corners get 

marked, these could be less, and perhaps positioned in different places. There are no 

certainties in this suggestion; changing the position of an edge might just lead to scuffing in a 

different place, or still in the same. But there seems to exist good evidence of this, as to at least 
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try and test some changes, such as with continuous surfaces either with edge on the sides 

(image 1 from Figure124) or bottom to address the susceptibility of this area e.g. with a 

reinforced rim (image 1 from Figure124), and or location of the edge in the middle of the side 

face (image 2 from Figure124). Furthermore, perhaps the bottom could be made of a thicker 

cork layer, or even a different/ darker colour (image 3 from Figure124).  

 

  

Figure 124 – Suggestion for continuous faces and simpler faces with dark bottom 

 

PN – Wallet men  

Concerning the wallets for men, there is an overall very good condition of all the 

products after two years of use, and the main difference observed is darkening. In the situation 

with higher use intensity (PN4), the darkening is more expressive, and a slight small cleft was 

also noticed by the user. Besides this, there is only some moderate deformation and rubbing in 

the corners of some products. 

Since the products were impeccable or in very good condition, only a few suggestions 

are made. This is already a very good product as it is. There is some susceptibility of the 

surface to dirt or darkening, which could be improved, but which is already relatively disguised 

with the darker colour pattern (from darker layer beneath cork skin). Also, if the corners were 

slightly rounded, perhaps most deformation could be avoided, as well as some of the scuffing 

which appears in the higher use intensity situations. 

Another suggestion is to have a thicker cork layer. This could contribute to avoid the last 

aspect just mentioned above and also eventually to minimize the dirt markings from the 

contents in the outer face (U10). Alternatively, the later could also be reduced by the use of a 

more rigid support material for the cork layer, and which might also avoid more overall 

deformation, even though the product should be relatively flexible for comfort in trousers pocket. 

Cork elasticity is particularly interesting for this (flexible but elastic – straightens – issue 

addressed in PQ), perhaps a bit thicker would be best. Additionally, since contents seem 
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smaller than outer size of the wallet, perhaps this could be a bit smaller (most cards are now 

smaller). 

Even though not so much related with observable differences, other aspects may also 

be contemplated. Most users also made suggestions about the space for cards. It can be 

observable in a PN4 interior image that these get hidden, sunk in the bottom, and that the user 

even positions them inverted – inserted in the longer side for better access. The suggestions 

are to have less deeper pockets, and space for more cards. A final suggestion would be to 

eventually try different colours for the bottom/ inner layer bellow cork skin; besides brown, e.g. 

blue and red. 

 

  

 

Figure 125 – Suggestion for rounded corners and different cards space 

 

PO – Notebook  

In the case of the notebook, a significant damage occurred in all the products after a 

short period of time. The problem is related with the binder, which is very weak, and some 

pages even get loose. Naturally, this is not a cork related problem, but should be addressed and 

avoided. It is in the interest of all to have good quality cork products. 

As such, the clear main suggestion is to substantially improve the binding used. Besides 

that, rounded corners should also provide a better overall appearance for longer, even if just 

slightly, as in the Figure 126. This knowledge about rounded corners is already well known and 

widely used in notebooks, with hard and soft covers. It is suggested that if such a beautiful 

cover is made, then it should be made to last and well. 
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Figure 126 – Suggestion for rounded corners for cover and also for paper 

 

From the findings there is also the suggestion to increase the cork layer thickness, as to 

reduce early evidence of wear in some edge areas. Additionally, the damage in the edge may 

also be related with the thickness of the supporting material (cardboard) in that area, which is 

thinner for folding, and consequently leaving the cork layer unsupported.  

Finally, there may also be opportunities for surface improvement concerning dirt or 

darkening in this case, but this is based on little evidence due to short use time periods of the 

products. In general the product was well appreciated by the users, and they were therefore 

unpleased by the binding problem – they would have liked it to last. 

 

PP – Pen   

In the pen cork product, after two years of use, most products are in very good condition 

and still have a seemingly new appearance. The main difference observed was a slight 

darkening in the holding area of the products, just before the metal tip. One damage situation 

did occurred, but only with one out of six product cases. Overall, this is an interesting and 

appropriate use of the material. 

Therefore, a first suggestion is to round the bottom edge of the cork-cardboard cylinder. 

Doing this should minimize friction and consequent signs of wear, or even future eventual 

damage of the material. Nevertheless, to do so, the cork layer may have to be a bit thicker, 

otherwise the cardboard beneath would appear. Another alternative could be to have a solid 

bottom/ rim or area (image 1 of Figure 127). 

A second suggestion we can make, and since several users noticed a slight darkening 

in the holding area, could be to have this a bit different, such as separated and with a darker 

colour, which might disguise this issue as suggested in Figure 127 (image 2). Nevertheless, this 

is relatively well as such since only slight changes were noticed, and which could probably be 
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cleaned up easily with a wet cloth. Nevertheless, the suggestion is given. Besides, the general 

suggestion for surface improvements could also be made here, as presented in other products. 

 

 

Figure 127 – Suggestion for rounded cylinder and darker area for holding 

 

Lastly, some additional explorations are made to address the problem of the loose pen 

tip. The internal core material could be different since cardboard can be influenced by humidity 

or even perhaps e.g. warmth when writing; perhaps a different cardboard or plasticization could 

improve this. Of course the core material might also be different, such as made of plastic, but 

this would substantially  change the process (e.g. injection and assembly, instead of long tubes 

which are just cut; perhaps there could be also long plastic tubes to be cut, perhaps with 

equidistant holes or fixtures for connecting with the tip, but the position of this would probably 

not be very precise?) The ideal would be to be able to screw the metal insert, or another 

durable solution. An alternative would be to have a different insert, namely with more salient 

teeth for a better grasp or adhesion to the tube. The user also suggested that an outer ring 

might also make pressure and enhance the attachment. 

To fix the damaged product, a simple repair procedure was performed by the 

researcher: a bit of paper was wrapped around the insert to increase pressure before placing it 

inside the tube. This was momentarily fixed, but there is no info concerning how long it lasted. 

Anyway, overall, for a moderate use the product is fine as it is. 

 

PQ – Pencil case lg  

In the case of the pencil case large, the main differences observed are a general 

product colour darkening, and also the darkening and rubbing of corners, more expressive in 

the more used ones. Besides that, there are only some pen marks and a loose metal handle in 

the product with higher use intensity. Overall, after two years of use, all the products are in very 

good condition, and these are therefore strong cork products. In this case it is interesting to 

point out the general straightened shape of the products, which may be partially related with 

cork elasticity. 

From the above, there are indeed some suggestions for improvement, even though this 

is already a very good cork product. The main one concerns addressing and changing the 
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corners, to avoid or minimize the early darkened and scuffed appearance. A few visual 

illustrations are given in Figure 128. Here, and as already stated before, our purpose is to 

conceptually demonstrate and explore the usefulness of the information, and not so much to 

present high quality solutions. 

 

 

Figure 128 – Suggestion for rounded corners 

 

Concerning surface colour changes, there could be further research as mentioned for 

other products, but that is less important in this case. Two final remarks are related with the 

metal handle and seams. The first could be better fixed, since it got loose in one case. The 

seam lines should be better fixed in the end point since there are visible loose bits in two cases 

(PQ1 and PQ2). Since this is already a very good and strong product, there are no further 

suggestions for change. 

 

PR – Pencil case sm  

Overall, with regard to the pencil case small, all the products are also in relatively good 

conditions after two years of use. The main differences observed are some general slight 

surface darkening, but mostly localized in corners, edges, and more salient areas. There is also 

some general product deformation, as a result of the flat design and the contents. Furthermore, 

this cork-wood material demonstrated a high resistance since there were no visible loose 

material bits, and which was a surprise for the researcher and some users. Therefore, this can 

also be considered an interesting and appropriate application of a cork material. 

From the differences observed in the used products, there can indeed be some 

suggestions for improvement. These are mostly product related (not so material since it is fine), 

and some have also been suggested by the users. 

While this shape and size can be adequate for transporting three or four pens, it is too 

short for a pencil. A slightly longer model, from one to two centimetres, could already 

contemplate this without more changes. Concerning the overall size of the product, the width, 

two users suggested that perhaps there could be a larger model, to contemplate more pens/ 

writing material; probably something between this small slim size and a larger pencil case. For 
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that purpose, as suggested by U14, it might be better to add an additional face on the side, to 

have a parallelepiped shape (Figure 129). 

Another suggestion might also be to slightly round the corners; even though not 

damaged, they are slightly darker. Furthermore, and also as suggested by two users, it would 

be important to improve the overall quality and image of the finishing‟s, such as the button and 

the seams – kind of seam not just the line itself, how it is sewed, the edge. However, since this 

material is thicker and less flexible, it may be difficult to join the edges in a different way. 

Concerning the little lines coming off PR3 in the bottom, this may be from the base textile 

supporting the cork-wood layer; perhaps different ones could be experimented. Overall, this 

composite material has quality and is resistant to use. 

  

Figure 129 – Suggestion for lateral or bottom face to carry more pens in the pencil case 

 

9.6 Discussion 

Since real information on products condition and life-span is generally not available to 

the design process, but proves valuable for product redesign, it would be interesting to collect 

this data in a more systematic way (e.g. tool development). A study with a shorter time-span, 

such as one year instead of two years, would be more interesting for application in industry, and 

might already provide rich insight and information.  

Furthermore, „looking backwards‟, it seems rather strange and unfounded to attempt to 

extend the life-span of the products without this realistic information. Nevertheless, some other 

strategies such as upgradeability as proposed by van Nes (2003; 2010, p.124) still apply for 

other product cases. 

The applicability of the information or knowledge is clearly demonstrated, and 

corresponds to the aim of the research. Naturally, it would also be interesting to see how 

different people make use of this usage data, and eventually to further develop this application 

in design into a tool.  

Including extra user information (from other questions from the study) does provides 

interesting input for the design process, but the core information in which this work is based 
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(differences observed over time) is already very enriching. The aspects arising are mainly 

explored in product redesign of the cases, but some can be applied to other cork and perhaps 

even non-cork situations. 

 

9.7 Conclusions 

 The two years information provided valuable insight to explore the life-

span extension of the products.  

 Even though the life-span of most products was fine, for the ones where 

problems occurred, concrete solutions can be proposed for solving the issues.  

 Finally, from the cases analysed, three general strategies arouse for 

extending the life-span of the cork products studied: addressing technical issues; 

aesthetic valorisation; and, maintenance services. 

 

Household products 

The application of the usage information and knowledge in the design process was 

clearly demonstrated through the multiple cases. Some structural problems could be solved by 

increasing thickness, and eventually combining cork with other materials, forming a sandwich of 

different layers (PA, PH, PI). In this context, cork granules size is suggested of being of 

significant importance. Edges and corners were also found to be delicate in different product 

cases. To preserve their integrity, these should generally be rounded and well finished, and 

which was proposed for products PA, PF and PH. 

Concerning water interaction, there were also some shape based alternatives proposed 

for the PC soap dish (the product more exposed to water), as well as other suggestions related 

with kind of cork material used and surface finishing. In this context, and also for PB bath mat 

wet (made of rubber-cork), it seems mainly important to have further research about how the 

different cork materials interact with water, and in different circumstances (e.g. frequency and 

submersion). 

Other suggestions for further research about the material are concerned with surface 

changes, mainly darkening, dirt and stains, and which was mainly observed in products PA, PE, 

PF, PG, and PI. Even though this can partially be cleaned, solutions may be mostly related with 

surface engineering.  There were also some aesthetic and size explorations arising in some 

product cases, but mostly based or deriving from additional information provided by users (e.g. 

PE and PF respectively). 

Finally, from this product usage experience, there was also the arousal of a service 

related concept proposal – a „cork maintenance workshop‟ specialized in cork products and 

materials, and which could eventually provide e.g. some more in-depth professional cleaning 
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services, and also operations for product reconditioning or refurbishment (e.g. for PG and PA 

respectively). 

 

Personal use products 

For cork skin products, one of the main issues arising is related with surface 

manipulation and investigation – to have further research to minimize dirt accumulation, weather 

through micro-sanding, different cutting tools (e.g. made of different materials), or application of 

surface finishing‟s.  This is relevant for most cork (skin) products; is mainly related with material 

science engineering, and which has an influence on product appearance and aesthetic 

appreciation. 

Another issue is related with the thickness of the cork skin layer, also relevant for 

several cork skin products, but mostly to the ladies wallet. A thicker layer might help preventing 

the appearance of early scuffed/ rubbed corners and edges, and avoid showing off the 

supporting textile. Both suggestions should have costs implications, either through research, or 

amount of material used. 

 

With regard to suggestions, and conceptual exploration more related with design, for 

cork skin products, these are mainly to reduce the amount of details, and to carefully position 

the seam lines and corners in the products. In other words, to focus in accomplishing simplicity. 

Furthermore, rounded corners and edges may also remain with a new appearance for longer. 

Besides these more general explorations, the other suggestions are mostly product specific. In 

products PJ and PR there were also some further conceptual explorations of different product 

alternatives, but mainly deriving from additional information provided by users. 

In the stationary products category, one of the main suggestions, and conceptual 

explorations was also related with some signs of wear, and from which resulted the suggestions 

to round more the corners and edges of the products (PO, PP, PQ, PR). Some suggestions 

were also made concerning specific damage situations – on the notebook binder and the pen 

loose tip. Finally, in the pencil case sm, there was some additional conceptual redesign of 

product alternatives, and also by partially including some extra user information. 

Overall, from the results and explorations presented, it seems clear that the usage 

information and subsequent knowledge generated could be translated into relevant input to the 

design or redesign process of the several products.  
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10 Discussion, conclusions and recommendations 

 

10.1 Research questions 

- What is the life-span of cork products? Or, how long do cork products last? 

Their life-span is very good and after 2 years most are still well preserved and in use. 

- What are the aspects influencing the life-span of cork products? 

The five aspects chosen to characterize life-span were performance, quality, durability, 

aesthetics and attachment. Most aspects influencing the life-span of the products were 

deterioration, the accumulation of non-removable stains and darkening which influenced quality 

and aesthetics. 

- How are the aspects influencing the life-span of cork products interrelated? 

While in some cases there were only one or two aspects involved, in others all were 

interrelated, as if in a cascading. This depended on the specific case, and was noticed only 

when there were problems. The good cases didn‟t provide good learning opportunities. 

- How do the aspects influencing the life-span of cork products evolve over time? 

In most cases the evolution is gradual or continuous, mainly when related with 

darkening. Deterioration cases tend to be more sudden or evolve faster.  A few products are no 

longer in use. 

- What can be learnt about the material through product usage? 

The main finding is that cork darkens with usage. This should be expected from all 

natural coloured cork products. Another finding is that cork is not as delicate as it may seem: 

products are robust and well in use after the 2 years period. Other findings are more product 

specific. 

 

10.2 General comments on the research approach  

This study provided a complementary contribution to the existing literature, with a 

longitudinal approach. There was a focus on materials, which is an important product attribute, 

and most issues occurring were indeed material related. Therefore, it may be concluded that the 

materials products are made of have indeed an important contribution into the life-span of 

products. 

 

One important finding concerns the difference in the conditions of the same products. 

While some maintained a good appearance, others may look very different over the same 
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period of time. This is well illustrated, for instance, with PC the soap dish (Chapter 7). 

Nevertheless, there were products which maintained a similar appearance, such as PP the pen. 

This has implications in the context of the circular economy: the frequent flow of 

materials is important but the end of life is not the same for all products. Besides it wouldn‟t be 

reasonable to collect products in good condition, and while the users are still willing to use 

them. How to overcome this dilemma? To avoid a predefined life-span while there is the need of 

a regular supply of raw material. 

 

With regard to the evidences of use, in some products the units looked very similar (e.g. 

PJ, PP), but in some others more substantial differences were observed (e.g. PR, PM), and 

where the dependence with the user behavior was more clear. The results were mostly 

excellent for the cork products studied and most users were satisfied after 2 years of use. There 

were some exceptions but clearly a minority. Nevertheless these cases are relevant since it is 

important that the whole sector has good quality standards. There have been new products and 

innovations, but they should be tested prior to market introduction for quality control in the 

interest of all (producers and consumers). Otherwise, weak products may damage the whole 

quality image of the cork sector. A shorter study is proposed in Chapter 8 to allow for eventual 

improvements prior to market introduction. 

 

In this context, the scale of the study is also important. Scale was determined taking into 

account several criteria such as diversity of cork products and materials, feasibility to be used, 

price, gender, … For this explorative scope we defined a minimum of three of each (to raise 

issues) and maximum of six (for confidence). For this purpose we privileged diversity, and the 

scale was appropriate, but it would be interesting to have five or six used units of each product 

for comparison and more confidence in the results.  

Furthermore, with regard to the time span of the study, this two year period is 

considered already very enriching for the purpose, and was the period feasible for the study in 

the context of a PhD. Obviously it would be interesting to have later information on these 

products, which are still in use (reflection on the moments later). Additionally, this is also a good 

period since two years is a common warranty time for many products. In the context of product 

development, it would obviously be very difficult to perform such a longitudinal study prior to 

market introduction. Nevertheless, a shorter period of use might instead be feasible and already 

enriching.  

Finally, it is important to present a last word concerning the quality of the products. 

While quality was generally very good, as supported by the assessments of users, there were 

some damage situations with negative repercussions. For instance a situation of most concern 
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was the PO – notebook. Since it is already well known that one unsatisfied costumer can have a 

serious impact, this is suggested as an important issue to address and avoid.  

The longitudinal approach enabled new knowledge about the cork materials that was 

not generally available to design. Another key finding is related to the difference between the 

natural cork properties and those of the derivative materials. When the material is transformed 

(e.g. size of particles) and combined e.g. with a binder, it becomes another cork material, a 

composite with different properties and characteristics for the designer. Therefore, in this 

context, it is important to have specific detailed material profiles. 

Two main suggestions for further research are proposed: to further investigate the 

surface issues of the cork materials, from a materials science and engineering perspective, and 

in particular with regard to susceptibility to food and water; to create detailed material profiles for 

the different cork materials, and make them available in different databases (e.g. in CES only 

two were found); 

 

10.3 Conclusions 

Product life-span 

This approach enabled a view of the process of life-span with the several interim 

moments, systematized with images of the products and assessments of the parameters.  

The first main conclusion is that most products studied have a good life-span and after 2 

years most are still in use and in good condition. These are excellent results for the cork sector. 

Even if in the life-span research perspective more is learnt when problems occur, there were 

sufficient cases with issues to enable observing important aspects, such as lower assessments 

when problems occurred. Most situations of ended life-span were due to specific issues in the 

products. 

The information of usage may be perceived as a 4
th
 dimension of materials – of time, 

and which is transversal to the others since there are changes in technical and experience 

aspects, and environment through life-span. It actually enables to know life-span, and is an 

important environmental info e.g. for LCA, in which life-span info is only based on estimation. 

 

Methodological approach 

The methodological approach proved valuable for the purpose. The size of the study 

was large enough to enable diversity and scale, and allowed for different occurrences in several 

cases. Nevertheless, most learning opportunities came from problematic cases, and those were 

not numerous. 
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A redesigned methodological approach was developed for industrial implementation 

with application for a shorter period of time, but still providing an interesting insight and valuable 

results. 

 

Learning about the material 

The approach also proved valuable to learn about the material. In design products are 

normally shown as new, but how they age has a significant impact in their life-span. This study 

provided an overview of used products, and a glance into how this information and knowledge 

can be used to extend the life-span of cork products. 

With regard to what was learnt about the material, the most widely noticed issue was 

the occurrence of surface darkening, in particular for cork skin products. This is a concern since 

it happened often, suddenly, and sometimes with severe colour changes. Nevertheless, while 

for some users this was perceived as dirt and with a pejorative meaning, for others it was 

acknowledged as a natural ageing process with sometimes positive repercussions.  

 

Cork sector 

Knowledge was obtained about cork products which was previously unavailable in a 

systematic way. Therefore the results constitute a learning opportunity about the products, their 

longevity, their condition throughout the life-span, and about what people think of them through 

the process. Overall, the innovative value of the approach provided an enriching and creative 

insight, which represents another important reference in the field. 

Concerning the cork sector, one may conclude that the results are generally positive. 

Nevertheless, problems should be avoided and addressed when aiming for excellence. The 

darkening of cork and the few deterioration cases noticed should be looked at with care and 

attention, and research on these matters should be done. 

Overall, it may be concluded that the research provided important results from the 

different perspectives, and that the life-span of products was generally very good.  

 

10.4 Recommendations 

Product life-span 

It can be recommended to address the topic of product life-span in combination with 

different approaches, for instance in combination with recycle or cradle-to-cradle (C2C) to 

address resource flows, or with product service systems (PSS) to explore different ownership 

models. In other words, the concept of life-span needs to be interconnected with others to be 
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successfully implemented in practice. A closer contact to the industrial context is also 

recommended. 

 

Methodological approach 

Applying this methodological approach to a similar study with different products would 

certainly be valuable, but interesting knowledge would also be obtained with other approaches. 

For instance finding different used products (like van Nes data), or recruiting users when 

buying.  

 

Learning about material 

It is recommended that this usage information is made available as product cases in the 

beginning of the design process. Some information could be systematized to be included in 

databases in a simplified way. For instance, the darkening of the cork skin with use, with either 

positive, neutral or negative meaning.  

Surface tests and surface improvement are a key recommendation deriving from this 

work, in particular for personal use products. 

 

Cork sector 

For the cork sector, more research is recommended about the issues raised in this work 

and others, with the aim of reaching always high quality standards. Thousand cork products are 

possible, but the use of the cork material is perhaps appropriate only in one hundred of them. 

The focus should be in situations where cork performs best and through the life-span since 

costumers see how products age with use and time. 
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Annex 2: Chapter 3 – the interview 

 

(Introduction) 

Hello Ms.______ good morning! Once again thank you very much for your collaboration 

to participate in the study as a user of cork products; we have now reached a 1
st
 moment of 

analysis and reflection, and therefore I have some questions/ issues to pose/ that I would like to 

ask: 

A – Use of the product (general characterization) 

1 – So, have you been using the product(s)? (Yes/No – why?) 

2 – From these 3 months of use, what are the most significant aspects you would like to 

mention/ emphasize/ point out? 

3 – Now I would like you to characterize the context of use; how do you use the 

product? (exemplify) 

4 – And how often do you use the product, and for how long? 

B – Product appreciation (general) 

5 – And do you like using the product(s)? 

6 – Does the product(s) corresponds to your expectations? What has surprised you the 

most? 

7 – What do you appreciate the most, and what would you change? 

8 – Do you consider yourself satisfied with the product(s)? Do you recommend it? 

9 – And what value do you attribute to the product(s)? What would you consider fair to 

pay? 

C – Appreciation/ evaluation (specific, keywords) 

10 – How do you characterize and evaluate the performance of the product(s)? 

11 – And its quality?  

12 – And about the durability of the product(s), is it appropriate? Is it durable? And how 

long do you think it lasts? (estimate) 

13 – And concerning the experience of the product, its aesthetic appreciation, how do 

you characterize and evaluate it? (if necessary – is it pleasant?) 

14 – And if I asked you now to return the product, what would you tell me? (if necessary 

– so, is it indifferent or are you liking using it? – attachment) 
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D – Comparison/ others (several) 

15 – And what differences do you identify (or notice?) between these cork product(s), 

and other equivalent ones that you have already used? 

16 – In comparison with the product(s) as new did you observe any difference? (if yes 

discriminate and evaluate) 

17 – And concerning maintenance, did you had any particular care or did you performed 

any specific operation? (And in comparison, is it easy, appropriate?) 

18 – And what do other people think about the product? Did you had comments from 

friends or family? 

19 – Did you use the users note block supplied for several/ any records? Did you found 

it useful?  

20 – Would you offer (as a present, gift) the product(s) to someone?  

(Conclusion) 

21 – Is there something you find appropriate to add, or do you have any suggestions? 

Thank you very much for you collaboration, and I hope you continue to like using the 

products. See you soon! 
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Annex 3: Chapter 3 – participants details 
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U9 11/01/1977 Lisboa PhD student in forest sciences 

U10 11/01/1988 Lisboa Student 

U11 04/11/1985 Lisboa Psicologist 

U12 06/05/1951 Lisboa Former math teacher – retired  

U13 24/04/1977 Lisboa PhD student in forest sciences 

U14 27/06/1977 Lisboa Researcher in forest sciences 

U15 31/12/1976 Lisboa PhD student in forest sciences 

U16 29/10/1963 Lisboa Professor in forest sciences 

U17 02/05/1978 Lisboa PhD student in forest sciences 

U18 19/09/1978 Porto Marketing management and 
design 

U19 03/07/1927 Valpaços Retired  

U20 25/04/1926 Valpaços Retired  

U21 21/08/1953 Porto Administrative work 

U22 22/08/1959 Valpaços Administrative work 

U23 13/03/1956 Porto Jail reabilitation technition  

U24 04/10/1979 Aveiro Teacher - Arts 

U25 28/03/1974 Aveiro Computer technition 

U26 12/11/1976 Porto Teacher – 1st grades 

U27 12/04/1984 Porto Emergency calls operator 

U28 30/07/1981 Porto Nurse 

U29 02/02/1938 Porto Retired  

U30 11/08/1978 Lisboa PhD student in forest sciences 

U31 01/02/1965 Lisboa Researcher in forest sciences 
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Annex 5: Chapter 5 – colour images of used products after 2 years 

PA – Bath mat dry 

PA1 – U1 

  

 

PA1 – 
U26 

PA1 – 
U27 

Use until 
16 
months 

PA2 – U2 

  

PA2 – U3 

PJ6 – U6 

  

 

 

PB – Bath mat wet 

PB1 – 
U16 

  

PB2 – 
U24 

Returned 
8 months 

  PB2 – 
U25 

Returned 
8 months 

Extra 

  

[Extra ? 
Use until 
… 
moment 
of last 
images]   

 

 

PC – Soap dish 

PC1 – 
U5 

Returned 
16 
months 

  

  

PC2 – 
U9 

  

PC3 – 
U23 

  

PC3 – 
U27 

  

 

 

 

PD – Coaster bk 

PD1 – 
U14 

Returned 
16 
months 

  

PD2+3 – 
U17 

No use 

PD4+5 – 
U23 

  

PD4+5 – 
U27 

  

 

 

 

 

PE – Coaster wt 
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PE1(+2) 
– U1 

  

PE3 – 
U19 

  

PE4 – 
U20 

  

PE5 – 
U21 

  

[extra? 
Use until 
… 
moment 
of last 
images]   

 

 

PF – Fruit bowl 

PF1 – U9 

  

PF2 – 
U18 

  

  

PF3 – 
U22 

  

PF4 – 
U28 

  

 

PG – Pan base 

PG1+2 – 
U1 

  

PG1+2 – 
U26 

PG1+2 – 
U27 

Use until 
16 
months 

  

PG3+4 – 
U11 

  

PG5+6 – 
U12 

  

  

 

 

PH – Place mat bk 

PH1+2 – 
U2 and 
U3 

Returned 
3 months 

  

PH3 – 
U14 

Returned 
16 
months 

  

PH4+5 – 
U17 

Use until 
3 months 

  

 

PI – Place mat wt 

PI1 – 
U19 

  

PI2 – 
U20 
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PI3+4 – 
U24 

  

PI5 – 
U25 

  

  

  

 

 

PJ – Keychain 

PJ1 – U3 

Returned 
16 
months 

  

PJ2 – 
U10 

  

PJ3 – 
U20 

  

PJ4 – 
U27 

  

PJ5 – 
U28 

  

PJ6 – 
U30 

  

 

 

PK – Purse coins 

PK1 – U2 

  

PK2 – 
U11 

  

PK3 – 
U18 

  

 

PL – Purse mobiles 

PL1 – U1 

  

  

PL2 – 
U13 

  

  

PL3 – 
U24 

  

 

 

PM – Wallet ladies 
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PM1 – 
U23 

  

PM2 – 
U26 

  

  

[Extra 
user (no 
interview, 
not in 
charts)] 

  

  

 

 

PN – Wallet men 

PN1 – 
U10 

  

PN2 – 
U21 

  

PN3 – 
U25 

  

PN4 – 
U28 

  

  

 

 

PO – Notebook 

PO1 – 
U1 

Returned 
8 months 

  

  

PO1 – 
U1 

At 3 
months 

  

  

PO2 – 
U4 

Returned 
3 months 

  

  

PO4 – 
U4 

(2) 
Returned 
8 months 

  

 

 

PP – Pen 

PP1 – U5 

  

PP2 – 
U12 

  

PP3 – 
U19 
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PP4 – 
U21 

  

PP5 – 
U29 

  

PP6 – 
U31 

Answer 
failed, 
info at 16 
months. 

 

  

  

 

 

PQ – Pencil case lg 

PQ1 – 
U8 

  

  

PQ2 – 
U9 

  

PQ3 – 
U15 

  

PQ4 – 
U26 

  

  

 

 

PR – Pencil case sm 

PR1 – 
U1 

 

 

PR2 – 
U7 

 

PR3 – 
U14 
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Annex 6: Chapter 5 – detailed design guidelines 

 

Detailed guidelines of household products 

PA – Bath mat dry 

GL1 – White agglomerate can be delicate to be used for floor applications, mainly with shoes, due 

to mechanical fragility and susceptibility for dirt accumulation.  (PA) 

GL2 – In comparison with natural cork, white agglomerate of medium and natural size can 

crumble or get damaged more easily. (PA, PC, (PF?)) 

GL3 – In white agglomerate products of different particles size, edges and corners are delicate or 

fragile, and therefore require special attention. (PA, PF) [general] 

GL4 – In white agglomerate products of different particles size, rounded corners and edges may 

contribute to avoid particle crumbling or other damage. (PA, PF) [general] 

GL5 – Medium white agglomerate has a good resistance to be brushed (in the surface) if of 

sufficient thickness (e.g. >1 cm). As such/ if so, it can effectively be maintained/ cleaned with water, 

laundry washing powder, and a brush. The product should be well supported during the process to avoid 

structural damage. (PA, PG) [general] 

GL6 – In white agglomerate cork products, water interaction may confer a whitish surface 

appearance. 

 

PB – Bath mat wet 

GL1 – When using rubber-cork in wet areas, one should take into account that it may lose ink 

mostly in the first months, and with eventual consequences on product appearance and the surroundings. 

(PB) [general]  

GL2 – When using rubber-cork in wet areas, a large and wet shape may get deformed over time 

even if placed in a flat surface. This may result from the wet-drying cycles. Since this can influence overall 

product appearance, shape features (e.g. overall shape or cuts) might be incorporated to avoid 

deformation during use. (PB) [general]  

GL3 – When slicing rubber-cork products from a block, a surface texture may appear resulting 

from the elasticity and shape recovery of the cork granules under compression inside the larger piece. This 

should be taken into account in the design project, and may even be manipulated on purpose. (PB) 

GL4 – According to users experience, rubber-cork exhibits good anti-sliding properties under and 

in contact with water, and is pleasant to touch. (PB) 

 

PC – Soap dish 

GL1 – Even though cork is known to be a relatively impermeable material, there is some water 

absorption, and which can be quite significant in this particular cork product-material combination. Cork 

materials made of smaller particles may be more susceptible to water absorption (and this interaction or 
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application might therefore better be avoided). In other words, water absorption characteristics of cork 

materials may be related with particle size, besides also with the binder used (of course). (PC) [general] 

GL2 – This small white agglomerate cork material gets deteriorated when exposed to water and 

soap for a long term, and in particular in areas where water accumulates. With time, besides the possible 

surface changes which may impact on the product aesthetics, since it gets darkened, there can also occur 

material crumbling and structural damage leading to product failure/ end of life-span. (PC) [general] 

[Natural cork may be more appropriate/ resistant to these use circumstances, with regard to the 

three aspects, and in particular material crumbling and structural failure might not occur at all, or only much 

later. The surface colour might also be less effected, but probably depending on the material orientation (of 

solid cork plank – lenticular channels)]. 

GL3 – The varnish/ surface finish employed has partially disappeared during product use. In 

situations where cork is exposed to water and soap, perhaps a more resistant finishing should be used. 

(PC) [general] 

GL4 – The deterioration observed in the cork material may be avoidable by product redesign, and 

in particular by changing the shape. If the application requires occasional contact with water, the use of 

convex curves may favor water slipping and evaporation instead of absorption, and hence contribute to 

preserve the material integrity and appearance for longer. (PC) [general]  

GL5 – This cork soap dish/ products for wet applications, can be maintained considerably well for 

a long time, if there is regular maintenance to avoid water accumulation. (U9 purrs water off always after 

use in the bath, and there are no sign of deterioration after two years of use). (PC) 

GL6 – In wet applications of white agglomerate cork products/ materials (of different particle size), 

some surface changes should be expected, and which may have an aesthetic impact. (PC, PA) [general] 

 

PD – coaster bk 

GL1 – In this black agglomerate product, there is a good relation between product size and 

thickness. Even though this is a small product, the material is structurally intact. (PD) [general] 

GL2 – This black agglomerate based material looses small material bits/ releases some material 

residues from the edges even after two years of use. This may be related with the cutting of the boards, 

the finishing of the side faces. (PD, PH) [general] 

GL3 – This black agglomerate based material resists use well as a coaster, and maintaining a 

similar appearance for a relatively long period of time. (PD) 

 

PE – Coaster wt 

GL1 – White agglomerate may get stained if exposed to darker or coloured liquids/ beverages 

such as coffee. (PE, PI) 

GL2 – white agglomerate of different particles size may be (more) susceptible of losing a few 

small granules from the edges, in particularly if these are not rounded or somehow finished, and which 

may occur eventually during maintenance or cleaning. (PF, PE (PI?, PA?)) [general] 
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GL3 – In white agglomerate products, an appropriate thickness is important to maintain overall 

product integrity, resistance, and performance over time (PA, PE, PG, PI) [general] 

 

PF – Fruit bowl 

GL1 – The surface of this cork derivative material gets stained with ripe fruit, when it softens, and 

when the fruit rots. Additionally, some attachment between the cork material surface and tangerine peel 

has also been noticed. As such, some surface finishing seems necessary for this application. [Use of 

mineral oil was suggested by the manufacturer, but not used for testing since not provided with the 

product, and users not expected to get it themselves.] (PF) [general]  

GL2 – This cork product/ white agglomerate material of small granules can be relatively well 

maintained/ cleaned with water and dishes washing detergent, either with a cloth or sponge, or even under 

the tap. Nevertheless, some deep or darker stains are not entirely removable. (PF) 

GL3 – For these molded products with low or none resin content, there should be special 

attention in positioning mold evidences, since post mold operations may not solve issues. This is similar to 

designing for plastics injection. In the case of this product, the outer edge is not rounded, and has an 

unfinished appearance, probably due to the mold junction line. As a consequence, there is some 

occasional minor loss of granules. (PF) [general] 

GL4 – There can be interesting and great potential from molded cork products; this fruit bowl was 

generally well appreciated by users. But these kind of applications should perhaps be fully further 

developed prior to market introduction, since it is already well known that one unsatisfied costumer can 

have a significantly negative impact. Lets perhaps try to have only excellent cork products. (PF) [general] 

GL5 – When applying derivative cork materials, one should keep in mind, or take into account that 

cork properties change , fade, or become mixed with the ones of other constituent materials. These are 

composites and are therefore new materials as such and with new characteristics/ properties (physical, 

chemical, aesthetical, biological, environmental). (PF, others) [general – high level] 

 

PG – Pan base 

GL1 – White agglomerate has a very good or excellent resistance to heat, and is therefore very 

appropriate for applications requiring very or excellent thermal insulation properties. In this context, 

material thickness should match heat intensity. (already well known – common cork application) (PE, PG, 

PI) [general] 

GL2 – Products made of common medium white agglomerate, if of sufficient or reasonable 

thickness, and with at least slightly rounded edges, tend to withstand use well and without damage, as 

long as not exposed to extreme use circumstances. (PA, PG, ?) [general] 

GL3 – White agglomerate is susceptible to grease absorption and other stains, such as slight 

burnt marks. (PG, PI) [general] 
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PH – Place mat bk 

GL1 – Black agglomerate can be structurally fragile if used in a large, flat and thin product. In one 

household setting the corners (of the placemat) got broken. (PH) [general] 

GL2 – Black agglomerate looses material residues from the edges. This may hinder or not be 

appropriate in some applications where there is an expectation of cleanness, such as in tableware. (PD, 

PH) [general] 

GL3 – In this case, the black agglomerate based material has a specific surface finishing, and 

which is susceptible to grease and heat. (PH) 

GL4 – Black agglomerate has a peculiar smell, which may fade over time, but not disappear 

entirely. This should be taken into account in design projects, and its use might well be avoided in 

applications exposed to other smells, such as in tableware. [This is mainly noticed in a large product such 

as this PH – place mat, and not so much in a small one like PD - coaster]. (PH) [general] 

 

PI – Place mat wt 

GL1 – When developing cork products and materials, there should be a good relation between 

the product or material thickness, and cork particle size. Even though also dependent/ related with the 

binder, generally, it may be suggested that the more thinner and larger, the more likely the material is to 

crumble or get damaged. (PI, PE, ?) [general] 

GL2 – Due to some cork material characteristics or properties, the white agglomerate material 

can absorb several elements in the surface (e.g. such as water, liquids, grease, or food), and consequently 

get stained. (PI, PE, PG) [general] 

GL3 – Thin white agglomerate products can be cleaned delicately, with a cloth or sponge and 

dishes washing detergent, but some deep stains are difficult or impossible to remove. (PI, PE, (PG?)) 

[general] 

GL4 – The susceptibility of cork materials for surface changes during use should be expected and 

contemplated in the design as an ageing process. This may suggest being selective about certain 

applications, or otherwise improve/ enhance surface characteristics. (PA, PE, PG, PI, others …) [general – 

high level, for most cork products and materials in general] 

GL5 – In white agglomerate products, some surface dirt and stains can get partially disguised (for 

some users – e.g. U6 – PA and U25 – PI), due to the characteristic irregular texture derived from the 

different colours of the granules. (PA, PI, (PE, PG)). 

 

General guidelines – household cork products 

Medium white agglomerate 

GL-g1 – White agglomerate products of different particles size, may be susceptible of losing a few 

small granules from the corners and edges; these are delicate/ fragile areas, and which require special 

attention. Therefore, the corners would benefit from a good radius, and the edges should be at least 

slightly rounded and well finished, to avoid particle crumbling or other damage.  
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GL-g2 – In white agglomerate products, an appropriate or good material thickness is (also) 

important to maintain the structural product integrity. If this is contemplated, the product should withstand 

use well and without damage over a good period of time, as long as not exposed to extreme use 

circumstances. (PA, PF, PG, ?) [general] 

GL-g3 – Due to some cork material characteristics or properties, the white agglomerate material 

can absorb several elements in the surface, such as water, liquids, grease, or food, and consequently get 

stained. Furthermore, some slight burnt marks may also appear when exposed to extreme heat. (PI, PE, 

PG) [general]  

GL-g4 – Thin white agglomerate products can be cleaned delicately, with a cloth or sponge and 

dishes washing detergent, but some deep stains are difficult or impossible to remove. Although, thicker 

cork products can be brushed. The medium white agglomerate has a good resistance to be brushed (in 

the surface) if of sufficient thickness (e.g. >1 cm). If so, it can effectively be cleaned with water, laundry 

washing powder, and a brush. The product should be well supported during the process to avoid structural 

damage. This may enable removing deeper stains, and prolonging the life-span of the products. (PI, PE, 

PA, PG) [general] 

GL-gg1 – The susceptibility of cork materials for surface changes during use should be expected 

and contemplated in the design as an ageing process. This may suggest being selective about certain 

applications, or otherwise improve/ enhance surface characteristics. (PA, PE, PG, PI, others …) [general – 

high level, for all/ most cork products and materials in general] 

 

PC 

GL-g5 – Even though cork is known to be a relatively impermeable material, there is some water 

absorption, and which can be quite significant in this particular cork product-material combination. Cork 

materials made of smaller particles may be more susceptible to water absorption (and this interaction/ 

application might therefore better be avoided). In other words, water absorption characteristics of cork 

materials may be related with particle size, besides also with the binder used (of course). Natural cork may 

be more appropriate or resistant to these use circumstances (…?). (PC) [general] 

GL-g6 – This small white agglomerate cork material gets deteriorated when exposed to water and 

soap for a long term, and in particular in areas where water accumulates. With time, besides the possible 

surface changes which may impact on the product aesthetics, since it gets darkened, there can also occur 

material crumbling and structural damage leading to product failure/ end of life-span. This deterioration 

may be avoidable by product redesign, and in particular by changing the shape. If the application requires 

occasional contact with water, the use of convex curves may favor water slipping and evaporation instead 

of absorption, and hence contribute to preserve the material integrity and appearance for longer. (PC) 

[general]  

PF 

GL-g7 – The surface of this cork derivative material gets stained with ripe fruit, when it softens, 

and when the fruit rots. Additionally, some attachment between the cork material surface and tangerine 

peel has also been noticed. As such, some surface finishing seems necessary for this application. [Use of 

mineral oil was suggested by the manufacturer, but not used for testing since not provided with the 

product, and users not expected to get it themselves.] (PF) [general]  
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GL-g8 – In the molded cork products with low or none resin content, there should be special 

attention in positioning mold evidences, as with plastics injection design. In this case, the outer edge is not 

rounded and has an unfinished appearance, probably due to the mold junction line. As a consequence, 

there is some occasional minor loss of granules. There can be interesting and great potential from molded 

cork products; this fruit bowl was generally well appreciated by users. But these kind of applications should 

perhaps be fully further developed prior to market introduction, since it is already well known that one 

unsatisfied costumer can have a significantly negative impact. Lets perhaps try to have only excellent cork 

products. (PF) [general]  

GL-gg2 – When applying derivative cork materials, one should keep in mind, take into account 

that cork properties change , fade, or become mixed with the ones of other constituent materials. These 

are composites and are therefore new materials as such and with new characteristics/ properties (physical, 

chemical, aesthetical, biological, environmental). (PF, others) [general – high level] 

 

Black agglomerate 

GL-g9 – Black agglomerate can be structurally fragile if used in a large, flat and thin product. In 

one household setting, the corners of the placemat got broken. In the coaster, since it is a small product, 

the material is structurally intact. Therefore, there should be a good relation between product size and 

material thickness. (PD, PH) [general] 

GL-g10 – This black agglomerate based material looses small material bits/ releases some 

material residues from the edges even after two years of use. This may be related with the cutting of the 

boards, the finishing of the side faces, and may hinder or not be appropriate in some applications where 

there is an expectation of cleanness, such as in tableware. (PD, PH) [general] 

 

GL-g11 – Black agglomerate has a peculiar smell, which may fade over time, but not disappear 

entirely. This should be taken into account in design projects, and its use might well be avoided in 

applications exposed to other smells, such as in tableware. [This is mainly noticed in a large product such 

as this PH – place mat, and not so much in a small one like PD - coaster]. (PH) [general] 

 

Rubber-cork 

GL-g12 – When using rubber-cork in wet areas, it may lose ink mainly during the first months, and 

with eventual consequences on product appearance and the surroundings.  Also, in case of a product with 

a large and flat shape, it may get deformed with water over time, even if placed in a flat surface. This may 

result from the wet-drying cycles. Since this can influence overall product appearance, shape features 

(e.g. overall shape or cuts) might be incorporated to avoid deformation during use. (PB) [general] 

 

Detailed guidelines of personal use products 

PJ – Keychain  
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GL1 – Cork skin darkens with use and manipulation, which may have repercussions/ 

consequences on the appraisals of users. This should be expected and contemplated in the design 

process/ project. (PJ, all cork skin) [general] 

 GL2 – The darkening of cork skin products/ materials can mostly be removed by cleaning. 

Therefore, this should be mainly acknowledged as dirt accumulated in the surface, and less related with 

the weathering phenomena (and which involves irreversible chemical reactions). (PJ, all cork skin) 

GL3 – Cork skin products and materials can be effectively cleaned with a wet cloth, or wet 

disposable tissues. This enables removing most of the surface dirt and/ or darkening. If necessary, soap 

can also be used. (PJ, all cork skin) [general] 

GL4 – In cork skin products or materials, folded areas seem to resist well and with a good 

appearance in the short/ medium term. This may be related with the elastic properties of cork. Although, 

attention should be paid to what happens in the long term. (PJ, all cork skin) 

GL5 – In cork skin products, to avoid early worn out of the material surface, there should be a 

good match between the requirements of an application, and the thickness of the cork skin. (PJ, all cork 

skin) [general] 

 

PK – Purse coins 

GL1 – In cork skin materials, as the colour darkens, the cork characteristic texture fades, and 

partially disguising the material. This may have positive or negative repercussions depending on the 

circumstances, situations, or product cases. (PK, all cork skin) [general] 

GL2 – In cork skin products, saliencies such as corners, edges, and folded areas can become 

delicate over time; they tend to get darker and exhibit signs of wear sooner. Therefore, these should 

deserve detailed attention in the design project. Overall, there might be an attempt to minimize them in the 

original design, or to locate them in hidden or less visible areas. (PK, all cork skin) [general] 

(( this guideline is useful for instance because someone might think in making a cork product and 

placing the seam line in the middle of front face, or a salient detail, for decoration reasons. This enables to 

reconsider or avoid that, since that detail might get a poor dirty and rubbed appearance in a short period of 

time, and which might have negative repercussions on the product appreciation by users.)) 

GL3 – The ability of the cork skin materials to be folded innumerable times without significant 

differences , may be related with cork elasticity, but should also be enabled by the base textile material 

used in the composite cork skin material. (PK, all cork skin) [general] 

GL4 – Even though the original colour of the cork skin products cannot be restored after cleaning, 

the products exhibit a significantly rejuvenated appearance. (PK, all cork skin) [general] 

GL5 – Cork skin products/ materials are susceptible to wear, particularly in corners, edges, 

saliencies, folded areas, and in some large areas (in PM). From the study experience, it seems that 

applications of the material in smaller products tend to be more successful, or to present more moderate or 

easy to solve issues (e.g. PK – purse coins got very dark/ dirty but can be cleaned, while the rubbed/ 

scuffed area in PM – ladies wallet cannot be solved). 
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PL – Purse mobiles 

GL1 – In cork skin products, edges and corners are delicate, even if rounded. They can get dirtier 

more easily, as well as rubbed or scuffed in a few points. (PL, all cork skin) [general] 

GL2 – In cork skin products, the cork layer should be of sufficient thickness to avoid showing off 

the material underneath, in case of scuffed/ rubbed corners. (PL, all cork skin) [general] 

GL3 – In cork skin products, even rounded corners can get scuffed or rubbed. This suggests the 

relevance to consider the overall product shape, and the thickness of the cork layer, to maintain the 

product appearance over time. (PL, all cork skin) [general] 

GL4 – In cork skin products, if another material is placed underneath the cork one, as to e.g. add 

rigidity, it should remain flat with use, otherwise wrinkles may appear in the cork outer surface, and which 

can compromise or have repercussions on the product appearance. (PL, all cork skin) 

 

PM – Wallet ladies 

GL1 – When using cork in large surfaces, there may be a need to improve its resistance to cuts/ 

indentation. This may be done by having a more rigid support material, and assuring a good adhesion 

between them. (PM, all cork skin) 

GL2 – In cork skin products, saliencies, edges and seams should be minimized to avoid an early 

more used scuffed or rubbed appearance. An overall simpler or cleaner design may contribute to enhance 

and extend the aesthetic appearance of the product for longer, over time. (PM, all cork skin) [general] 

GL3 – A ladies wallet is exposed to wear and movement, and can be in contact with relatively 

hard and resistant materials (e.g. from coats, buttons). As such, this interaction should be minimized by 

avoiding salient details, which could also damage coats or other clothes. (PM) 

GL4 – There should be a sufficient/ good thickness of the cork layer to avoid early visual 

depreciation. That is happening with some of these cork skin products. They are still in good technical 

condition, but there are already irreversible signs of use. (PM, all cork skin) [general] 

GL5 – In cork skin products, the seam lines and stitch used should be appropriate for cork, and 

namely taking into account that it is soft and has some elasticity. Stitches in corners could benefit from 

improvement in PM – ladies wallet. (PM, all cork skin) 

GL6 – In cork skin products, there is an overall good interaction with the metal parts. So far, no 

observable chemical reactions or other effects were noticed. (PM, all cork skin)  

GL7 – Cork skin products get darker or dirtier in areas where they are more manipulated. (PM, all 

cork skin) [general] 

 

PN – Wallet men 

GL1 – In cork skin products, corners should be rounded to avoid deformation and scuffing or 

rubbing. (PN, all cork skin) [general] 
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GL2 – The cork skin material with a darker layer beneath, seems to disguise dirt better, as the 

product also acquires an overall darker colour. Besides the dark brown used in this case, perhaps other 

colours could also be contemplated, such as turquoise, violet or yellow. (PN, all cork skin) 

GL3 – Cork skin materials have a good resistance to the appearance of wrinkles, perhaps 

partially due to cork elasticity, and consequently the products surfaces remain stretched/ straightened, and 

with a new appearance for longer. (PN, all cork skin) [general] 

 

PO – Notebook  

GL1 – If applied very thin, the cork layer can become damaged early in areas more exposed to 

wear, such as in folded areas, edges and corners. Therefore, cork layers should have a reasonable 

thickness, and preferably well tested for the application proposed. (PO, all cork skin, others) [general] 

GL2 – In a cork cover, folding areas may be more delicate, and should therefore be given 

appropriate attention in the design project. Preferably, the cork layer should always be supported, and 

have an appropriate thickness. (PO) 

PP – Pen  

 

GL1 – In cork products, edges should be rounded to minimize signs of wear. (PP, all cork skin, 

others) [general] 

GL2 – Cork surface can darken when manipulated. This may be due to the material‟s relatively 

light colour, but also the result of some surface and material properties. (PP, all cork skin, others) [general]  

 

PQ – Pencil case lg 

GL1 – When applying cork skin, sharp or square corners should be avoided, since these become 

darker and more easily scuffed/ rubbed when exposed to wear. These should be rounded whenever and 

as much as possible. (PQ, all cork skin) [general] 

GL2 – Some cork skin materials are flexible and consistent. This can contribute to maintain the 

original shape and new appearance of the products for longer, and may partially be justified by the elastic 

properties of cork, though also dependent on the other support textile material. (PQ, all cork skin) [general] 

GL3 – Cork skin materials darken with use, but the intensity of this varies among applications, 

and the specific cork materials (different manufacturers). (PQ, all cork skin) [general] 

 

PR – Pencil case sm 

GL1 – The cork-wood composite material is relatively resistant to dirt accumulation in the surface. 

It darkens a bit with use, but doesn‟t gets a dirty appearance easily.  This may be related with the 

difference between cork and wood properties, and their constituent elements (e.g. cork has suberin and 

wood doesn‟t). (PR) 
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GL2 – When applying the cork-wood composite material, be aware that corners, edges, and other 

salient areas are more susceptible for darkening, even though light or moderate in this case. Nevertheless, 

this should be take into account, and incorporated in the design process. (PR) 

GL3 – The cork-wood composite material is resistant, despite its fragile appearance. It doesn‟t 

dissolves or crumbles easily with use. (PR) 

 

General personal use 

GL-g1 – Cork skin darkens with use and manipulation, which may have repercussions and 

consequences on the appraisals of users. This may be due to the material‟s relatively light colour, but also 

the result of some surface and material properties (e.g. cork has suberin). The intensity of this darkening 

varies among applications, and the specific cork materials (different manufacturers). This surface colour 

change should be expected and contemplated in the design process. [general] 

GL-g2 – Cork skin products and materials can be effectively cleaned with a wet cloth, or 

disposable tissues. This enables removing most of the surface dirt and/ or darkening, and if necessary, 

soap can also be used. Even though the original colour of the cork skin products cannot be restored 

entirely after cleaning, the products exhibit a significantly rejuvenated appearance. This maintenance 

operation is generally considered simple by users. [general] 

GL-g3 – In cork skin products, to avoid early worn out of the cork material surface and the 

appearance of the textile underneath, namely in scuffed or rubbed corners, there should be a good match 

between the requirements of an application, and the thickness of the cork skin. In some areas of these 

cork skin products, some early visual depreciation occurred. They are still in good technical condition, but 

there are already irreversible signs of use. Therefore, these aspects should deserve good attention in the 

design project. The cork layer should be of reasonable good thickness to maintain a good condition and 

appearance for a long time. [general] 

GL-g4 – Some areas of cork skin products are more delicate to darkening and wear, and may 

become rubbed more easily, with eventual negative aesthetic consequences. These areas are corners, 

edges, folded areas, seams, and saliencies. Besides appropriate cork layer thickness, perhaps these 

elements should be minimized. Rounding corners may also contribute to avoid scuffing damage; sharp or 

square ones are particularly susceptible. But since even these can get rubbed, it seems relevant to 

consider the overall product shape, and positioning of these elements or features in the whole product. For 

instance, these could be located in hidden or less visible areas. It is suggested that an overall simpler or 

cleaner design may contribute to maintain, enhance, or extend the aesthetic appearance of the product for 

longer/ over time. [general] 

GL-g5 – Some cork skin materials are flexible but consistent, and have a good resistance to the 

appearance of wrinkles. This may partially be justified by the elastic properties of cork, though also 

dependent on the other support textile material. Consequently, this may contribute to maintain the original 

shape and surfaces of the products straightened, and with a new appearance for longer. 

 

GL-gg1 – In cork products, corners and edges should be rounded to minimize signs of wear. (PP, 

all cork skin, others) [general – high level]  
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Annex 7: Chapter 6 – detailed causal analysis 

 

Household products 

PA – Bath mat dry 

PA1 – U1 

In the case of PA1 – U1, there are negative circumstances  influencing the life-span of the 

product, and for this user the product life-span is already over. The product is not well – it is damaged for a 

long time in the borders. Cleaning enables a rejuvenated appearance, but the visual damage in the edges 

persists. The user suggests an improvement in resistance. Consequently, the quality is evaluated low, and 

the user has no attachment to the product. Darkening and damaged borders were the main differences 

observed, and have a negative influence. 

Nevertheless, the user still acknowledges a reasonable or neutral durability (since the product is 

still in one piece) and aesthetics (prettier if washed but pieces missing). Functionality still has a positive  

influence, or in other words has not been compromised, and the user reports to be using the product more 

carefully to avoid further damage. 

 

 

PA1 – U26 

In the case of PA1 – U26, most aspects have a negative influence in product life-span: 

performance, quality, and durability. This is due to a deterioration problem in the product – the edges are 

crumbling. This also affects aesthetics moderately, which is perceived as having a neutral impact, as well 

as the overall darkening of the product. The user suggests a surface finishing to avoid deterioration. 

Positive aspects are the appreciation of colour and texture, and the attachment to the product. 
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PA2 – U2 

In the case of PA2 – U2, the user points out the pleasant and comfortable tactility of the product, 

that it is still in good condition, and that there is a certain familiarity – the user is used to see that product in 

the bathroom. Besides these, the key aspects influencing product life-span positively are performance, 

durability, and attachment. The fact that the product can be cleaned but gets dirty is perceived as a neutral 

influence, as well as the lack of aesthetic details. Therefore, aesthetics and quality have mostly a neutral 

influence in longevity. 

 

 

PA2 – U3 

In the case of PA2 – U3, most aspects influence longevity positively: performance, quality, 

durability, and attachment. Besides, the user points out the good durability and tactile comfort, and tactility 

is the most appreciated aspect. Aesthetics can be perceived as having a neutral influence due to lack of 

aesthetic details, but the user acknowledges that this simplicity incentives longevity. Furthermore, the user 

noticed that there are a few granules missing in the edge, but this is perceived as having only a neutral 

influence, such as also the fact that it gathers dirt but rejuvenates with cleaning. 
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PA3 – U6 

With regard to PA3, the product remains intact and functional, and the user is surprised with its 

durability. Therefore, several aspects contribute positively to life-span. The user acknowledges a 

somewhat different appearance, the absorption of water and surface dirt, and these aspects seem to have 

a neutral influence in longevity. 

 

 

PB – Bath mat wet 

PB1 – U16 

In case of PB1, all aspects contribute positively to longevity, and in particular durability. After 2 

years the product remains in good condition and with a seemingly new appearance. Hence performance 

and aesthetics remain highly evaluated. Maintenance (cleaning) is easy and efficient. 

 

 

PC – Soap dish 

PC2 – U9 

In case of PC2, most aspects contribute positively to life-span. The product remains resistant and 

beautiful as in beginning, and the user is surprised positively. There are some visual differences (soap 

residues) but with no effects in evaluation according to the user. Therefore, this may be perceived as 

having a neutral influence. The user also reports a high esteem or value towards the product. 

 

 

PC3 – U23 

In case of PC3, most aspects contribute positively towards product longevity: performance, 

quality, durability, and aesthetics. Attachment has mostly a neutral influence, such as the darkening 

noticed in the centre of the soap dish. 
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PC3 – U27 

In the case of PC3, two aspects have a positive influence in life-span, and these are performance 

and durability. The other aspects have mostly a neutral impact: quality, aesthetics, and attachment. This is 

due to darkening in the soap area, which is now visible after two years of use. 

 

 

PD – Coaster bk 

PD4+5 – U23 

In case of PD4+5, most aspects contribute positively to product life-span: performance, quality, 

durability and aesthetics. In this case attachment has a neutral influence. 

 

 

PD4+5 – U27 

In the case of PD4+5 – U27, the user points out the clean appearance of the products which look 

like new. Besides, most aspects have a positive influence in life-span: performance, quality, durability and 

aesthetics. Attachment is perceived as having a neutral influence. 
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PE – Coaster wt 

PE1+2 – U1 

In the case of PE1+2 several aspects contribute positively to life-span, mostly performance, 

quality and durability. The user points out the good condition – impeccable, and equal appearance of the 

product. Only one of the products is being used since the other disappeared. The later was slightly broken 

in the previous moment, and this is acknowledged as a negative aspect influencing longevity. Furthermore, 

with regard to aesthetics, the user finds the product too simple, and suggests it could have some 

decorative details. This is perceived as a neutral aspect which also has repercussions in product 

attachment; since the product is too simple, attachment is mostly indifferent, and the product could be 

returned. Finally, the user also finds the product too thin – if thicker would be better. 

 

 

PE3 – U19 

In case of PE3, the user acknowledges that the product is in good condition, and appreciates the 

visual texture or granules of the cork material. Several aspects contribute positively to product life-span: 

performance, quality and durability. Other aspects have a more neutral impact, aesthetics and attachment, 

and this is mainly due to lack of decoration in borders. Nevertheless, used stopped 3 months before the 

interview (together with the placemat), and this happened because the user felt like changing for a towel 

instead – due to lack of decoration. 
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PE4 – U20 

In the case of PE4 – U20, all aspects contribute positively towards the product life-span: 

performance, quality, durability, aesthetics and attachment. Furthermore, the user points out that it is in 

good condition; it is good and lasts long. Use also stopped (couple).  

 

 

PE5 – U21 

In the case of PE5, most aspects contribute positively to life-span extension: performance, quality, 

durability, and aesthetics. The user points out the durability of the product, and appreciates the visual and 

tactile textures. 

 

 

PF – Fruit bowl 

PF1 – U9 

In the case of PF1, the product remains resistant and beautiful as in the beginning, and the user 

is positively surprised. Several aspects contribute positively to longevity. There are some visual differences 

noticed (slight stains), but with no effects on aesthetic appreciation, and therefore this is perceived as 

having a neutral influence. The user provided some suggestions for change (larger). 

 

 

PF2 – U18 

In the case of PF2, product use causes a serious degradation of the visual appearance of the 

product. Multiple stains appear with ripe and rot fruit, and including a fusion of the cork material with 

tangerine peel. This can only partially be removed by cleaning; part of the stains remain as a darker mark. 
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This has a negative influence in life-span, and most aspects are assessed as 3 (sufficient). Nevertheless, 

the user continues to like using because of shape, the material itself and function. The user finds it 

practical and beautiful. 

 

 

 

PF3 – U22 

In the case of PF3, the user acknowledges that this is a distinct or different product, and which is 

a positive comment. There are two main aspects influencing the life-span positively, and which are 

durability and attachment. The user notices some slight stains from ripe fruit, and suggests that the 

product could be larger; these are perceived as neutral issues, as well as the suggestion for 

impermeability of the product to avoid stains. A positive aspect on this regard is an extra attention and care 

with fruit to avoid the occurrence of stains. The user has also noticed some slight loose granules from the 

border. Therefore, performance, quality and aesthetics are perceived as aspects with a neutral impact or 

influence. 

 

 

PF4 – U28 

In the case of PF4, all aspects contribute positively towards longevity: performance, quality, 

durability, aesthetics, and attachment. The user points out the good product appearance, durability and 

functionality. In comparison with other materials it is considered to have a better aesthetics and durability. 

Furthermore, some slight stains have been noticed, and this is perceived as having a neutral influence in 

life-span. 
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PG – Pan base 

PG1+2 – U1  

In the case of PG1+2 – U1, all the aspects contribute positively to life-span, and the user points 

out the good condition and impeccable appearance of the products. Low maintenance needs is also 

mentioned and acknowledged as a positive influence. Furthermore, the user noticed some slight stains, 

and this is perceived as having a neutral impact or influence in the products longevity. 

 

 

PG1+2 – U26 

In the case of PG1+2 – U26, all aspects contribute positively towards product longevity: 

performance, quality, durability, aesthetics, and attachment. The user points out the durability and pleasant 

appearance of the product, and appreciates the colour and texture of the material. Some darkening was 

noticed, and this is perceived as having a neutral influence in life-span. 

 

 

PG3+4 – U11 

In this case of PG3+4, several aspects influence product life-span positively, namely performance 

and durability. Other contributing issues are product versatility, resistance and insulation properties. 

Quality seems to have mostly a neutral effect since despite being very good, some changes are noticed – 

stains from grease and food. Aesthetics seems to have a negative influence in life-span since the user 

acknowledges that there are aesthetic details missing (e.g. decoration). 
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PG5+6 – U12  

In the case of PG5+6 of user 12, all aspects appear as having a positive influence: performance, 

quality, durability, and aesthetics. Furthermore, the user distinguishes functionality, insulations and warmth 

(other are colder and more distant – sight and tactility). Additionally, some slight stains are  noticed, and 

these are perceived as having mostly a neutral influence. 

 

 

PI – Place mat wt 

PI1 – U19 

In the case of PI1, the user appreciates the visual texture or granules of the cork material. Several 

aspects contribute positively towards product life-span: performance, quality and durability. Other aspects 

have a more neutral impact, aesthetics and attachment, and this is mainly due to lack of decoration in 

borders. Nevertheless, use stopped 3 months before the interview, and this happened because the user 

felt like changing for a towel instead, due to lack of decoration (nor related with damage). The fact that the 

product had a piece missing, is perceived as having a negative impact. Furthermore, in comparison with 

other materials, the user notices that this has better anti-sliding properties and heat insulation. 
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PI2 – U20 

In the case of PI2 – U20, all aspects contribute positively towards the product life-span: 

performance, quality, durability, aesthetics and attachment. Furthermore, the user points out that it is in 

good condition; it is good and lasts long. Use stopped (couple) 

 

 

PI3+4 – U24 

In the case of PI3+4, the aspects with a positive influence in life-span are performance and 

durability. Quality and attachment are only perceived as having a neutral impact. Aesthetics has a negative 

influence since the products got very stained and have pieces missing. The user suggests an improvement 

in the way of cleaning, by using a different cork material or improving/ adding a surface finishing. 

 

 

PI5 – U25 

In the case of PI5, several aspects contribute positively to longevity: performance, quality, and 

durability. Aesthetics seems to have a neutral impact due to some small pieces missing. Attachment has 

also a neutral impact. The user points out that it is still in good condition and is still appreciated 

aesthetically (not boring or need to change). Furthermore, the user also appreciates the tactility of the 

product/ material.  
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Personal use products 

PJ - Keychain 

PJ2 – U10 

In the case of PJ2, several aspects contribute positively to life-span, mostly durability and 

aesthetics. The user appreciates the visual texture and touch, and mentions that the product is in good 

condition and has good quality. Nevertheless, there is a dirt/ dark or used appearance; this is acceptable 

but seems to have negative repercussions in quality, which gives this parameter a neutral influence. This 

product has only an utilitarian value to the user. 

 

 

PJ3 – U20 

In the case of PJ3 – U20, all aspects contribute positively towards the product life-span: 

performance, quality, durability, aesthetics and attachment. Furthermore, the user points out that it is in 

good condition; it is good and lasts long. 

 

 

PJ4 – U27 

In the case of PJ4, the product durability is pointed out, and most aspects are perceived as 

having a positive influence in product longevity: performance, quality, durability and attachment. Aesthetics 

is more perceived as having a neutral impact because the product darkened. The user likes it darker, and 

suggests it could be sold darker already, but knowing it was lighter in the beginning reduces the evaluation 

because the colour changed. 
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PJ5 – U28 

In the case of PJ5, the user points out the good appearance, durability, and functionality of the 

product. Most aspects have a positive influence in product life-span: quality, durability, aesthetics and 

attachment. Furthermore, in comparison with other materials, the user considers this to have a better 

aesthetics and durability. Performance and darkening are perceived as having a neutral influence in 

product longevity. 

 

 

PJ6 – U30 

In the case of PJ6, the user distinguishes the positive influence of functionality, natural and 

unique appearance of the product, and the durability and quality of the seam line. Several aspects 

contribute positively to the life-span of the product, and ageing is considered benefic since the user doesn‟t 

likes the colour as new. Another positive attribute concerns the elasticity and maintenance possibility of the 

product.  

The wear, oxidation or darkening can be considered positive or neutral. Aesthetics can be 

perceived as neutral since the user also has suggestions, such as different colours for the seam lines. 

Furthermore, the user finds the design of the metallic component ugly (shape and finishing), and this is 

therefore perceived as a negative influence. 

 

 

PK – Purse coins 

PK1 – U2 

With regard to PK1, the product has not been used for the last 2 months because the user is 

using a smaller wallet and the purse coins doesn‟t fits there; the user only carries there the larger money 

purse. The aspects positively influencing life-span are performance and durability. The other aspects seem 

to have mostly a neutral influence; quality and aesthetics due to lack of aesthetic detail, and attachment 
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due to non-use. The user acknowledged a slight colour change since last moment (cleaned at 16 months 

moment), but states that prefers it as such instead of completely new. 

 

 

PK2 – U11 

In the case of PK2 there has been an external influence with direct repercussions in the use of the 

product: the user received a similar competing product, and is now alternating the use of both. Therefore 

the product is less used. Nevertheless, aspects such as functionality or performance and durability have a 

positive influence in the product‟s life-span. 

With regard to quality and aesthetics, these can be perceived as having a neutral influence, 

mostly due to dirt and lack of aesthetic details, respectively. The fact that the product gets very dirty is a 

negative aspect for this user, despite the possibility of being cleaned (mainly based on former interviews – 

at 2 years mostly neutral). 

 

 

PK3 – U18 

In the case of PK3 all aspects have a positive influence: performance, quality, durability, 

aesthetics and attachment. Besides, the user acknowledges that the product is in very good condition, and 

appreciates most aesthetics and the material; shape, material and function. There is also an emotional 

value because this is also a personal use product. The ageing/ darkening makes the product more 

beautiful. Finally, for the user, this cork purse coins is more durable than others made of different 

materials. All these issues are perceived to have a positive influence in product longevity. 
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PL – Purse mobiles 

PL1 – U1 

In the case of PL1, all the aspects contribute positively to product longevity, and the user points 

out the good and impeccable condition of the product. The user further acknowledges that this product is 

better than the more common gloves used to protect mobile phones. Nevertheless, there has been a lower 

use of the product due to changes in work (in the social general context), and this is perceived as having a 

neutral influence in product life-span. Furthermore, even though the product gets darker or dirtier up to 

requiring cleaning every month, the user finds the cleaning very simple, and which also has a neutral 

impact. 

 

 

PL2 – U13 

In the case of PL2, the user appreciates the soft touch and aesthetic visual pattern of the product 

(material). Besides aesthetics, the other aspects also have a positive influence in the life-span of the 

product. Additionally, even though the product gets dirty, cleaning contributes to recover it aesthetically. 

Furthermore, there are several aspects perceived as having a neutral influence in the life-span. 

The user didn‟t like the metallic plate in the beginning, but now finds it useful. Aesthetics and attachment 

are affected since the user would change the old for a new product. Besides, the user makes some 

suggestions for enhanced functionality. The darkening, stains and use marks are also understood as 

having a neutral influence. Finally, the interest of changing for a new product, can also be perceived as 

having a negative influence on product life-span. 
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PL3 – U24 

In the case of PL3, most aspects contribute positively towards product longevity: performance, 

quality, durability and aesthetics. The user points out the good condition of the product, and the surprise 

with the application of the material. Attachment to the product, and the slight dirt or darkening noticed are 

perceived as issues with a neutral influence. 

 

 

PM – Wallet ladies 

PM1 – U23 

In the case of PM1, all aspects contribute positively to product life-span: performance, quality, 

durability, aesthetics, and attachment. The user also expresses some esteem value as a positive 

influence, and the dirt or darkening noticed can be perceived as having a neutral influence. 

 

 

PM2 – U26 

In the case of PM2, most aspects are perceived as having a positive influence in product life-

span: performance, durability, aesthetics and attachment. Quality is mostly a neutral aspect since for the 

user it could be better. Some darkening and scuffing were noticed and seem to have also a neutral 
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influence. Furthermore, the user points out some more positive issues: durability, pleasant appearance, 

and appreciation of colour and texture. 

 

 

PN – Wallet men 

PN1 – U10 

In the case of PN1, several aspects contribute to longevity, particularly durability and aesthetics. 

The user mentions that the product is in good condition, and has a good durability and quality. The user 

appreciates the visual texture and touch of the product (material), and acknowledges some elasticity of the 

cork skin. Nevertheless, the fact that the product acquires a dirt or used appearance, even though 

acceptable, that has negative repercussions in quality. For this user the product has only an utilitarian 

value. 

 

 

PN2 – U21 

In the case of PN2, all aspects contribute positively to life-span: performance, quality, durability, 

aesthetics, and attachment. The user points out the durability of the product, and appreciates the visual 

and tactile texture. Furthermore, there is some esteem value for the product, and cork is considered a 

distinct material. A slight darkening or dirt is noticed in the wallet. 

 

 

PN3 – U25 
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In the case of PN3, several aspects contribute positively to life-span: performance, quality, 

durability and aesthetics. Attachment is perceived as having a neutral influence. The user points out that 

the product is still in good condition, is aesthetically appreciated (not boring or need to change), and has a 

pleasant touch. 

 

 

PN4 – U28 

In the case of PN4, the user points out the good appearance, durability, and functionality of the 

product. Most aspects have a positive influence in product life-span: quality, durability, aesthetics and 

attachment. Furthermore, in comparison with other materials, the user considers this to have a better 

aesthetics and durability. Performance and darkening are perceived as having a neutral influence in 

product longevity. 

 

 

PP – Pen  

PP1 – U5 

With regard to PP1, the main aspects contributing positively to life-span are aesthetics and 

performance. Furthermore, the user mentions that it is pleasant to use, and appreciates the product 

tactility. For the user perhaps the product has more value now than in the beginning. Nevertheless, the 

user noticed some degradation or ageing, but states that it is still very well. Even though, this has a 

negative influence in quality and durability. Overall, the differences observed seem to have a neutral 

impact, and are mainly some wear and ageing or darkening, and a slight whitening of the golden parts. 

v 
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PP2 – U12 

In the case of PP2, the key issues pointed out by the user were durability, aesthetics and 

functionality. In this case all aspects contribute positively to life-span: performance, quality, durability, 

aesthetics, and attachment. 

 

 

PP3 – U19 

In the case of PP3, all aspects contribute positively to the longevity of the product: performance, 

quality, durability, aesthetics, and attachment. Besides, the user acknowledges that the pen writes very 

well, and likes it a lot: likes its beauty, durability, and writing. Furthermore, it also has a better grip than 

others (e.g. metal), and an esteem value is also mentioned. 

 

 

PP4 – U21 

In the case of PN1, all aspects contribute positively to life-span: performance, quality, durability, 

aesthetics, and attachment. The user points out the durability of the product, and appreciates the visual 

and tactile texture. Furthermore, there is some esteem value for the product, and cork is considered a 

distinct material. 

 

 

PP5 – U29 

In case of PP5, the product has had little use because of high esteem. The user likes it a lot, and 

it is warm and doesn‟t slides. Aesthetics and attachment are the key/ main aspects influencing life-span 

positively. Performance, quality, and durability have a more neutral influence in life-span. An eventual 

slight darkening has been noticed, and also with a neutral impact. 
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PP6 – U31 

In this case a problem occurred with the pen point; this became loose from the pen body, and 

which resulted in low use. This is acknowledged as influencing performance, and resulted in low use of the 

product. This is naturally a negative issue. Nevertheless, there is in general a good appearance and 

appreciation of the product. Also the user points out that this is a natural product or material. The main 

aspects influencing positively the life-span of the product are aesthetics and durability. Furthermore, not 

being very dirty appears as a neutral influence, and with effects on quality but only moderately. 

 

 

PQ – Pencil case lg 

PQ1 – U8 

In the case of PQ1, several aspects contribute positively to longevity – durability, aesthetics, value 

(high esteem value), and performance (classic model). The product remains beautiful and unchangeable, 

and the user appreciates the visual texture, and of being a natural material. The product maintains the 

shape (straightened) and visual appearance. The darkening and scuffed corners can be understood as 

neutral since the use is noticed, but product maintains value and beauty. 

 

 

PQ2 – U9 
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In the case of PQ2, several aspects contribute positively towards life-span, and these are 

durability, performance, and aesthetics. The product is resistant and beautiful as in the beginning, and the 

user is surprised positively. There are some neutral visual differences but with no effects, and the aesthetic 

appreciation remains the same. The user makes some suggestions for change (size larger), but which is 

also perceived as a neutral influence. 

 

 

PQ3 – U15 

In the case of PQ3, all aspects contribute in general positively to life-span. The user points out the 

good condition and durability of the product. Additionally, the product maintains the same shape 

(straightened) and visual appearance. Some dirt in corners was noticed, and this is perceived as of having 

a neutral influence. 

 

 

PQ4 – U26 

In the case of PQ4 – U26, all aspects contribute positively towards product longevity: 

performance, quality, durability, aesthetics, and attachment. The user points out the durability and pleasant 

appearance of the product, and appreciates the colour and texture of the material. Some darkening was 

noticed, and this is perceived as having a neutral influence in life-span. 

 

 

PR – Pencil case sm 

PR1 – U1 

In the case of PR1, all the aspects contribute positively to longevity, and the user is surprised and 

appreciates the impeccable condition of the product, which is found to have a very good resistance. 

Furthermore, the user finds this product better and more beautiful than the more traditional leather 
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alternatives. The fact that the product has low maintenance needs (no cleaning so far) is also perceived as 

having a positive influence. Furthermore, there has been a more intensive use due to differences in the 

general social context (different work), and which is perceived as having a neutral influence. Additionally, 

the user noticed some wrinkles from opening, and would prefer a larger version of the product to be able to 

include more pens. These aspects are also perceived as having a neutral influence. 

 

 

PR2 – U7 

In the case of PR2, the key aspects influencing product life-span positively are durability, 

performance, and normal similar appearance. The deformation caused by a pen is a neutral issue. The 

negative aspects are the low aesthetic appreciation (since the beginning – exception case), and the low 

quality of the finishing‟s. 

 

 

PR3 – U14 

In the case of PR3, the aspects with positive influence are durability, aesthetics (material), and 

being made of cork (status and emotion). The user finds the product (material) beautiful, original and 

natural. The slight dirt and deformation caused by a pencil has a neutral influence, and affects mainly 

performance. The negative aspects are mostly related with quality, and these are the overall weak 

finishing‟s of the product, the small size (pencil), and the golden button.  
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Annex 8: Chapter 6 – tables used to write the causal analysis 

 

Tables used to write the causal analysis 

 

Household Case Positive (+) Neutral (+/-) Negative (-) 

PA – Bath 
mat dry 

PA1 – U1 -Functionality 

More careful use to avoid 
further damage (Q17) 

-Durability (despite damage 
in borders it is still in one 
piece) 

-Aesthetics (prettier if 
washed but pieces missing 
affects aesthetics) 

Not well, damaged for a 
long time (Q2). 

cleaning helps but 
damaged 

Improve resistance (Q7b) 

-Quality 

-No attachment 

Darkening and damaged 
borders (Q16) 

PA1 – U26 Appreciates colour and 
texture (Q7a) 

-attachment 

-aesthetics (3) 

darkening 

Deterioration (Q2) 

Would change surface 
finishing to avoid 
deterioration (Q7b) 

-Performance 

-quality 

-durability 

PA2 – U2 Tactility, pleasant and 
comfortable; good 
condition (Q2) 

Familiarity (Q5) 

-Performance 

-durability 

-attachment 

[Quick dry (Q15)] 

Several aspects influence 
positively  

Good cleaning (Q6) 

More aesthetic detail (Q7) 

-Aesthetics (4) 

-quality (4) 

Surface dirt (Q16) 

 

PA2 – U3 Durability and tactile 
comfort (Q2) 

Appreciates tactility (Q7) 

Several aspects influence 
positively 

-performance 

-quality 

-Durability 

-Attachment 

-Aesthetics 

More aesthetic detail, but 
longevity. 

Few granules missing. 

Gathers dirt but 
rejuvenates with cleaning. 

 

PA3 – U6 Remains intact and 
functional 

Durability (Q6b) 

-performance 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

Low maintenance (Q17) 

Different appearance but 
well (Q2) 

Water absorption and dirt 
(Q6b) 

-Quality 
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PB – Bath 
mat wet 

PB1 – U16 Durability, good condition, 
looks as new (Q2) 

Several aspects contribute 
positively to longevity, 
mostly durability 

-Durability 

-Performance 

-Aesthetics 

(maintenance) 

  

PC – Soap 
dish 

PC2 – U9 Resistant and beautiful as 
in beginning; surprised 
positively (Q2) 

Several aspects contribute 
positively to longevity 

-Durability 

-Performance 

-Aesthetics 

Some visible differences 
but with no effects, and 
same aesthetics 
appreciation 

Suggestions for change 
(Q7b) 

 

High esteem or value (Q9) 

 

PC3 – U23 -Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

-attachment 

Darkening In centre 

 

PC3 – U27 -Performance 

-Durability (4,5) 

Darkening in soap area 
(Q2) 

-quality 

-aesthetics 

-attachment  

 

PD PD4+5 – U23 -Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

-Attachment  

PD4+5 – U27 Clean appearance (Q2) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

-Attachment  

PE – 
Coaster wt 

PE1+2 – U1 Use of only one because 
the other disappeared (Q1) 

Good condition/ impecable 
(Q2) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

Several aspects influence 
positively 

Equal appearance (Q16) 

-Aesthetics too basic, 
needs detail (4) 

-Attachment is indifferent, 
could return because of low 
aesthetics (4) 

Too thin, thicker would be 
better (Q15) 

[at 16 months interview the 
PE2 (missing now) was 
slightly broken] 

PE3 – U19 Good condition  

Appreciates visual texture 
or granules (Q7a) 

-Performance 

Lacks decoration in 
borders (Q7b) 

-Aesthetics 

-Attachment 

Stopped using 3 months 
ago together with placemat 
(PI1); felt like changing for 
a towel instead (Q2 and 3) 
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-Quality 

-Durability 

PE4 – U20 Good condition; are good 
and last long (Q2) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

-Attachment 

All aspects contribute 
positively 

  

PE5 – U21 Durability (Q2) 

Appreciates visual and 
tactile texture (Q7) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

  

PF – Fruit 
bowl 

PF1 – U9 Resistant and beautiful as 
in beginning; surprised 
positively (Q2) 

Several aspects contribute 
positively to longevity 

-Durability 

-Performance 

-Aesthetics 

Some visible differences 
but with no effects, and 
same aesthetics 
appreciation 

Suggestions for change 
(Q7b) 

 

 

PF2 – U18 Appreciates shape, 
material and function (Q7a) 

Continues to like use 
because of shape and 
material itself; it‟s beautiful 
and practical (Q5) 

-performance Degradation appearance 

Some stains don‟t come off 
entirely with cleaning (Q5 
and Q17) 

Needs surface finishing 
(Q7b) 

-quality 

-durability 

-aesthetics 

Attachment 

Dirt and fusion of cork with 
rot fruit (tangerine) (Q16) 

PF3 – U22 Distinct or different product 
(Q7) 

-durability 

-attachment 

Has care with fruit to avoid 
stains (Q17) 

Some slight stains, and 
product better larger (Q2) 

Suggestion of 
impermeability to avoid 
stains (Q7b) 

-performance 

-quality 

Slight loose granules from 
border (Q11) 

-aesthetics 

 

PF4 – U28 Appearance, durability and 
functionality (Q2) 

Slight stains  
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-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

-Attachment 

Better aesthetics and 
durability (Q15) 

PG – Pan 
Base 

PG1+2 – U1 Good condition/ 
impeccable (Q2) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

-Attachment 

All aspects influence 
positively. 

Good and resistant (Q15) 

Low maintenance (Q17) 

Slight stains (Q16)  

PG1+2 – U26 Durability and pleasant 
appearance (Q2) 

Appreciates colour and 
texture (Q7a) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics (+) (5) 

-Attachment 

Darkening   

PG3+4 – U11 Quality, durability, 
insulation, resistance. 

Versatility (Q7) 

-performance 

-durability 

-Quality (very good but 
some changes) 

Stains from grease and 
food 

Aesthetics, details missing 
(Q7) 

PG5+6 – U12 Functionality, insulation, 
durability (Q2) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

Warmth, others colder and 
more distant (sight and 
tactility) 

Slight stains  

PI – Place 
mat wt 

PI1 – U19 Appreciates visual texture 
or granules (Q7a) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

Better anti-sliding and heat 
insulation (Q15) 

Lacks decoration in 
borders (Q7b) 

-Aesthetics 

-Attachment 

Stopped using 3 months 
ago; felt like changing for a 
towel instead (Q2 and Q3). 

Not because of damage, 
just to like changing (Q5) 

Bent and piece missing 
(Q2) 

PI2 – U20 Good condition; are good   
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and last long (Q2) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

-Attachment 

All aspects contribute 
positively 

PI3+4 – U24 -performance 

-durability 

-quality 

-attachment 

No longer in conditions to 
be used; very stained and 
pieces missing (Q2) 

Improve way of cleaning, 
different cork material or 
surface finishing (Q7) 

-aesthetics  

PI5 – U25 Aesthetically still 
appreciated (not boring), 
and good condition (Q2) 

Durability implicit (Q2) 

Pleasant touch (Q7) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

Small pieces missing 

-aesthetics 

-attachment 

 

 

Personal 
Use 

Case Positive (+) Neutral (+/-) Negative (-) 

PJ – 
Keychain 

PJ2 – U10 Good durability and quality; 
good condition (Q2) 

Appreciation of visual 
texture and touch (Q7a) 

Several aspects contribute 
positively to longevity 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

Dirt/ dark/ used 
appearance but acceptable 

Negative repercussions in 
quality (Q2) 

Utilitarian value (Q9) 

Some slight use marks and 
dirt (Q16) 

Possible negative 
repercussions 

PJ3 – U20 Good condition; are good 
and last long (Q2) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

-Attachment 

All aspects contribute 
positively 

  

PJ4 – U27 Durability (Q2) 

-Performance 

-Quality (4,5) 

-Durability 

-Attachment 

Darkening, could be sold 
darker (Q7) 

-Aesthetics 

 

PJ5 – U28 Appearance, durability and 
functionality (Q2) 

-performance  
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-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

-Attachment 

Better aesthetics and 
durability (Q15) 

Darkening (Q16) 

PJ6 – U30 Durability and quality of 
seam Line (Q2 and Q6) 

Functionality, natural and 
unique appearance (Q7) 

-Durability 

-Performance 

-Quality 

Ageing is aesthetically 
benefic (doesn‟t likes the 
colour as new) 

Wear, oxidation, darkening 
(Q2) 

Other colours for seam line 
(Q7) 

-Aesthetics (likes material 
but has suggestions) 

Design of metal ugly 
(shape and finishing‟s) (Q6 
and Q7) 

PK – Purse 
coins 

PK1 – U2 Some aspects influence 
positively 

-performance 

-durability 

Only for coins, no notes 
(Q6) 

More aesthetic detail 

-Quality 

-Aesthetics 

-Attachment 

Slight colour change but 
prefers (Q16) 

No use since 2 months due 
to different wallet (Q1) 

PK2 – U11 Less use because received 
another 

-Functionality /performance 

-Durability 

-Quality (dirt) 

-Aesthetics (could improve 
with detail), but pleasant 
tough (Q15) 

-dirt (Q16) 

Can be cleaned but gets 
very dirty (mostly based of 
former interviews – at 2 
years mostly neutral) 

PK3 – U18 Very good condition (Q2) 

Appreciates aesthetics and 
material; shape, material 
and function (Q7) 

Emotional value because 
personal use product. 

All aspects influence 
positively 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

-Attachment 

More beautiful with ageing/ 
darkening (Q13) 

More durable than others 
of different materials (Q15) 

  

PL – Purse 
mobiles 

PL1 – U1 Good condition/ 
impeccable (Q2) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

Lower use due to context, 
different work (general 
context), +/- 1/3 less (Q3) 

Gets darker/ dirty but it‟s 
easy to clean (Q16 and 17) 
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-Aesthetics 

-Attachment 

All aspects influence 
positively 

Better than gloves for 
mobile phones (Q15) 

PL2 – U13 Appreciates soft touch and 
aesthetics visual pattern 
(Q2) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

Cleaning contributes to 
aesthetic recovering (Q17) 

Metallic plate didn‟t like in 
beginning but now finds it 
useful (Q2) 

Aesthetics and attachment 
would change for new 
product (Q14) 

Functionality – suggestions 
for changes 

Darkening, stains and use 
marks (Q16 and Q13) 

Interest in changing for 
new product has the 
potential to influence life-
span 

PL3 – U24 Good condition (Q2) 

Surprised with material 
application (Q6) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

-attachment 

Slight dirt or darkening 

 

PM – Wallet 
ladies 

PM1 – U23 Esteem value (Q9) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

-Attachment 

Dirt/ darkening  

PM2 – U26 Durability and pleasant 
appearance (Q2) 

Appreciates colour and 
texture (Q7a) 

-Performance 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

-Attachment 

-quality (could be better) 

Darkening and scuffing 
(Q16) 

 

PN – Wallet 
men 

PN1 – U10 Good durability and quality; 
good condition (Q2) 

Appreciation of visual 
texture and touch (Q7a) 

Several aspects contribute 
positively to longevity 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

Elasticity of cork skin 

Dirt/ dark/ used 
appearance but acceptable 

Negative repercussions in 
quality (Q2) 

Utilitarian value (Q9) 

Some slight use marks and 
dirt (Q16) 

Possible negative 
repercussions 

PN2 – U21 Durability (Q2) 

Appreciates visual and 
tactile texture (Q7) 

Esteem value (Q9) 

Slight darkening or dirt  
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-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

(Attachment) 

Distinct material (Q14) 

PN3 – U25 Aesthetically still 
appreciated (not boring), 
and good condition (Q2) 

Durability implicit (Q2) 

Pleasant touch (Q7) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

-Attachment  

PN4 – U28 Appearance, durability and 
functionality (Q2) 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

-Attachment 

Better aesthetics and 
durability (Q15) 

-performance 

Darkening (Q16) 

 

PP – Pen PP1 – U5 Pleasant to use (Q2) 

Appreciates tactility (Q7) 

Perhaps more value now 
than in beginning (Q9) 

-Aesthetics 

-Performance 

Bit of degradation/ ageing, 
but still very well (Q2) 

Negative influence in: 

-Quality 

-Durability 

Ageing/ darkening and 
some wear, plus golden 
parts a bit lighter (Q16) 

 

PP2 – U12 Durability, aesthetics, 
functionality (Q2) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

  

PP3 – U19 Writes very well with pen, 
likes a lot (Q2) 

Likes beauty, durability, 
and writes very well (Q5) 

Appreciates pen in general, 
the whole product (Q7) 

Esteem value (Q9) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

-Attachment 
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All aspects contribute 
positively 

Better grip than others (e.g. 
metal) (Q15) 

PP4 – U21 Durability (Q2) 

Appreciates visual and 
tactile texture (Q7) 

Esteem value (Q9) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

(Attachment) 

Distinct material (Q14) 

  

PP5 – U29 Little use due to esteem 

Likes a lot – its warm and 
doesn‟t slides (Q7) 

-Aesthetics (+) (5) 

-Attachment (+) (5) 

Eventual slight darkening 
(Q16) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

 

 

PP6 – U31 General good appearance 
and appreciation (Q2) 

Natural prod. material (Q5) 

-Aesthetics 

-Durability 

Not very dirty (Q6) 

-Quality 

Loose pen point resulting in 
low use (Q2 and Q7) 

-Performance 

PQ – Pencil 
case lg 

PQ1 – U8 Remains beautiful and 
unchangeable (durability 
implicit) (Q2) 

Appreciation of visual 
texture and being a natural 
material (Q7a) 

High esteem value (Q9) 

Maintains shape and look 

Several aspects contribute 
positively to longevity 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

-Value 

-Performance  

(classic model) 

Darkened a bit in beginning 

 

Darkening and scuffed 
corners; noticeable use but 
maintains value and beauty 

 

PQ2 – U9 Resistant and beautiful as 
in beginning; surprised 
positively (Q2) 

Several aspects contribute 
positively to longevity 

-Durability 

-Performance 

-Aesthetics 

Some visible differences 
but with no effects, and 
same aesthetics 
appreciation 

Suggestions for change 
(Q7b) 

 

 

PQ3 – U15 Good condition, durability 
(Q2 and Q6) 

Dirt in corners (Q10)  
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Maintains shape and look 
(Q15) 

PQ4 – U26 Durability and pleasant 
appearance (Q2) 

Appreciates colour and 
texture (Q7a) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics (+) (5) 

-Attachment 

Darkening  

PR – Pencil 
case sm 

PR1 – U1 Good condition/ 
impeccable (Q2) 

Surprised with impeccable 
condition (Q6) 

Appreciates resistance of 
the product (Q7) 

-Performance 

-Quality 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics 

-Attachment 

All aspects influence 
positively 

Better and more beautiful 
than leather options (Q15) 

Low maintenance (Q16 
and Q17) 

Higher use intensity due to 
changes in general context, 
different work (Q3) 

A few wrinkles from 
opening (Q16) 

Would prefer larger version 
(Q21)  

 

PR2 – U7 Resistance, durability, and 
normal similar appearance; 
performs function well 

-Durability 

-Performance 

Deformation from pen (Q2 
and Q16) 

Low aesthetic appreciation 
(Q2) 

Would change aesthetics 
and quality of finishing 
(Q7b)  

-Aesthetics; Quality 

PR3 – U14 Status for being made of 
cork, beautiful (Q2) 

Aesthetics of material 
(beautiful, original and 
natural) Q7 

-Durability 

-Aesthetics (material) 

being cork (status emotion) 

Slight dirt and deformation 
(Q6) 

-Performance 

Weak finishing‟s and small 
size (Q2) 

Golden button (Q7b) 

-Quality  
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Annex 9: Chapter 7 – colour images of evolution of differences observed over 

time 

 

PA – bath mat dry 

PA - Bath 
mat dry 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PA1 

    

PA2 

    

PA3 

    

 

 

PB – bath mat wet 

PB - Bath 
mat wet 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PB1 

    

PB2 

  

(end of life-span at 8 
months) 
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PC – soap dish 

PC - Soap 
dish 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PC1 

   

(end of life-span at 
16 months due to 
deterioration – also 
crumbling on the 
side) 

PC2 

    

PC3 

    

 

 

PD – Coaster bk 

PD - Coaster 
bk 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PD1  

  

 

PD4+5 

    

 

 

PE – Coaster wt 

PE - Coaster 
wt 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PE1+2 
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PE3+4 

    

PE5 

    

PE extra 

  

  

 

 

PF – Fruit bowl 

PF - Fruit 
bowl 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PF1 

    

PF2 

    

PF3 

    

PF4  
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PG – Pan base 

PG - Pan 
base 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PG1+2 

    

PG3+4 

 

 

  

PG5+6 

    

 

 

PH – Place mat bk 

PH - Place 
mat bk 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PH1+2 

 

(Use until 3 months)   

PH3  

  

 

PH4+5 

  

Images taken at 8 
months but use only 
until 3 months 

 

 

 

 

 

PI – Place mat wt 
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PI - Place 
mat wt 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PI1+2 

    

PI3+4+5 

    

 

 

PJ – Keychain  

PJ - Key-
chain 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PJ1 

   

(end of life-span at 
16 months due to 
deterioration – ripped 
face as in image) 

PJ2 

 

 

 

 

PJ3 

    

PJ4 

    

PJ5  
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PJ6 

    

 

PK – Purse coins 

PK - Purse 
coins 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PK1 

    

PK2 

 

 

  

PK3 

    

 

 

PL – Purse mobiles 

PL - Purse 
mobiles 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PL1 

    

PL2 
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PL3 

    

 

 

PM – Wallet ladies 

PM  Wallet 
ladies 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PM1 

    

PM2 

    

PM extra    

 

 

 

PN – Wallet men 

PN - Wallet 
men 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PN1 

 

 

 

 

PN2 
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PN3 

    

PN4  

   

 

 

PO – Notebook  

PO - 
Notebook 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PO1 

  

  

PO2 

 

   

PO4 

 

   

 

 

PP – Pen  

PP - Pen 3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PP1 
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PP2 

    

PP3 

    

PP4 

    

PP5 

  

 

 

PP6  

   

 

 

PQ – Pencil case lg 

PQ - Pencil 
case lg 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PQ1 

    

PQ2 
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PQ3 

    

PQ4 

    

 

 

PR – Pencil case sm 

PR - Pencil 
case sm 

3 months 8 months 16 months 2 years 

PR1 

    

PR2 

    

PR3  
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Annex 10: Chapter 7 – colour images of the evolution of assessments over time 

 

  

  

Figure 130 – Aggregated results; evolution of the assessments of the four aspects or parameters 

 

 

 

Household products Personal use products 
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Figure 131 – Evolution of performance over time; a selection of cases 

 

 

Household products Personal use products 

  

  

  

Figure 132 – Evolution of quality over time; a selection of cases 
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Household products Personal use products 

 
 

 
 

  

Figure 133 – Evolution of durability over time; a selection of cases 

 

 

Household products Personal use products 
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Figure 134 – Evolution of aesthetics over time; a selection of cases 

 

 

Household products Personal use products 

  

 
 

  

Figure 135 – Individual Product-User cases of evolution over time 
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